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Abstract 
 

This thesis provides an ethnography of sonic practices among the Batek. 

Sonic practices are central means by which Batek people create, appreciate, 

and negotiate relationships with each other, and with the non-human persons of 

the həәp (‘forest’). Practices discussed include storytelling, naming, listening to 

and mimicry of the forest, musical instrument playing, speaking, singing, and 

laughing. These are related to visual practices, such as weaving and carving, 

as well as to social life more broadly. This thesis therefore illustrates how Batek 

aesthetics are both social and oral or visible; connecting diverse practices by 

drawing on Batek discourses surrounding things that are btʔɛt (‘good, 

beautiful’), and that cause the emotion of haʔip (‘to feel longing, yearning, 

nostalgia, love, desire, absence’). Language and ‘musical’ practices are 

theorised as points on one communicative spectrum, as in Batek, singing, 

playing instruments, and speaking, are all encompassed by the term 

klɨŋ (‘sound’). The thesis draws on the ways that Batek people talk about sound, 

to argue that sounds are not just ephemeral, but can be potent forms of energy. 

Important ways that the Batek share and transmit their socio-aesthetics are 

therefore through sonic practices, and the emotional responses they evoke in 

those that witness or practice them. 
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PREFACE 
i The Batek  
 

The Batek are one of ‘at least 19 culturally and linguistically distinct 

subgroups’, who make up the peoples of Peninsular Malaysia commonly 

referred to as Orang Asli (Endicott 2016:1). Orang Asli translates from Malay as 

‘original people’, and is used to refer collectively to the indigenous peoples of 

the Peninsula. Endicott cites 2010 population data to put the Batek population 

at 1,359 people (2016:1), though Endicott, Lye, Zahari & Rudge put the 

population at over 1,500 (2016:100). The total Orang Asli population was 

178,000 in 2010, which is 0.76 per cent of the total population of Peninsular 

Malaysia (Endicott 2016:1).  

The Orang Asli are commonly divided into Semang,1 Senoi, and Aboriginal 

Malay subgroupings. I refer the reader to Lye (2001:207-22) for a detailed 

history and discussion of these group names, and to Endicott (2016:10-25) for a 

detailed account of Orang Asli history from the late Pleistocene epoch to the 

present day. There is a general association of Semang peoples (under which 

category the Batek fall) with hunting and gathering and with an egalitarian social 

structure, though this distinction is not always clear-cut (Endicott 2016:6-8).  

The people who refer to themselves as ‘Batek’ include Batek Tanum,2 

Batek Nong, Batek Teh, and Batek De’, who are all distinct linguistically and 

culturally (Endicott 2016:5). From here on, I will be making reference to the 

Batek De’ (also spelled Deq), as the Batek people I worked with in Pahang 

largely fall under the Batek De’ linguistic category, even though there are some 

people within this group who can also speak varying amounts of Batek Tanum 

due to inter-marriage and mixed family groups (Lye 2013:430). Within Batek De’ 

are Batek Iga, Te’ and De’ subgroups, though the Batek people inhabiting the 

areas in and around Taman Negara (where my research took place) generally 

refer to themselves simply as ‘Batek’, as these groups are now mixed (see also 

Endicott et. al. 2016). People do not make any distinctions based on which 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 Semang people are often referred to as ‘negritos’ in the literature, though as many have noted, 
as this term is racially loaded and hides much heterogeneity between different populations, it is 
best not used (Lye 2001, 2013:418, Dentan 1981, Endicott 2016:6).   
2 Sometimes referred to as ‘Mintil’ by other Pahang Batek groups.  
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subgroup their heritage is (Endicott et al. 2016:100), and many young people 

are unsure of whether their ancestry is Iga, Te’ or De’. I therefore follow the 

Batek themselves, and simply use the ethnonym ‘Batek’ for those Batek De’ 

people with whom I worked in Pahang.  

Batek people supplement hunting and gathering with taking part in various 

cash-earning activities. Hunting and gathering practices might include hunting 

with blowpipes or spears; fishing using various methods; digging for wild tubers; 

or collecting fruits. To earn money, people carry out tourism work such as 

making crafts to sell to tourists, boat-driving, guiding, portering, or cultural 

demonstrations (Endicott et. al. 2016). People might also work on oil palm 

plantations, or do other casual labour. Though hunting and gathering does not 

make up the full range of the Batek’s economic and food-procuring activities, 

using the term ‘hunter-gatherer’ to talk about Batek people is appropriate. This 

term has, however, been controversial in the pre-existing literature, and many 

have argued that the term is outmoded. Lee points out that anthropologists 

writing from a ‘revisionist’ position on hunter-gatherers claim that it is a ‘non-

category’ and is ‘a construction of observers mired in one or another brand of 

romantic idealism’ (1992:34). Ethnographers such as Schrire (1984:18) and 

Wilmsen (1989:3) argue from this ‘revisionist’ perspective (as quoted in Lee 

1992:34). They argue that ‘hunter-gatherer’ is not a valid term as ‘hunter-

gatherers’ have long had contact with and been subjugated by outsiders and 

are therefore not as ‘pristine’ as made out by other ethnographers. Therefore, 

they argue, hunter-gatherers can only be understood in terms of the dominant 

outside forces that subjugate them. However, even since the early twentieth 

century, Schebesta and Evans have pointed out that Semang peoples are not 

‘pristine’ isolates, and can be found near to Malays (Schebesta 1929:197, 

Evans 1937:36), and so this idea has in fact been long accepted. Indeed, 

groups such as the Batek ‘have not been especially isolated, and the few 

isolated ones have still taken their neighbours into account in formulating their 

way of life’ (Benjamin 2003[2002]:8).  

This does not mean that Batek people cannot be described as ‘hunter-

gatherers’, and nor do Batek people talk about their current situation solely in 

terms of ‘subjugation’. Whilst Batek people are acutely aware of their precarious 

position politically, and articulate this, they do not see themselves only as abject 
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sufferers, subjugated at the hands of gɔp (‘Malay person, outsider’), so long as 

they have the ability to go to the forest, and to hunt and gather. As NaʔMtkɔt 

once aptly put it, ‘we feel sorry for foreigners who come to the forest because 

they are so stupid’. Batek people know that they are the ones with the 

knowledge, and that outsiders, or gɔp, are the ones who need them (see Lye 

2005a[2004]).  

Furthermore, the Batek often treat ‘external society’ as a ‘resource base’ 

(Lye 1997:5, Endicott 1979a:221), as Endicott, Lye, Zahari and Rudge have 

described specifically in relation to tourism (2016). This is in common with other 

hunting and gathering groups (Köhler and Lewis 2002, Barnard 2002, Widlok 

2016a). As Widlok argues, the ‘social space created by habitual practices that 

are associated with hunter-gatherer ways of life’ can be seen as ‘practices that 

are habitual (i.e. have some temporal depth) and that in turn create open loops 

that pre-structure future actions’ (Widlok 2016a:135). The lens of hunting and 

gathering can therefore be useful even when discussing those practices that 

might not strictly be hunting and gathering. Batek people engage ‘in a culturally 

mediated social strategy’, of which hunting and gathering is a part, which should 

be understood ‘in terms of the people’s own agency’ (Benjamin 2003[2002]:8, 

see also Lye 2005a[2004]:17). I therefore focus on the resilience, flexibility, and 

endurance of many of their values and practices that continue and develop 

despite Batek people’s political marginalisation. Using the term ‘hunter-gatherer’ 

is an important part of this, as it is closest to the way that Batek people describe 

themselves (Lye 1997:57). 

ii Aims of the thesis 
	  

This is a thesis about Batek people’s sonic practices. Through everyday 

practices involving sound and listening, Batek people negotiate and express 

their relationships with each other, and with the other kinds of ‘person’ in the 

complex multi-organism that is the forest. Sonic practices are therefore 

important ways that people transmit their values using aesthetic means, 

creating a shared ‘socio-aesthetic’. 

Lye writes that ‘a relatively understudied dimension of the forest is the 

communication system within it, the flow of auditory information from one entity 
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to another’, and that ‘there is certainly a whole universe of natural and man-

made sounds, which unfortunately has eluded comprehensive documentation 

so far’ (Lye 2005a[2004]:151). This thesis seeks to fill this gap. In doing so, 

drawing on what Batek people demonstrated to me throughout my fieldwork, I 

take an approach that focuses on sound in a holistic way, and contribute to the 

recent burgeoning of interest in sound studies (see Novak & Sakakeeny 2015, 

Kruth & Stobart 2000, Clayton 2008a, Feld 2015). I also add to the debates 

surrounding the relationship of music to language (Arbib 2013, Lewis 2013, Dor, 

Knight & Lewis 2014, Feld & Fox 1994, Clayton 2008b, Cross 2001, 2005), by 

theorising these as distinct though related points on one communicative 

continuum of sounded practice, since, as Kruth and Stobart put it, 

‘communication is a primary function of sound’ (2000:3). Pre-existing published 

discussions of sonic practices in Southeast Asian hunting and gathering 

societies is lacking. My contribution is therefore to follow the Batek’s lead in 

adapting academic approaches to music, language, and sound to better suit 

their context, and to provide ethnographic description of an area in which this is 

so far missing.  

As I explore the role that the sonic practices play in creating and 

negotiating a particular Batek socio-aesthetic, my interest is broader than sound 

alone. As Stobart has pointed out, ‘maybe ethnomusicologists need to get out 

more; have the courage to venture outside the “music box” and think carefully 

about how insights from their research can engage with and contribute to 

broader interdisciplinary debate’ (Stobart 2008a:6). I therefore not only consider 

sound broadly, including speech, song, musical instrument playing, storytelling, 

laughter, and listening to the sounds of the forest, but I also connect sound to 

movement, gesture, and other sensory experiences and daily activities such as 

cooking, sharing, and eating where it is relevant to do so (Ingold 2007b, Stobart 

2008c). 

In order to discuss how sonic practices create a particular Batek socio-

aesthetic, it is necessary to recast the common conception of sound as 

ephemeral and transient. Batek people showed me how sounds can be 

persistent, effective, and affective, with far-reaching and long-lasting effects 

(see also Brabec de Mori 2015, Stobart 2008c, Clayton 2008a). In the Batek’s 

həәp (‘forest’), laughing inappropriately can cause a storm, uttering your in-law’s 
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name can make you sick even if that person is too far away to hear, and 

shamans can communicate with superbeings through song. Sounds can 

therefore be real things that are described as being ‘given’, ‘taken’, ‘looked for’, 

and ‘found’, and that must be carefully looked after and controlled, as they can 

create either harmony and great pleasure, or great disruption and destruction.  

Lye describes Batek ‘knowledge’ as growing from people’s movement 

through the forest (1997:99-100). During my fieldwork, Batek informants 

demonstrated that when moving through and dwelling in the forest, it was often 

sounded practices in their many forms that were essential in this process, as 

well as the visual aspects that Lye describes (2016). However, the term 

‘knowledge’ only partially describes the role that these sonic practices play, and 

so instead, I ask how is it that these practices inculcate a Batek ‘socio-

aesthetic’.   

My use of the term ‘aesthetics’ is distinct from the term’s conventional use 

in, for example, philosophy of the Western Classical music tradition, or the 

appreciation of art, where it applies to the detached appreciation of beauty of 

certain kinds of ‘artistic expression’ (see Gell 1992, Overing 1998[1996]). In this 

thesis, rather than using the term ‘aesthetic’ solely in relation to those practices 

that might be defined as ‘artistic expression’, or to describe the appreciation of 

and responses to only these practices, I use the term, with the prefix ‘socio-’, as 

follows: to refer to a profound aesthetic and ethical orientation that 

characterises people’s social and ecological relationships; underlies various 

everyday behaviours such as speaking, eating, listening, singing, or moving, 

and defines people’s everyday sensory experiences of the world and their 

emotional responses to these. Socio-aesthetics is therefore not only a term for 

labelling what things or behaviours are ‘good’ or ‘beautiful’, which in Batek 

would both be covered by the term btʔɛt, or ‘bad’, and ‘ugly’, which would be 

covered by the term jbʔec, but also encompasses the ways of understanding 

and dividing up the world that might underpin such statements. 

A socio-aesthetic orientation is therefore constituted by and manifested in 

everyday practices, and in turn these practices reveal and construct the ethical 

and aesthetic values that underlie them. These practices are therefore kinds of 

‘aesthetic scaffolds’, a term derived from Feld, who writes that Kaluli people’s 

physical adaptation to a rainforest environment which ‘demand[s] and favour[s] 
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acute perceptual skills’, means that they have also ‘developed the kind of 

aesthetic scaffolds for these skills that humanize them and provide a coherent 

cultural framework for their acquisition’ (1984:389). After the introductory 

chapters (Chapters One and Two), each chapter of the following thesis takes a 

particular practice, or ‘aesthetic scaffold’, and considers the particular 

relationship that practice has to a Batek ‘socio-aesthetic’. 

iii Fieldwork locations and methods 
 

The majority of my research was conducted within the Tembeling River 

watershed, and most of my time spent at Was Yɔŋ (and surrounding forest 

camps), ʔAwɔr (and the close-by camp of Was ʔAsah), and at Caŋkoŋ (and 

forest camps interspersed along the Kəәɲam River and its tributaries). In 2014, I 

also spent two months travelling between Was Yɔŋ and Maŋkɛn, which is in the 

Kecau watershed. I also regularly visited Dariʔ camp, though spent less 

prolonged periods of time staying there. Each of these camp locations is 

marked on Figure 1. At each of these camps, I was friendly with the majority of 

people in the camp (though the make-up of the camp would change almost 

daily). I usually had a few close friends and informants at each site, who would 

host me in their lean-tos and houses.3 These people provided much of the 

inspiration for many of the ideas put forward in this thesis. Often the reason for 

my travel between camps was to follow my friends when they themselves were 

moving. Even if the people I was with were not moving, I would sometimes 

move camps myself to the camps where my close friends and informants were, 

meaning I was better able to keep track on what was going on over a wider 

area. Trips to the Kəәɲam watershed were often interspersed with visits to or 

stays at ʔAwɔr, for example. Initially, I spent fourteen months with the Batek 

spaced over a period of seventeen months between March 2014 and July 2015. 

I then visited the same areas again for one month in May 2016, making the total 

fieldwork time fifteen months.  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3 At some of the settlement camps (Was Yɔŋ and ʔAwɔr, there is a mix of lean-tos and houses. 
These houses are raised off the ground, built to be longer lasting, and are larger. They are still 
generally referred to as hayãʔ, like the more traditional lean-tos. At Maŋkɛn there are a couple 
of brick-built structures that have been built by missionaries, these are referred to as dəәŋ batuʔ 
(‘houses made from stones’).  
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I did not spend time at Kuala Atok (Batek Was Hatəәk) and Teresek (Batek 

Tresek), two settlement camps along the Tembeling. I did, however, meet many 

Batek people from these camps over the course of my fieldwork, as there is 

often movement of people between Was Hatəәk, Tresek and Was Yɔŋ, and 

between Tresek and Dariʔ. People also often move between Was Yɔŋ and 

Maŋkɛn, and between Dariʔ, ʔAwɔr, and Kəәɲam. Similarly there is movement of 

people between Kəәɲam and Sɛt. The Sɛt River Batek people do seem to be 

more isolated from other groups, however, and have more contact with the 

Kelantan Batek than other groups in Pahang (they even have a slightly different 

accent, which is readily mocked by downriver Batek for being ‘big’ (bəәw) 

sounding!). These are not hard and fast rules, however, as I have also known 

people who usually camp at Was Yɔŋ to occasionally move to Kəәɲam and Sɛt, 

for example. 

Following Batek friends as they moved camps, and travelling myself 

between different groups was an important part of my methodology. The make-

up of each camp varies from day to day, though there generally seem to be 

‘core’ groups of nuclear families who become associated with the different 

settlements. Many of the core families that make up these groups are the same 

as they were during Lye’s fieldwork in the 1990s (personal communication 

2016). These usually seem to be the nuclear families of sibling sets. People 

elsewhere might refer to ‘ʔamal Was Yɔŋ’, to refer to the ‘group at Was Yɔŋ’ – 

meaning the people who they generally associate with living at that settlement 

camp (though this does not necessarily mean they are actually there at that 

time). Because there is daily movement between the different settlements, 

whether moving camps (jok), moving camps for a short time (ləәp), or visiting for 

the day (b-dagaŋ), the people along the Tembeling watershed (and Maŋkɛn) 

are all well connected, both by kinship and by the sharing of news and gossip 

by people who go visiting between camps. News travels fast in the forest 

because of this mobility and regular visiting, as was true even before the use of 

mobile ‘phones (Lye personal communication 2016). 

There are slightly differing identities to each camp group, which also made 

spending time at each camp essential to my methodology (see also Endicott & 

Endicott 2008:12). NaʔKtləәt told the story of when as a young woman she 

moved camps only to find the new people she was camped with were angry 
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with her for eating a certain brand of biscuits while she was menstruating. They 

said this would make her go mad (twãy), and risked infecting others. There are 

many taboos on what menstruating women can eat, which mostly prohibit meat 

and salty foods. The biscuits in question were savoury, hence the difficulty in 

categorising them. People at the downriver camps were always laughing at the 

Sɛt River Batek for how much sugar they drink in their tea. NaʔTklɔ̃k would 

always bemoan the Kəәɲam River Batek for not inviting her to go to the forest 

with them when they were going. Normal practice at her usual camp (ʔawɔr) 

was to pop round each of the lean-tos in the morning and tell people of your 

plans so that they have the opportunity to go too, if their desires match. On the 

Kəәɲam River, people avoided saying the name of the leech at all (pacat), 

instead referring to it as a caterpillar (ʔulat, a Malay loan), which they said 

meant that they wouldn’t be lawac (a set of taboos that risk incurring the anger 

of Gubar, the thunder-being).4 At Was Yɔŋ, however, they were happy to say 

the name pacat, so long as you didn’t laugh or yeʔyɔʔ it (a form of humorous 

yet dangerous wordplay discussed further in Chapter Ten). Though there are 

group identities that are understood at the level of camps, and though people 

might talk about ‘those Batek’ at a different camp, people still regularly 

articulated a shared idea of being ‘Batek’.  

Importantly, during my fieldwork, Batek people rarely articulated a strong 

sense of belonging to a wider ‘Orang Asli’ community. In other contexts across 

the globe (for example see Bigenho 2002), there can be a sense of shared, 

articulated, and even performed ‘indigeneity’ amongst different groups of 

indigenous people. Although Batek people may also refer to other Orang Asli 

groups as Batɛk pɔh (‘other Batek’), and say that they have more in common 

with these people than with gop, they have relatively little actual contact with 

these groups, aside from fairly infrequent inter-marriages between Batek and 

Semaq Beri people. I only ever heard someone refer to himself as an ‘Orang 

Asli’ person once during my fieldwork, and this was as a joke imitating a tour 

guide. As far as Batek friends made me aware, there is no contact between 

Batek people and indigenous organisers or activitsts, and little contact between 

Batek people and groups such as the Centre for Orang Asli Concerns. This is in 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
4 pacat is likely to be an avoidance name itself, which is used to hide the archaic word klɔm (Lye 
2016:256, endnote 6, based on personal communication with Diffloth).  
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contrast to other groups, such as the Temiar, who are heavily involved in Asyik 

FM, the Orang Asli radio station (Roseman 2002, 2012). There is certainly a 

sense that Batek people prefer to remain an autonomous group, and it seems 

they have little interest in organising politically with other Orang Asli groups. 

Though I make reference to relevant ethnographic details regarding such 

groups in the following thesis, I therefore do not make sustained attempt to 

situate Batek people in Pahang within this discourse, as to a large extent it is 

not something that they themselves engage in. It may be that groups in 

Kelantan, where resettlement and conversion to Islam has been more 

widespread regard this situation differently, however, having not travelled to 

these areas myself, I am unable to comment with certainty.  

My first trip to meet the Batek was made possible by Lye Tuck-Po who 

accompanied and introduced me. The people she introduced me to at Was 

Yɔŋ and ʔAwɔr settlements were my first friends, hosts, and informants, and 

later on my friends and informants became those people who I met at other 

camps who were willing to host me or teach me. In these cases usually other 

Batek friends introduced me to these people. I therefore share many Batek 

friends and informants with Lye, and many of the people I stayed with are the 

children of the people she stayed with during her fieldwork in the 1990s, and 

still works with now. This gives an interesting continuity to our experiences. We 

have both spent time at Was Yɔŋ, ʔAwɔr, and Dariʔ as fieldsites, as well as a 

couple of the forest camps which are close to Was Yɔŋ. Our fieldsites differ in 

that Lye has spent more time at camps that I have not yet visited in the Kecau 

watershed, whereas I spent approximately three months further upriver on the 

Tembeling, in the Kəәɲam watershed (see Figures 1 and 2 to compare our 

fieldwork locations). Where appropriate, I include the names and locations 

where information was given to me, and discrepancies in different people’s 

viewpoints, at the level of the individual or of camp groups, where these 

occurred.  

From the outset, I conducted my research in Batek (rather than in either 

English or Malay, the lingua franca). Though this made life difficult whilst my 

language skills were still lacking, learning the language simultaneously with 

learning how to live with in a Batek camp allowed me to understand how 

speech and language are woven tightly into the wider fabric of sound. Almost all 
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Batek people who I worked with speak Malay as well, though rarely amongst 

each other (aside from the use of loan-words). Given people’s relative lack of 

experience of having to explicitly teach Batek language to a grown-up person, 

my Batek friends were amazing language teachers, and rarely did people seem 

to tire of telling me new words. I was often even chided when I didn’t write 

things down by friends who knew that I would otherwise forget.  

My approach throughout was participant observation. I stayed with Batek 

families in their lean-tos, and every day where it was possible I accompanied 

people on trips to the forest. I found that people were most likely to tell me 

things as they came to their minds when we were out doing things, rather than if 

I asked them questions out of context. I also found that evenings after children 

had gone to sleep were a time when people liked to talk, and often we would 

stay up until the small hours of the morning or even daybreak talking, telling 

stories, weaving, singing, or playing instruments. My methodology of staying 

with Batek informants in their homes was therefore especially important.  

Learning to play musical instruments and to sing Batek songs was also 

part of my approach. It helped me to begin to comprehend not only how the 

music and songs are structured, but also how these fit in to a social setting. 

Furthermore, it allowed me to gain experiential knowledge of the sensations of 

playing, which have been essential to my subsequent analysis. The same goes 

for learning to weave, to make combs, and to fish and dig for tubers.  

Bloch argues that one of the ways that anthropologists can better describe 

‘knowledge’ is through making ‘much more use of description of the way things 

look, sound, feel, smell, taste and so on, drawing on the realm of bodily 

experience simply for heuristic purposes, to remind readers that most of our 

material is taken from the world of non-explicit expert practice and does not only 

come from linear linguistic thought’ (1998:15). Kruth and Stobart have also 

noted that there is particular danger when studying the senses to 

decontextualise them from one another (2000:4). Though my focus is primarily 

on sonic practices, a methodology I use in my writing is therefore to aim to give 

the reader a holistic sense of the sensations of being in the forest through ‘thick’ 

(Geertz 1973), in-depth descriptions of daily life, as sound always operates ‘in 

dialogue and synesthetic tandem with other sensory modalities’ (Stobart 

2006a:99, 2008c). I thus avoid decontextualising sound (see Helmreich 2010, 
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Ingold 2007b), and am therefore able to more fully describe Batek sonic 

practices. 

I have chosen to analyse ‘Batek’ singing and musical instrument playing 

as separate from the Malay pop music to which many people also enjoy 

listening. At the same time as Batek people enjoy listening to gɔp music, people 

also retain knowledge of their own ‘Batek’ songs, which in turn becomes more 

carefully guarded from outsiders. The gɔp pop music that the Batek enjoy is 

referred to by the word laguʔ, (Malay lagu meaning ‘song’). A Batek song, 

however, whether or not it is a ‘play song’ or a ‘shaman song’, is referred to as 

hakaʔ, a Batek word. In some ways, the Batek use gop pop music in similar 

ways to how they use the activities of playing Batek instruments or singing. For 

example, on a hot lazy afternoon it was common to hear the sounds of a 

telephone playing a hit by Rebvplic, Judika, Taylor Swift, Nirwana or Shae 

drifting over the camp, just as at other times you might hear someone playing 

the flute. Similarly, like Batek songs, particular tunes that people liked would 

become associated with memories of that person. People always associated 

‘Sandiwara Cinta (‘A Play of Love’) by Rebvblik with ʔEyJayat because he had 

it as his ringtone for a while, and the song ‘Sayang’ (‘Dear’) by Shae with 

NaʔKajaw because she had always come to watch when she heard that song 

being played on the TV. When Cadeʔ played ‘Sayang’ on the TV after 

NaʔKajaw had died, and remembered her liking that song, it made NaʔSrimjam 

and others who remembered NaʔKajaw saying how much she liked the song, 

feel haʔip (‘longing, yearning’) for her. This feeling of haʔip is also what people 

say they feel for Batek music, and is how they mark out a song as btʔɛt (‘good’). 

Many Batek people therefore really enjoy gɔp music, and yet it is still very 

clearly separated from what they describe as being hakaʔ Batek (‘Batek 

songs’). laguʔ gɔp would never be used in a ritual setting, and are not subject to 

the same taboos that Batek songs are (aside from if they are played 

excessively loudly which might be lawac), and nor do they have any power to 

communicate with the dead or with superbeings. There does not seem to be 

any merging of the two distinct styles, which are easily distinguishable. ‘Batek’ 

music is inspired by the forest and is an essential part of what people regularly 

talk about as being Batek, whereas it seems that gɔp music is simply being 

enjoyed for now. It does not seem that most people are tied to their ‘phones and 
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televisions, they seem happy to leave them behind when they go to the forest, 

aside from one family who carried television, generator, and speakers into the 

forest with them to the great but ineffective displeasure of other people. Though 

Batek people enjoy television and pop music, they do not talk about their 

emotions for television or pop music with the same intensity that they talk about 

their haʔip for Batek songs. People separate the world of the həәp (‘forest’) 

spatially, culturally, socially, and sonically from the realm of the dəәŋ (‘town’). As 

the thesis will demonstrate, it is the həәp (‘forest’) that is the principal ideological 

category for Batek people, and this is reflected in the ways people talk about 

‘Batek’ songs in relation to ‘gɔp’ ones. As well as describing gɔp (‘outsider, 

Malay person’) songs differently, people often talk about the ʔeŋal (‘noise’) of 

outside the forest. Given the clear separation that Batek people make, it is 

appropriate for the thesis to also make that distinction, and the focus is 

therefore on describing the sonic environment of the həәp.  

Malaw told me that young Batek people these days are rugiʔ (‘to incur 

losses’, Malay rugi), because they don’t know the old songs. Though this is 

difficult to measure, it is something that people talk about often. NaʔKtləәt would 

also bemoan the fact that the young women (kradah) at Was Yɔŋ (aside from 

her daughters) no longer know how to weave, and ignore the prohibitions 

surrounding the rimɛn insect. NaʔMtkɔt (aged around twenty-four) bemoaned 

the young women (kradah) of today, saying that they should be going out to the 

forest and getting dressed up instead of staying around the camp. She 

wondered if they were ‘lost’ (crloŋ). People do, therefore, seem to have a sense 

that some things are being lost as a result of the rapid change that outsiders 

bring. However, these claims that knowledge is being lost have been being 

made at least since Lye’s fieldwork in the 1990s (personal communication 

2016), and yet some ‘Batek’ practices seem to still be resilient, at least among 

particular individuals who are interested in the ‘old’ knowledge. When camped 

at Was Pəәɲũp, Lŋiw (around twenty years old) spent many hours learning 

songs from his father. Jliʔ (around nineteen) and Pupãw (around twenty) would 

often hound the older men to teach them to make and play the mouth harp, and 

Cadeʔ (around nineteen) was always asking his father to teach him new spells. 

However, though it has been noted in other contexts that perceived culture 

loss can result in increased performance of ‘indigeniety’ (see for example 
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Bigenho 2002), this is not the case among the Batek people with whom I 

worked, especially regarding those practices that might be described as 

‘musical’. Indeed, though guides may ask Batek people to hide away televisions 

and toys when tourists visit, and to demonstrate making fire in the traditional 

way (though most people now normally use a lighter), Batek people are not 

greatly concerned with this, and often regard it with humour (Endicott et. al. 

2016). Furthermore, Batek people hide all singing and playing musical 

instruments and everything to do with shamanism and their cosmological beliefs 

from tourists. Rather than perceived culture loss having made people want to 

display their musical or religious practices, therefore, it appears to have had the 

effect of making these practices more hidden and secretive. 

It is therefore also important to remember the effect that my presence may 

have had on the amount of shamanic singing that was done during my 

fieldwork, as among the Batek people that I worked with, shamanism in 

particular is kept carefully secret and hidden from outsiders. It may be the case, 

therefore, that one might have heard shamanic singing in a camp more 

frequently were I not there. In my early days of fieldwork, I would naively ask 

about shamans (halaʔ) or shaman songs (hakaʔ halaʔ/ hakaʔ ʔasal). I would 

always be met with the response ‘there are no Batek shamans anymore’, or ‘we 

don’t know (tahuʔ) any shaman songs’, or ‘I’ve never heard a shaman song’. 

Towards the end of my fieldwork, many of my Batek friends began to open up 

and tell me about, and show me these things. Though they taught me a great 

deal, my knowledge of specific details of these practices is limited, and much of 

what I was told I am prohibited from repeating. As Endicott, Lye, Zahari and 

Rudge (2016:102) note, there has been a general trend since Endicott’s 

fieldwork in the 1970s, of a decrease in the Batek’s willingness to share 

sensitive information with outsiders, perhaps as a result of discrimination 

(leading to a fear of ridicule) and the threat of missionaries (both Islamic and 

Christian). Many people also said to me that they were afraid that gɔp wanted to 

‘steal’ (maliŋ – a Malay loan) their songs. Whilst Endicott’s Batek informants in 

the 1970s were willing to show him their shamanic practices and songs from the 

beginning, and placed no restrictions on who he could share these with, both 

my and Lye’s Batek friends were more reticent in sharing these practices. I 

therefore adhere to these desires for secrecy in this thesis.  
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iv Maps 

 
 

 
Figure 1: Map (1) of Al ice Rudge’s f ieldwork locations 2014-2016, drawn by the author 

5km$
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Figure 2: Map (2) of Lye Tuck-Po’s f ieldwork locations from 1993 to present. Drawn by 
Lye Tuck-Po, reproduced with permission 
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Figure 3: Map (3) by Geoffrey Benjamin, showing Aslian language distr ibutions. Drawn by 
Lee Li Kheng at Nanyang University, Singapore. Reproduced with permission 
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v Notes on writing conventions 

v.i Orthography and relevant linguistic preliminaries 
 
As analysis of Batek forms an important part of the following thesis, I now 

give a basic introduction to aspects of the Batek language that are relevant to 

the following thesis. This is also important with respect to the documentation of 

an endangered language, and in order to aid future research. The language 

described is Batek Deq (btq), as spoken at the locations marked on Figure 1. 

From here on ‘Batek Deq’ will be abbreviated to Batek. The description here is 

tentative, and more systematic data collection and analysis is needed to confirm 

these preliminary conclusions. 

Batek falls under the Northern branch of the Aslian subgroup of the 

Austroasiatic language family, as do Jahai (Burenhult 2008), Ceq Wong5 

(Kruspe 2009), and Maniq (Wnuk & Majid 2014, Wnuk 2016), to whom 

comparisons will be made in this section (see Dunn, Kruspe & Burenhult 2013, 

Kruspe et. al. 2015). There has been much useful research published on Aslian 

languages of each branch (Burenhult 2005, 2008, Majid & Burenhult 2014, 

Diffloth 1976a, 1976b, 1980, Kruspe et. al. 2015, Kruspe 2004, Kruspe 2015, 

Benjamin 2013a, Tufvesson 2011, Wnuk 2016), and I will make reference to 

this work where it becomes relevant throughout my thesis, as it was highly 

influential in informing my understanding of Batek. There is less previously 

published linguistic research specifically on Batek. Blagden published a short 

list of what appears to be Batek vocabulary, though they did not publish any 

ethnographic material to go alongside this (1966[1906]:509-764). Much 

valuable documentation has been done by Lye, who publishes glossaries of 

Batek terms (1997, 2005a) and whose unpublished linguistic data was of great 

use to me throughout my research. Kruspe (et. al. 2015) also publish useful 

grammatical and lexical information on Batek, based on Kruspe and Burenhult’s 

fieldwork with Batek people in Kelantan.  

The orthography used throughout is adapted from the practical 

orthographies commonly used to transcribe Aslian languages (see Kruspe et. 

al. 2015). I was helped greatly in developing the orthography used here by 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
5 Also spelled Chewong 
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Niclas Burenhult and Nicole Kruspe (personal communication 2015-2017). The 

majority of symbols used in the following orthography adhere to the 

International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA), however there are a few phonemes for 

which this is altered slightly, in keeping with commonly used practical 

orthographies of other Aslian languages (see Kruspe et. al. 2015:424). The 

syllable realised as /ɟ/, the voiced palatal stop, is represented orthographically 

as /j/, the syllable realised as /j/ is represented by /y/, and the syllable realized 

as /ʁ/ (or its allophone [ʟ]) is represented by /r/ in the orthography.	   

1 Phoneme inventory 

1.1 Batek oral vowel phonemes 
 

Batek contains nine oral vowel phonemes, with three height distinctions: 

 

 Front Central Back 

Close i ɨ u 

Close-mid e əә o 

Open-mid ɛ a ɔ 

 

The following examples illustrate these: 

 

cik  ‘to spear/stab’ cɨp  ‘to go/walk’ mun  ‘dew’ 

teʔ  ‘earth/ground’ pəәp  ‘to fall down/off’ ros  ‘liver’ 

cɛp  ‘to hold’ pam  ‘an edible tuber’6 gɔs  ‘to live’  

 

Height distinction between the three front vowels has been difficult to 

determine. At points the impression of the spoken word seems to imply a fourth 

height between /i/ and /e/, that might perhaps be represented by /ɪ/. However, I 

was unable to find any minimal pairs that confirmed this, and so based on 

acoustic impressions, it is likely that [ɪ] is not phonemic and is an allophone of 

/e/, which is how it is represented in the orthography. 

 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
6 Of the Dioscorea variety. 
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1.2 Batek nasal vowel phonemes 
 

Batek contains seven nasal vowels, which contrast with the nine oral 
vowels: 

 

 Front Central  Back  

Close ĩ ! ̃ ũ 

Close-mid  ə̃ә  

Open-mid ɛ ̃ ã ɔ̃ 

 

The following examples illustrate these: 

 

cwĩt  ‘a high pitched 
whining sound’ 

taʔ"c̃  ‘a type of hornbill’ glyũn  ‘being fidgety, 
moving around’ 

 lltə̃әl  ‘a jumpy, wavering 
sound’ 

 

tɛp̃  ‘to be touching’ hãw  ‘to eat leafy 
vegetables’ 

srɔ̃p  ‘sound of slurping a 
drink’ 

 

Nasal vowels only occur in final syllables. As is common throughout Aslian 

languages, nasal vowels are lexically contrastive with their oral counterparts. 

For example, haw ‘to get’, and hãw ‘to eat leafy vegetables’, and bap ‘starchy 

food’, and bãp ‘the feeling of bashing, e.g. hitting your head’. It is likely that 

vowels following the nasal phonemes /m/, /n/, /ŋ/ and /ɲ/ are always nasal, such 

as in the examples nə̃әs ‘sleeping mat’, mə̃әs ‘pangolin’, or ŋə̃әc ‘to burn onto’. 

However, more systematic data needs to be collected on this.  

1.3 Batek consonant phonemes 
 

 Bilabial Alveolar Palatal Velar Uvular Glottal 

Stops p    b t   d c   j k  g  ʔ 

Nasal m n ɲ ŋ   

Fricative ɸ s  z   r h 

Lateral   l     

Approximant w  y    

 

In common with other Northern Aslian languages (Kruspe et. al. 2015:423-

424), Batek has bilabial, alveolar, palatal, velar, and glottal places of 
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articulation. Batek also adds the uvular point of articulation /ʁ/ (represented by 

/r/ in the practical orthography), though again more systematic data needs to be 

collected to confirm this conclusion. 

In Batek, as in other Northern Aslian languages there is a preference for 

words to have a closed final syllable (Kruspe et. al. 2015). Voiced consonants 

never occur in syllable final position.  

1.3.1 Stops 
 

A general rule is that voiced stops do not occur in syllable final position.  

The voiceless bilabial stop /p/ occurs in both syllable final and initial position, 

contrasting with the voiced bilabial stop /b/, which occurs only in syllable initial 

position. The voiceless alveolar stop /t/ contrasts with the voiced alveolar stop 

/d/. /d/ does not occur in syllable final position, but /t/ occurs in both syllable 

final and initial positions. The voiceless palatal stop /c/ contrasts with the voiced 

palatal stop /j/ (or /ɟ/ in IPA). /c/ occurs in both syllable final and initial positions, 

whereas /j/ occurs only in syllable initial positions. The voiceless velar stop /k/ 

contrasts with the voiced velar stop /g/. While both /k/ and /g/ are noted as 

occurring in syllable initial position, /g/ does not occur syllable finally. The 

following examples illustrate these contrasts: 

 

plɛs  ‘to coat blowdarts with poison’ blɛs  ‘fall down and hit a surface’ 

teʔ  ‘earth/ground’ deʔ  ‘this’ 

cok  ‘small bag’ jok  ‘to move camps’ 

kɛl  ‘shell’ gɛl  ‘fleshy part of a tuber’ 

 
The glottal stop /ʔ/ can occur in both syllable initial and final positions. For 

example in ʔay ‘edible animal’, and haliʔ ‘leaf’.  

1.3.2	  Nasals	  
 

Each of the nasal consonants /m/, /n/, /ɲ/, and /ŋ/ can occur in both 

syllable initial and final positions. The following examples illustrate the contrasts 

in initial position:  
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mə̃әs  ‘pangolin’ 

nə̃әs  ‘sleeping mat’ 

ɲɔʔ  ‘to lie/deceive’ 

ŋəәc  ‘to burn onto’ 

 

The following examples illustrate the contrasts in final position: 

 
tɔm  ‘water/river’ 

krakɔn  ‘children’ 

pɲlɔɲ  ‘to sing’ 

crlɔŋ  ‘to be lost’ 

1.3.3 Fricatives 
 

With help from Burenhult (personal communication 2017), I tentatively 

suggest that the Batek phoneme inventory includes the uvular fricative /ʁ/ rather 

than the voiced alveolar rhotic described in Jahai (Burenhult 2005:23-24), or the 

palatal rhotic described in Maniq (Wnuk 2016:60). Having noted this, however, 

in the interests of a practical orthography, I represent the uvular fricative as 

orthographic /r/ rather than /ʁ/ from this point on. This phoneme does not seem 

to usually occur in syllable final positions, though more work needs to be done 

to confirm this. Examples of the uvular fricative include rɛɲ [ʁɛɲ] ‘to eat meat’, 

and rəәw [ʁəәw] ‘to heal (of wounds)’. When this phoneme appears syllable 

finally, it is realised as its allophone the velar lateral [ʟ] (see section 1.3.4).  

Another preliminary conclusion is that the voiced alveolar fricative /z/ is a 

separate phoneme (see also Benjamin 1985 for examples of this). A small 

number of examples suggest that it contrasts with its voiceless counterpart /s/.  

 

For example: 

 

sɔh  ‘to pound in a mortar and pestle’ zɔh  ‘to spot edible animals when 
hunting’ 

 

It also contrasts with /r/, as in the following examples: 
 
zus  ‘to pull clothes vigorously from     
        the line’ 

rɔs  ‘liver’ 
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However, since this is an unusual phoneme in Aslian languages, this remains a 

preliminary assumption only. /z/ was not recorded as occurring in any position 

other than syllable initial, though /s/ occurs in both syllable initial and syllable 

final positions.  

With some other Aslian languages, the Batek phoneme inventory includes 

the voiceless bilabial fricative /ɸ/ (see Kruspe et. al. 2015:424). This phoneme is 

relatively uncommon, and only occurs in syllable final position. For example 

pɸrə̃әɸ ‘the roaring of a fire when blown by wind’, pi-kɔɸ ‘to cause something to 

be raised up from underneath’7, tuɸ ‘to pour’, ktɔɸ  ‘to spit’, cãɸ  ‘to fan’, or cɸlãɸ 

‘the sound of fast rapids’.  

The voiceless glottal fricative /h/ can occur in syllable initial and final 

positions. For example in həәp ‘forest’, and səәh ‘to arrive, come’.  

1.3.4 Laterals 
 

The voiced alveolar lateral liquid /l/ is found in all positions. For example, 

in gəәl ‘handle of a digging blade made from a tree’, halɛk ‘to be fatty or creamy 

tasting’, or laŋɔt ‘lower leg’.  

The velar lateral [ʟ] is an allophone of /ʁ/ (orthographic /r/) as it is realised 

syllable finally. [ʟ] occurs in both loans from Malay and in indigenous words. 

Malay loan examples include pasir [pasiʟ] ‘sand’ (Malay pasir), and ʔular [ʔulaʟ] 

‘snake’ (Malay ular). Indigenous examples include lɔ̃r [lɔ̃ʟ] ‘to move camps’8, 

and pskɔr [pskɔʟ] ‘to be the greyish-brown of dried earth’. As [ʟ] is an allophone 

of /ʁ/ it is represented by /r/ in the orthography.  

1.3.5 Approximants 
 

The voiced bilabial approximant /w/ occurs in syllable final and initial 

positions. For example in wkwãk ‘a type of frog’, and in bəәw ‘big’.  

The voiced palatal approximant /y/ (IPA symbol /j/) likewise occurs in 

syllable final and initial positions. For example in yəәy ‘to carry’.  

	  
	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
7 For example if lifting something out of a hole in the ground, or in weaving.  
8 Batek speakers said that this was a very old word.  
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2 Phonotactics 
 

Sequences of consonants are articulated with an epenthetic vowel, the 

default of which is [əә]. There are two variants to this. These are [i] and [u], and 

their occurrence depends on the syllable to the right. For example, a palatal 

segment will produce an [i], for example gcyɔc [gicyɔc] ‘the sensation of having 

wet hair’, bsyut [bəәsiyut] ‘the sound of rushing wind’, or lɲɲaɲ [liɲɲaɲ] ‘(of a 

surface) to feel bouncy’. A bilabial approximate segment produces [u], for 

example in the word lwec [luwec] ‘to climb’, or in jlwkãw [jəәluwkãw] ‘the look of a 

lumpy, uneven, broken surface’. In accordance with the practical orthographies 

used in the description of other Aslian languages, epenthetic vowels are omitted 

in the orthography.  

3 Word structure and formation  
 

The syllable structure of Batek is typical of the Aslian family. Words are 

mono-, sequi- or disyllabic. Longer words do occur, but these often have likely 

traces of morphological complexity, perhaps the result of fossilised processes 

(Kruspe et. al. 2015:422-423). Illustrating this are words such as k<lw>*yaw 

[C.CC.CVC] ‘to look bent’ with *yaw being a possible ancient root. The maximal 

attested word is trisyllabic, though this is rare. With other Northern Aslian 

languages, Batek syllables are minimally [CV], for example in hapɔy ‘the leaves 

used to make thatch for lean-tos’ [CV.CVC], and maximally [CCVC], for 

example in krɛp ‘to be close together’ (see Kruspe et. al. 2015:423).  
Batek words contain roots and bases that can be modified by various 

morphological processes and affixation. Roots are words that are the simplest 

form, and are therefore unanalysable. Many roots are also lexemes, for 

example the root of the word pi-ciʔ ‘to feed’ is ciʔ ‘to eat’, which has meaning on 

its own. However, it is also possible for roots to be non-lexemic archaic forms 

that bear the traces of morphological complexity, that are now obsolete. These 

are indicated by (*) where they occur. Such an example is p-*dɛŋ ‘to show’ 

(CAUS-*to see), where dɛŋ is obsolete as a lexeme on its own.9 A base is the 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
9 Though obsolete in Batek, this is a verb that currently exists in Maniq meaning ‘to see’ (Wnuk 
2016:80), and in Ceq Wong where it appears as the verb daŋ ‘to look’ (Kruspe, personal 
communication 2017).  
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basic unit that can be modified, and could be a root or a word that has already 

undergone some kind of morphological process. For example, the base of lpyũp 

[lp-yũp] (IMP-‘to feel shy, embarrassed’) ‘to continuously feel shy’, is yũp ‘to feel 

shy, embarrassed’, which is also a root. The base of plpyũp [p<lp>yũp] 

(CAUS<IMP>‘to feel shy, embarrassed’) ‘to cause to feel continuously shy, 

embarrassed’, could either be lpyũp [lp-yũp] ‘to continuously feel shy, 

embarrassed’, or pyũp [p-yũp] ‘to cause to feel shy or embarrassed’.   

4 Word classes and derivational morphology 

	  
The full range of word classes and morphological processes in Batek has 

yet to be described, and those presented in this section are tentative 

suggestions based on preliminary data only. This is not an exhaustive 

description of Batek word classes or derivational morphology: I include only 

those aspects of word classes and derivational morphology that are directly 

relevant to this thesis.  

In common with other Northern Aslian languages, derivational processes 

appear to be always either prefixes (-) or infixes (<>) (Kruspe et. al. 2015). An 

example of an infix might be the imperfective form of the verb kjeŋ ‘to hear’, 

which becomes k<iŋ>jeŋ ‘to be hearing’. An example of a prefix might be the 

causative prefix as it is added to the verb ʔeŋal ‘to be a noisy sound’, which 

becomes pi-ʔeŋal. The one exception appears to be the irrealis affix /-m/ (see 

Kruspe et. al. 2015:435).  

4.1 Verbs 
 

The preliminary working definition of a verb in Batek as used here is words 

that act as predicates, stating or describing a property or action within a clause. 

For example in the following utterance, cɨp ‘to go/walk’ is the verb: 

 
ʔoʔ   cɨp    ba=həәp 

3SG to.go LOC=forest 

‘she goes to the forest’ 

 

It appears that in Batek verbs can be either dynamic or stative. This is in 

common with other Aslian languages (see Wnuk 2016 on Maniq, Burenhult 
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2005 on Jahai, and Kruspe 2015 on Semaq Beri). Dynamic verbs encode 

actions, or dynamic situations, for example cɨp ‘to go/walk’, or ciʔ ‘to eat’. 

Stative verbs might encode a particular state of being, for example bəәw ‘to be 

big’, or blʔəәɲ ‘to be blue/green colour’. This is important to determine in the 

context of the thesis, as two stative verbs that will be mentioned throughout the 

thesis are btʔɛt ‘to be good, beautiful’ and jbʔec ‘to be bad, ugly’. The lexicon for 

emotions mentioned throughout thesis also consists of stative verbs, for 

example haʔip ‘to feel longing, yearning, love, desire, missing’, hamun ‘to feel 

worried, distracted, preoccupied’, and yũp ‘to feel shy, ashamed, embarrassed’.  

4.1.1 Forming the imperfective 
 

The imperfective (IMPF) is described here as it is relevant to my 

discussion of the semantics of the verbs kjeŋ ‘to hear’, and kiŋjeŋ ‘to be hearing’ 

in Chapter Two. The imperfective can be applied to either stative or dynamic 

verbs, and involves affixation of the imperfective morpheme, which is partly 

specified. Allomorphs are determined by the structure of the base. For 

monosyllabic bases, there is a CVC prefix that copies the CVC structure of the 

base, replacing the V with the prespecified vowel <i>. Examples are as follows: 

 
cɨp ‘to go/walk’ cip-cɨp ‘to be walking’ 

 

ŋɔk ‘to sit/stay’ ŋik-ŋɔk ‘to be 

sitting/staying’ 

gəәt ‘to gut (a dead 

animal)’ 

git-gəәt ‘to be gutting’ 

bom ‘to lie on your front’ bim-bom ‘to be lying on your 

front’ 

cam ‘to look for’ cim-cam ‘to be looking for’ 

sɔc ‘to rinse’ sic-sɔc ‘to be rinsing’ 

nay ‘to bathe’ niy-nay ‘to be bathing’ 

 
For sequisyllabic and disyallabic bases, there is a C affix which is a copy 

of the final consonant of the base, which is infixed at the left edge of the final 

CVC string of the base, and filled with the prespecified vowel /i/. For example: 
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kayil ‘to fish’ k<il>yil ‘to be fishing’ 

rbus (Malay rebus) ‘to bring water to 

boil’ 

r<is>bus ‘to be bringing 

water to the boil’ 

misah ‘to cook’ m<ih>sah ‘to be cooking’ 

likap ‘to close eyes’ l<ip>kap ‘to be closing eyes’ 

hadɛp (Malay 

hadap) 

‘to watch’ h<ip>dɛp ‘to be watching’ 

 

The semantics of the imperfective are difficult to describe. Batek 

imperfectives seem to describe a moment where the endpoint is not clear or 

fixed, or where the action is on-going. For example, the verb kjeŋ ‘to listen’ in its 

imperfective form becomes kiŋjeŋ [k<iŋ>jeŋ] which implies continual listening 

with no fixed endpoint. As such it sometimes has the implied meaning of ‘to be 

paying attention to sounds’ in contrast to kjeŋ which might imply listening to or 

hearing one sound with a fixed ending. The imperfective also often seems to 

give the impression of aimlessness or being casual about the action. As such, 

when imperfective verbs are used, it sometimes has the effect of softening 

demands. For example: 

 
cip-cɨp        r<is>bus                                  ʔawãʔ teh yɛʔ 

IMPF-to.go <IMPF>-to.bring.water.to.boil little     tea 1S 

‘Be going and boiling a little tea’ 

4.1.2 Forming the causative 

	  
There are a variety of causative affixes in Batek, including /p-/, /pi-/, /pr-/, 

/yi-/and /<ri>/ (CAUS). The function of causative markers is to ‘turn the subject 

of the base verb into a direct object representing a cause, and enable the 

introduction of a new subject argument representing the causer’ (Burenhult 

2005:105 on Jahai). It is difficult to determine at present whether or not there 

are semantic differences between the different causative affixes, with one 

exception: /yi-/ seems to be used in instances where the causer is physically 

carrying or taking the causee somewhere. Some examples are fossilised, 

others have a root that is lexemic. Understanding the causative marker is 

important for Chapter Two, where it is mentioned in relation to the semantics of 
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verb ʔeŋal ‘to be a noisy sound’ and piʔeŋal [pi-ʔeŋal] ‘to cause a noisy sound’. 

In Chapter Four a frozen causative is evident in the verb prbəәt [pr-*bəәt], where 

*bəәt is likely to be an archaic root, the semantics of this word being important to 

the discussion in the chapter. Examples of the causative are as follows: 

 

*bəәt likely meaning: ‘to 

hear a name’ 

pr-bəәt ‘to cause a name to 

be heard/to utter’ 

*dɛŋ likely meaning: ‘to 

see’ 

pi-dɛŋ ‘to cause to be 

seen/to show’ 

hinɛk ‘to imitate’ pi-hinɛk ‘to cause to imitate/to 

show how to do’ 

nay ‘to bathe’ pi-nay ‘to wash someone’ 

nay ‘to bathe’ yi-nay ‘to take someone to 

bathe’ 

wek ‘to return’ yi-wek ‘to take 

someone/something 

back to somewhere’ 

wek ‘to return’ pi-wek ‘to cause 

someone/something 

to go back to 

somewhere’ 

yũp ‘to be 

shy/embarrassed’ 

p-yũp ‘to cause to be 

shy/embarrassed’ 

ʔntɨŋ ‘to be afraid’ pr-ʔntɨŋ ‘to cause to be 

afraid/to scare’ 

ciʔ ‘to eat’ pi-ciʔ ‘to cause to eat/to 

feed’ 

kəәmaŋ (Malay 

kembang) 

‘to be swollen’ k<ri>maŋ ‘to cause a swelling’ 

 
In some instances more than one causative marker can be added to a 

base, for example gɔs ‘to live’, pigɔs [pi-gɔs] ‘to cause to live’ (look after), and 

prigɔs [p<ri>gɔs] ‘to raise from the dead’.  
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4.1.3 Expressives 
 
The status of expressives as a word class distinct from stative verbs is 

unclear in Batek, and this is a topic of on-going research amongst scholars of 

Aslian languages (Kruspe 2015:513). In Batek there is a rich lexicon for 

providing highly detailed sensory information about properties of objects or 

experiences, which is a common feature of expressives. In the case of words 

encoding the sound modality, they are often onomatopoeic, for example pluŋ 

‘the sound of something falling into water’, plak ‘the sound of burning firewood 

crackling’ or ʔuh ‘the sound of wind blowing through leaves’. Other non-sonic 

Batek examples are tãp ‘the feeling of being bitten suddenly e.g. by an ant’, or 

musul ‘the feeling of slipping and sliding down a slope’, which appear to invoke 

the sensation of those things. Such words encoding sensory experiences are 

often ‘iconic’, or ‘non-arbitrary signs which invoke a sensate response’ (Kruspe 

2004:396, see also Burenhult 2005:113), whereby iconicity is defined as ‘the 

resemblance-based mapping between aspects of form and meaning’ 

(Dingemanse et. al. 2015:604, see also Pierce 1940). This kind of iconicity is a 

typical feature of the word class of expressives (Diffloth 1980:50). 

Some of these words encoding detailed sensory experiences exhibit what 

appear to be (possibly) fossilised complex morphological processes, that as of 

yet remain unanalysed. For example gliʔhɔ̃ʔ ‘the appearance of a corpse with 

shrunken eyes’, klwbow ‘the appearance of something bent’ krntəәn ‘the 

appearance of the ridges in pandanus leaves’, klwʔow ‘the appearance of the 

arc of a taduk leaf’, klŋpoŋ ‘the appearance of someone stooped over’, or 

srimjam ‘the appearance of many things hanging down’.  

Often, words encoding sensory experience appear to be used as sentence 

adjuncts, also a typical feature of the word-class of expressives. For example: 

 
ʔay=lɨw kabɛn yɛʔ diʔ?     daw daw ʔoʔ cɨp 

What friend my to.do?  ‘appearance.of.walking.with.head.bobbing’  3S to.walk 

‘What is my friend doing? ‘With his head bobbing’, he walks along’ 
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yɛm       pakɛy    bajuʔ  yɛʔ hadɛʔ lɔc!                        plancɔŋ ʔoʔ səәh 

1S-IRR to.wear clothes my if feeling.of.seeing.arrival! tourist 3S to.come 

‘I will wear my clothes in case I get the ‘feeling of seeing someone suddenly 

arrive’! And a tourist comes’ 

 

brãy!                                         yɛʔ klcəәs          blahɛt bner tɔm! 

feeling.of.shock.at.cold.water! 1S to.be.startled cold very water! 

‘‘feeling shocked at the cold water’! I was startled by the very cold water! 

 

Raising question over the status of expressives as a word class, however, 

is that words encoding sensory experience can also be used in sequences of 

verbs. For example: 
 

ʔoʔ cɨp klŋpoŋ 

3s   to.walk  ‘appearance.of.being.stooped’ 

‘She walked ‘with the appearance of someone stooped over’’ 

 

However, occurrences of strings of more than two verbs appearing without 

being interspersed by a personal pronoun have not been noted, whereas 

multiple words encoding sensory experiences can be strung together without 

the need for a personal pronoun preceding them. For example: 

 
jljɔl                       blpuŋ                     blaŋwɛs̃                      pstaɲ  

feeling.of.tripping feeling.of.bashing feeling.of.standing.up to.be.dusty.brown  

haɲ     ʔoʔ 

mouth 1S 

‘tripping’ ‘bashing’ ‘standing up’ his mouth was dusty brown 

 

Whether or not such words encoding sensory experiences in Batek 

constitute a word class or a verbal sub-class is not strictly relevant to this thesis. 

The important thing to take from this discussion is that the vocabulary to 

describe these sensory experiences in detail exists in Batek, and that due to the 

iconicity that is often present in words encoding sensory experience, their use 

may add drama and a sense of immediacy and detail, or provide a kind of 
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‘iconic summary’ (Kruspe 2004:397 on Semelai) of an event or state. This has 

important implications for the discussion in Chapter Eight.  

4.1.4 Deriving nouns from verbs 

 

There are numerous ways that nouns can be derived from verbs in Batek, 

though discussion of all of these is not within the scope of the thesis. I discuss 

one rare form tentatively here, as it is included as it is relevant to the discussion 

in Chapter Two. It is formed by prefixing /k-/ onto a verb. For example the verb 

lɨŋ ‘to resonate, echo’ in its derivative nominal form is klɨŋ [k-lɨŋ] ‘a sound’. The 

other example recorded was tɔɸ ‘to spit’, and its derived nominal form ktɔɸ [k-

tɔɸ] ‘saliva’. This method of verb to noun derivation has been noted only rarely, 

so may not be productive. 

4.2 Nouns 
 

The preliminary definition of a noun in Batek is a word that functions as the 

subject or object of a clause. Whilst many nouns are morphologically simplex, 

many also have traces of fossilised morphological complexity. For example: 

 

pkpãk ‘a type of bird’ 

pmpɛŋ ‘a type of bird’ 

pit-pit ‘a type of bird’ 

stsɛt ‘a type of bird’ 

wkwãk ‘a type of frog’ 

sŋseŋ ‘a type of bird’ 

hŋaŋ ‘a type of hornbill’ 

blbɨl ‘a type of small mouse-like rodent’ 

pnpɔn ‘Short-tailed Gymnure’ (Hylomys Suillis) 

blbil ‘Little Civet’ (Viverricula indica) 

kŋkɛŋ ‘a type of plant of the Aspleniaceae 

family’ 

cycɔy ‘a type of flower’ 

lŋleŋ ‘a type of calling insect’ 

ptpə̃әt ‘a type of calling insect’ 
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Burenhult (2005:71) notes that in Jahai fossilised forms in nouns 

describing animals and birds may have had an onomatopoeic function. 

Similarly, Batek speakers explicitly informed me that some of the nouns listed 

above are indeed onomatopoeic (wkwãk, sŋseŋ, stsɛt, ptpə̃әt). Batek speakers 

describe these onomatopoeically named creatures as ‘uttering its own name’ 

(ʔoʔ prbəәt knmoh ʔoʔ blaʔ). These onomatopoeic names for non-human 

creatures are discussed in Chapter Eight.  

4.2.1 Deriving verbs from nouns 
 

There are some different ways that verbs can be derived from nouns in 

Batek, though it is only within the scope of the thesis to discuss one of these 

here, as it is relevant to discussion of the semantics of the noun klɨŋ ‘a sound’, 

and its derived verbal form kŋlɨŋ ‘to make a sound’, in Chapter Two.  

The method of deriving verbs from nouns in question has so far only been 

noted as occurring in a few specific examples. For monosyllabic bases, there is 

a CVC prefix, which copies the CVC structure of the base, replacing the V with 

an unspecified epenthetic vowel. For sequisyllabic bases there is a C affix 

which is a copy of the final consonant of the base, which is infixed at the left 

edge of the final CVC string of the base, and filled with an epenthetic vowel. For 

example: 

 

sɔʔ ‘corpse’ sʔ-sɔʔ ‘to die’ 

sɛɲ ‘way, route, 

planned direction’ 

sɲ-sɛɲ ‘to go towards’ 

kuy ‘head’ ky-kuy ‘to have your head 

pointing in a certain 

position’ 

klɨŋ ‘sound’ kŋ-lɨŋ ‘to make a sound’ 

 

v.ii Translation 
 

Where there are Batek words that do not translate neatly into English, I 

describe the meaning fully in English and accompany this with the Batek term, 

in order to avoid incorrectly glossing the full meaning of the word with a single 
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word translation into English. As Batek is a largely undocumented language, 

translations of Batek terms are based on my own observations of the terms in 

natural conversation and the ways that Batek informants described the 

meanings of words to me, as well as on the unpublished and published work of 

Endicott (1979, 2008) and Lye (2005a, 1997, personal communication). 

Because Batek is not yet thoroughly documented in publication, I include the 

Batek language versions of stories and songs in the hope that these will aid 

future researchers and provide a document in themselves.  

Where these are known, I provide Latin and English identifications of 

plants and animals, for which I used the following guides: Davidson & Chew 

(2013[1995]) alongside recordings provided by Lye (personal communication) 

for birds; Francis (2013[2001]) for mammals; and Polunin (1998), Whitmore 

(1973), Larsen et. al. (1999), and Utteridge and Bramley (2015) for plants. I also 

made use of Endicott and Bellwood (1991) for identification of edible tubers, 

and Endicott (1974, personal communication) for identification of fruits and 

other plants. Using the field guides listed above, I would show different groups 

of Batek people the pictures and ask for the Batek names for them. This 

method was not always useful, however, as people would often complain that 

the pictures were too small and failed to show the habitat, or only showed select 

parts, of the thing in question. NaʔKtləәt for example said she preferred to show 

me the names of Batek plants in the forest because she was better at 

identifying them there. However, as I am not a trained botanist, it was in turn 

difficult for me to work out the English or Latin names by looking at the plants in 

the forest. Because of these difficulties, in combination with the possible 

problem of different conceptualisations of taxonomies in Batek and English,10 

there was some variation in the identifications I was given when using field 

guides with different people. These are noted where they occur. Some species, 

such as many commonly mentioned insects, I also failed to find in field guides. I 

therefore use the Batek terms for these alongside a description in English.  

Batek language does not make use of a different personal pronoun for 

masculine and feminine, unlike English, which distinguishes between ‘he’ or 

‘she’, in Batek, the word ʔoʔ is used for ‘he’, ‘she’, and ‘it’.  When transcribing 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
10 This would be an interesting area for future research.  
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stories it is sometimes therefore not clear whether or not the character is male 

or female, but for clarity in English I choose either one and use this consistently 

throughout the story. It should be remembered that this does not necessarily 

reflect the Batek version. Often in storytelling a lot relies on context - meaning 

that a direct translation can be unclear, and so in transcribed stories 

clarifications appear in square brackets. In some places where the transcription 

is from a recording that is unclear in places, this is noted.  

v.iii Personal names 
 

In most instances throughout the thesis I use pseudonyms in order to 

protect the identities of informants. In Chapter Four, where I discuss names and 

the taboos surrounding them, there are some cases where I use real names as 

examples, but do not link the names to any other information about the person, 

and describe the names in a purely abstract sense. The pseudonyms I have 

chosen reflect the actual system of Batek naming, which is based around the 

use of teknonyms. When born, children are given their knmoh sɛc (‘flesh 

name’). When Batek parents have a child, a prefix is added on to the name of 

their first-born child to create a new name for the parents. The prefixes are as 

follows: 

 
Naʔ-        ‘mother’ 
 
ʔEy-         ‘father’ 
 
Yaʔ-         ‘grandmother’ 
 
Taʔ-         ‘grandfather’ 
 

The mother of the new-born Pales would therefore become NaʔPales 

‘mother of Pales’, for example. If their oldest child changes their name, the 

parents may change their name too, or take the name of the next youngest 

child. If their oldest child gets married and has a child of their own, they may 

take on the prefix ‘Yaʔ’ or ‘Taʔ’ (‘grandmother’, or ‘grandfather’).  

Many (though not all) Batek people have a Malay name in addition to their 

Batek name. Sometimes these names are given to them by doctors, and they 
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are usually the names that are used on people’s identity cards. Again, these are 

concealed by Malay pseudonyms in this thesis. 

v.iv Place names 
 

For place names, I use Batek rather than Malay. I include a map with 

these place names, since due to the precarious position that Batek people 

occupy with regard to their political status, I believe it is important to maintain a 

document of people’s living locations.  

v.v Musical transcription 
 

I have used Western Classical notation to notate a few Batek songs, which 

they do not notate themselves. Since the songs fit comfortably with Western 

Classical notation (e.g. they have simple metre and rhythm and tonal harmony), 

this is the system of transcription I have chosen to use, in order to visually 

illustrate features that I describe. 

Transcribing the sounds played on flutes is more complex. Transcriptions 

of flute music are not to be considered precise transcriptions of these sounds, 

but are included simply to visually aid discussion. The rhythms are not intended 

to be precise, as renditions of flute music are usually quite free. Clayton writes 

that the principal case for music being rhythmically free is that it is ‘other 

elements determine the rhythmic surface of the music’. This is true of Batek 

instrument playing, as it is re-creating the sensations of the forest that usually 

governs the nature of the sounds played. He also points out that free rhythms 

are rarely intended to be danced to or to be played by an ensemble (1996:330), 

as is true of Batek instrument playing. The best way to transcribe free rhythms 

is debateable, but I feel that my use of Western Classical Notation is 

appropriate. The Batek do not notate these sounds themselves, and so for my 

purposes Western Classical notation is the best option as it provides a clear 

visual representation of melodic groupings, whilst omitting bar lines indicates 

the free rhythm and metre.  

Clayton argues that the problem of transcribing free rhythms is connected 

to the problem of analysing them, as we have little understanding of the 

underlying structure (1996). However, Batek people demonstrated in the ways 
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that they taught me to play that their flute playing is made up of repeating 

motifs. Because the music is divisible into these motifs, I have extracted these 

in the transcriptions. Versions do vary slightly from player to player and from 

instance to instance, though they are still identifiable (both by myself and by 

other Batek people) as the same motif. Due to the imprecise nature of making 

flutes from bamboo, each flute will have a slightly different pitch according to 

the length, density, circumference, thickness, and texture of the bamboo. 

Despite this, the placing of the holes, which is always roughly similar, means 

that the relations between the pitches are similar between instruments. Since 

these examples are meant purely as a visual aid to my discussion, I have 

transposed the transcribed examples so they begin on the same note, so as to 

provide visual clarity.  

Historically, mouth harp music across the world has not been notated. 

Though there are attempts to rectify this, to my mind, there does not exist an 

appropriate and easily comprehensible method of notation that suited the Batek 

mouth harp playing style, and that readers would quickly be able to familiarise 

themselves with. Instead, I use written descriptions. 
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CHAPTER ONE: Introduction to Batek socio-aesthetics 
1.1 Introduction 
 

Being ‘Batek’ is something that the Batek people I spent time with talk 

about regularly. Batek people often talk about themselves as people who are a 

part of, love, and have deep knowledge of the həәp (forest), and the plurality of 

types of person who inhabit it. gɔp (‘outsiders, Malay people’), on the other 

hand, are said to be ‘afraid’ of the forest. Many people reiterate that it is Batek 

people who know how to find food in the forest, whereas gɔp don’t know. Even 

though people’s mobility patterns have changed over the past forty or so years, 

having some degree of residential mobility is considered a fundamental part of 

what people say is ‘Batek’ (Lye 1997, 2005a[2004]), and this practice reveals 

and constructs the underlying value placed on personal and group autonomy. 

Batek people also value the practice of sharing amongst each other, and often 

talk about how gɔp are bagəәt (‘greedy’), and gəәh (‘don’t give/share’). These 

values are similar across individual people and camp groups, which is likely due 

in part to the intimacy of groups of Batek people (see also Bird-David 2017 on 

the Nayaka). This intimacy is both a result of people’s intense yet flexible spatial 

co-presence, as enabled by residential mobility, and due to the intimate kinship 

ties and friendships that link people in disparate camps (see also Barnard 

2002:11-12). Each of these interconnected sets of practices and values are 

important in defining Batek socio-aesthetics. They underpin why it is that Batek 

people say that some things or people are btʔɛt (‘good’) and others are jbʔec 

(‘bad’), and influence the ways that people interact with, and emotionally 

respond to, the world around them, at the same time as being influenced by 

these interactions.  

The Batek word btʔɛt (‘good, beautiful’) is translatable across numerous 

contexts – it could refer to something that is delicious, something that smells 

good, a good person who shares a lot, a beautiful object, the pleasant cool of 

the forest, a river with sparkling clear water, a bird with a beautiful call, or a 

song that causes the listener to feel the emotion of haʔip. This emotion will be 

central to the discussion in the thesis, so it is important to note here that the 

term does not translate easily into English. It encompasses feelings of yearning, 

longing, nostalgia, or missing, at the same time as it can encompass feelings of 
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aesthetic pleasure, love and desire. Feelings of haʔip are therefore commonly 

associated with yearning for the past, which people often describe in terms of 

an ideal representation of what the forest was like, at the same time as it is 

forward-looking, compelling people to travel to places to see people for whom 

they feel haʔip, to eat foods they feel haʔip for, or to evoke pleasurable feelings 

of haʔip in response to singing or playing musical instruments. haʔip is 

therefore pleasurable, and yet tinged with sadness - indeed, if haʔip is 

unresolved it can lead to pining away and eventual death. At the same time as it 

can have positive valence in terms of love, desire, and compassion, it can also 

have negative valence where yearning and longing tips from being bittersweet 

to dangerous. My use of the term ‘socio-aesthetics’ therefore builds on the 

premise that ideas about what is btʔɛt, and the emotions that these things 

evoke, in particular haʔip, are at once aesthetic and ethical.  

Batek friends demonstrated to me during my fieldwork that what Kirk and 

Karen Endicott describe as the Batek ‘ethical principles’ of daily life, are valid. 

These principles are ‘personal autonomy’, ‘respecting others’, ‘helping others’, 

‘sharing food’, ‘nonviolence’, and ‘noncompetition’ (2008:43-51). Importantly, 

they term this ‘cooperative autonomy’, emphasising the fine balance that is 

negotiated between cooperation and autonomy in people’s everyday practices 

(see also Endicott 2011), a term which also usefully applies to the fieldsite that I 

worked in. This thesis shows that there are aesthetic aspects to negotiating this 

balance, whereby ideas of what is btʔɛt (‘good, beautiful’), permeates social 

relations, ethics, and what is considered pleasurable, beautiful and proper. 

‘Socio-aesthetics’ takes into account all of these moments, and therefore helps 

to explain how it is that these things that people say are btʔɛt (‘good, beautiful’) 

also therefore come to frame people’s ideas of what is ‘Batek’ as opposed to 

gɔp (‘outsider, Malay person’), creating a sense of an ‘inside’ and ‘outside’ 

group.  

The term ‘aesthetics’ has commonly been applied to ‘art objects’, and 

indeed Gell rejects the anthropological use of the term on these grounds, 

arguing that it is ethnocentric (1992). The term is also commonly used in the 

philosophy and analysis of European and American music, and its application 

has been widely used since Hanslick’s On the Musically Beautiful (1986[1854]). 

Hanslick proposed that feelings in response to music were the antithesis of 
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aesthetic appreciation, since beauty is to be found in the form of the music 

itself, the perception of this beauty being an objective (and elitist) process. In 

this view, the feeling of transcendence in response to an aesthetically beautiful 

piece of music is a result of the beauty of its form. This internalist kind of 

approach to musical aesthetics has been remarkably tenacious despite 

widespread criticism, even amongst those scholars who claim to relate music to 

social structure such as Adorno (2002), and the ‘New Musicologists’ such as 

McClary (1991), who continue to look for musical meaning as encoded within its 

form. This internalist view has even found resonance in ethnomusicology in the 

work of Lomax’s cantometrics projects which, based on the idea that 

information about a culture is encoded inside the notes of the music, sought to 

deduce social structure from analysis of musical form (1971[1968]).  

This is not the use of the term that this thesis makes use of, as it is derived 

from a particular style of aesthetic appreciation appropriate to only a narrow 

selection of kinds of ‘artistic expression’, that is not compatible with what Batek 

informants demonstrated to me. Though this means that some (for example 

Overing 1998[1996], Gell 1992) argue that the term ‘aesthetics’ cannot be 

applied cross-culturally, I disagree, and rather than throw out the term with all of 

its associated baggage, I adopt a different take. I have not chosen to follow 

Tenzer’s attempt to propose an objective aesthetics of music, which he argues 

is ‘a maximally elegant and efficient structure in which rigorous principles of 

symmetry and proportion are organised as sound in time in the way only music 

can’ (2015:12), since Batek informants often talked about non-structural 

elements of songs as being what made them btʔɛt (‘good, beautiful’), such as 

associations with a particular place or person. I have also not chosen to adopt 

entirely Gell’s concept of the ‘technology of enchantment’, which he proposes 

as an alternative to ‘aesthetics’ that can be applied cross-culturally (Gell 

2006[1999], 1992). The idea of ‘enchantment’ is a useful one that will be 

mentioned in Chapter Nine in regard to singing. However, Gell’s focus is on 

‘made things’, and the Batek ethnography shows that it is not only ‘made’ 

things, or ‘technologies’ that are influential to, and influenced by, Batek people’s 

everyday values, practices, and sensory engagement with the world.  

Instead, this thesis understands aesthetics as describing the underlying 

understanding of what is considered good, beautiful, and pleasurable, and by 
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contrast, bad, ugly, and unpleasant. Such understandings influence and are 

influenced by the ways people interact in daily life, with each other and with 

their environment, hence the prefix ‘socio-’. This means that aesthetics is often 

inseparable from ethics, and that these are both tied into everyday practices. 

Stobart has described how among a Quechua speaking farming community in 

Kalankira in the Bolivian Andes, there is a ‘mutual interdependence’ of musical 

and socio-economic production, and of what might be called the ‘mundane’ and 

the ‘aesthetic’’ (2006b:5). Importantly, in order to examine these relationships, 

he focuses on practice as a means to understand the processes by which 

meaning is evoked, rather than examining ‘music’ as a cultural symbol in which 

meanings are embodied (2006b:6). Though an entirely different context and 

continent to the one that Batek people inhabit, Stobart’s approach to 

understanding the relationship between the aesthetic and the mundane through 

looking at people’s daily experiences, practices, and discourses is influential to 

the following thesis.  

Frith (2007) takes a similar approach in his proposal for an ‘aesthetics of 

popular music’. He writes that the important questions to ask in order to begin to 

theorise Pop aesthetics are ‘how do we make musical value judgements?’ and 

‘how do such value judgements articulate the listening experience involved?’ 

(2007:257). In putting forward a framework for answering these questions, he 

makes the point that music is important to a process of ‘placement’ because of 

‘something specific to musical experience, namely, its direct emotional intensity’ 

(2007:264). It is therefore important to understand music’s impact on individuals 

for three reasons: in order to understand how it creates identities, organises 

time, and is a tool for managing feelings and emotions. When music is able to 

fulfil these three criteria, is often when people say it is ‘good’, and therefore an 

approach to the aesthetics of Pop should be to look at whether or not people 

describe it as doing these three things, and as such whether or not it creates ‘its 

own aesthetic standard’ (2007:261). These are three ways that Batek people 

often described their sonic practices to me. Firstly, people would often reiterate 

that songs they sung me were Batek songs - and that this is why they are btʔɛt 

(‘good, beautiful’). Similarly, songs might become associated with individuals - 

and as such are considered as that person’s song (as discussed further in 

Chapter Nine). Secondly, whether or not ‘musical’ practices provoke an 
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emotional reaction of haʔip (‘longing, nostalgia, love, desire, missing, absence’) 

is used as a marker of whether or not they are btʔɛt (‘good, beautiful’). Thirdly, 

since the emotion of haʔip is often tied to the past, sounds are also used to 

frame time. This might not be a remembered time, but perhaps ‘the old times’ 

(masaʔ kəә=sɛɲ-sɛɲ), meaning that sound can be seen as organising history.  

The aesthetic choices made in music often have influence outside the 

purely musical domain. Roseman (1988) describes the pragmatics of aesthetics 

among the Temiar, whereby particular sounds, movements and colours are 

used by shamans pragmatically in healing. Stobart, describes an ‘aesthetics of 

giving’ among a community of Andean farmers, whereby ‘paired aesthetic/ethic 

concepts’ describe not only musical characteristics, but also behaviours in other 

areas of daily life such as sharing (2002:111-112). Based on his ethnography 

among BaYaka peoples, Lewis argues that our socio-aesthetic orientation, as 

inculcated by participation in music and dance, influences our daily decision-

making in various domains (2013). In a similar vein, Feld has written that ‘the 

same trope that animates musical “lift-up-over-sounding” is highly patterned in 

artistic verbal, visual, and choreographic expression, as well as in patterns of 

everyday conversation and social interaction’ (Feld 1988:77, for comparable 

arguments see Widdess 2006, 2012, and Keil 1979:202-258).  

The emotions are an important part of aesthetic judgements that Batek 

people make. Though Batek people love to laugh, the sound of laughter can be 

dangerous, causing cosmic catastrophes, awful deaths, and terrifying 

‘madness’. These happy memories of times spent laughing are later 

transformed into longing, memories of loved ones and good times that are 

keenly missed. It is this constant balance between hilarity and catastrophe, 

laughter and longing, which for me characterised my time with the Batek, and 

which has consequently framed my understanding of the ways Batek people 

search for aesthetic pleasure. Also focusing on the emotional aspect of 

aesthetics among the Yolmo of the Nepal Himalayas, Desjarlais describes what 

he terms ‘an aesthetics of experience’, that characterises people’s particular 

ways of living, and shapes ‘the sensory grounds of experiences of suffering and 

the emotional terrain occasioned by those experiences’ (1992:65). Brenneis 

similarly argues for an anthropological approach that ‘fuses intellectual, sense-

making activity with local aesthetic criteria for coherence and beauty’, and with 
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‘ethnopsychological notions of personhood, emotion, expression and 

experience’ (1987:237).  

The environment also plays an important role in defining Batek socio-

aesthetics. Importantly, it is the ‘more-than-human sociality’ (Tsing 2013) of the 

həәp (‘forest’) that is considered to be btʔɛt (‘good, beautiful’), in contrast to the 

outside, which is often jbʔec (‘bad, ugly’). Sounds and patterns of the həәp and 

its many sentient non-human inhabitants are considered beautiful and familiar, 

whereas the noise and unfamiliarity of the outside is considered ugly and is 

often a cause for suspicion. MacDougall similarly writes that ‘socio-aesthetics’, 

rather than being solely to do with beauty or value, is ‘culturally patterned 

sensory experience’, which bears upon ‘the ability of people to determine what 

is familiar or unfamiliar’, and influences events and decisions (2006:99). This is 

rather similar to Bourdieu’s concept of the habitus (1993[1977]), yet it includes 

not only learned behaviours and cultural practices, but the environment and 

material world as well. As MacDougall puts it, socio-aesthetics ‘exist all around 

us concretely, in the disposition of time, space, material objects, and social 

activities’ (2006:99). For the Batek, the həәp is a complex multi-organism, filled 

with many kinds of non-human ‘persons’, and appreciating this plays an 

important role in Batek socio-aesthetics.  

Interaction is therefore central in creating, maintaining and negotiating 

socio-aesthetics. Judith Becker proposes the concept of ‘the habitus of 

listening’ (2010, derived from Bourdieu 1997), which is ‘tacit, unexamined, 

seemingly completely “natural”’, and ‘learned through unconscious imitation of 

those who surround us and with whom we continually interact’. This forms a 

certain ‘disposition’, which allows one to ‘interpret the meaning of the sounds 

and one’s emotional response to the musical event in somewhat (never totally) 

predictable ways’ (Becker 2010:130). There is therefore a connection between 

the way we perceive emotions in music (or sound in this case), and our learned 

interactions with others. A ‘habitus of listening’ can implicate ‘structures of 

knowledge and beliefs, and intimate notions of personhood and identity’ 

(Becker 2010:149). Similarly, Mithen (2006[2005]:39) and Clayton (2008b) 

propose that musical behaviour is an important way that emotions are 

regulated, and that self and other are mediated between as people use 

‘organised sound to connect with each other’, and for ‘facilitating intimate 
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interactions’, which in turn ‘help to bring social groups into being’ (Clayton 

2008b:40-42). Socio-aesthetics is broader than a ‘habitus of listening’, however, 

since it takes into account the material and non-human as well. Ways of 

listening not only structure ways of responding emotionally to music and sound, 

but also structure and are structured by interactions with other people, the 

surroundings and material world, and in the case of Batek people, the non-

human inhabitants of the həәp (‘forest’).  

 A ‘socio-aesthetic’ is therefore a profound aesthetic and ethical orientation 

that characterises people’s social and ecological relationships; underlies 

everyday behaviours such as speaking, eating, listening, singing, or moving (for 

example); and defines people’s everyday sensory experiences of the world and 

their emotional responses to these. Though those practices that one might 

describe as ‘musical’ may both reveal and construct a shared socio-aesthetic, 

this is not the sole location of socio-aesthetics. Rather, a shared socio-aesthetic 

is flexible and built over time through all kinds of everyday practices, 

encounters, sensory experiences, and emotional responses to these. The 

following thesis demonstrates that among the Batek it is the habitual enactment 

of various practices or ‘aesthetic scaffolds’ that creates and maintains a 

particular Batek ‘socio-aesthetic’.  

1.2 Batek socio-aesthetics 

 
Aesthetic statements about their practices and values that Batek people 

regularly articulated are often also examples of ethical statements. Before 

delving into examples of this pertaining specifically to sounds, it is necessary to 

frame these in terms of daily life more broadly. Four main themes emerge: 

being different to gɔp (‘outsiders, Malay people’), love of the past and of the həәp 

(‘forest’), the value of autonomy and mobility, and sharing and egalitarianism.  

1.2.1 Being different from gɔp 
 

Being Batek is often framed by Batek people in opposition to the people 

with whom they have the most interaction: Malay people (see also Howell 

2016:74 on the Chewong, Dentan 1975 on the Semai, and Kricheff & Lukas 

2015 on the Maniq, Gomes 2007 on the Menraq). In defining things that are not 
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Batek, people also define things that are Batek, and as such a moral and ethical 

judgement is made through the idea that gɔp behaviour is often jbʔec (‘bad, 

wrong’), and that therefore there is such a thing as btʔɛt (‘good, proper’) 

behaviour for a Batek person.  

The word gɔp is used to refer to all outsiders (as I was made well aware of 

during my first months of fieldwork!), but is particularly used in reference to 

Malay people. For example, a Malay person would be gɔp, where as a Chinese 

Malaysian or a Chinese person would be gɔp cinaʔ, and an Indonesian person 

might be gɔp ʔindɔn. Even if the Batek have met the person many times, and 

the person is not a stranger, they will still almost always be referred to as gɔp. 

There was one particular Malay man who sold cakes at Was Yɔŋ once a 

fortnight or so. The Batek knew his name, and were not on unfriendly terms with 

him. Even so, he was usually referred to as ‘cake gɔp’ (gɔp kwɛy) rather than by 

name. Almost any interaction with outsiders would prompt statements such as 

‘we’re not like them, we know how to find food in the forest’, or ‘we’re not like 

gɔp, we don’t stay in one place we move camps’, or ‘we’re not like gɔp we eat 

monkeys and we don’t say it is haram’. Sometimes people might say more 

insulting things like ‘you don’t see Batek people who are fat like gɔp’.	  gɔp are 

therefore often defined in direct opposition to the Batek, and the very practice of 

referring to gɔp by the word gɔp reveals and constructs an underlying value of 

maintaining distance from outsiders. 

There is a strong relationship between the majority Malay religion – Islam, 

and the Batek’s conception of gɔp. Islam is considered a highly dangerous thing 

by many Batek people, who say that if a Batek person were to pray or to set 

foot in a mosque they would be tolah; a terrible sickness where the body rots 

while the mind still lives. Furthermore, Muslim Malay people are not permitted to 

eat the haram forest meats, an idea that is anathema to the Batek (Lye 

2005a[2004]:110), who often cite this as a reason that they could never convert. 

Batek people see good and proper behaviour for a Batek person as being 

associated with a life in the forest. Being a Muslim and not eating meats from 

the forest does not fit with this. In fact, during Ramadan in 2015 there was one 

young Batek family who came from Kelantan to Pahang, saying that this was 

because they did not want to fast for Ramadan, so they wanted to hide in the 
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forest where they could eat what they liked. Their presence caused a particular 

stir along the Təәmliŋ River, as the wife wore the kayin tudung (hijab).  

Batek feel a lot of suspicion towards gɔp, a sentiment which has a long 

history with its roots in the slave-raiding by the Malays of the Nineteenth 

Century, and is further compounded by current attempts at forced conversion to 

Islam and assimilation into Malaysian society (see Dentan et. al. 1997 for more 

details). It is not within the scope of this thesis to go into details of these 

histories here, as they have already been discussed (Lye 1997:78-95, Endicott 

2016:13-29, 1983). It is important to note, however, that suffering at the hands 

of outsiders is not merely a historical phenomenon: prejudice against the Batek 

(by the government, local Malaysians and Malaysian tourists in particular, but 

also by foreign tourists) is still widespread: I regularly encountered people 

making unpleasant remarks about the Batek, even when in front of my Batek 

friends themselves.  

There is therefore a fine balance to be sought between the Batek’s desire 

to be close enough to gɔp (‘outsiders, Malays’) to get the things they want, and 

the desire to resist the attempts of gɔp to make them settle down in one place 

(and convert to Islam) (see also Howell 2016:70 on the Chewong). Many Batek 

people negotiate their relationships with gɔp in strikingly different ways, though 

sometimes people do not have options. For example, many Batek people in 

Kelantan (where there has been extensive deforestation) who have converted 

to Islam and work as small-scale cash crop farmers living in government 

resettlement areas (see Lye 1997:61, 438-439). The Pahang Batek people who 

I worked with say that these people have ‘become gɔp’ (jadiʔ gɔp), yet they are 

still simultaneously described as Batek, or perhaps as ‘Batek gɔp’. 

For my Batek hosts, more of a pressing issue than Islamic missionaries 

were Christian missionaries coming from Kuala Lumpur and Singapore. These 

missionaries, acting against the law and the park regulations, gave bribes in the 

form of cash, food, other essential items and the promise of schooling, to 

manipulate Batek people into being baptised. These Christians were referred to 

as ‘gɔp Christian’ to distinguish them from ordinary gɔp. Often people agreed to 

be baptised because they are bribed, intimidated, or both. Given such activities 

by missionaries today, it becomes easy to understand how historically the dəәŋ 
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(‘town’), 11 and the gɔp in it, were seen negatively (Lye 2005a[2004]:68), and 

how even now the dəәŋ is still a place to be viewed with grave suspicion by 

many.  

Fear of gɔp is therefore encouraged, and is an important part of a Batek 

socio-aesthetic. This fear is inculcated in children by their parents through 

various practices. For example, to stop a child crying, a parent might say ‘gɔp is 

watching’ in an attempt to scare them into being quiet. ʔEyBləәt on the Kəәɲam 

River recounted how when he was a young child his parents would never take 

him to the dəәŋ, and he wouldn’t have wanted to go even if they had have taken 

him as he had learned that gɔp was someone to be feared, because his parents 

told him that gɔp ate Batek children. Nowadays, he said, all these young Batek 

children are so braniʔ (‘brave’, Malay berani) of the dəәŋ, because they want to 

eat sweets. However, although going to the weekly Wednesday night market is 

a real treat for some of the kids who will fuss if they can’t go, once they get 

there they would be muted with shyness as soon as they stepped off the boat 

into the noise and sea of strange faces. Similarly, when visiting the dəәŋ, Batek 

people wear immaculately clean and neat gɔp clothes, and children are told that 

if they don’t do so then gɔp will tinak (‘to ridicule’) them and call them sakai 

(‘savages’), an extremely insulting word. This is not an empty threat, as some 

Batek informants recounted times that this had happened to them. To make 

everyone laugh, ʔEyBarəәʔ once wore his polo shirt back to front to the dəәŋ on 

purpose. When I asked him why his shirt was on backwards, he joked that it 

was because that he hoped gɔp would tinak (ridicule) him, so that then he could 

bash gɔp on the head with a machete. These practices of scaring children and 

joking around about gɔp reveal and construct a deeper underlying aesthetic - 

that the dəәŋ is a place to be wary of, and that by contrast the həәp (forest) is not.  

Though there are some gɔp things that people like and want, such as 

mobile ‘phones, television, and outboard engines, I never once heard someone 

wish that they lived with gɔp in the dəәŋ, and it seems that Batek people have so 

far managed to incorporate gɔp things that they want into the world of the həәp. 

People commonly articulate the distinctions they draw between themselves and 

gɔp, and maintain these values through the practice of speaking about gɔp in 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
11 They also use the word banar (from the Malay bandar meaning town).  
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such a way as to maintain distance. This is both spatial distance, created 

between forest camp and villages or town, and cultural distance, created 

through practices and discourses which cement ideas of what it is to be Batek.  

 
Figure 4: On the way to the shops 
	  

1.2.2 The forest and the past as btʔɛt 
	  
	  

Batek people often talk about the past and the həәp (‘forest’) as the 

epitome of things that are btʔɛt (‘good, beautiful’). Through various practices, 

Batek people actively seek to deepen their relationships with the həәp (‘forest’) 

and the multitude of non-human persons who also inhabit it. Although human 

versus non-human distinctions must be kept clear in order to avoid calamity, the 

idea that there is a radical divide between ‘nature’ and ‘culture’ (Descola 2006) 

is absent among Batek people (see Howell 2011 for similar concepts among the 

Ceq Wong). By contrast, the divide that is built via aesthetic means between all 

the inhabitants (human and non-human) of the həәp (‘forest’) and gɔp 

(‘outsiders’), is considerable. Most non-human beings who inhabit the həәp are 

understood as sentient, intentional, and emotional kinds of ‘person’. Thus the 

həәp is composed of many kinds of person who each form part of a ‘more-than-

human sociality’ (Tsing 2013). This is not to say that Batek people do not make 

a distinction between humans and non-humans, such distinctions are essential 

and must be maintained (Lye 2005a[2004]:72).  

Though həәp (‘forest’) is talked about often, the word is difficult to define: 

‘there is no overarching definition of the forest, set down in explicit 

language…the Batek do not put in so many words what həәp is’, and it is 

perceived ‘situationally and incrementally’ (Lye 2005a[2004]:51). When in the 

camp (a settlement camp or a forest camp, both are referred to as hayãʔ) 

people say ‘I’m going to the həәp’ (yɛm cɨp ba=həәp), to mean that they will be 

leaving the camp and going hunting, fishing, digging or anything else they might 

be going to do in the həәp. If inside a lean-to (also hayãʔ), then anything outside 

the lean-to is referred to as həәp as well: I might have been told to throw a pan-

full of old rice just outside the lean-to by someone saying ‘throw it into the həәp’ 

(paŋkaʔ ba=həәp), or, as my feet often dangled out of the edge of people’s lean-
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tos, ‘your feet are in the həәp still!’ (can moh ba=həәp lagiʔ!). But even the whole 

camp and the surrounding forest becomes həәp when compared to the outside 

(dəәŋ). For example, Batek friends calling me on the phone when I was away 

from the forest might say ‘masaʔ ʔay=lɨw mɔm wek ba=həәp?’ – meaning ‘when 

are you coming back to the forest?’ In that case, həәp refers to the whole general 

area, camp included.  

The həәp is also part of people’s histories (Lye 1997:156), and so talk of 

the həәp often occurs concurrently with talk of longing for the ‘olden days’ 

(masaʔ kəә=sɛɲ-sɛɲ), the ‘primordial times’ when the ‘batɛk ʔasal’ and other 

beings were creating the world, or even people’s childhoods, or descriptions of 

their parents or grandparents childhoods. NaʔTklɔ̃k, for example, insisted when 

we were collecting hair decorations that she knew how to make herself beautiful 

without ‘outside things’, and to prove it decorated our heads with leaves without 

a mirror, and did our bilɛŋ (‘a decorative line painted across the forehead’, see 

Figure 37) with bataŋ klandes (‘a type of tree with dark black sap’). She then 

pointed out that we were just like young, beautiful Batek women from the old 

times. When NaʔKtləәt was teaching me how to make a sleeping mat at Was 

Yɔŋ, lots of people crowded around to spectate, and remarked that making 

sleeping mats from pandanus (hakeʔ) is what Batek in the olden days would 

have done, and that therefore I was being like ‘a real young Batek woman’ 

(kdah Batek ɲantaʔ). Walking in the forest on the Kəәɲam, people pointed out to 

me some hnlap leaves (‘fan palm’, Tessymannia altifrons, Malay payong), and 

said that those were the leaves that Batek people in the olden days sometimes 

used to make lean-tos, as the leaves are very large and strong so only a few 

are needed to make a dry shelter. 

The same goes for songs: the songs that truly made people haʔip (‘to feel 

longing, yearning, nostalgia, love, desire, absence’) were not the pop songs on 

their phones, but shaman songs, or songs from the ‘old times’. Singing Batek 

songs, and playing the flute and the mouth harp were said to cause haʔip 

precisely because they are things that people associate with the Batek from 

long ago (kɔm brakɛs kəә=sɛɲ-sɛɲ). The same goes for other sounds of the 

environment: NaʔMtkɔt told me that she felt haʔip when she heard the Great 

Argus Pheasant call in the evening because it made her think of the ‘olden 

days’, and the times when there were ‘many Batek in the forest’, as opposed to 
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in settlements. Food is another example: unless they were joking around, I 

didn’t hear people seriously tell me that they felt haʔip for banana cake, 

sardines, or fried chicken, though people also enjoy eating these things. Once, 

when digging for bamboo rats across the river from a Malay settlement where 

the Batek often go shopping. NaʔSrimjam and NaʔKtləәt jokingly called out to 

the shop owner (though he was clearly out of earshot as the Tembeling River is 

very wide!) that she was feeling haʔip for biscuits and couldn’t he please bring 

us some quickly before we died of hunger. In seriousness, however, NaʔMtkɔt 

told me that she wanted to move to the forest to dig for wild tubers because she 

felt haʔip for the starchy foods (bap) of the forest (həәp). Batek people are very 

aware of their pasts, which form an essential part of what they see as being 

‘Batek’. It seems that the things that they love to do and value doing are thought 

about that way precisely because they are things that they see as being ‘Batek’. 

In turn, those things which are ‘Batek’ are often also reminders of the ‘old 

times’, and are intrinsically bound up with the həәp (‘forest’).  

Hunting and gathering practices are a particular way that Batek people 

reinforce these values, and are a further way that Batek people define 

themselves as a group in opposition to gɔp. Hunting and gathering is said to be 

the behaviour of ‘real Batek’, that is btʔɛt (‘good’) and enjoyable, and that 

makes people feel haʔip (‘longing, yearning, love, desire, missing’) for the past 

for the forest itself. Often when out in the forest with my Batek friends they 

would remark that whatever activity we were doing – perhaps digging, looking 

for dkɛn (‘Indomalayan Bamboo Rat’, Rhizomys sumatrensis), fishing, collecting 

fruits – was what the Batek from the ‘old times’ would have done. Indeed, the 

ethnonym ‘Batek’ is the Batek word batɛk – which Batek people use to refer to 

hunting and gathering people generally. For example, on seeing pictures of the 

Penan in Sarawak (in a leaflet a tourist left behind), my Batek friends at Was 

Yɔŋ referred to them as ‘batɛk Sarawak’ (‘people who hunt and gather from 

Sarawak). Hunting and gathering is therefore not just for subsistence, it is a 

reminder of socio-aesthetic values of what it means to be a Batek person who 

knows how to find food in the forest.  

Love for the həәp and for the old ways is commonly articulated by Batek 

people. This is despite the fact that as well as hunting, fishing, digging for wild 

tubers, or searching for fruits and other edible forest products, there are some 
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Batek people whose main income comes from tourism, or from the trade of 

forest products. A few of Batek people also own boats, or motorbikes. Some 

have lived outside the forest for months at a time working for Malaysians. 

Almost all enjoy watching cartoons and music videos on TVs which they power 

with a diesel generator. There are women who enjoy wearing bras and make 

up, and who use umbrellas in the rain if they are going to the town. Some Batek 

people can play the guitar, and many young people (and a few older people) 

use mobile phones. A lot of people enjoy listening to Malay and Indonesian pop 

music, using mp3 files that they share via Bluetooth. Many, though not all, will 

make use of the medical services made available to them by the government. 

There are some Batek people who plant bananas, cassava and canna in the 

settlement camps for their own use. This does not seem to be done in a 

systematic way, however, and people do not seem to be tied down to their 

crops, nor are they sold as cash crops. As NaʔAliw once said to me, ‘we don’t 

plant seriously’ (ʔipah tanem habat-habat blap’). However, Batek people have a 

very clear separation between these desirable things that they have 

incorporated into Batek life in the forest, and the things that they see as actually 

being ‘Batek’, in other words, of the həәp and of the ‘old times’.   

Most importantly, the həәp is people’s home, and even for the people who 

live more in the settlements than the forest nowadays, it is filled with memories. 

Because of this, often when staying in settlement camps, people exclaim how 

they want to move to the həәp because they feel haʔip (‘longing, yearning, love, 

nostalgia, missing, desire’). On one occasion, when visiting the shops at 

Kampung Pagi with NaʔTklɔ̃k I pointed out some paintings of forest scenes that 

were being done by the shop owner’s son. I asked if she thought they were 

good. She looked at me and replied slightly incredulously ‘of course they’re 

good, they’re of the forest! If you see it you haʔip’ (‘btʔɛt leh, saʔ ba=həәp! mɨʔ 

tɔt mɨʔ haʔip’). The həәp is filled with memories, and ‘as long as there are paths 

and people to move along them, then there is no true wilderness’ (Lye 

2005a[2004]:64, c.f. Langub 2011:101 on comparable concepts among the 

Penan). There is a profound value placed on things that are Batek, of the həәp 

and of the past. These are the things that make people feel haʔip, and inform 

ideas of what is btʔɛt (‘good, beautiful). These are also the things that define 

boundaries between the persons who are part of the həәp, inclusive of Batek 
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people as well as the non-human inhabitants of the həәp, and the gɔp who do 

not understand, have knowledge of, or love the forest as Batek people do.  

 
Figure 5: Comb decorated with bugalaʔ  and fragrant l jeŋ  leaves 
  
 
Figure 6: Fishing with mum 
	  

1.2.3 Mobility and autonomy 
 
 

In the 1970s to 1990s, the Batek more often moved from forest camp to 

forest camp (for details of the Batek’s mobility patterns in the 1990s see Lye 

1997, 2005, 2011, 2016). Now, it is a common pattern to build semi-permanent 

structures at settlement camps on the fringes of the forest, closer to the banks 

of the Tembeling (see Lye 2005a[2004]:10). This allows people to have 

somewhere to store their possessions and return to easily. From here, they 

might move to the forest for days, weeks or months at a time, before returning 

to the settlement again. These settlement camps are distinguished on Figure 

(1) by a star. Families or groups of individuals may move between settlements. 

This might be by boats with outboard motors, which a few Batek people own or 

borrow from gɔp, or people might hire a Malay driver to take them by road if that 

was most practical and cost-effective. However, as NaʔTklɔ̃k said in June 2015: 
 

Batɛk ʔom jok ba=həәp, ʔoʔ malɛs kan ŋɔk saʔ tmpɛt 
 
‘Batek want to move camps to the forest, they don’t like to stay in one place’. 

(NaʔTklɔ̃k) 
 

NaʔTklɔ̃k would often reiterate statements such as the one above to me. 

When in the settlement camp at ʔAwɔr, she would always be telling me about 

how Batek people love to go to the forest and to move camps to the forest 

rather than stay in the settlement all the time. Though other people are more 

positive about staying in the settlements, in general this is rare. Furthermore, as 

the following statement made to me by TaʔKŋkuŋ shows, the practice of having 

mobile living locations reveals also the high value that is placed on individual 

and group autonomy.  
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kalaw mɨʔ ŋok saʔ tmpɛt, gɔp boleh ʔoʔ tarik gagah. Kalaw mɨʔ ŋok kanɛt kaw, 
kaw, kaw, payah ʔom diʔ.ʔoʔ gaŋuʔ,ʔoʔ ʔəәntɨŋ. 
 
‘If you all stay in one place, gɔp can pull at you strongly. If you stay a few here, a 
few here, here, here (gesturing to different places), it’s hard for gɔp to do that. 
They stumble, they’re afraid’. 

(TaʔKŋkuŋ) 
 

Personal autonomy is extremely important in Batek people’s everyday lives, 

and Woodburn claims that a degree of residential mobility and personal 

autonomy is essential if egalitarianism is to be maintained (1982:434). There 

are many reasons that individuals might want to move camps, and action 

comes about when enough of these reasons and people combine. During my 

fieldwork, reasons that people moved camps seemed to change according to 

circumstance. They were usually either to do with finding resources (forest 

foods or money), or social reasons such as missing family members, and 

arguments (for a detailed account of camp movements in the 1990s see Lye 

1997:201-298). In August 2014, the settlement at Was Yɔŋ was almost 

deserted as people moved camps to be closer to the fruits. In February 2015 

we moved from Caŋkoŋ to a forest camp on the Tɔlaŋ River with the express 

purpose of eating a lot of meat and fish, as the conditions were perfect for 

spearfishing, though ʔEyBləәt said he had wanted to go because he was bored 

of being at the settlement. In June 2015 NaʔAliw and her family moved from 

Was Yɔŋ to Maŋkɛn (where her husband’s parents were). NaʔAliw told me that 

the move was both because they wanted to get work picking up windfalls on the 

surrounding palm oil plantations, and because of the arguments she was having 

about the sharing of donations given by Christian missionaries with some of the 

other families at Was Yɔŋ. In June 2015 NaʔSrimjam moved with her husband 

and children to Kəәɲam (where her husband’s sister was), she told me that this 

was partly because they had heard that her husband’s sister was missing her 

nieces and nephews, and partly because they wanted to ask someone to do 

spells to cure her husband’s cough. Decisions ‘are made at the level of 

individuals’, and ‘tend to be the best possible (though not infallible) compromise 

between blissful consensus and anarchic dissension’ (Lye 2005a[2004]:13). In 

order to maintain the autonomy of individuals, the ability to be mobile, and to 

move away from potential disagreements and conflict is important.  
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Children as young as around nine or ten would choose to move with their 

friends or other family members rather than with their parents (even if their 

parents weren’t so keen on the idea!). NaʔTklɔ̃k’s daughter Kəәŋ (around 

thirteen years old) would usually be found at a different camp to her mother as 

she liked to be with her cousins. Cawɔl (around fourteen years old at the time) 

often spent time away from his mother at Maŋkɛn camp. NaʔSrimjam hated it 

when her son Klawal (around eight years old) followed his uncle Cawɔl to 

Maŋkɛn, and Klawal ended up coming back to his mother at Was Yɔŋ after 

around a month. Though parents might baulk at the idea of their children 

moving away from them, there is not a lot they can do about it, as parents have 

little control over their children who are autonomous from a young age (see also 

Endicott & Endicott 2008:117). Likewise, particularly demonstrative of the value 

of autonomy for individuals is that parents, though they may shout in fright at a 

child who is climbing a tall tree or swimming in deep water, do not attempt to 

control or limit their play and behaviour (see also Endicott & Endicott 2008:117) 

When asked about reasons for the changes in mobility patterns, many 

Batek people who I spoke to cite the fact that their movements are now subject 

to control by the park wildlife authorities, which forbid them from making camps 

or fishing along certain of the rivers that are their ancestral areas. For example, 

the Batek tell me that they are not permitted to fish on the lower reaches of 

Tahaɲ River because of the fish sanctuary. This is a river along which the Batek 

used to live (Endicott et. al. 2016). Batek people also say that there are many 

more predators in the forest, arguing that the high degree of forest clearance 

outside the park means a higher concentration of elephants and tigers inside 

the park. A greater reason than this, however, is the prevalence of poachers in 

the forest, who the Batek fear much more greatly than their non-human 

predators. As they put it, ‘elephants, tigers, gaur, buffalo, snakes, and bears – 

they are just looking for their food the same as us. But poachers, they have 

guns, and they are here to steal’. Though Batek people are cautious of the 

many dangers that outsiders have created, many people fervently maintain that 

they could live without shop-bought things in the forest if they had to, and 

remember their grandparents’ stories of doing so. Although there are some 

people who may travel to the small towns around the forest for days, weeks, or 

sometimes months at a time to do labouring work, they always returned to the 
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forest when the work was done, further showing that the forest camps are 

considered ‘home’, and the outside towns are to be used as a resource base 

when desirable, but are not a place that Batek people crave moving to. Again, 

the fact that I never heard anyone articulate a desire to move to the town shows 

the value that is still placed on being able to live independently from, and be 

autonomous from gɔp. 

 
Figure 7: A drawing by Klawal (aged around eight) of his family (and me) moving camps 
for the fruit  season in 2014  

1.2.4 Sharing and egalitarianism 
 

The dynamics of sharing frame everyday life in a Batek camp (Endicott & 

Endicott 2008:43-51, see also Lye 2005a[2004]:13-14). Giving is considered to 

be btʔɛt, and there are also taboos that warn against non-sharing. As Woodburn 

has argued, egalitarianism is ‘asserted’ (1982:431), and must be repeatedly 

‘acted out’, in order to stop inequality from taking over. The practice of sharing 

is an important way that this is done (Widlok 2005), and is an example of what 

Woodburn has termed a ‘leveling mechanism’, used to prevent unequal 

relationships developing (1982). A focus on sharing may seem to be at odds 

with the emphasis on personal and group autonomy described in the previous 

section, and indeed sometimes there are conflicts. An example would be if 

someone wanted to move camps but felt they were obliged to stay and look 

after an elderly or young relative.  

‘Egalitarianism’ is not described neatly by the Batek, and neither do they 

have a word that exactly corresponds to the English word ‘share’, the closest 

fits being ʔɛk (‘to give’), and b-bagiʔ (‘to divide up’, Malay berbagi). ‘Not sharing’ 

is talked about using the word gəәh (‘to not share’). Statements surrounding 

giving bely egalitarian values, as is particularly evident when sharing behaviour 

is praised. NaʔSrimjam told me she thought NaʔTklɔ̃k (with whom she has 

occasionally camped, though they are not particularly close or related) is a 

really good (btʔɛt) person, because she always gives food to others, even when 

she doesn’t have very much. She gave the example of a time when NaʔTklɔ̃k’s 

husband had caught a small squirrel, and NaʔTklɔ̃k had still given some to 

NaʔSrimjam’s children even though there was little meat on it and lots of people 

who wanted to eat.  
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On the other hand, ‘not sharing’ is disdained, and is the mark of someone 

who is jbʔec (‘bad’). For example NaʔTklɔ̃k had come back to ʔAwɔr, but her 

daughters had stayed at Dariʔ. She was fretting that they wouldn’t have enough 

to eat – I said ‘but they’re with NaʔBapaŋ (her sister), won’t they eat with her?’ 

She said that NaʔBapaŋ didn’t share and that’s why she was hamun (‘worried’). 

She said had it been her sister NaʔKŋkɛŋ she wouldn’t have worried as they 

share everything all the time, they practically raised each other’s children, but 

NaʔBapaŋ sometimes has ‘a jbʔec (‘bad’) nature’ and doesn’t share. For these 

same reasons, ‘not sharing’ is often used as a reason to talk about why gɔp are 

bad. I often was told things like ‘gɔp just wants to get rich’ (‘gɔp ʔom paniʔ ʔom 

kayaʔ’), or ‘gɔp don’t share their money’ (‘ʔoʔ gəәh duit ʔoʔ’). By contrast, when 

Batek people earn a lot of money, it is immediately spent. Lots of Batek people 

joked to me saying that Batek ‘don’t know how to be rich’ because they don’t 

know how to ‘put away’ (simpɛn) money. NaʔAliw, NaʔTklɔ̃k, and ʔEyLarɛm all 

separately told me how if a Batek person makes money, they ‘waste it’ (diʔ 

hanam) straight away, by buying lots of things (‘ʔoʔ bliʔ baraŋ ʔoʔ kɔm-kɔm), so 

that soon the money is gone again (‘ʔagɛn habis pɔlaʔ’). During my fieldwork, if 

someone had managed to procure a large amount of money, it would be gone 

in a matter of days or weeks, as everything they bought, if it wasn’t shared 

immediately on returning to the camp, would be asked for by other people who 

knew that that person had been shopping. Similarly, large items such as 

televisions or speakers would be enjoyed by the whole camp, and boat engines 

would (ideally though not always) be used to ferry lots of people around. As 

Peterson argues, this kind of demand sharing in hunter-gatherer societies is ‘an 

important and intrinsic feature’ of social life (1993:870), and similarly Widlok 

describes that demand sharing is a ‘prototypical manifestation’ of sharing 

(2016:25). 

These deeply entrenched ethical and aesthetic views on sharing as the 

behaviour of a btʔɛt (‘good’) person have great tenacity. Even the fact that many 

people now have varying amounts of money, this does not seem to have had a 

significant influence on sharing. Among his Batek informants, Endicott has also 

described that ‘although it looks as though forest produce trade could easily 

lead to differences in wealth and power’, this has not happened among the 

Batek (Endicott 2005:84). Money is not shared automatically around everyone 
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in the camp (though it is shared between members of work groups), yet this 

does not lead to inequalities as there are important ‘levelling mechanisms’ 

(Woodburn 1982:442), such as the obligation to share material goods and 

foods, which mean that anything anyone does buy will eventually be distributed 

(Endicott 2005:84, see also Peterson 1993:868, Barnard 2002:17). Endicott 

points out that ‘in theory, also, collectors could use some of their income to buy 

a piece of capital equipment and then charge others for using it. For example, a 

person could buy a boat and outboard motor and then charge others to ride in it’ 

(Endicott 2005:86). Confirming this, during my fieldwork, this did happen on the 

Keɲam River, but it was a major source of gossip, arguments and discontent. 

People simply chose not to ride in that person’s boat, and would either ask 

someone else, or go by land rather than by water. Indeed, as in the 1970s, it 

seems that ‘the dominance of immediate-return social relations effectively 

neutralises the potential for trade to cause economic, social and political 

inequalities’ (Endicott 2005:89, see also Woodburn 1982).  

Sharing is also enjoyed as a way of demonstrating care for others. On one 

occasion, Cadeʔ had earned some money. He decided that he and his friend 

Jliʔ would go to the shop and get ice – something that Batek almost never have 

(because it is very difficult to get to the camp before it melts), but that they love 

(especially as at that time as it was swelteringly hot in the settlement, and there 

hadn’t been any cooling rain for weeks). They came back with huge sacks of ice 

and flavoured syrup, dripping water all up the path as the ice rapidly shrunk, 

and made sweet and refreshing ice-blended drinks for every single person in 

the camp. Another time, after a day of tourism work ʔEySrimjam went to the 

shop and bought two tins of sardines. He cooked both tins with onions and 

delicious kseŋ (a lemony fragrant leaf) that his wife had bought back from the 

Kəәɲam River a few weeks ago. I asked him why he didn’t want to save one tin 

in case we were hungry tomorrow, and he said because NaʔKtləәt’s (his mother-

in-law) family would also want to eat and there were a lot of us. NaʔKtləәt in her 

lean-to had been cooking the rice, waiting for her son-in-law to come back from 

the shop, and had made a big pot of rice ready and waiting. ʔEySrimjam 

cooked the sardines with lemongrass and gave plates to his sons to ferry over 

to his mother-in-law. Female Batek friends especially enjoyed sharing when 

they were menstruating (Batek women cannot eat meat or salty/savoury foods, 
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honey, and certain fruits during this time). If someone had foods that were not 

taboo, such as tubers from the forest, roasted bananas, or sweet cake, it would 

be shared with friends who were also menstruating ‘in case they want it’ (hadɛʔ 

ʔom paniʔ), or ‘in case they are hungry’ (hadɛʔ ʔoʔ mŋkoŋ). In other cases 

people told me they wanted to give a certain food to someone because they 

knew they really liked it, for example NaʔTklɔ̃k wanted to share pasta that I had 

bought in Kuala Lumpur and made for her family with ʔEyKŋkɛŋ (her brother-in-

law) because last time I had bought it to the camp, he had said how much he 

liked the taste (radiʔ), though other people in the camp thought it was 

disgusting.  

As well as being simply considered jbʔec (‘bad’), ‘not sharing’ is tabooed. 

If someone does not share something, perhaps food or cigarettes, with 

someone present, then the person who isn’t shared with is at the risk of being 

pɔnen. This is where when someone is made to feel the emotion of bksek (‘to 

be jealous’), it might cause them to be unlucky: perhaps they would fall over, 

get bitten by a snake or a millipede, or fall from a tree.12 Similarly, a person 

would be in danger of being pɔnen if they had other unfulfilled desires, for 

example if you wanted a cup of tea but didn’t have a chance to drink it before 

going to the forest (this once happened to me, and NaʔTklɔ̃k was so worried 

that I would be pɔnen, we had to return to camp), or if you complained in the 

forest that you wanted a specific food that you weren’t able to get there and 

then. Causing someone else to be pɔnen is a very real concern to people, and 

a particularly striking example was over hari raya (Eid), when the night market 

was filled with sweet cakes and delicious treats that were too expensive for the 

Batek to buy. As the Malay festivities drew closer even the goods that Batek 

people usually bought went up in price. The Batek at Was Yɔŋ, who live very 

close to the night market, were worried that gɔp were going to cause them to be 

pɔnen because they were feasting and not sharing the expensive and tasty 

foods with their Batek neighbours, even though they were just across the river. 

ʔEyKtləәt even said he was too afraid to go to the forest in case something bad 

happened. To mitigate the potential effects of this, on the day of hari raya, a few 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
12 Similar taboos are noted among the Chewong (Howell 1984:183-191), the Eastern Semai 
(Dentan 1979[1968]), the Jahai (Van der Sluys 2006[2000]:432). Among the Maniq, improper 
sharing causes the wrath of Ka’ei (Kricheff & Lukas 2015). 
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families clubbed together to buy coconuts and rice, and others went to the 

forest to get bamboo tubes and huge amounts of firewood. The whole day was 

spent making milk from the coconuts, soaking the rice, and building a huge fire 

before stuffing the bamboo with banana leaves stuffed with the coconut rice and 

roasting it over the fire (pkʔak), to make a traditional Malay sweet. This was 

carefully, and slightly frantically, shared equally with every single person in the 

camp, to ensure that no one would be pɔnen. People even referred to the sticky 

rice as ‘bap pɔnen’ (‘pɔnen food’). Taboos such as these inculcate the view that 

it is ethically wrong or bad (jbʔec) to not share by showing that bad and 

dangerous things can happen to those that you don’t share with, or, by 

implication, care about.  

The fact that the most common thing that people argue and gossip about 

on a daily basis is sharing, goes to show exactly how pervasive the ethical view 

is that sharing is btʔɛt (‘good’) behaviour. The fact that people often share 

begrudgingly and only when it is demanded of them shows how people are 

concerned that if they were to not share, they would be considered jbʔec, and 

perhaps even ostracised. Of course, this does not mean that people always 

share, and sometimes people deliberately hide things to avoid sharing. 

NaʔSrimjam, on the way back from getting flowers, said she had hidden her 

flowers inside her sarong and that I should do the same. Another group of 

Batek people were camped on the pathway on our way home, and she didn’t 

want them to see the flowers and ask for them (haguʔ), as ‘there weren’t 

enough to share around’.  

Certain types of knowledge are also shared. Knowledge is something that 

Batek people talk about using the word tahuʔ (from the Malay tahu), and ‘this 

word is a staple of everyday conversation’ (Lye 1997:127). Different people 

tahuʔ different things to different extents – ideally there is no one person who 

‘knows’ things at the expense of someone else. If I were to ask someone about 

something which they did not tahuʔ, they would be able to direct me to 

someone who did tahuʔ. The word is used for knowledge of a fact, concept, 

language, or story, but also for knowledge of practices such as how to sing, to 

play the mouth harp, to fish, to hunt, to dig, to weave, or shamanic knowledge. 

Lye puts it that ‘one person is knowledgeable in one thing, another is 

knowledgeable in another. Knowledge is well-diffused throughout society and 
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easily distributed’ (Lye 1997:128). Despite this there do seem to be some cases 

where certain knowledge is guarded and people demand payment. Batek 

people at Was Yɔŋ were always bemoaning the fact that apparently the 

Kelantan Batek know which plant to use as a contraceptive, but that they won’t 

share this knowledge, instead demanding an outrageous price that the Was 

Yɔŋ Batek don’t want to pay. They were therefore described as ‘bad’ people. In 

general, however, knowledge of skills and of plants was shared on request. I 

heard of some cases where shamanic knowledge was given only in return for 

payment, but I have insufficient information on this to draw any firm 

conclusions. 

Shamanic knowledge (halaʔ) is kept secret, and like ostentatiously 

showing off about having a lot of money or food, ostentatiously showing off 

about having shamanic knowledge is to risk having that knowledge taken away. 

Though many people have some shamanic knowledge, not everyone is or 

wants to be a shaman. The importance of not showing off about shamanic 

knowledge therefore reveals the underlying egalitarian value of not stepping out 

above others and showing off about things that they might not have. To show 

off about shamanic knowledge, would therefore be to attract ridicule and 

accusations of being a liar (ʔoʔ ɲɔ̃ʔ). Equally, if someone were to show off 

about having a lot of money or food but didn’t share it, they would be ridiculed. 

In an egalitarian context, these are important levelling mechanisms (Woodburn 

1982). 

As Widlok writes, sharing is a ‘moral skill’ (2016:111), that ‘extends the 

circle of people who can enjoy the good implicated in a resource’ (2013:16), 

whether that resource is food, knowledge, or another possession. As sharing 

demonstrates, reinforces, and creates connections between individuals in the 

camp, it ensures that the egalitarian values are maintained. Bird-David argues 

that hunter-gatherers ‘pick up and primarily regard the fact of their 

connectedness’ (2005:211), and that it is this connectedness that ensures that 

‘what is given to one person overflows to the others’, as if via a system of 

connecting tubes between liquid-filled containers (2005:211). People share for 

different reasons in different contexts, and whether or not they choose to share 

or choose to hide things away, the underlying logic that sharing behaviour is 

‘good’ behaviour remains. Though Endicott & Endicott describe the ‘obligation’ 
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to share (2008:48), Widlok phrases this in terms of the ‘opportunity’ to share, 

that can either be taken up or not, but which is there through ‘the force of a 

shared life alone, with no need of an external force’ (Widlok 2016c:80). The 

idea of the ‘opportunity’ to share resonates best with what Batek people 

demonstrated during my fieldwork, as it helps to explain the fine balance 

between communal living and personal autonomy that is constantly negotiated 

through people’s interactions.  

1.3 Conclusion 
 

Batek people often talk about and demonstrate their love of the həәp 

(‘forest’) and the multitude of types of person who inhabit it. The həәp is also 

bound up with people’s histories, and as such it becomes the epitome of what is 

considered btʔɛt. Through expressing their desire for mobility and their 

reluctance to stay in one place, as well as demonstrating this through their 

actions, people show the value of personal autonomy and freedom of 

movement. Through the ways that people talk about and demonstrate sharing, 

people show the value they place on caring for one another and maintaining 

egalitarian relations, where no one person has the right to hoard goods at the 

expense of another. Each of these practices therefore reveals and creates an 

important part of what Batek socio-aesthetics consists of: what Batek people 

understand as making them not only different to gɔp, but what makes the Batek 

way of doing things btʔɛt, in other words proper, right, good, and beautiful in 

contrast to what they see as the clear misdemeanours of gɔp.  
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CHAPTER TWO: Situating sound 
2.1 Introduction 

	  
The practices of singing and playing musical instruments are inseparable 

from the ways Batek people laugh, mimic the forest, listen, tell stories and 

speak. The following chapter will therefore ask how it is possible to think about 

music and language as embedded in the broader context of the sonic 

environment, and in turn will consider how sounds themselves are talked about. 

Beginning to situate these Batek ideas of sound is the following vignette based 

on fieldnotes from a day in July 2015. 

 
The trip had been days in planning. We had whetted our appetites a couple 

of days before when we collected palɛs (Licuala spp.) and dayɔk (‘fragrant 
leaves’) to make decorations (tnmpɔt) that would be attached to our combs 
(cnilas) while we were out in the forest collecting firewood. As this was just a 
short trip where we were distracted by our heavy firewood, we resolved to go on 
a special trip to collect as many beautiful things to decorate ourselves with as 
possible. The next day we couldn’t go as we were hungry, and wanted to go 
fishing. The day after that, conditions were perfect. Their younger children (aside 
from the two very youngest who were bought along too) were left with their 
grandmother, NaʔKtləәt, who bemoaned the fact that she couldn’t come with us 
and was left behind with this task. NaɁSrimjam uttered one of her favourite 
phrases, “you carry this because you don’t have any children”, and gave me a 
huge bag of make-up and mirrors. I laughed, “is this really necessary?” I looked 
inside… “FOUR mirrors?! There’s only three of us!” Surplus mirror left behind, we 
were off, sneaking quickly away from ̦̦̦ŋəәc (NaɁSrimjam’s second youngest 
daughter), in case she was to fuss and cry about her mother trying to sneak 
away. 

We were walking about half an hour or so into the forest from the camp at 
Was Yɔŋ, not far from where NaʔSrimjam and I had been to cut pandanus a few 
weeks previously. On our way, we spotted more dayɔk and squatted on the path 
to cɛs̃ it (scrape it with our fingernails so it was in thin ribbons to release the 
scent). NaʔSrimjam thrust some of her freshly prepared dayɔk under my nose. 
“ʔɔɲ!” (sniff!), she told me. I dutifully inhaled the intoxicating smell as NaʔSrimjam 
watched me. When she then asked me if the smell made me haʔip, my answer 
was yes. NaʔBadəәk said, as we were preparing the dayɔk, “this is just what the 
young women (kradah) in the old days would have done if they wanted lots of 
young men (jmragaʔ) to haʔip for them”. 

With dayɔk stowed in my sarong, we carried on, picking other fragrant 
things along the way. We walked past a patch of pandanus where you could see 
the places that NaʔSrimjam and I had hacked at it a few weeks previously. 
NaʔSrimjam pointed it out to me, and said that she felt haʔip for that day. “a-lah!” 
they exclaimed when we reached the place they had been aiming for and found 
that there were indeed young lobec shoots. As we pulled the fresh young shoots 
out of the damp earth, they made a high-pitched ‘squeaking’ sound. NaʔSrimjam 
said that the klɨŋ (‘sound’) made her feel haʔip, and then smelled the shoot, 
saying that its smell (lʔom – a smell term which refers to ‘fragrant’ smells such as 
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leaves, flowers, soaps, or fruits)13 made her haʔip as well. She told me how when 
she picks lobec she remembers the old days because we are being like those 
Batek from the old times. We went our separate ways looking for the lobec, and 
then when I bumped into her again, she told me how she remembered doing 
exactly this with her friends before she was married, and when she was a young 
girl. NaʔBadəәk shouted from just out of sight “I haʔip for those times!” 

We then sat down to prepare our lobec into fine swirls by cutting them in 
zigzag patterns with specially sharpened knives. Periodically the sisters would 
sniff the leaves and say how they felt haʔip. As we cut the leaves, the klɨŋ 
(‘sound’) of an insect started up loudly close to us. NaʔSrimjam exclaimed that 
she felt haʔip because the insect that had started calling (the bryãw), was of the 
fruit season. She told me not to say its name too much in case it became ‘shy’ 
(yũp). 

We carried on cutting the leaves, with each of them having to occasionally 
take breaks to amuse either one of their children who would feel they weren’t 
getting enough attention and cry. They told me to collect firewood so we could 
make a fire to keep off the midges (hagas) and so that we could start to burn the 
stick we had found (bataŋ klandes) to use for painting our foreheads (bilɛŋ – see 
Figure 37). 

As we did all this, NaʔSrimjam decided that she was in the mood for 
singing. The problem was that she also had a serious case of the giggles, and 
every time she would begin to sing, she would burst out laughing. This prompted 
NaʔBadəәk to tell her to watch out or we would be lawac (‘taboo, causing a 
storm’). The fact that the laughter was prohibited made the whole situation even 
more hilarious, until we were all wiping the tears from our eyes, and chiding each 
other to stop laughing. As well as us being lawac for laughing too much, they 
were worried that they might go mad, as we were laughing while singing a 
‘primordial song’ (hakaʔ ʔasal). 

After we had all calmed down a little, they taught me some songs that they 
remembered from when they were young girls. One song was one that a friend 
had sung when she was trying to flirt with one of the men in the camp. 
Remembering this made the sisters say that they felt haʔip for those times. They 
then asked me to sing a song. I started singing a song that some of the Batek 
people upriver had taught me. They immediately looked afraid. When I asked 
what was wrong they said that wasn’t I scared to sing that song in the forest? I 
asked why should I be, and they said “in case its owner comes for us”. The 
‘owner’ (twan – a Malay loan) of that particular song, unbeknownst to me, had 
had his tree-burial not far from where we were at the time, and they were 
especially afraid that his ghost would hear and come for us, as we were such a 
small group in the forest that day. 

A bird started calling. They told me to kŋjeŋ (‘to listen’), because that was a 
hɔ̃l bird, and perhaps it meant that ʔEyJayat was back from his trip to the forest 
(he had been gone a few days), because the hɔ̃l bird wayat (‘tells’) that a friend is 
arriving. 

We carried on singing and chatting until our empty stomachs were growling 
too much to ignore. We put on our make-up and hair decorations, and I took 
photos and showed them. NaʔSrimjam cried out “I’m so beautiful I can’t look – it’ll 
make me cry!” There was no food when we got back, because we had spent the 
whole day getting dressed-up instead of fishing or foraging or going to the shop. 
“oh well”, sighed NaʔSrimjam melodramatically, “that’s what happens if you want 
to be beautiful”. 

In the evening, I stayed in NaʔKtləәt’s house, and sang her some of the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
13 For a discussion of smell terms in Aslian languages see Wnuk & Majid (2014), Majid & 
Burenhult (2014), and Wnuk (2016).  
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songs that her daughters had sung to me that day. She said “I know how to sing 
too, you know, but I don’t like to because it makes me feel haʔip for my dead 
father too much, because all the songs I know are his”. Then, however, she 
suddenly started to sing. She sang a whole song through, though there was one 
line I didn’t catch. I asked her to sing it again, but this time after a few lines in she 
had to stop, saying that the haʔip was too much. In the morning, she was worried 
as her dream was of her father. He had heard the sound of her singing his songs 
and felt haʔip, so had come to her in her dream. To NaʔKtləәt this was frightening 
because dead relatives appearing in one’s dream means that they are coming to 
haw (‘fetch’) you, which could mean you are close to death.  

 
Figure 8: The f inished product 
2.2 Approaching music and sound 
 

When I first visited the Batek at the end of February 2014, my aim was to 

learn about their ‘music’ and its role in cultural transmission. However, although 

the Batek sing and play the flute and the mouth harp, ‘music’ is not a category 

that they talk about (see also Stobart 2006b:5 on conceptualisations of ‘music’ 

in Kalankira). As Nettl writes, ‘every social group has its music 

(2001[2000]:465), yet there ‘is no interculturally valid conceptualisation or 

definition of music’, and therefore ‘studying any musical culture should surely 

require an understanding of its definition and conceptualisation of music’ 

(2005:17). With this in mind, this section argues that when considering the 

Batek, these ‘musical’ activities must be thought of as residing within their place 

as part of sounded practice more broadly, as ethnomusicology should be a 

‘discipline that takes account of human sound experience in the description of 

musical events and contexts’ (Clayton 2008a:136). This is not to say that those 

practices one might call ‘musical’ are not considered privileged and distinct 

forms of communication, but rather that they are best understood as part of the 

context of sonic practices more broadly.  

On my very first evening at Was Yɔŋ, I was told by ʔEyTɔpɛy that if I 

wanted to study ‘music’ (he used the word hakaʔ meaning ‘song’), I would need 

to stay ‘a long time’ (manah). Though I fully planned to stay a ‘long time’, this 

comment, combined with the fact that ‘musical’ practices are not discussed in 

detail in Lye Tuck Po’s in-depth ethnography, as she herself notes (see Lye 

2005a[2004]:151), did not fill me with confidence for my upcoming fieldwork. 

During my very first few days with the Batek in the Yɔŋ River watershed, 

ʔEyTɔpɛy’s warning seemed to ring true. At the camp at Tɔm Ruwil where we 
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were staying, I neither heard anyone ‘sing’ (though I heard them soothing their 

children), nor play instruments, and in fact, during my first week, when I used 

my then fumbled Batek language skills to ask about singing or playing 

instruments, people said they knew no songs (neŋ ʔipam tahuʔ), and no music 

at all, except for laguʔ gɔp (‘gɔp songs’). Then, as my first week in the forest 

drew to a close, NaʔAliw, seemingly out of the blue, taught me a song as we lay 

there that night listening to the rain falling on the thatch (Track 1): 

 
ʔujan jaʔ                                 it’s raining 
yɛʔ ralep lah yɛʔ tek               but I’m so sleepy 

 

I realised that the Batek would gradually let me into the world of their 

music in their own time, but that I needed to patiently wait for the right moments 

for music to be revealed to me. When NaʔTklɔ̃k taught me a piece of 

vocabulary once, I jokingly chided her on not having already taught it to me. 

The word was caŋ-klawaŋ, which expresses what it is like when you are 

carrying lots of things on your shoulder, like firewood, or pandanus, and it is 

falling everywhere because you haven’t secured it properly. She said ‘I haven’t 

taught you that word before because this is the first time I’ve seen that happen 

to you! How can I teach you that if we’re just lying around in the lean-to? You 

won’t understand!’ Her point was, that in order to understand, I had to be there, 

I had to be doing it, learning in context. The same was true of learning about 

‘music’, which had to be done in the context of learning about sonic practices 

more broadly. 

Given the lack of previously existing ethnography on either music or 

sound, learning in context was especially important, as pre-fieldwork I had little 

information to go on. Though Skeat & Blagden (1966[1906]) were interested in 

Orang Asli music, this was more in the vein of the collection of songs, song 

texts, and musical instruments than anthropological discussion of musical 

practices (Benjamin 1989), and none of these accounts make ethnographic 

reference to the Batek. Schebesta (1929), and Evans (1937), all make brief, 

passing reference to music or musical instruments in their work, though none of 

these are likely to be Batek. Blacking (1954), published a strictly organological 

account of Orang Asli instruments available in Malaysian museum collections, 

though again, none of these are likely to be Batek due to the geographical 
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location. In Batek Negrito Religion (1979), Kirk Endicott publishes the texts of 

three Batek songs: a song intended to persuade the ‘superhumans’14 to send 

fruits, another to persuade them to send bees, and one intended to send a 

shaman into trance. These are accompanied by description of the events 

themselves, including positioning of performers, who is singing, instruments 

used, timings, and other observations. This ethnographic information on Batek 

people in Kelantan is extremely interesting from a comparative perspective, and 

has informed my discussion throughout, but though Endicott includes this 

valuable description of ritual musical practices, he includes little information on 

music as it occurs as part of daily activity. Lye’s doctoral dissertation (1997) 

examines Batek cultural continuity, but she does not focus on musical practices. 

In Changing Pathways: Forest Degradation and the Batek of Pahang 

(2005a[2004]), she does include a brief discussion on ‘hearing the forest’, 

describing how the sounds of the forest can cause strong emotional reactions 

(Lye 2005a[2004]:99-100, see also 1997:110), that birds are often classified by 

their sounds, and that Batek are excellent mimics (Lye 2005a[2004]: 151-154). 

She importantly notes that sounds can be used as disguises (Lye 2005a[2004]: 

154-155), and can be a source of both fear and enjoyment (Lye 2005a[2004]: 

155-156). However, she also points out that there is much more research to be 

done on this area, a gap that this thesis seeks to fill. Finally, Benjamin briefly 

compares the structure of a Batek song to the value of personal autonomy in 

Batek society (2004:3), pointing to the potential fruitfulness of considering these 

practices that might be described as ‘musical’ in relation to social structure in 

the Batek context. 

The majority of musical research on any Orang Asli group has been 

conducted with the Temiar by Roseman (1984, 1990, 1993[1991], 1998, 2000, 

2012a, 2012), who analyses the relationship between musical practices, 

healing, social structure, and the forest. At the crux of her argument is the 

theorisation of music not as solely an expression or reflection of social structure, 

but as an active construction of it (1984, 1993[1991]), a view that has also been 

expressed by Lewis regarding the Mbendjele (2013) and Feld regarding the 

Kaluli (1984). Jennings’s work on the Temiar (1995) connects the seemingly 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
14 Endicott uses the term ‘superhumans’, whereas I prefer the term ‘superbeings’ as will be 
discussed in more detail in Chapter Six.  
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disparate domains of children’s play, dreaming, trancing, bodily and spatial 

concepts, women’s taboos, and healing, all through the lens of drama and 

ritual, which is also influential to the approach in this thesis of connecting 

different domains of Batek daily life through the lens of sound and socio-

aesthetics. However, the extent to which the literature on Temiar people and 

their music can be applied to the Batek context is limited, both due to significant 

cultural differences between the practices and beliefs of Temiar and Batek 

peoples, and due to the theoretical approaches taken by Roseman. Highly 

influenced by the work of Feld, Roseman’s approach to Temiar music (in, for 

example 1984, 1993[1991]), is largely to examine the musical artefact as a kind 

of symbol from which information about social structure can be deduced. 

Furthermore, whereas the Temiar regularly take part in shamanic ritual singing 

sessions involving many people singing and playing instruments together in 

harmony, Batek people do not. Indeed, as many scholars have also noted 

regarding other groups of Orang Asli, the Batek also ‘go about their daily lives 

with few signs of those ‘irrational’ behaviours that cry out ‘religion’ to the 

anthropologist’, having no obvious sign of ceremonies concerning rites of 

passages or initiations (Endicott 1979a:22, see also Kricheff & Lukas 2015 on 

the Maniq, and Howell 1989[1984] on the Chewong). This is a contrast not only 

with the Temiar (swidden farmers who supplement this with hunting and 

gathering), but also with other hunter-gatherer groups around the world such as 

the Mbendjele (Lewis 2013), the Mbuti (Turnbull 1993[1961]), or the hunter-

horticulturalist Kaluli (Feld 1990[1982]), to name but a few. Given this, it not 

only becomes more difficult to use musical artefacts or rituals as symbols of 

social structure, but this approach becomes largely redundant.  

More salient to discuss among Batek people, are the practices and 

processes surrounding those outputs that we might describe as ‘musical’ in 

English, which encompasses a wide range of daily practices and discourses. An 

influential approach has been taken by Kricheff and Lukas in writing about 

Maniq ‘ritual’ (2015). The Maniq, who like the Batek are Northern Aslian 

speakers, are strikingly similar to the Batek in many ways, but particularly in 

terms of the seeming absence of organised, collective ritual in daily life. Like the 

Batek, Kricheff and Lukas write that ‘while Maniq appear to have none of the 

expected prominent, performative rituals, ritual is not only not absent from 
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Maniq society, it is taken with the utmost seriousness and is seen to have 

important cosmological and practical implications’ (2015:148). They propose 

that one therefore needs an ‘analytical model which places belief and practice 

as not only of equal importance, but ineluctably bound to one another’ 

(2015:140). Based on the Batek ethnography, and building on Kricheff and 

Lukas’s discussion of Maniq ‘religion’, this thesis will be concerned with sonic 

practices, rather than musical artefacts. These occur not necessarily as part of 

organised and demarcated rituals or ceremonies, but as everyday practices that 

make emergent Batek socio-aesthetics. Indeed, when cosmology and aesthetic 

practices are tied to the mundane practices of daily life they remain as enduring 

and resilient as more structured and segregated religious or ‘musical’ 

behaviours.  

On that day in the forest described in the vignette above, the sisters and 

their mother showed how it was speech as well as song that has the power to 

communicate with non-human persons, and that just like the sounds of songs, 

the sounds of the forest have the power to evoke emotional memories through 

the emotion of haʔip (‘longing, nostalgia, love, a feeling of absence, desire’). 

Learning about ‘music’, therefore, had to go hand in hand with learning that 

mocking a shaman’s song by singing in a silly voice can cause a swelling head 

and madness – something that is also caused by the mocking of fruits. Learning 

to recreate birdsong on musical instruments had to happen concurrently with 

learning about how birds are used to predict deaths, comings and goings, and 

predators. To learn songs, I also had to learn that singing a song could cause 

its long dead creator to come to the singer in a dream. Learning to weave and 

going looking for flowers in the forest allowed me to better understand singing 

when I learned that wearing strong-scented flowers and leaves and weaving 

beautiful things will please the fruit season, as will singing beautifully. In turn, 

Batek people showed how these practices, or aesthetic scaffolds, are world-

revealing, as through learning them and talking about them, I slowly began to 

understand better those important values that make up a Batek socio-aesthetic.  
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2.3 Batek theories of sound: klɨŋ 
 

Staying in a Batek camp, or walking with the Batek in the forest, it is 

impossible to ignore how paying attention to sound is an important and salient 

part of everyday life. Bird sounds predict and forewarn, and insect calls indicate 

where in the forest you are and are a source of great pleasure. Sounds 

forewarn of approaching predators. The sound of a boat engine, depending on 

its size, signals that perhaps the men might be returning from work, or that gɔp 

is approaching. In the night, the sound of a sarɔt (‘dead person’) crying can be 

an intense source of fear. The sonic fabric of the forest indicates the time of 

year, the time of day, where one is both physically in the forest and 

metaphysically in the Batek cosmos. The nature of dwelling under the forest 

canopy that means that Batek people’s attention to the sounds (klɨŋ) of their 

environment is heightened, as listening (kjeŋ) carefully is the norm. Attention to 

different domains of sensory perception is variable across cultures (see Howes 

& Classen 2014:1, San Roque et. al. 2015), and the heightened attention to 

domains of perception other than the visual in forest-dwelling societies has 

been mentioned by Ichikawa (1998:109); Lewis (2009:2); Lye (2005:151), and 

Feld (1982, 1996, 2006[2005], 2015). Indeed, Gell suggests that ‘the primary 

forest environment imposes a reorganisation of sensibility, such that the world is 

perceived in a manner which gives pride of place to the auditory sense (and 

another sense we hardly use, olfaction)’ (2006[1999]:235).  

The ways Batek people talk about sound and listening are as follows. The 

verb lɨŋ ‘to resonate’ is likely to be the root of the noun klɨŋ [k-lɨŋ] ‘sound’ (based 

on Shorto 2006:223), and the /k-/ prefix is perhaps an archaic Aslian form of 

verb to noun derivation (Nicole Kruspe personal communication 2017, see 

Section v.i.4.1.4 of the Preface). The noun klɨŋ (‘sound’) can then be 

transformed into the verb kŋlɨŋ [k<ŋ>lɨŋ] ‘to make a sound’, via the relatively 

rare morphological process used to derive verbs from nouns described in 

Section v.i.4.2.1 of the Preface. The verb kjeŋ (‘to hear/listen’) also appears in 

its imperfective form kiŋjeŋ [k<iŋ>jeŋ] meaning ‘to be hearing/listening 

repeatedly/continuously’, which can also be glossed as ‘to pay attention to 

sound’ (imperfective derivation has been discussed under Section v.4.1.1 in the 

Preface).  
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As I have mentioned, Batek language has no single word for ‘music’.15 

Instead, people talk about the activities they take part in that could be described 

as ‘musical’, in terms particular to the individual activities themselves, as below: 

 
hakaʔ ‘song’ pɲloɲ ‘to sing’ 

pŋsɔl ‘flute’ pəәt ‘to blow’ 

raŋgɔɲ, 
giŋoŋ16 

‘mouth harp’ tɨr ‘to pull on 
rhythmically’ 

 
In terms of the abstract term ‘music’, the closest thing in Batek would be 

the word for ‘song’ (hakaʔ), although this word is not usually used to refer to 

those sounds played on instruments, which are more usually referred to as klɨŋ 

(‘sound’). klɨŋ is therefore a word used for ‘sound’ in general, both those created 

by humans and other-than-humans, and could refer to ‘musical’ and ‘non-

musical’ sounds. Songs are more commonly referred to as hakaʔ, but hakaʔ are 

also a type of klɨŋ. The sounds of speech, are also considered klɨŋ, and often 

the word is used to mean ‘language’, for example klɨŋ cinaʔ (‘Chinese 

language’), or klɨŋ gɔp (‘Malay/gɔp language’) (see also Lye 2005a[2004]:15). 

This thesis therefore considers those activities that might be described as 

‘musical’, such as singing and playing musical instruments, through the lens of 

‘sound’, (klɨŋ), since this is closest to how the Batek talk about them. This is not 

to claim that because Batek does not have a word for ‘music’, that the practices 

of singing or playing musical instruments are not considered distinct to speech 

or storytelling. Rather, my approach to sonic practices will be based on the way 

that the Batek talk about them, as distinct types of klɨŋ ‘sound’. Considering 

sonic practices in this all-encompassing way, allows me to situate them as 

distinct yet interrelated parts of the ‘system of communication’ (Lye 

2005a[2004]:151) that exists in the forest.  

Speech is also an important part of the Batek ‘system of communication’, 

and since ‘one cannot take linguistic form, a given code, or even speech itself, 

as a limiting frame of reference’ (Hymes 1974:4), I draw on my ethnography to 

consider language and music as points on one ‘communicative spectrum’ (see 

also Lewis 2013). Just as songs have the power to communicate between 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
15 Roseman (1993[1991]:85) notes that this is also true of the Temiar.  
16 Malay genggong. 
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humans and non-humans, or between shamans and the superbeings, so can 

words. Just as the music played on the flute and the patterns people create in 

their weaving recreate the sensations of the forest, so does iconic speech. The 

many diverse taboos that the Batek have in order to control how their speech is 

heard by each other, outsiders, non-humans, ghosts, or superbeings (described 

in Chapter Six) show how speech, song, playing musical instruments, and other 

sonic practices, can all be highly privileged domains of communication. As 

Arbib argues, one can view human music making and use of language within 

the broader perspective of our ‘interaction with the physical and social world 

and their impact on the inner world of the emotions’ (2000:3).  

I am therefore influenced by Blacking’s argument that ‘movement, dance, 

music and ritual can usefully be treated as modes of communication on a 

continuum from the non-verbal to the verbal’ (1985:64-65, see also Lewis 

2013:56). Blacking’s ideas have been taken up by Cross, who argues that 

‘music and language are both equally symbolic and natural domains of human 

thought and behaviour’, and that therefore both are part of the ‘human 

communicative toolkit’ (2005:114). This is particularly evident in the ways that 

Batek parents say that when they sing to their children they are teaching them 

to speak. Indeed, Cross proposes that it is this ‘musicality’ (which can apply to 

speech and to ‘music’) that underpins ‘the intellectual and social flexibility 

displayed by modern humans’, as it provides ‘coordinative and open 

frameworks for interaction’ (2005:124). In this thesis, by considering the 

‘symbolic’ aspects of music as I also consider the ‘natural’ domain of language 

(Cross 2006:114), I propose each of these distinct yet related communicative 

‘tools’ are essential ways that ‘intimate interactions’ are facilitated (Clayton 

2008b:40-42).  

Though Batek people do not lexically mark a distinction between ‘musical’ 

and ‘non-musical’ sounds, they do distinguish lexically between sounds in other 

ways. One such way that Batek people categorise sounds is in describing them 

variously as either ‘sound’ or ‘noise’, as below: 
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klɨŋ ‘a sound’ kŋlɨŋ ‘to be making a 

sound’ 

ʔeŋal ‘a noise’ pi-ʔeŋal ‘to cause noise’17 

       
As Novak argues, however, ‘noise is an essentially relational concept’ (Novak 

2015:126, see also Taylor 2000 for a comparable description), and so the best 

way to elucidate the meaning of these terms in Batek is through examples of 

how they are used in daily life. Voices are described as klɨŋ (‘sound’), until it 

becomes the noise of a gang of children making a racket, or someone shouting 

and making excessive noise, at which point it would become ʔeŋɑl (‘noise’). 

Sounds made by non-human beings are also referred to as klɨŋ. This covers, 

but is not limited to, bird calls, monkey calls (though these have a more specific 

lexicon as well), and insect calls, though the ləәʔmamiŋ insect (literally ‘signals a 

headache’), who emits a particularly loud and high-pitched call in the hours of 

the early morning, may be referred to as ʔeŋal since it often wakes people up 

with a headache. There is, therefore, no obvious lexical distinction made 

between either the klɨŋ or ʔeŋal made by either humans or non-humans, though 

again, this is not to say that people understand these as the same. The sound 

of someone playing an instrument would be referred to as klɨŋ, unless they were 

playing very badly and loudly, at which point it might become ʔeŋal.  

It seems, therefore, that there is a value judgement made here between 

sounds in general (klɨŋ), and undesired and loud sounds, or ‘noise’ (ʔeŋal), 

which is considered jbʔec (‘bad, ugly, unpleasant’). This is partially reflected in 

the Batek’s taboo system, whereby things that are noisy, for example an 

excessively loud television, or overly loud and raucous laughter, can upset 

Gubar (the thunder-being whose anger causes storms), and as such are said to 

be lawac, a set of prohibitions that risk causing storms or floods (see also 

Endicott 1979a:68-79, Lye 2005a[2004]:61, Needham 1967). It is not always 

‘noisy’ sounds, however, that are taboo.18 Uttering an in-law’s name at normal 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
17 See Preface, Section v.i.4.1.2 on the causative marker.  
18 Endicott also notes that his Batek informants asked him not to play his tape recorder when 
the sky was bad: ‘we were asked not to play our radio receiver or tape recorder when 
thunderstorms were threatening for fear of angering Gubar. All of these acts are considered 
offensive to the thunder god because he is not ‘used’ to them. The principle seems to be that he 
is offended by any actions that were not established and legitimized by the hala’, that is to say, 
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speech volume, for example, causes illness, as it is considered to be tolah (a 

set of prohibitions discussed in more detail in Chapter Four), though uttering a 

name in this way would never be described as ʔeŋal. People can also fondly 

remember loud noise (ʔeŋal), as it is the sound of lots of people and children 

going about their daily life. The absence of this ‘noise’ can be a cause of haɁip 

(‘longing, yearning, nostalgia, desire, love, missing’), as it reminds people that 

their loved ones are absent. Moreover it could be either klɨŋ (for example of a 

tiger growling), or ʔeŋal (for example the noise of elephants charging through 

the undergrowth), that warns people of danger.  

Batek people often say that they crave haŋɨw (‘peace and quiet’) (see also 

Lye 2005a[2004]:156). Camps are noisy places, with screaming children or loud 

televisions often being the main cause of undesired and intrusive noise. People 

may state this as a reason for preferring to be in the həәp (‘forest’) rather than at 

the hayãʔ (‘lean-to, camp’), sometimes people might even make special trips a 

short way away to relax in peace away from the camp for a few hours. They do 

not talk about this desired peace and quiet in terms of ‘silence’ (an absence of 

sound) however, but rather as an absence of ʔeŋal (‘noise’). It would be 

perfectly possible for there to be a state of haŋɨw, or peace and quiet, at the 

same time as the usual carpet of forest sounds (klɨŋ). These sounds of the 

forest are considered to be part of ‘peace and quiet’ (haŋɨw).  

Another way the Batek talk about the absence of noise is with the word 

krarap, which is less often talked about as something desired (unlike haŋɨw). 

krarap refers to the stillness and absence of noise and people of a recently 

emptied place, for example a camp that has just been deserted, or the camp 

when everyone has gone out to the forest. As an opposite of llyɔl (‘a noisy 

sound coming from many sources’), the sensation of krarap is often talked 

about as causing people to feel haʔip, as it implies absence. For example, on 

one afternoon when the camp was empty as lots of people had moved camps 

that day NaʔSrimjam looked across at the empty lean-tos and said: 
 
 
 
 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
any activity that is not well enough established to have been worked into the mythology’ 
(Endicott 1979:78). 
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llyɔl, krarap… yɛɁ Ɂeŋet kwan kabɛn mnǝy… yɛɁ haɁip…  
                                                      
‘When noise turns to the absence of noise, I remember my friends from before, I 
haɁip’ 

 

The desire for peace and quiet, then, is never talked about in terms of silence, 

and is only ever desired in moderation. An absence of noise means an absence 

of people, and this could be cause for haʔip.  

Statements by individuals such NaʔSrimjam above show the effects that 

particular sounds have on individual people, and hence how sonic practices can 

manage emotions, frame time, and create identities via socio-aesthetic means 

(Frith 2007:264). Each of these different ways that the Batek people I worked 

with talked about and categorised good and bad sounds show how it is many 

kinds of sound that have the power to make or break relationships between 

people and the other persons in the forest. For example, ʔeŋal (‘noise’) can 

cause a thunderstorm, and yet could indicate the presence of loved ones. The 

klɨŋ (‘sound’) of a bird could remind one person of a loved one, whilst telling 

another that there is a storm on the way. The sound of a certain song could 

cause one person to remember with pleasant haʔip a happy day spent in the 

forest, and could cause the other such unbearable haʔip that they have to stop 

listening. The following thesis therefore takes a holistic approach to ‘sound’ 

inclusive of the musical and linguistic sounds, sounds of the forest, and good, 

bad, quiet, and noisy sounds, since it is practices involving each of these kinds 

of sound that both reveal and construct particular socio-aesthetics.  

As well as considering the distinctions between kinds of sound that are 

salient in everyday life, it is also important to consider the ways that people talk 

about the sounds themselves. In the Batek’s forest, the presence of many kinds 

of being is indicated by their sound alone. Though the thing making the sound 

in question may not be in sight, or may not even exist in visual form, it is still 

perceived as definitely there: one does not have to see to believe in this case 

(see Gell 2006[1999] on the Umeda). For Batek people, sound (and smell) are 

as much indicators of the thing as the sight of it, and so for identifying 

something, sight is not always necessary, and it is perfectly possible for 

something to be manifested as its sound. Often, if a Batek person heard one of 

the sound signatures of the numerous terrifying ghostly beings that also inhabit 
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the forest, they did not wait for visual confirmation, they would turn on their 

heels and run away. On one occasion: 

 
We went to get baŋkoŋ fruits (‘Artocarpus polyphema’), quite close to Buman 
Blaw. Cadeʔ was the one who climbed up the tree to cut down the fruits. 
Everyone wanted to go and cut the fruits from another tree, but as he went 
towards it, Cadeʔ heard the sound of a kwãʔ ʔayɔ̃ʔ. He turned on his heels, 
murmured what he had heard to his mother, and then we all followed behind, 
walking quickly and quietly, listening all the time, until we got back to the main 
path close to the camp. Even the children were quiet. 

 

A kwãʔ ʔayɔ̃ʔ (‘tiger-kwãʔ’) is the ghost of a dead baby that has been 

buried, but then dug up and eaten by a tiger. In general, ghosts of dead babies 

and children are called kwãʔ, on account of the screeching sound they make 

‘kwãʔ, kwãʔ, kwãʔ, kwãʔ’. Both kwãʔ and kwãʔ ʔayɔ̃ʔ are said to take the form 

of a kind of ghostly rock, who fly around making their screeching sound, cling 

onto their victims, and drink from their breasts or genitalia until the victim dies. 

With ordinary kwãʔ the victim can escape by jumping into water, but with the 

kwãʔ ʔayɔʔ, the victim has no way to escape as it can swim. The kwãʔ are used 

to frighten children – but the fear is real for adults as well, as we can see from 

the above example. After a baby has died, or a woman has had a miscarriage, 

people are particularly on the ‘listen-out’ for these ghosts around the camp. I 

have never met anyone who has actually ‘seen’ one of these, however.  

Another fearful sound is the bukaw bird, which is said to exist only as 

sound. ʔEyKŋkuŋ, who told the story below in April 2015 at Kəәɲam, in fact said 

that it doesn’t have a ‘body’ at all: 

 
kancɔk ɁoɁ cɔs lwɛy 

The grandchild was smoking out bees 
 
 
wǝh duwaɁ bradik 

They were two siblings 
 
bakɛs yaɁ ɁoɁ jahat 

Their old grandmother was bad 
 
Ɂom rɛɲ kancɔk ɁoɁ t=ŋok kǝ=Ɂatɛs yoh kayuɁ 

She wanted to eat her grandchild who was up the tree with the bees 
 
ber ɁoɁ hat=teɁ 

The younger brother was on the ground watching 
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“Ɂujan!” ɁoɁ kul ber ɁoɁ 

“Rain!” he called down to his younger sibling 
 
sǝɲap... kul... sǝɲap...  

Nothing… he called again… nothing 
 
neŋ ta=sahut 

His younger sibling didn’t reply 
 

ɁoɁ sal ba=teɁ 
He went down to the ground 
 

ɁoɁ taɲaɁ... “ba=lɨw ber yɛɁ?” 
He asked “where’s my younger sibling?” 

 
yaɁ ɁoɁ wayat, ɁoɁ pidɛŋ kǝ=haɲ Ɂoʔ 

His grandmother told him the answer by pointing into her mouth 
 

ɁoɁ talaɁ ba=hayãʔ 
He ran back to the camp 

 
lɛw,ɁoɁ wayat 

 When he got there he told them 
 
“yaɁ yɛɁ ɁoɁ rɛɲ ber yɛɁ” 

“My grandmother ate my younger sibling” 
 
yaɁ ɁoɁ wek jugaɁ 

His grandmother came back as well 
 

gɨn boh dok kǝ=bap yaɁ ɁoɁ 
They put poison in her food 

 
ɁoɁ halɔt 

She died 
 
yaɁ ɁoɁ jadiɁ kawaw bukaw 

The grandmother became the bukaw bird 
 
As a final example, in April 2015, there was one instance where a whole camp 

of around five nuclear families upped sticks and moved camps to a different 

location because they could hear ‘ghost birds’ (kawaw hantuʔ), which they were 

afraid would make them sick. The fact that there are creatures in the forest who 

exist purely as sound, and yet whose existence is never questioned, both 

makes evident the salience of sound in a rainforest environment, and also 

shows how sounds are indices of something or someone, which need not exist 

as or be confirmed in a visual manifestation (even if they are said to have a 

visual form). Sounds are enough to constitute presence. 
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Batek people use the verbs ʔɛk (‘to give’), pi-mɨc (‘to put back into place’), 

cam (‘to look for’) and dapɛt (‘to find/meet’, Malay dapat) to talk about the 

transfer of songs and sounds played on musical instruments, which is the same 

language they use to talk about physical objects. Though these are metaphors, 

as Lakoff and Johnson have argued, ‘the essence of metaphor is understanding 

and experiencing one kind of thing in terms of another’, and that therefore our 

conventional ways of talking ‘presuppose linkages that often we are not even 

aware of’ (1980:5). Furthermore, in the way that sounds are tabooed, they often 

are talked about as if they have some kind of materiality, as sounds can 

become incompatibly mixed, as can foodstuffs. However, it is also sound’s non-

materiality, or energy-like properties (Stobart 2008c), which mean it can travel 

further than the eye can, especially under the resonant rainforest canopy. 

Sounds can also resonate further than is audible by the living human ear. They 

are sensed by dead people, superbeings, and even plants. In some cases, 

sounds are also agent-like as they continue to have effect even without the 

intent of the utterer, and even after the sound itself has dissipated. This thesis 

will further examine these special properties of sounds.  

2.4 Conclusion 
 

Batek people showed me how the practices of mouth harp and flute 

playing and singing cannot be understood without understanding the wider 

context of sonic interaction, including speech, between human and non-human 

persons. These sonic practices are all privileged and yet potentially dangerous 

forms of communication because of the special and intimate nature of sound in 

the Batek’s forest. The sonic environment is not something ephemeral, many 

beings in the forest are in fact manifested as the sounds they make, and the 

sounds the Batek make can have real, effective, and affective consequences. 

Sounds sometimes seem to take on an agency and materiality of their own, and 

at other times they are potent because they have the power to move between 

the living and the dead, the human and the non-human, and to be heard from 

great distances, even when vision is obstructed.  

Sounds, or klɨŋ, including ʔeŋal (‘noise’) and krarap (‘absence of 

noise/sound’), and haŋɨw (‘peace and quiet’) all have the potential to evoke 
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intense emotional responses in those who perceive them, responses which 

both structure and are structured by people’s emotional interactions with each 

other and with the other persons who are also dwellers in the həәp (‘forest’). 

Responses to sounds are therefore at once aesthetic and ethical: jbʔec (‘bad, 

ugly’) sounds may be considered as ʔeŋal (‘noise’), and potentially have the 

power to cause cosmological and ecological disturbance by upsetting Gubar, 

the thunder-being. btʔɛt (‘good, beautiful’) sounds are considered as such often 

because they are the sounds of the həәp (‘forest’), such as birds and insects, 

because they are songs that have been ‘found’ through the course of dwelling 

in the forest, or, in the case of the sounds played on the flute and mouth harp, 

because they resemble the sounds and sensations people experience through 

their everyday dwelling in the həәp (‘forest’). As such these sounds that are 

considered btʔɛt come to be part of what defines being a ‘Batek’ person who 

lives and interacts sonically as part of the həәp (‘forest’), as opposed to the 

sounds made by gɔp which are considered to come from ‘outside’.  
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CHAPTER THREE: Storytelling 
 
 

Figure 9: NaʔAliw’s drawings of leaves and f lowers (2014) 
	  

3.1 Introduction 
 

The content of Batek stories often emphasises the relationships between 

the diverse kinds of person with whom the Batek share their environment. 

Shamans take as their husbands or wives various plants of the forest, or people 

become trees and are given the souls of bananas. The world as it is today is 

explained via these interactions between human and non-human persons that 

took place in the ‘old times’. The separation between Batek and gɔp is also 

explained, at the same time as people’s common origins are emphasised. As 

stories of ‘the old times’ or ‘the times from before’ (masaʔ kəә=sɛɲ-sɛɲ) are 

articulated, understanding of these relationships that influence people’s daily 

lives is deepened.  

The practice of storytelling itself also creates bonds through creating 

shared memories and associations of stories with loved ones. ʔEyKŋkuŋ, for 

example, when telling me stories that his father told him when he was a child, 

also remembered how he had particularly loved his father’s version of one story 

of a sarɔt (dead person), and would always ask him to tell that one but would 

fall asleep before the end. As well as keeping ‘the old times’ in people’s 

thoughts (see also Biesele (2005:195) on similar processes in Ju/’hoan 

storytelling), personal memories and relationships are enriched through the 

telling and re-telling of stories: remembering is an act of sociality, connecting an 

individual to the vast networks of relations that have led to the present’ (Lye 

2005a[2004]:100, see also Ingold 2006:30). Bird-David argues that for hunter-

gatherers ‘co-eating’ of game brings to consciousness a sense of belonging to a 

trans-species ecological community, comprising both human and non-human 

neighbours’ (2005:211). The sounded performances of storytelling, like eating, 

can be seen as a similar performative process of ‘bringing a sense of belonging 

to a trans-species ecological community’, which emphasises the intimate 

relationships between persons, both human and not (see also Tsing 2014, 
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2015). This chapter argues that the practice of storytelling plays an important 

role in encouraging particular socio-aesthetics, at the same time as the stories 

themselves reveal such socio-aesthetics.  

3.2 Telling the stories 
 

Batek people tell stories regularly and with great enthusiasm (see also Lye 

2005a[2004]:78). On quiet evenings, there would often be the small voice of a 

child asking a parent to tell them a story as they went to sleep, and on 

numerous occasions I came across the huddled figures of children as they 

discussed and argued over various details of the stories they were telling each 

other. On nights where people get in the mood for staying up, conversation 

among adults will also commonly turn to storytelling, discussing and debating 

the meanings and details of the origin stories, recounting cautionary tales, or 

laughing about funny (and often lewd) stories of the doings of the Batek’s 

favourite culture heroes. Knowledge of stories is not exclusive knowledge. 

Though some people know (tahuʔ) more stories than others, they are not, in my 

experience, kept from other people who want to know them. Stories are told 

and discussed out loud, often in communal settings. How stories are told is 

important. It is via such aesthetic means that stories come to be remembered 

and enjoyed, and hence that they become important ways that knowledge of 

relationships between the persons of the həәp (‘forest’), and knowledge of how 

to behave as a Batek person is shared between generations. This knowledge 

and its influence on the ways people behave and the things that they value, is 

an essential part of a Batek socio-aesthetic.  

Anyone present can and does regularly interrupt with corrections, laughter, 

comments, questions, or other forms of interjection. It might even on occasion 

seem that people are telling stories over the top of each other. This kind of 

‘parallel’ talk also sometimes happens in conversation: people seem to talk 

across each other, conversing while facing in opposite directions, sometimes 

with one person seemingly not responding to the other. Widlok theorises that 

this kind of ‘parallel talk’ ‘implicates that diverse and even contrastive 

statements can be made and juxtaposed without there being a linear 

“argument” of talk and counter-talk’ (2016:70), and notes that this kind of talk is 
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common among many egalitarian hunter-gatherer societies. Indeed, it shows a 

kind of autonomy in speech that is central to the kind of conversations that 

alongside ‘presence’ and ‘relatedness’ allow for sharing to continue (Widlok 

2016c:83). Were it to be replaced by disciplined rhetoric or rules about who can 

speak when, sharing may break down (2016:71).  

Interruptions and multiple speakers do not disrupt from the importance of a 

storyteller’s dramatisation of the story, however. Though gesture in storytelling 

seems to be less important than the exaggerated gestures sometimes used in 

everyday recounting of events, drama is not absent from storytelling. Gesture is 

perhaps less important in storytelling as most stories can only be told at night (it 

is taboo to tell them in the day) when often people are lying down and it is dark. 

One important way that drama is created is by repeating words to indicate the 

length of time that the action goes on for, also a common practice in the 

spontaneous retelling of events. For example, when ʔEyBarəәʔ was telling me 

about his life as a younger man, after he had left his first wife and before he met 

his current wife NaʔMtkɔt, he told me he was single for a long time by saying 

‘manah, manah, manah, manah, manah, manah, manah, manah, manah, 

manah, manah’, repeating the word manah (a long time) over and over again 

for comic effect, until we were all laughing. In the story of the pompakoh bird 

below, ʔEyKtləәt repeats the word ‘cɨp’ (‘to go/walk’) over and over again (see 

the third line) to indicate how long the hunter walked for (Track 2).  

 
ʔoʔ cɨp ʔoʔ sam 

He went hunting 
 
ʔoʔ cɨp ʔoʔ sam ʔoʔ blaʔ 

He went hunting by himself 
 
ʔoʔ cɨp, ʔoʔ cɨp, ʔoʔ cɨp, ʔoʔ cɨp, ʔoʔ cɨp niŋ ʔom zoh kaldɨs 

He walked, walked, walked, but didn’t find any dusky leaf monkeys 
 
ktɔʔ ʔujan 

The sky was dark with rain 
 
jaʔ manamah deʔ kəә=ʔun ʔoʔ dapɛt badɛy 

After a while, he met a wild boar 
 
badɛy ʔoʔ diʔ hayãʔ 

The wild boar was making its house 
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ʔoʔ pdɛp, pdɛp, ʔoʔ cik! 
 He crept up on it and stabbed it 
 

ʔoʔ cik, cik, ʔoʔ halɔt, ʔay ʔoʔ, ʔay ʔoʔ badɛy 
He stabbed, stabbed, until the boar was dead 

 
ʔoʔ wek, ʔoʔ wek, wek, ʔom wayat ba=kwan Batak kəә=ʔun 

He came back, he came back, back, he intended to tell all of the Batak  
from earlier about his catch 

 
ʔoʔ kdəәh “ʔay yɛʔ kəә=ʔun d=ʔoʔ” 

He said “there’s meat from earlier” 
 
“yɛʔ tmkɛt laluʔ neŋ gagah kan yəәy yɛʔ blaʔ” 

“But I’m really cold and not strong enough to carry it alone” 
 

“bəәw ʔay ʔoʔ”, d=ʔoʔ, “tmkal badɛy” 
 “It’s a really big one”, he said “a male pig” 
 

ʔoʔ wayat kəә=kneh ʔoʔ 
 He told his wife 

 
kneh ʔoʔ haw ʔoʔ wayat ba=kwan Batak 

His wife went to fetch the Batak and tell them 
 
“la-hɛy hiwhaw ʔoʔ deʔ” 

 Let’s go and fetch it, said the Batak 
 
gɨn cɨp slaluʔ 

 They all went 
 

gɨn cɨp gɨm haw 
They went to fetch the pig 

 
ʔoʔ wayat ba=wəәh kneh ʔoʔ wəәh ʔawãʔ ʔoʔ kəә=ʔun,“kjeŋ deʔ klaʔ”, d=ʔoʔ 

 But before he left, he said to his wife and his child, “listen up” 
“bilaʔ pgariʔ kawaw pompakoh yɛʔ halɔt d=ʔun dah, jen sgem wəәh ʔawãʔ jen 
hat=naŋ jen” 

“When you hear the pompakoh bird call, it means I’m dead. Gather   
the children close” 

 
“yi-pɔtɔŋ ʔɔs jnpah baʔ tɔm-tɔm dah saʔ talaʔ jnpah” 

“Take them to collect firewood, or water, because you have to run 
away” 
 

ʔoʔ ptaʔ kəә=kneh ʔoʔ 
 He told his wife 

 
gɨn cɨp, cɨp, cɨp, cɨp, lpɛs kəә=tmpɛt ʔay ʔoʔ 

They walked, walked, walked, walked, until they got to the place of his  
catch 
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ʔoʔ pi-ʔɔr gɨn gɨt: “gəәt leh kəә=jnpah, yɛʔ təәmkɛt yɛʔ sə̃әʔ, yɛm cɔm ʔɔs jnpah” 
He told [the Batak] to gut it: ‘gut the meat yourselves, I’m so cold, I 
want to  
make a fire” 

 
gɨn pi-ʔɔr sayiy hat=twan ʔoʔ, gɨn pi-ʔɔr hat pompakoh d=gɨn 

They told him to do it anyway, they told the pompakoh to do it 
 
ʔoʔ klipəәŋ ʔoʔ gəәt d=ʔoʔ ʔay ʔoʔ ʔuɲ 

 He reached down to gut the meat 
 

Batak ʔoʔ (sound effect) cik kəә=ʔoʔ pɔlaʔ 
But the Batak stabbed him instead 
 

lpɛs ʔuɲ gɨn gəәt gɨn jat ʔay gɨn 
Then they gutted him and carried him back on their backs 

 
jat, jat, lpɛs ba=hayãʔ 

They carried, carried him on their backs, dropped him down at the 
camp 

 
“ba=lɨw paʔ yɛʔ” d=t=ʔawãʔ ʔoʔ (ʔawãʔ ʔoʔ nwbəәw Basɛŋ, srndaŋ bodoh jugaʔ) 

“Where’s my father?” asked his child (his child was about the age of 
Basɛŋ, and about as stupid as well)19 

 
“hakɔy paʔ jen nan=tkəәh ʔoʔ jat ʔay jnpah kuy ʔoʔ” 

“Your father will be a while behind yet, he’s carrying your meat – the 
head” 

 
gɨn ɲɔ̃ʔ 

The Batak were lying 
 
saʔ ʔoʔ halɔt 

Because he was dead 
 
ʔoʔ haw yipyop d=kneh ʔoʔ  

His wife went over and peered into the bag 
yipyop d=nampak ʔay can ʔoʔ, təәpiʔ gɨn boh kwan sɛc badɛy ba=ʔatɛs 

She peered in at the sight of her husband’s foot, they had put the pig- 
meat on top  

 
gɨn boh sɛc ksɨy ʔoʔ kəә=jnrɨŋ 

They put her husband’s flesh underneath 
 
ʔoʔ dapɛt, ʔom wek slaluʔ 

But she saw anyway, she wanted to go back to the lean-to 
 
ʔoʔ bɔt wɛɲ, ʔoʔ bɔt bsapiy ʔoʔ, ʔoʔ kilas 

She got together her things, her knife, her flint and blade 
 
“la-hɛy ʔawẽʔ, hɛy bɔt ʔɔs, paʔ jen tmkɛt, hɛy jəәʔ ʔay hɛy hadin, ʔay hɛy kuy ʔoʔ” 

“Let’s go children, we’ll go to get firewood, your father is cold, we’ll 
cook our meat later, our head-meat” 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
19 Basɛŋ is ʔEyKtləәt’s (the storyteller) youngest (and naughtiest) son.  
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“hnjut ʔay paʔ jen jat hakɔy hadin, bɔt ʔɔs dah dah” 

 “Your father’s meat is heavy so he’ll be a while, let’s go and get 
firewood” 

 
ʔoʔ ɲɔ̃ʔ saʔ ʔom talaʔ 

 She was lying because she wanted to run away 
 
ʔawãʔ ʔoʔ yeʔ 

 But the child didn’t want to 
 

ʔom tuŋuʔ ʔay ʔoʔ hat=hayãʔ 
He wanted to wait for his father at the camp 
 

toʔ ʔoʔ sayɛŋ bner 
His older sister really loved him 

 
ʔoʔ taŋkɔh kəә=bataŋ kayuʔ 

But the Batak hit him over the head with a branch 
 

ʔoʔ cɨp 
The sister went 
 

koh koh koh kəә=bulɔʔ 
‘koh koh koh’ was the sound as they hit him with bamboo 
 

ʔoʔ taŋkɔh kəә=bataŋ bulɔʔ 
Bashed him over the head with bamboo 

 
mɨʔ kjeŋ deʔ saʔ 

That was all that could be heard 
 
gɨn sakɛl ʔawãʔ ʔoʔ pɔlaʔ 

They hit the child again 
 

Batak ʔoʔ sakɛl ʔawãʔ ʔoʔ pɔlaʔ 
The Batak hit the child again 

 
 
ʔoʔ halɔt ʔawãʔ gɨn deʔ dah 

The child was dead 
 

səәɲap ʔoʔ taŋkɔh 
No more sound 

 
ʔoʔ talaʔ 

She ran away 
 
pom-pom-pakoh, pom-pom-pakoh ba=kiriʔ d=pompakoh ba=kiriʔ d=ʔoʔ 

“pom-pom-pakoh, pom-pom-pakoh”, the sound of the bird to the left, 
he was on the left 

 
ba=kanan d=pompakoh ba=kanan d=ʔoʔ slaluʔ 

To the right, the pompakoh was to the right  
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ʔoʔ cɨp 
She walked 

 
pdəәh, pdəәh lew ba=kampuŋ Batek deʔ, Batek mɛyhɛy yɛʔ 

Getting closer, closer to arriving to the village of Batek, Batek like me 
 
ba=kampuŋ naʔ paʔ ʔoʔ blaʔ 

To the village of her parents 
 
hilaŋ wayatan dah 

Here ends the story.20 
 

Often stories have particular sonic motifs that are performed in specific 

ways, and repeated and remembered in their own right, almost as mnemonics 

for the story. In the pompakoh story above, such a motif is found in the 

particular intonation and style of recounting the bird calling ‘pom-pom-pakoh, 

pom-pom-pakoh’ (the bird’s name is a phonological vocalisation of its call), and 

going to the left (ba=kiriʔ), and to the right (ba=kanan).21 ʔEyKtləәt recounts this 

moment in Track 3. On another occasion, ʔEyKtləәt’s grandsons Klawal and 

Srimjam (around ten and twelve years old) also recounted it, using the same 

intonation and style (Track 4). Often then, when someone would actually hear 

the pompakoh calling in the forest (Track 5) they might repeat this motif ‘pom-

pom-pakoh, ʔoʔ cɨp ba=kiriʔ, pom-pom-pakoh, ʔoʔ cɨp ba=kanan’ (‘pom-pom-

pakoh, he goes to the left, pom-pom-pakoh, he goes to the right’). The actual 

sound of the pompakoh becomes associated with the story, meaning both that 

the story is relevant to and remembered people because they are familiar with 

the actual sound of the bird, and that on hearing the bird, the story is 

remembered and relived - perhaps evoking the emotion of haʔip given the 

poignant sadness of the tale (Lye 2005a[2004]:152).  

A similar argument can be made for songs that are part of stories, as in 

the following examples:  

 
hakaʔ mabɛl kaldɨs: the female kaldɨs (Sundaic Silver Langur, Trachypithecus 

cristatus) sings the following to her child, whose father, in the story, has been 

killed by Batek hunters:22 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
20 Transcribed from a recording of ʔEyKtləәt telling the story in December 2014. 
21 These are Malay terms kiri and kanan. 
22 First taught by NaʔBlcil at Was Yɔŋ July 2015, transcribed from a recording of NaʔSrimjam 
singing it also in July 2015 at Was Yɔŋ.  
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hakaʔ kdah kwaŋ: the kwaŋ (Great Argus Pheasant), who is disguising herself 

as beautiful Malay girl, sings a song (below) as she sweeps her house and 

cooks rice, to lure  her lover. Eventually her lover (cɔt can (‘foot sores’), who 

also appears in the story of the Batak below) wakes up by the side of the path 

in the forest on his own, hearing the ‘kawooooo’ of the kwaŋ as she re-takes her 

bird form and flies away, leaving him alone to realise he has been tricked.23  

 

 
 

 

hakaʔ kdah sarɔt: the young beautiful sarɔt (‘dead person’), sings the following 

song as she looks for leaves to tuck into her sarong:24 

 

 
 

Because the songs are at once part of the stories as well as coexisting in 

their own right as songs, they act as mnemonics for the whole story, just as the 

sound of the pompakoh reminds people of the pompakoh story. Klis (around 

four years old at the time) would always be singing the song of the Great Argus 

pheasant (hakaʔ kdah kwaŋ above) as she played make believe games. As she 

remembered this song (but at the time not the story) it prompted her to ask her 

mother about the story itself, and so knowledge of the song helped her to learn 

the story. In turn, this story and song can also be evoked when people hear the 

‘kawooooo’ of the kwaŋ calling in the forest in the night, a sound that people 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
23 First taught by NaʔAliw at Was Yɔŋ in March 2014.  
24 Taught by NaʔKtləәt at Was Yɔŋ in December 2014.  
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often say makes them feel haʔip (‘longing, nostalgia, missing, love, desire’). 

Song, story, and experience of hearing the actual sound and the emotions that 

these evoke intertwine in the ways that knowledge of the relationships between 

persons in the forest are shared between people and transmitted to younger 

generations. 

The details of stories are up for discussion, though most people have a set 

idea of the version of the story they know best. This is not to say that the 

different versions are different stories (see also Biesele 2005:195 on Ju/’hoan 

storytelling). Such discussion is as important a part of storytelling practice as 

the stories themselves. In late night discussions, you might even hear parents 

deferring to their children (and of course vice versa) for details they don’t quite 

remember themselves. Furthermore, discussions of the meanings of stories are 

not a reflection on whether or not they are seen as ‘true’: as Lye writes ‘the 

Batek accept that their stories are true having occurred in some long ago time, 

and are legitimate explanations for the state of the world. Conditions in the 

world reinforce the apparent meaning of the stories as, reciprocally, the stories 

render those conditions comprehensible’ (Lye 2005a[2004]:78). Indeed, a 

common topic of discussion was relating stories to current events: in May 2016, 

I was part of a long conversation that ʔEyKtləәt was having with his sons Cadeʔ 

and Tltɔh late into the night. They were discussing the ways that the Batek 

Tohan is different to the Christian God, and whether or not this meant that the 

missionaries were deceiving them. This is an example of the old beliefs being 

used to judge the credibility of more recent experiences.25 

3.3 The stories 
 

There are some differences between accounts of stories that were given 

to me, and those that were given to Lye in the 1990s (see Lye 2005a[2004]:77-

90, 2005b), and to Endicott in the 1970s (Endicott 1979a). Presented here are 

the versions of some of the stories that were told by Batek informants between 

March 2014 and May 2016, and some notable differences between my own, 

Lye’s and Endicott’s transcriptions are referenced in the footnotes. The nature 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
25 See also Tacey (2016) for an example of how the Batek Tanum incorporate outside events 
into their own system of religious beliefs and practices.  
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of oral histories are that they are exactly that – oral – and as a result, it would 

be impossible to get a complete text that is exactly the same across people and 

locations. In the stories presented in this section, where stories were commonly 

told I have presented synthetic accounts where I include the main elements of 

the story that were common across storytellers, as through showing the 

recurring themes this reveals the key components of the stories. For other 

stories I was only told once, and where I either made a recording or transcribed 

the story directly in the field, I have provided a transcription of the story in both 

Batek and English. In order to highlight individual interpretations, I note 

locations and dates where I was told each story.  

Batek people do not always agree on the chronology of the stories, and 

many people simply say they don’t know the order. When asked when all of 

these events occurred, the standard answer is masaʔ kəә=sɛɲ-sɛɲ (‘the time 

from before’, or ‘the old times’). Bloch writes that ‘there is indeed a tendency 

among anthropologists to try to push informants to explain things until they 

become clear and categorical, thereby obscuring the equally important 

ethnographic fact of the presence of uncertainty’ (Bloch 2013:108). In addition 

to this, perhaps the fact that these stories can’t be easily put into order shows 

the value of knowledge that is flexible and adaptable: perhaps the uncertainty of 

such details has been part of the reason for the longevity of the stories. The 

stories as they are presented in this section are therefore not to be thought of in 

chronological order, but rather as different aspects of the same web of beliefs. 

Furthermore, the stories presented here do not represent the entirety of the 

Batek canon of stories, but are a selection of the stories that were commonly 

told to me.  

3.3.1 Tohan 
 

Having created the world, Tohan (the Malay word for God – though the 

Batek are clear that this is not the same god as the Muslim or Christian Gods) 

created the first humans out of the earth. These first Batek people wanted to 

have a child, but didn’t know how, and it was the Gibbon (kboɲ), who showed 
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them how to procreate. Once there were enough people, Tohan told them not to 

marry their brothers and sisters any more.26  

It was also Tohan who created the ‘ʔasal’ (‘primordial’) trees and plants, 

such as the kpoŋ, tkɛl, and gɨl.27 As Tohan did so, they gave them names (see 

also Lye 2005a[2004]:81) and told the Batek which of these fruits are safe to 

eat, those which women cannot eat while menstruating, and how to use the 

different plants and resources that the forest offers.  

3.3.2 Fire 
 

In the primordial times, NaʔMtkɔt told me that fire was originally flowers – 

this is now why glowing embers are called buŋaʔ ʔɔs (‘fire flower’). However, at 

some point, it had to be stolen from the kasak (‘Sambar Deer’, Rusa unicolor). It 

was the blatok bird who did this, by sneakily telling the kasak to go to the river 

and bathe, and to stay a little longer under the surface of the water. While the 

kasak’s face was hidden, the blatok bird stole the fire and carried it away. The 

blatok then gave it to the Batek.28 As ʔEyKŋkuŋ put it: ‘if the blatok hadn’t stolen 

the kasak’s fire, there would be none of us Batek here now’ (‘kalaw neŋ blatok 

t=maliŋ ʔɔs kasak, neŋ Batek deʔ hɛʔ dah’). 

3.3.3 Outsiders29 
 

The ‘burning of the grasses’ story explains how it came to be that there 

are many different races. The story goes that in the beginning we all looked the 

same, but then one day they were burning back the grasses to clear some 

space, and the fire accidentally began to burn over a huge area. Some people 

managed to escape into the water, and others ran through the fire into the 

forest. Those who escaped into the water were those who are now gɔp, and 

those who ran into the forest and got burned are the Batek – which they say is 

why they now have black skin and curly hair. This was a story that people 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
26 See Lye (2005:82) and Endicott (1979:86-87), for their respective versions of this story. The 
above version recounted very similarly by NaʔKtləәt and ʔEyKtləәt, and confirmed by NaʔMtkɔt, 
NaʔTklɔ̃k, NaʔCaŋrəәm and ʔEyTklɔ̃k at ʔAwɔr.  
27 For a detailed discussion and identifications of ʔasal trees see Lye (2005:86-87), and Endicott 
1(979:34). The three listed above are ones that were regularly mentioned to me.  
28 Told by ʔEyKŋkuŋ on the Kəәɲam in April 2015.  
29 See Endicott (1979:86-87, 1974:43-44), and Lye (2005:16-17, 84) for their respective 
transcriptions, which include some extra details. 
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talked about fairly regularly when making sense of the behaviour of outsiders. 

For example people were shocked and worried when I told them that it is 

common for people of my background to be cremated (Cadeʔ even rung me 

while I was back in England to reiterate this worry that people had already 

expressed while I was in the field), but then concluded that perhaps this was no 

different to the burning the grasses story. Similarly, since Batek people see 

many people of diverse ethnicities come to the forest as tourists, they often talk 

about how it might be that all these people fit into the burning the grasses story.  

3.3.4 The soul of the banana30 
 

When Tohan was deciding which of the ɲawaʔ (‘life-soul’, Malay nyawa) to 

give to the Batek, he originally gave that of the moon. This meant that like the 

moon, the Batek kept on living and didn’t die - but this was no good as there 

was not enough food for everyone. Instead, he changed it to the life-soul of the 

banana, as this means that although the parents will die, the children will live 

on.31 Tohan is the one who is responsible for sending the sicknesses that come 

as a result of breaking tolah prohibitions (discussed further in Chapter Four), 

and who takes back their bodies when they die (as NaʔMtkɔt put it, he cɛp 

(‘holds’) us). The other situation I heard Tohan talked about in is when NaʔKtləәt 

told me that the reason that Batek pierce their ears and septum and file their 

front teeth (though this is not commonly done any more) is that if they don’t do 

it, Tohan will do it himself with hot pokers (much more painful!).  

3.3.5 Becoming trees32 
 

In May 2016, ʔEySrimjam recounted how Tohan decided to make half of 

the people turn into trees, so that again there would be room and enough food 

for everyone, and plenty of shade. Before that, it was too hot, and there was not 

enough food, so people were dying of starvation. Furthermore, as Batek people 

told Lye, if all of the trees are cut down it will anger the superbeings to the 

extent that floods will well up from the subterranean regions and flood the entire 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
30 See Endicott (1979:83), and Lye (2005:82) for other transcriptions of this story.	  	  
31 As recounted by ʔEySrimjam (Was Yɔŋ), ʔEyKtləәt (Was Yɔŋ), and NaʔTklɔ̃k (ʔAwɔr) on 
separate occasions.  
32 See Lye (2005b), and (2005:79-90).  
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world. Lye argues that from here we can begin to better understand the moral 

ecology of the forest, whereby the Batek and the superbeings ‘belong to a 

moral community, a single, mutually reflective social field, with the on-going 

condition of trees helping to mark the tenor of that relationship’ (Lye 

2005b:257).33 

3.3.6 Fleeing on the back of a bat 
 

There were too many humans in the world, and so people had turned to 

eating each other (some people said this was the Batak – see under ‘On other 

peoples’). Eventually there were only two people left, and no food. One of them 

was a pregnant woman, and the other was a small bat (palek ‘a type of Sheath-

tailed bat’, Emballonura). The palek told the pregnant woman to sit astride it, 

and it would fly her and her baby to safety. The pregnant woman was afraid, but 

she got on anyway, and the palek flew them all to what is now Taman Negara, 

where the Batek now live.34 

3.3.7 The halaʔ ʔasal 
 

The halaʔ ʔasal, or ‘primordial shamans’, were the first persons, and were 

involved in the creation of the world as it is now. I use the word ‘person’ to 

describe the halaʔ ʔasal as they don’t always take human form. It is the 

journeys of the halaʔ ʔasal through the forest that resulted in the creation of 

many of the landscape features in the forest, such as caves (gwəәr) and rock 

formations (batuʔ) that exist today. 

In the following story, which was recounted by ʔEyPlɛp and ʔEyTaɲ during 

a conversation in November 2014, they told me of the origins of the rock 

formation named Batu Badəәn, of Musaŋ Cave, and of the leeches and animals 

in the forest, which were all created by the doings of halaʔ ʔasal.  

 
gɨn tigaʔ bradik gɨn halaʔ uɲ dah. ʔoʔ cɨp nan=hɛʔ nan=kaw ʔoʔ yəәy yaʔ ʔoʔ.  

They were three family members, they were all shamans. They went 
from us, from here, and were carrying their grandmother 

 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
33 Howell (1989[1984]:132) also notes of the Chewong that they understand trees as having a 
soul, and that they say at one point trees could also speak.  
34 Originally told by ʔEySrimjam at Was Yɔŋ in May 2016, and confirmed by NaʔTklɔ̃k and 
ʔEyTklɔ̃k at ʔAwɔr, also in May 2016.  
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gɨn jok, gɨn jok, gɨn jok, gɨn jok, gɨn jok, gɨn ʔirin yaʔ ʔoʔ, yaʔ ʔoʔ bakɛs, bakɛs 
yaʔ ʔoʔ 

They moved camps, moved camps, moved camps, moved camps, 
they slowly followed behind their grandmother. Their grandmother 
was old 

 
gɨn jok, jok, jok, deʔ leh mnayaŋ hɛʔ tɔt batuʔ, nan=kaw deʔ kwan batuʔ 
nan=kaw hɛʔ tɔt batuʔ hɛʔ, nan=gwəәr musaŋ, hayãʔ gɨn ʔirin yaʔ gɨn.  

They moved camps, moved camps, moved camps, this is where you 
see a rock, here, loads of rocks (gestures), here, rocks again. From 
Musang Cave, became from the lean-to from when they were slowly 
following behind their grandmother 

 
sampɛy kəә=kaw, wəәh galah kaw, wəәh galah tɔm Tahaɲ.  

From here, they went upriver on the Tahaɲ River 
 

ʔoʔ diʔ hayãʔ yaʔ ʔoʔ kəә=batuʔ badəәn, ʔoʔ yeʔ yaʔ ʔoʔ, yaʔ wəәh jadiʔ batuʔ.  
They made a lean-to at Batuʔ Badəәn. They left her grandmother there; 
their grandmother became the rock 

 
wəәh yeʔ yaʔ wəәh jim, wəәh jim wəәh haʔip.  

They left their grandmother there, they cried, they felt haʔip  
 
hadɛʔ mɨʔ cɨp, boleh mɨʔ tɔt, skali ʔam ʔoʔ kcɔt, skali ʔam ʔoʔ bəәw bner.  

If one goes there now, you can see one of her breasts was small, one 
of them was really big 

 
ʔoʔ jit ʔay ʔoʔ tɔ̃ŋ (tulis tɔ̃ŋ, mɛyhɛy cpəәk, tulis tɔ̃ŋ dŋan cpəәk) 

They caught their meat the Palm Civet.35 ([addressing me]: write down 
Palm Civet. It’s like a Binturong. Write down Palm Civet and 
Binturong) 

 
ʔEyTaɲ [interjection]: (sdap ʔay ʔoʔ, toc laluʔ!)  
                                 (its meat is delicious, so fatty!) 
 
 
ʔoʔ jit tɔ̃ŋ saʔ ʔay bəәw! ʔoʔ pəәp nan yoh kayuʔ, ʔoʔ haluh, ʔoʔ haluh kəә=dok. ʔoʔ 
bəәw macam nwbəәw dəәŋ deʔ, tmpɛt ʔoʔ pəәp ʔoʔ gəәl ba=teʔ 

They caught a Palm Civet that was huge! It fell from the treetop, they 
shot it with a blowpipe, they shot it with a blowpipe with poison. It 
was big like as big as that house (points to a large structure intended 
as a school built by missionaries), the place where it fell it fell straight 
down to the ground 

 
critaʔ ʔun ʔoʔ mnayaŋ kɔm baŋsaʔ: pacat, ʔay=lɨw, ʔay=lɨw kɔm baŋsaʔ, kwan 
ʔurɛt ʔay ʔoʔ kəә=ʔuɲ 

This story shows all the races: leeches, and others of many types 
which came from the veins of the meat.36 

 
 
 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
35 (unclear whether this is Masked Palm Civet (paguma larvata), or Common Palm Civet 
(paradoxus hermaphroditus)). 
36 For a more detailed description of this see Lye 2005a:83.  
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ʔoʔ smul ba=ʔasiŋ ʔoʔ paŋkaʔ ba=ʔasiŋ ba=həәp həәp kaw deʔ kaw deʔ  
They knotted up the veins and threw them around in different places 
into the forest, here some, here some  

 
sabet ʔoʔ halaʔ 

Because they were shamans 
 
lpɛs wəәh jok ba=Gunuŋ Tahaɲ, gunuŋ bsakaʔ, gunuŋ ʔasal.  

Then they moved camps to Gunuŋ Tahaɲ, a special, ancestral 
mountain, a primordial mountain. 

 

In many other stories of the halaʔ ʔasal, we see how many of them end up 

involved in romantic relationships with other species. As NaʔKtləәt put it ‘the 

primordial shamans were husbands and wives of many leaves and fruits’ (‘kwan 

halaʔ ʔasal gɨn diʔ kwan knəәh gɨn, kwan ksɨy gɨn kwan haliʔ-haliʔ, kwan plɔʔ-

plɔʔ mɨʔ)’. She told me that in the story of the fragrant dayɔk palm (‘Salacca 

confeta’) the halaʔ ʔasal is walking in the forest and smells a delicious smell, 

but can’t find it. The dayɔk then becomes a man for her to find, who she makes 

her husband. The balʔɔp (‘Alpina Petiolata’) is the husband of a halaʔ ʔasal, 

and the knsey tuber (‘a type of Dioscorea’)37 is the wife of a halaʔ ʔasal.38 In the 

following story recounted by ʔEyPlɛp at Maŋkɛn in November 2014, the halaʔ 

ʔasal marries a taduk leaf (‘a kind of palm’, variously identified as either 

Eugeissona tristis, or Oncospema horridium) with tragic consequences. 	  

 
ʔoʔ cɨp ʔoʔ səәoraŋ tmkal ʔoʔ blaʔ 

He went, one man on his own 
 

 
ʔoʔ bɔt braɲaʔ ʔoʔ kəә=gɔp 

He got things he needed from gɔp 
 

ʔoʔ jat bras 
He carried rice on his back 

 
ʔoʔ bɔt gtaʔ ba=həәp (kwan kayuʔ-kayuʔ gtaʔ ba=həәp, kayuʔ bsakaʔ, kayuʔ 
Batek halaʔ jugaʔ leh) 

He got rubber from the forest (there are lots of trees with rubber in the 
forest, special, ancestral trees, trees of Batek shamans as well) 
 

jaʔ manamah deʔ kəә=ʔuɲ ʔoʔ jok, ʔoʔ jok, ʔoʔ jok, ʔoʔ jok, ʔoʔ jok 
After that he moved camps for a long way 

 
… recording unclear… 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
37 Identification taken from Endicott & Bellwood (1991).  
38 Stories told in May 2016 by NaʔKtləәt at Was Yɔŋ.  
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tɛpiʔ jnrɨŋ padaʔ ʔoʔ jok ʔuɲ ʔoʔ ciʔ bap ʔoʔ buŋaʔ taduk, ʔoʔ masuk 
kəә=jnrɨŋ ʔamoŋ ʔoʔ, kəә=jnrɨŋ ʔamoŋ ʔoʔ jat 

But during that time that he was moving camps, he ate some food of 
taduk flowers that he had inside his rucksack, inside the rucksack 
that he was carrying 

 
ʔoʔ ŋɔk jat mɛyhɛy moh ŋɔk jat ʔamoŋ moh, pan=ʔuɲ ʔoʔ masuk buŋaʔ taduk 

He was carrying things on his back ([addressing me]: like you carry 
your rucksack), that’s where he put the taduk flowers 

 
ʔoʔ jat leh ʔoʔ cɨp ʔoʔ jat, ʔoʔ cɨp ba=hayãʔ ʔoʔ tbɛs hayãʔ ʔoʔ leh ʔoʔ tbɛs, 
ʔoʔ tbɛs ʔoʔ diʔ hayãʔ ʔoʔ 

He was carrying things on his back, walking, carrying, walking to his 
lean-to. He cleared a space and make his lean-to 

 
… recording unclear… 
 
ʔoʔ bkrjaʔ bkrjaʔ bkrjaʔ bkrjaʔ 

He worked, worked, worked 
 
yalɨw ʔuɲ kəә=uɲ, yalɨw t=ʔoʔ diʔ jaʔ, t=ʔoʔ blus buŋaʔ taduk ʔoʔ deʔ kəә=ʔuɲ, 
ʔoʔ jadiʔ Batek, ʔah! ʔoʔ jadiʔ Batek pɔlaʔ 

The woman from earlier, the taduk flower that had fallen from his 
backpack earlier became Batek, ah! She became Batek 
 

ʔoʔ t=krjaʔ ʔoʔ krjaʔ leh, ʔoʔ bkrjaʔ ʔoʔ bkrjaʔ d=ʔoʔ 
The man worked, worked 

 
ʔoʔ t=yalɨw kəә=ʔuɲ ʔoʔ cubaʔ kəә=hayãʔ deʔ kəә=ʔuɲ ʔoʔ masak, ʔoʔ rbus 
nasiʔ ʔoʔ diʔ sayur ʔoʔ 

[The taduk] tried the lean-to from earlier, she cooked, she boiled rice, 
she made accompanying dishes 

 
ʔoʔ ʔagak kəә=pdəәh kabɛn t=tmkal nan=həәp deʔ kəә=ʔuɲ, ʔoʔ talaʔ den d=ʔoʔ 
ba=həәp, ʔayaŋ ʔom talaʔ leh, kiraʔ ʔoʔ ŋɔk hat=jnrɨŋ ʔamoŋ 

She thought that it was soon that her male friend from the forest 
would come back, so she ran away to the forest, [clarification] not that 
she ran away, say she stayed in his backpack 
 

ʔoʔ cubaʔ cubaʔ ʔoʔ tɔt ʔəәncen bap 
The man tried and saw that the food was cooked 
 

“lah! ba=lɨw kabɛn yɛʔ?” d=ʔoʔ, “ʔay=lɨw t=cubaʔ cubaʔ ʔəәncen bap yɛʔ”  
[he said] ‘ah! where is my friend?” he said “how is it that my food is 
cooked?” 

 
ʔom ciʔ baʔ ʔom yeʔ saʔ kabɛn neŋ… a-lah ʔoʔ ciʔ jugaʔ leh, ʔoʔ ciʔ bap ʔoʔ 
saʔ ʔoʔ mŋkoŋ, saʔ ʔoʔ krjaʔ 

He didn’t know whether to eat or not because there was no friend, but 
in the end he ate because he was hungry as he’d been working 
 

pəәs nalɔp, ʔoʔ cɨp ʔoʔ bkrjaʔ 
When morning broke, he went and worked 
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ʔoʔ ʔagakʔ kəә=pdəәh kabɛn ʔoʔ wek kəә=ʔuɲ dah, ʔoʔ cubaʔ kəә=hayãʔ, d=buŋaʔ 
taduk kəә=ʔuɲ 

She thought that soon her friend would come back, so the taduk tried 
the lean-to 

 
ʔoʔ citɔt bap, ʔoʔ diʔ sayur, ʔoʔ diʔ bap ʔoʔ, ʔoʔ diʔ ʔikan, ʔoʔ ʔɔt ba=asiŋ, 
ʔayaŋ ʔom ʔɔt ba=lɨw=lɨw ʔayaŋ, ʔoʔ ʔɔt kəә=jnrɨŋ hapəәk ʔoʔ, ba=jnrɨŋ ʔamoŋ ʔoʔ 
mɛyhɛy ʔuɲ, ʔoʔ ʔɔt hat=ʔuɲ, lpɛs ʔoʔ ŋɔk, ŋɔk, ŋɔk, ŋɔk ʔɔʔ səәh dah, kabɛn nan 
həәp 

She made rice, she made accompanying dishes, she made food, she 
did fish, then she hid elsewhere, but not just anywhere, she hid inside 
his backpack, inside his backpack like that, she hid in there, and then 
she stayed, sat, sat, sat, until her friend came back from the forest 

 
ʔoʔ tɔt bap ʔoʔ ʔəәncen… “ah! Batek ʔay=lɨw deʔ deʔ… kalaw Batek btʔɛt, pi-səәh 
leh!” pan=diʔ “kalaw Batek jbʔec pon pi-səәh leh! yeʔ kan ɲaɲaʔ yɛʔ pan=deʔ, yeʔ 
kan ɲaɲaʔ yɛʔ pan=deʔ saʔ yɛʔ ŋɔk yɛʔ blaʔ deʔ deʔ” saʔ ʔoʔ cɨp ʔoʔ jok 
ʔoʔ blaʔ d=tmkal ʔuɲ 

He saw that his food was ready… “ah! What Batek now… if you are a 
good Batek person come out and meet me! If you are a bad Batek 
person, come out and meet me! Don’t mess with me like this, don’t 
mess with me like this because I’m staying by myself now”, because 
he had gone and moved camps by himself  

 
br-kaliʔ-kaliʔ ʔoʔ nalɔp, brəәy, nalɔp, brəәy leh, brəәy hilaŋ brəәy, ʔoʔ ʔəәncen sayiy 
bap 

Morning and afternoon turned over, morning, afternoon, and his food 
was always cooked 

 
jaʔ manamah deʔ kəә=ʔuɲ, cukup kputusan ʔɔʔ pi-səәh ksɨy ʔuɲ, d=buŋaʔ taduk 
kəә=ʔuɲ ʔoʔ pi-səәh, ʔoʔ pi-səәh “tɛpi kəә=ʔuɲ” d=ʔoʔ “mɔm paniʔ ʔom səәh lih yɛʔ” 
d=ʔoʔ, “ʔayaŋ Batek ʔasiŋ t=rbus bap ʔuɲ, yɛʔ, yɛʔ ŋɔk yɛʔ diʔ bap moh, yɛʔ 
ksian moh bapaʔ moh ŋɔk moh blaʔ”, saʔ ʔoʔ bujaŋ d=tmkal ʔuɲ, neŋ kneh, 
ʔoʔ bujaŋ, ʔoʔ jok ʔoʔ blaʔ, ʔah pan=diʔ 

After a while she came out and met him: “earlier” she said, “you 
wanted my body to appear” she said, “it wasn’t another Batek that 
made your food, it was me, I sat making your food, I was sorry for you 
because you are by yourself” because he was single, the man, he had 
no wife, he was single so he moved camps by himself… (it was like 
that) 

 
…recording unclear… 
 
ʔoʔ t=tmkal ʔom wek ba=hayãʔ, wek ba=hayãʔ, kampuŋ ʔoʔ leh, ʔoʔ wek 
ba=kampuŋ ʔoʔ dah, lew ba=kampuŋ… tɛpiʔ 

The man wanted to go back to his camp, to go back to his village, 
but… 
 

neŋ lew ba=hayãʔ 
[The taduk] didn’t arrive there 
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nalɔp, haŋep ʔoʔ lew kəә=hayãʔ ʔoʔ ʔuɲ, masaʔ ʔoʔ pəәs ktɔʔ ʔoʔ klaʔ ʔoʔ ŋɔk 
ba=həәp macam bilaʔ bilaʔ nalɔp, bilaʔ bilaʔ haŋep haŋep bilaʔ wəәk ksɨy wəәh cɨp 
ba=həәp, wəәh skaliʔ wəәh cɨp ba=həәp tɛpiʔ wəәm cɨp wəәm ŋɔk diʔ ʔoʔ yeʔ kan wek 
lew ba=hayãʔ haŋep t=wəәk lih ʔoʔ d=buŋaʔ taduk 

In the morning and evening he went back to his camp, when the sky 
broke he went to the forest. If it was morning, the two of them went to 
the forest together, but when they came back she didn’t come back as 
far as the camp, unless it was night time. 

 
ʔoʔ halaʔ, halaʔ ʔasal dah, ʔayaŋ halaʔ deʔ deʔ, halaʔ ʔasal 

They were ‘primordial’ shamans, not shamans from now, ‘primordial’ 
shamans 
 

jaʔ manamah deʔ kəә=ʔuɲ, br-kaleʔ-kaleʔ wəәh jit ʔawãʔ səәoraŋ, wəәh jit 
ʔawãʔ səәoraŋ deʔ kəә=uɲ 

After a while they had a child 
 

ʔoʔ cãɸ hakeʔ 
[the taduk] went to cut pandanus 
 

knʔac ʔoʔ hat=hayãʔ… ʔoʔ btʔɛt d=ʔoʔ, ʔoʔ səәh ʔoʔ blaʔ ʔoʔ diʔ hayãʔ 
d=ʔoʔ knʔac ʔoʔ, ʔawãʔ ʔoʔ səәoraŋ 

Her mother in law was at the lean-to, she was good, she came on her 
own and made the lean-to  

 
ʔoʔ kdəәh, d=knʔac ʔoʔ, ʔoʔ diʔ hakeʔ ʔoʔ leh, ʔom diʔ nəә̃s, ʔom di nəә̃s ʔuɲ 

She said [to her daughter-in-law] that she wanted to make pandanus, 
she wanted to make a sleeping mat 

 
ʔom diʔ hakeʔ ʔoʔ kdəәh ʔipah ŋɔk ba=həәp, ʔom diʔ nəә̃s hakeʔ 

She said she wanted to make a sleeping mat because they were 
staying in the forest, so she wanted to make it from pandanus 

 
jaʔ manamah deʔ kəә=ʔuɲ, ʔoʔ ŋɔk, ŋɔk, ŋɔk, ŋɔk  

After a while they were sitting, around, sitting, sitting, sitting, 
 
ksɨy leh ba=həәp 

The husband was still in the forest 
 
“naʔ naʔ” ʔoʔ kdəәh, “naʔ” d=ʔoʔ, “yeʔ kan təәʔliʔ brbagay-bagay kabɛn yɛʔ hadin” 
d=ʔoʔ 

[he had said] ‘mother, mother, don’t mess with my friend later’ 
 
 

wəәh duwaʔ branak hat=hayãʔ 
[Then] there were just the two family members [the taduk and her 
mother-in-law] at the lean-to 

 
ʔoʔ ŋɔk ʔoʔ diʔ hakeʔ, ʔoʔ diʔ hakaʔ (tɛpiʔ neŋ yɛm tahuʔ hakaʔ, tɛpiʔ deʔ 
critaʔ t=gɨn kdəәh wəәk hakaʔ leh) ʔoʔ diʔ hakaʔ ʔoʔ leh 

[The mother-in-law] sat and did her pandanus, she also did a song 
(but I don’t know the song, but it is a story that has a song, they say). 
She did her song… 
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lurut hakeʔ ʔoʔ, ʔoʔ kdəәh “ʔadɔy ʔadɔy ʔɔy-lah” ba=ʔawẽʔ, “ʔadɔy ʔadɔy ʔawẽʔ” 
As her pandanus was becoming supple, she said “oh friend”, to the 
child, “oh baby” 
 

“ʔay=lɨw t=moh diʔ mɛyhɛy haliʔ taʔah, moh diʔ mɛyhɛy haliʔ taʔah ʔoʔ bah, cray 
saʔ knsiŋ yɛʔ tɔt, ah pan ʔuɲ pon” 

“why are you like a leaf of vegetables that we eat, are you being like a 
leafy vegetable? Try and dance I want to see, ah yes like that” 
 

ʔoʔ knsiŋ leh, ʔoʔ knsiŋ knsiŋ ʔoʔ təәʔliʔ, mŋsaw ʔoʔ ʔuɲ 
So she danced, she danced, danced, then the taduk’s mother in law 
pointed out… 
 

ʔoʔ təәʔliʔ ʔoʔ kdəәh “macam haliʔ taduk” t=ʔoʔ kdəәh 
She pointed out she said “like a taduk leaf”… 
 

sampɛy ʔoʔ jadiʔ taduk 
Then she became a taduk 

 
wek ksɨy nan həәp 

The husband came back from the forest 
 

neŋ leh dah, d=ksɨy ʔoʔ, nəәŋ kneh ʔoʔ dah 
There was nothing for the husband, he had no wife now 

 
ʔoʔ pakɛy hat=sɛɲ ʔoʔ dah saʔ ʔoʔ halaʔ jugaʔ, ksɨy ʔuɲ ʔoʔ halaʔ jugaʔ, ʔoʔ 
pakɛy hat=ʔuɲ 

Only in his past now, because he was also a shaman, he saw her 
there 

 
“wek, wek”, ʔoʔ marah kəә=naʔ ʔoʔ 

“Come back, come back”, he was angry with his mother 
 
“la=ʔɔy pan=diʔ la=ʔɔy pan=diʔ deʔ kəә=ʔuɲ” ʔawãʔ ʔoʔ kəә=naʔ ʔoʔ 

“How did that happen? How did that happen”, said the son to his 
mother 
 

ʔoʔ wayat gɨn kdəәh saʔ kabɛn ʔuɲ, ʔoʔ kdəәh, ʔoʔ p-knsiŋ, d=ʔoʔ, ʔoʔ tinak 
macam haliʔ taduk d=ʔoʔ,  

She said she had caused her to dance, she had ridiculed her and said 
she was like a taduk leaf  

 
la=ʔɔy jadiʔ taduk, jadiʔ taduk ɲantaʔ, ʔoʔ diʔ taduk btul, macam bataŋ ʔoʔ t=ŋɔk  
ba=həәp 

How did she become a taduk, a real one, a true taduk like the one you 
find in the forest 

 
halaʔ ɲantaʔ, halaʔ ʔasal d=wəәh 

They were real primordial shamans, those two. 
 

These stories emphasise that the forest is a multispecies sociality, or ‘trans-

species ecological community’ (Bird-David 2005:211, see also Tsing 2013). 

Humans are not separate from these other persons, but rather all of these 
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diverse species exist in relation to one another, and played an important part in 

the creation of the həәp (‘forest’) as it is now. The Batek themselves were 

originally created from the earth itself, the trees were in turn created from the 

Batek. Conversely, the Batek themselves are said to have the soul (ɲawaʔ) of a 

plant, the banana. The very existence of the Batek at all is dependent on the 

kind act of the palek (‘a type of Sheath-tailed bat’, Emballonura) who saved 

them from murder and famine, and halaʔ ʔasal have romantic relationships with 

various non-human persons.  

3.3.8 On other peoples 
 

The canon of Batek stories also includes the stories of many other kinds of 

peoples (aside from outsiders) who inhabited the forest alongside the Batek 

during ‘the old times’. One such group of peoples are the cannibalistic Batak, 

who are terrible and frightening, but also stupid and easily fooled (and featured 

in the pompakoh story above). A Batak story (wayatan Batak), recounted by 

ʔEyKŋkuŋ on the Keɲam River in April 2014 is as follows: 

 
Ɂom cik Ɂay ɁoɁ Batek ɁoɁ makɔk 

He (the Batak) wanted to stab his meat, a pregnant Batek woman. 
 
Batek ɁoɁ bay bap ɁoɁ takɔp 

She had been digging for tubers (‘a type of edible tuber’, Dioscorea) 
 
Batak ɁoɁ pdɛp, Ɂom cik,  

The Batak crept up on her he wanted to stab her 
 
tɛpiɁ yalɨw ɁoɁ tnhan 

But she told him not to 
 
 
ɁoɁ kdǝh “yeɁ kan cik, bilaɁ ɁawāɁ yɛɁ gɔs kɔm Ɂay moh klaɁ” 

She said “don’t stab me, when my child lives, you’ll have lots more 
meat in the future” 

 
ɁoɁ piʔɔr ɁoɁ diɁ Ɂamoŋ ɁoɁ 

She told him to make a backpack 
 
ɁoɁ diɁ bǝw saɁ Ɂom Ɂisih bǝw Ɂay ɁoɁ makɔk Batek 

He made it really big, because he wanted to put in his big meat, the 
pregnant woman 

 
ɁoɁ Ɂusuŋ yalɨw Batek tɛpiɁ ɁoɁ tnhan pɔlaɁ 

He lifted her onto his hip, but she told him not to again 
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ɁoɁ piɁɔr ɁoɁ Ɂisih kuan batuɁ 
She told him to put inside lots of rocks 

 
hadɛɁ kdɛk Ɂay ɁoɁ klaɁ 

In case his meat went bitter later 
 

ɁoɁ Ɂisih, lpɛs yalɨw ɁoɁ ŋok kǝ=Ɂatɛs pɔlaɁ 
He put the rocks in, and the woman sat on top 
 

ɁoɁ tinan, cɨp, cɨp, cɨp, 
He carried her on his shoulders 

 
payah Ɂom kileh, saʔ hnjut 

It was hard for him to look from side to side because his load was 
heavy 

 
ɁoɁ pakɛy pnjɔɁ ɁoɁ blap, hɔl, ʔoʔ cɨp cɨp cɨp  

He was just wearing just? his loincloth, it was loose, he walked, 
walked, walked 

 
hɔl pnjɔɁ ɁoɁ 

His loincloth was loose 
 
ɁoɁ kdǝh bǝtriy 

He said there are bəәtriy fruits 
 
ɁoɁ kdǝh payah Ɂom kileh saɁ taɁsnankut cnilas ɁoɁ 

She said she couldn’t see because her comb was caught  
 
ɁoɁ piʔɔr ɁoɁ boh pon 

He said he’d put her down 
 
Ɂom ŋok 

He wanted to sit 
 
tɛpiɁ ɁoɁ cɛp kǝ=batuɁ Ɂ ɁoɁ br-jantaŋ ba=bataŋ ʔasiŋ 

But she held onto the rocks and jumped to another branch 
 
Batak neŋ ʔom sadar 

The Batak didn’t notice 
 

ɁoɁ cɨp cɨp cɨp  
He walked, walked, walked 

 
pdǝh kǝ=hayãɁ 

He was close to the camp 
 
Ɂamal gɨn hlyɛl paɁ, gɨm yi-wek Ɂay gɨn 

There was a group who were excited to see their father [the Batak 
hunter], they wanted to carry the meat back 

 
ɁoɁ hamun saɁ gɨn taɲaɁ ba=lɨw ɲantaʔ... 

But then the Batak hunter started to worry because they were asking 
where is the meat really… 
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neŋ Ɂay 
No meat 

 
gɨn haw 

They went to get it 
 
gɨn wek ba=hǝp pɔlaɁ gɨn kɛs 

They went back to the forest to track her 
 

gɨn tek  
They slept 

 
lew hariɁ Ɂesok gɨn sam, sam 

The next day they hunted, hunted 
 
ɁoɁ luwec kǝ=kayuɁ 

The Batak climbed a tree 
 
ɁoɁ hinek klɨŋ kaldɨs 

He imitated the sound of a Sundaic Silver Langur 
 

Batek ɁoɁ kjeŋ ɁoɁ Ɂagak kaldɨs ɲantaʔ 
A Batek heard, he thought it was a real monkey 

 
Batek ɁoɁ kjeŋ ɁoɁ kdǝh Ɂom haw hariɁ Ɂesok 

The Batek heard, he said he wanted to get it the next day 
 
saɁ Ɂom haw t=pǝdeh saɁ cɔt can ɁoɁ 

He wanted to get it because it was close and he had sores on his feet 
 

pǝs nalob ɁoɁ haw haw haw 
The next day, he went to get, get, get it 
 

ɁoɁ cam, cam, deɁ! 
He searched, searched, this! 
 

cɨɸ kayuɁ 
He felled the tree (that the Batak was hiding in) 
 

Ɂom talaɁ 
He wanted to run away  

 
rɛk blaw kǝ=kayuɁ  

His blowpipe hit the tree 
 

ɁoɁ sal 
He [the Batak] came down 

 
bǝlus kǝ teɁ 

He [the Batak] fell to the ground 
 
wǝh=b-gumol, Ɂom paniɁ Ɂom sakɛl  

They fought, he wanted to hit/kill him 
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Ɂadoh-hay! t=kǝdeh d=cɔt can ʔuɲ 
Alas! said ‘foot sores’ (the Batek) 

 
tɛpiʔ Batak t=halɔt saɁ kɔm kabɛn cɔt can t=toloŋ 

But it was the Batak who died, because lots of friends of ‘foot sores’ 
came to help him 

 
gɨn wek ba=hayãɁ 

The Batek went back to the camp 
 

gɨn jok ba=Ɂasiŋ 
They moved camps to elsewhere.  
 

 

Batek informants also said that there are ‘other’ kinds of ‘Batek’ people. 

The Batek say that definitely these ‘other’ Batek used to exist, but are not sure if 

they are still around now. One such group of Batek are the Batek ʔãk, who like 

to eat earth that has just started to ferment and has the sʔɔl smell (‘smell of 

something just rotting, damp earth, mangoes’). Then there are the Batek liyal 

(lit. ‘Batek who run away’) who are absolutely terrified of outsiders.39 There are 

also Batek neŋ hayaŋ kit (lit. ‘Batek with no anuses’), who can only drink – they 

don’t eat because they can’t defecate. If they ever see Batek with anuses, they 

ridicule them (tinak) and say they are disgusting and dirty. Then there are the 

Batek saʔ can (lit. ‘Batek with one foot), and the Batek mtkɔt. mtkɔt is a type of 

very tiny fruit – which the Batek mtkɔt are said to be the same size as (about 

the size of a thumb I was told). ʔEyJayat said he didn’t think that these Batek 

exist anymore because probably they had been all accidentally trodden on as 

they are so small.40 

3.3.9 Non-human persons 
 

There are many stories that talk about the relationships between many of 

the non-human persons and how they came to be how they are today. One 

such story told by Klisey in April 2015 on the Kəәɲam, is of how the tiger asked 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
39 When I described Maniq people to my Batek friends, describing how Maniq people go to great 
lengths to avoid outsiders (Kricheff & Lukas 2015), they wondered if Maniq might be the Batek 
liyal.  
40 I checked this with three different groups of people to make sure it was true. One of my Batek 
friends’ favourite jokes was lying to me and then laughing uproariously (when I eventually 
realised). They all laughed so much when they told me about the different types of Batek that I 
thought they must have been lying. But it turns out it is just funny to imagine Batek with no 
anuses.  
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the kwaŋ (‘Great Argus Pheasant’) to paint its fur. The pheasant was so afraid, 

that it did the tiger’s pattern all blotchy and stripy, instead of like the beautiful 

and delicate dots on the pheasant’s own feathers. Other stories explain 

knowledge that Batek use (see also Endicott 1979a:55-56). An example that I 

was told is that people know that when they hear the ktə̃әk bird calling that it 

indicates baŋkoŋ (‘Artocarpus polyphema’) fruits are nearly ripe. The story of 

how this knowledge was found, as recounted by NaʔMtkɔt and ʔEyBarəәʔ at 

Kəәɲam in April 2015, is as follows: 

 
wǝh dwaɁ bradik 

There were two siblings 
 
wǝh mŋkoŋ 

They were hungry 
 

wǝh bay takɔp 
They went digging for tubers 

 
wǝh kjeŋ kawaw ktǝ̄k 

They heard the sound of the kəәtə̃әk bird 
 
ɁoɁ wayat baŋkoŋ 

 It told them about baŋkoŋ 
 

wǝh bimaŋ ɁoɁ mabuk 
 But they were worried it was poisonous 

 
wǝh yi-wek ba=hayaɁ 

They took it back to the camp 
 
tɛpi Ɂayaŋ Ɂom mabuk saɁ bab mɨʔ 

But it wasn’t poisonous, it was food 
 

gɨn ciɁ skaliɁ 
So they all ate together 

 

Such stories are therefore useful ways that specific knowledge about the 

ecology of the forest are passed to new generations.  

3.3.10 The Dead 
 

The Batek sonic environment is inclusive of the dead (sarɔt), though the 

ways people talk about death and the dead is complex. Dead people often 

become manifested in the sounds that they make (such as the “kəәl-kəәl-kəәl-kəәl-

kəәl” of a dead person in the night), and are considered as able to understand 
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the sounds (especially the sound of the utterance of their names and singing) 

that living people make. I have already presented an example of this in the 

vignette in Chapter Two where NaʔKtləәt’s dead father heard her singing his 

songs and so came to her in her dream. In the same vignette, NaʔSrimjam and 

NaʔBadəәk were afraid when I sang the shaman song, in case the dead shaman 

recognised his song and came for us.  

Dead people haʔip (‘longing, nostalgia, missing, love’) their living friends 

and relatives and so must be kept at a distance for fear that they will try to draw 

away living people. Similar beliefs surrounding death are also noted by Van der 

Sluys in relation to the Jahai, who like the Batek ‘make a very sharp distinction 

between two kinds of ancestors, namely, the primordial immortal ancestors, 

including their emanations, and the deceased mortal humans’ 

(2006[2000]:432). Measures are taken to ensure dead people don’t try and stay 

with living people. Once someone has died, it is usual for their close family, 

especially any spouses or children, to move camps to somewhere else for at 

least a few months. If not, people are worried that they will be taŋlol, a sickness 

caused by too much haʔip. The sufferer, reminded by the presence of their 

dead loved one, will slowly pine away and die to join the dead person they miss 

so much. Likewise, if the family do not move away from the sarɔt (dead person), 

or if they say their name too much, there is the possibility that the sarɔt will be 

reges – whereby on recognising their name they will feel so much haʔip for the 

living, that they come and carry off their bayaŋ (‘shadow/reflection’). After death, 

bodies are placed in a tree in a specially built lean-to, and in general everyone 

will avoid the place where that tree is because the bad smell of a dead person 

(haʔat) may attract ghosts and tigers. People often say they hear the sarɔt 

crying in the nighttime, a sound that they greatly fear, and that numerous times 

during my fieldwork caused people to suddenly run across the camp in fright. 

Graves are not visited, and dead people are often not named – instead the 

dead are referred to as sarɔt. This process of distancing via not uttering specific 

names is similar to how all outsiders are referred to as gɔp (Chapter One).  

NaʔMtkɔt was very clear that we are the children of Tohan, it is he who 

holds us (cɛp), and when we die, it is he who takes back our dead bodies (ʔoʔ 

pi-mɨc sɔʔ mɨʔ). Our jrəәŋ (‘essence, soul’), however, ‘moves camps’ (jok) to the 

afterlife. On the journey you come across a river, which you must cross. If 
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someone is comatose or has passed out, it is said that they are ‘on their way’, 

but have not crossed the river yet. Before you cross, if you were to turn back to 

look at the friends you have left behind, you would see nothing, it would be 

foggy and dark. But once you have crossed the river, you turn back and you 

can see all your friends staring at you and you begin to miss and long (haʔip) 

for your old life so much that you cry and cry. It is for this reason that strong 

rains are expected when someone dies, as it is said to be the tears of the dead 

person (or perhaps a few days after depending on how long it takes them to 

cross the river). This kind of rain is referred to as jnreʔ sarɔt. It is also said that 

the sky itself (ktɔʔ) feels this haʔip for a death.41 Crying on the part of loved 

ones (especially if physically close to the dying person) is dangerous until they 

have died, however, since it is said that if you cry while a person is close to 

death, it might mean that they don’t die fully and will end up in the awful limbo of 

half-death, half-life forever – their body dying while their mind still lives, as they 

are unable to leave the living as they feel too much haʔip. After death, the 

corpse (sɔʔ) is wrapped in a sleeping mat, and a lean-to is made in the top of a 

tree, where the body is then placed and left to rot and be eaten by various 

predators. It is very important that the dead person has with them their small 

things like jewellery, small bag (cok), and small knife (wɛs̃), so that the dead will 

recognise (knɛl) them when they get to the afterlife. These are shared, explicit 

ideas and practices surrounding death, which people often talked about.  

At the same time, Batek stories often feature the doings of a sarɔt, who is 

usually very stupid, very comically libidinous, and dangerous. In this story, 

ʔEyKŋkuŋ emphasised that the way particular words are said is key to a proper 

rendition:  

 
sarɔt ʔoʔ cɨp, cɨp, cɨp, ʔoʔ pɲloɲ “strat nihnɔ̄h, koh, koh, tɔs tɔs tɔs tɔs tɔs” 

The sarɔt is walking, walking, walking, he’s singing ‘[nonsense song, 
meaning unknown]’ 

 
lew kǝ=wǝh yalɨw 

He arrives at the place of two women 
 

sǝoraŋ ɁoɁ lwec, sǝoraŋ ɁoɁ talaɁ 
One of them climbs up a tree, one of them runs away 

 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
41 Endicott notes that Schebesta was misled to believe that for Batek Nong people ‘ketò’ (sky) is 
a deity (1979 :173, referencing Schebesta 1928:276).  
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ɁoɁ hɔk kǝ=kpǝn 
But she falls into a hole 

 
sarɔt ɁoɁ haw 

The sarɔt gets her 
 

ɁoɁ ktlɛt-lɛt-lɛt-lɛt-lɛt-lɛt-lɛt* kbɨʔ** ʔoʔ  
He flicks, flicks, flicks, flicks, flicks, flicks*, his ‘fruit’** 
 

tãp! kalcis ɁoɁ cɔk kbɨɁ ɁoɁ 
An ant bites! It bites his ‘fruit’ 

 
yalɨw ɁoɁ pʔdɔʔ pɲlal 

The woman looks down and laughs 
 

sarot ɁoɁ bilay  
The sarɔt looks up 
 

ɁoɁ dapɛt 
He sees her  

 
ɁoɁ ciycǝy 

He has sex with her 
 

lew ba=hayãɁ 
When she gets back to the camp 

 
ɁoɁ payaɁ tmkɛt  

She is sick with chills 
 

ɁoɁ halɔt.42 
She dies. 

 

* This has to be said slowly, because the ‘fruit’ that he is flicking is ‘sticky’ 

(clabat). The more times it is repeated, the funnier. 

** ‘fruit’ is a euphemism here for the penis. 

 

A sarɔt is therefore simultaneously feared, felt intense haʔip for, and 

understood as feeling haʔip for their loved ones. At the same time sarɔt are 

often also the butt of many jokes. If someone can’t find something, its because 

‘a sarɔt stole it’ (sarɔt ʔoʔ maliŋ). If someone spills their tea it’s because a sarɔt 

pushed it (sarɔt ʔoʔ tulɛk). When NaʔTklɔ̃k was teaching me to carve a quiver 

for blowdarts (which she later sold to tourists), ʔEyBarəәʔ walked past and asked 

if I was carving pictures of ‘the testicles of a sarɔt’ (I was actually carving 

pictures of rambutan). Through both fear and humour people try to separate the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
42 Transcribed live, story told by ʔEyKŋkuŋ in April 2015 on the Kəәɲam River.  
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dead from the realm of the living, since otherwise feelings of haʔip may cause 

dangerous mixing of the living and the dead. ʔEyKŋkuŋ’s aesthetic choices of 

how the story is best told serve to emphasise the importance of distancing 

oneself from the dead through laughter. At the same time, perhaps laughter 

also helps to reduce the fear of the potential danger that a sarɔt might pose. 

 
Figure 10: NaʔSrimjam’s drawing of ‘ the sarɔ t  of a Malay person picking Durian’ (Oct. 
2014). The morning after NaʔSrimjam had drawn this, NaʔKtləә t  (her mother) joked that 
she hadn’t been able to sleep properly because she was so aroused because she kept 
dreaming of the picture that her daughter had drawn 
 

The afterworld is not just the afterlife of the Batek, but includes people of 

all races alike. I was given a different version of what the afterlife is like to 

Endicott, who writes that it is ‘a flat, open place with few or no trees. It is cool 

and relatively dry, and it is not subject to thunderstorms. There are many 

flowers there, though there are no fruit-trees or fruit. There are no animals and 

no fire’ (1979:50). ʔEyBarəәʔ specified that the afterlife is forested, but the 

ground is sandy, with no thorns, so it is always nice to walk around. Everyone I 

spoke to said that there are many fruits everywhere, all within easy picking 

reach. There are many tubers, which grow shallowly so they are easy to dig, 

and there are so many animals that you always have enough meat. They sing 

and wear flowers all the time. They only thing missing is food from the outside 

(NaʔMtkɔt says she really doesn’t want to go the afterlife because she loves to 

eat biscuits too much). NaʔKtləәt, however, said that there were shops in the 

afterlife because the Malays had opened shops there just like they have here in 

this life. In the afterlife you also go back to being with your first sexual partner 

(which, as NaʔSrimjam pointed out, is unfortunate if your husband has been 

with someone before you, but he was your first partner, because you will be 

single again in the afterlife!).  

3.4 Conclusion  
 

Through presenting stories as they were told to me, I have introduced the 

Batek’s understanding of how the forest came to be as it is today, alongside 

their understanding of Batek people’s place in it. Such stories show how 

humans and non-humans, living and dead, are all tied together in complex 
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webs of relationships that have existed since primordial times. The Batek’s love 

of storytelling is a way of articulating cosmological beliefs out loud, and in the 

conversations that ensue, this knowledge is made relevant to current issues. 

Though this knowledge exists as discourse that could be described as ‘explicit 

knowledge’ (Bloch 1998), it also in turn implies structures that are implicit, 

influencing people’s behaviour and practices in day-to-day life.  

Aesthetic choices made by storytellers also reveal and construct particular 

values, whereby humour maintains distance between the living and the dead 

and particular intonation and songs are mnemonics that remind people of the 

stories even out of context. Furthermore, the aesthetics of performance 

inculcate values of personal autonomy through parallel talk, a sounded 

aesthetic that recreates the conditions necessary for sharing (Widlok 2016c:83), 

a practice considered to be btʔɛt (‘good’) Batek behaviour. 

Through telling the stories, Batek people reiterate the idea of the ‘trans-

species ecological community’ (Bird-David 2005:211, see also Tsing 2013) that 

is the həәp (‘forest’) as it is today. Bird-David describes how hunter-gatherers 

know ‘the world by focusing primarily on relatednesses, from a related point of 

view, within the shifting horizons of the related viewer (1999:39). These ideas 

resonate with the Batek ethnography and with the stories presented above, 

whereby each of the kinds of person in the həәp (‘forest’) exist in relation to one 

another in some form. Such an understanding of the həәp as plural, has 

important implications for Batek socio-aesthetics, whereby the həәp (‘forest’) and 

the experiences that it affords is the archetypal btʔɛt (‘good, beautiful’) thing. 

Furthermore, as these stories of the ‘old times’ are told in the present 

moment, they are constantly re-experienced, bringing the past powerfully into 

the here and now. The Batek are very concerned with the past: the ‘old times’ 

are something that regularly come up in conversation, and are haʔip-ed for, 

even among young people (see Chapter One). It is the fact that the stories are 

told to people who still walk in the forest, who recognise the plants, animals, 

and places in the stories, and who still move camps to the forest, that keeps 

them relevant today. In turn, it is perhaps also knowing the stories that makes 

walking in the forest such a meaningful and haʔip causing experience, as for 

example when people feel haʔip on hearing the call of the pompakoh, whose 

story I have described above. The stories do not act alone in inculcating 
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people’s relationships with the forest. It is because people also have the 

experience of making these relationships with the forest as they sound and 

listen, that the stories resonate.  

The stories can therefore be seen as setting out a blueprint for Batek 

socio-aesthetics, whereby the həәp (‘forest’) with all of its plurality of other 

persons is btʔɛt (‘good, beautiful’), and the ‘old times’, are an ideal 

representation of the həәp. Emotional guidelines for social interaction are laid 

out, whereby the halaʔ feel haʔip for their plant spouses, and the dead are to be 

distanced through ridicule, for fear of their own haʔip which may negatively 

affect their living loved ones. btʔɛt (‘good, beautiful’) forms of interaction are 

made clear through the stories and their performance, making the practice of 

storytelling and the stories themselves important in encouraging particular 

Batek socio-aesthetics.  
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CHAPTER FOUR: Uttering names  
4.1 Introduction 
 

Among Batek people, the sounded act of uttering someone’s name is an 

intricate and complex way that relationships between people are performed and 

negotiated, as certain names can be taboo to utter. This has important 

implications for socio-aesthetics as it sets out guidelines for relationships 

between people and with the ‘more-than-human sociality’ (Tsing 2013) of the 

həәp (‘forest’). The importance of names in Orang Asli societies has been 

previously noted. Benjamin, for example, writing on the Temiar, argues that 

‘names are much more than mere ethnographic details or cultural trivia: they 

deserve the same degree of attention as kinship terminologies, and for much 

the same reasons’ (1968b:132). Regarding the Batek, ‘names are direction 

pointers in a movement through time and space. They bring relationships into 

being. They are position markers. Names have the power to cause 

embarrassment, addressing someone by the wrong name might transgress a 

major behavioural norm, names are place- and role- locators’ (Lye 1997:314), 

and therefore, as Widlok argues regarding Hai//om naming practices, Batek 

names are also ‘an important social strategy’ (2006[2000]:365).  

The potential power of uttering names was shown in the story of the taduk, 

when the mother-in-law of the taduk leaf who had married the halaʔ uttered her 

name, causing her to turn back from being Batek into a taduk (as transcribed in 

Chapter Three). Similarly, previous chapters have described how through not 

uttering names, people make sure to distance themselves both from gɔp 

(‘outsiders’), and sarɔt (‘dead people’). This chapter presents the system of 

naming taboos surrounding uttering people’s personal names, arguing that 

these also make evident the potential power of names. In turn, this power of 

uttered names to cause cosmological disruption, madness, and death is 

informative of the nature of Batek understandings of sounds, which can be 

energy-like (Stobart 2008c), and in some cases seem to take on agency of their 

own. 

Batek naming taboos are complex, as nouns referring to animals, places, 

or plants (which in certain contexts may have their own taboos on them) are 

often given as personal names (see also Lye 1997:315), which are then in turn 
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tabooed themselves. The sounded word still refers to both its original meaning 

– the plant or animal for example, as well as to the person to which it now also 

refers, without renouncing either meaning. This not only creates complex webs 

of taboos, but also shows how the performative effect of the sound adheres ‘in 

the material sign-form [the sound of the word] itself’ (Fleming 2011:157). In 

other words, it is not only what the word represents, but the sound of the word 

itself that has potency. For example, an affine of Kəәɲam (the person) would be 

prohibited from uttering her name. If they wanted to talk about the Kəәɲam River 

they would have to find a circumlocution to refer to it, such as ‘the river with the 

name of my husband’s sister’.  

If someone were to inappropriately prbəәt (‘utter’) someone else’s name, 

the sound of the utterance can have great effect, in extreme cases causing 

terrible sickness, even if the person in question is not present. In Batek, name 

utterances therefore resemble what Austin has termed a ‘speech act’ (1975). 

The potency of the speech act is in the sound of the utterance of the word, and 

so the taboo can apply irrespective of context. The only ‘felicity conditions’ 

(Austin 1975:13) are to do with who is uttering the word, though there are even 

some utterances that are tabooed irrespective of who is uttering them (see, for 

example, the description of yeʔyɔʔ wordplay in Chapter Ten). The utterer could 

be many miles away from the person whose name they incorrectly prbəәt 

(‘utter’), and talking about something else entirely, but if the name is tabooed, 

they will still be subject to the dangerous consequences of the taboo if they 

utter the name. Naming taboos foster community around those who do not utter 

someone’s name (see also Stasch 2011 on the Korowai). Given the high 

residential mobility of most people, this is especially important. By not saying 

the name of the thing they need to talk about, instead referring to a nickname or 

to a kinship relation, people constantly frame their position in relation to their kin 

and affines in a manner that all around can follow. Because this non-utterance 

is prevalent and obvious in people’s everyday speech, values about correct 

forms of relationships between people and with their environment, which are an 

important part of Batek socio-aesthetics, are transmitted to the younger 

generation without the need for authority figures (see Lewis 2008).  
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4.2 prbəәt ‘to utter’ 

 
yeʔ leh kan prbəәt knmoh ʔoʔ… mɛyhɛy cik ke=klaŋes yɛɁ, yɛɁ haɁip. 
 
‘Don’t say her name… its like being stabbed in the heart because I haɁip’. 

                     (NaɁLarɛm) 
 

When I unthinkingly uttered the name of Blik the day after her death (she 

died of Tuberculosis in November 2014), NaʔLarɛm said the above sentence. 

She therefore demonstrated the power that names have, as in the above 

example uttering the name of NaʔLarɛm’s friend made her feel unbearable, 

physically manifested haʔip (‘longing, nostalgia, sadness, love, missing’). On 

another occasion, there was a camp with someone who had been seriously ill 

for some time with a sickness caused by ghosts. The people at that camp were 

afraid to say his name, instead calling him ‘the sick grandfather’ (taʔ t=payah),43 

as they were worried that the bad ghosts who were causing his illness would 

also come for anyone who had uttered his name. I was quickly hushed by 

NaʔTklɔ̃k when, before realising this, I uttered his actual name. Another 

example is how when you choke on water, it means that someone has prbəәt 

(‘uttered’) your name from somewhere far away. When I choked on my water 

people would say ‘perhaps your parents are missing you back in England’. 

The sounded aspect of names is essential to bear in mind, as it is not 

taboo to know anyone’s name, though it can be extremely taboo to utter it out 

loud. Batek language contains a highly specific word prbəәt, meaning ‘to cause a 

name to be heard’, or ‘to utter’. It is helpful to analyse the semantics of this 

verb, as it bears traces of a frozen causative, whereby the causative marker /pr-

/ (see Section v.i.4.1.2 in the Preface) is prefixed onto the now obsolete root 

verb *bəәt. Burenhult has also noted this for Jahai, another closely related 

Northern Aslian language (personal communication 2017). He describes that it 

is likely that the obsolete root *bəәt has a meaning along the lines of ‘to mention 

by name’. In Ceq Wong, another Northern Aslian language, the word bəәt has 

the current meaning of ‘to say or call a name’ (Nicole Kruspe personal 

communication 2017). Given this, the frozen causative prbəәt [pr-*bəәt] has the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
43 A common way of nicknaming someone is by calling them ‘grandfather’ or ‘grandmother’ who 
is ‘something’. For example, one of my nicknames, and one that I also heard used to refer to 
others, was ‘yaʔ təә=kəәdah’ (the young grandmother). In other situations, people might refer to 
others they are slightly annoyed with as ‘that grandfather’, or ‘that grandmother’.  
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meaning of ‘to cause a name to be heard’, with implications of intentional 

causation, which I gloss here as ‘to utter’. The verb prbəәt (‘to utter’) is also 

distinct from the verb kdəәh (‘to say’), wayat (‘to tell’), and bkiraʔ/kiraʔ (‘to 

speak/talk’ – from Malay). For example, if I were to ask someone’s name and 

they weren’t able to tell me for whatever reason – perhaps shyness or 

embarrassment, or perhaps because of a taboo, they might respond ‘yɛʔ yeʔ 

kan prbəәt’ (‘I don’t want to utter it’), or ‘neŋ boleh yɛm prbəәt’ (I cannot utter it).  

4.3 Naming 
 

The aesthetic choices that people make when giving names reveal 

underlying values, such as maintaining the division between the living and the 

dead, love and appropriate and respectful behaviour towards certain fruits, 

flowers and other plants and edible animals, remembering fond memories of 

loved ones, and being separate from gɔp (‘outsiders’), all of which are important 

aspects of Batek socio-aesthetics. Batek people may at any one time have 

numerous names (Lye 1997:315). However, though Batek people take on new 

names at various stages in their life, this does not mean that their previous 

names are forgotten. People may become more commonly known by a new 

name, but their previous names might still be used by certain people in certain 

circumstances.  

 

4.3.1 Flesh names: knmoh sɛc 
 

When Batek people are born, they are named as soon as the parents or 

kin of the child find a name. Among Lye’s informants, ‘often the mother gives 

the name, sometimes another relative offers a suggestion, sometimes general 

agreement may make a name seem evident or inevitable. Sometimes, if no 

name is forthcoming after a lengthy interval, the mother may seek a name in a 

dream’ (Lye 1997:316), as was confirmed to me. This first name that people are 

given is referred to as their knmoh sɛc (‘flesh name’).44 They will keep this name 

either until they are teenagers and their ‘flesh name’ may make them feel yũp 

(‘embarassed, shy’) in which case they will take on a nickname (knmoh 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
44 This is also referred to as knmoh ʔasal (‘original name’), or knmoh btul (‘true name’).  
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pnawãʔ), or they will marry and have children, in which case they will take on 

their teknonym (knmoh ʔawãʔ) once their first child is born. Gender only 

becomes a part of the way that people are named after they have children.  

Sometimes it may take months for a child to be named, as many 

considerations must be taken into account. Firstly, people don’t like to name 

their child with the name of a sarɔt (‘dead person’). It is considered dangerous 

to be constantly saying the name of a sarɔt, as the sarɔt may recognise their 

own name and ‘come for’ (haw) the new owner of that name, which could cause 

sickness or death. Even if the parents and family had never met the dead 

person in question, and that person had lived many kilometres away and 

generations ago, the name is still avoided. This shows how names have the 

potency to communicate between living and dead people, where other words 

don’t, and also helps to explain why relatives who have died are often referred 

to simply as sarɔt (‘dead person’), especially if they are recently deceased. 

Singing is the only other form of vocalisation that has this power to attract the 

dead, though loud shouting and excessive ʔeŋal (‘noise’) is also said to be 

dangerous around a sarɔt (‘dead person’).  

Some people don’t like to name their child with names of the things to do 

with the halaʔ ʔasal (‘primordial shamans’), such as many names of flowers or 

fruits. Though some people do this, it is considered risky, as if people were to 

accidentally (or purposefully) mock, or use yeʔyɔʔ wordplay (discussed in 

Chapter Ten) on the name of the person, then they could become ‘mad’: their 

head would swell up to gigantic proportions, they wouldn’t be able to speak, 

caterpillars could come out of their eyes, they would try to eat fire, and they 

would have to be left for dead in the forest. People are also not usually named 

after very lawac things (taboo things that might anger Gubar the thunder-being) 

such as leeches, millipedes or worms, or powerful things such as the wind, rain, 

water, fire, or earth. If a person so-named was mocked it could cause either a 

storm or instant death. Again, this shows the potency of the sound of 

inappropriate utterance: just because a fruit name, for example, is used to 

name a person, it does not loose its original associations with that fruit and with 

the halaʔ ʔasal, and so the sounded act of mocking it – even if used to mock a 

person who now bears that name rather than to mock the fruit itself – can have 

terrible consequences.  
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Batek people often choose names that are based on things that were 

relevant at the time of the child’s birth, for example the place the child was born, 

the food the mother was eating at the time, an on-going joke, or which fruits 

were ripe (see also Lye 1997:315). For example, ʔmpeŋ (see Figure 15, 18), 

Mɔriŋ (see Figure 19), and Daniy are named for flowers, and Tmɔh is named for 

the river he was born at, as are Tahaɲ and Kəәɲam. Batek people are often 

named for birds, such as Stsɛt, Tkɛm, Hŋaŋ, or for other creatures, such as Knit 

(‘mouse’), Dkɛn (‘bamboo rat’), Ckʔəәk (‘a type of lizard’), Pyat (‘a type of turtle’), 

Kajek (‘a type of turtle), and Ksɔk (‘a type of biting ant’). Some parents name 

children after gɔp foods that they like, such as Sardin (‘sardines’), and Bawaŋ 

(‘onion’). Other parents say they like the sound of words that they choose to 

give as names, such as Piŋɛn (‘plate’). Often these gɔp words are chosen as 

names because they rhyme with parent’s names. Batek children are also often 

given teasing names as their sɛc names that refer to physical attributes. One 

person was named after a small bird because of their small stature, and another 

person was named after a googly-eyed fish because they had protruding eyes. 

In other cases people are simply named ‘small’, or ‘wide-shaped skull’, for 

example. Lye has written that the process of naming is one way that places are 

remembered, since often children are named after a place they are born, 

conceived, or a place that their parents remember fondly (Lye 1997:315-316). 

In addition to this, names are a way that jokes and other memories that people 

have shared are remembered.  

As mentioned, many parents also look to give their children names that 

rhyme with their own. A daughter’s names might rhyme with her mother’s 

original (sɛc) name, and a son’s name might rhyme with his father’s. For 

example, people were keen to give me names for any future children I might 

have: for girls, Pales (‘the end of rain’), Jeʔes (‘roots’), Kəәspes, Tules (‘to write’ 

Malay tulis) were suggested as they rhyme with my name, ʔeles (as Alice was 

usually pronounced). My teknonym, by which I was known by almost everyone I 

met, was therefore NaʔPales. Not all children will be given rhyming names in 

any family, and similarly there are many families where none of the children 

have rhyming names. When I asked NaʔSrimjam why she didn’t want to find a 

rhyming name for her youngest daughter out of six children, who was born in 

April 2016, she said ‘I’ve already got lots of rhyming names, I’m bored. I want to 
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find a name that’s a bit ‘further away’’ (hãʔ mnjiʔ sikit). People also don’t like to 

use names that they think their friends and family might want to use for their 

own children. If a potential name rhymes with a name of their friend, they will 

avoid using it in case their friend will want to use that name for their child. 

Finally, people don’t like to repeat names. Even if the person with that name is 

very far away and doesn’t have any interaction with the family, they will try to 

find a different name to avoid having two people with the same name. 

4.3.2 Malay names: knmoh ba=gɔp 
 

Most (though not all) people have a Malay name as well as their Batek 

name. This is only used in very rare circumstances among Batek people 

themselves, unless it becomes used as a humorous nickname. Sometimes it is 

given to them by Batek parents, alongside their Batek name, or more likely it is 

given by doctors who come to make children’s birth certificates. People say 

they have these names for two reasons: one, because outsiders can’t 

pronounce or remember their Batek names, and two, because they can feel yũp 

(‘embarrassed, shy’) of their Batek names in front of outsiders. Not all people 

have different Malay names, however. NaʔKŋkuŋ, when I asked her if she had 

a Malay name, said that none of her family have them because ‘we aren’t shy of 

our names in front of gɔp, because we know our names are ‘good’ (btʔɛt)’. 

However, the common preference for not uttering one’s Batek name in front of 

outsiders shows how people’s names are central to their identity, and that this is 

not something that they are easily willing to share with gɔp who they don’t trust.  

Malay names, however, can become recycled as nicknames in humorous 

situations. For example, NaʔSrimjam would always egg me on to call her 

mother, NaʔKtləәt, by her gɔp name, Amina, and would fall about laughing 

whenever I did so. When she was being joke-annoyed at her mother, she would 

also refer to her as ‘Amina’. For example, when her mother and I forgot to tell 

NaʔSrimjam that the tea was ready and made, she complained about how 

thirsty she was, how bad ‘Amina’ and I were for not sharing, and said we had 

made her so hungry that it must be soon that they would be carrying her to the 

treetops (implying that soon she would be dead). When her mother retorted 

‘fine, go to the top of the tree’, NaʔSrimjam retorted to me ‘well then soon you 
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and your friend Amina will be able to eat my labia!’.  

As Malay names are recycled as humorous nicknames and used as jokes 

and in joking situations as insults, it can be seen as a way that the Batek 

subvert the fact that they have these names that are used as part of official 

things (such as their ID cards, going to the doctors, birth certificates etc.) that 

many people don’t know how to read, and that often seem to them to be out of 

their control and a way that gɔp has power to make them do things (see Widlok 

2006[2000] for another example of similar processes among Hai//om people). 

By using the names as a joke, and mocking them in silly and lewd ways, they 

reduce the power of these names, and in making them seem silly, take back 

control of the names for themselves.  

4.3.3 Nicknames: knmoh pnawãʔ 
 

When people get to their teenage years, it is fairly common for them to 

take a nickname. This might be because one naturally comes about and sticks, 

or people might search for one if they begin to find their original name makes 

them feel yũp (‘embarrassed, shy’). Again, these nicknames are likely to relate 

to an event that has happened to them or some other kind of personal 

information. Giving nicknames is also a favourite way of joking around, and as 

such, nicknames can become a way that memories are remembered among 

friends and family. Many old people are known affectionately by their 

nicknames, for example one old lady is nicknamed after how she once 

mispronounced the location of the night market. Another friend with the Malay 

name of ‘Hakim’ is known as ‘Aki Hakim’ (Grandfather Hakim), because he is 

old, and because so many of his Batek names are now taboo to utter. A 

nickname that Cadeʔ gave me for a while was NaʔPawɛs (‘mother of to be 

unsuccessful in hunting/gathering’), as I was often unsuccessful in fishing.   

4.3.4 Teknonyms: knmoh ʔawãʔ 
 

To recap on teknonyms (already discussed under ‘Notes on Writing 

Conventions’), when young couples first become parents, they take on the 

name of their child, once the child has been given a name. To make the 

parents’ new name, the name of their child will be prefixed either with Naʔ- 
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(‘mother of’), or ʔEy- (‘father of’). The parents of Pales would be NaʔPales and 

ʔEyPales, and the grandparents of Pales, if Pales were their eldest grandchild, 

would then become YaʔPales and TaʔPales (‘grandmother’ (Yaʔ-) and 

‘grandfather’ (Taʔ-) of Pales). In the case of people adopting children, the 

adopted parents will usually also take on the name of that child. YaʔJarɨŋ, for 

example, adopted Jarɨŋ after her three sons had grown up, and so became 

‘grandmother of Jarɨŋ’.  

There is often a lag, however, between the time that people take on their 

teknonyms, and when they name their first child. For example, the young Cucɔy 

and Kaŋkuŋ were for months almost always referred to by these names even 

when they had named their first child, Takuŋ (the exception being those who 

were unable to utter their sɛc names because of tolah taboos, as will be 

discussed below). Similarly, many grandparents take a long time to take on 

their grandchild’s name. NaʔKtləәt is still almost always referred to as such, even 

though she has twelve children (Ktləәt is no longer known as such as she is now 

NaʔAliw, and has five children of her own) and seventeen grandchildren, the 

oldest of whom is around thirteen. NaʔKtləәt says she likes her name to be ‘a 

little younger and prettier’ (hãʔ kdah sikit), and so is reluctant to be called 

YaʔAliw (though this is what a few people who cannot utter the name Ktləәt 

because of taboos call her). The process of giving and uttering teknonyms 

therefore helps to negotiate changing relationships during the course of 

people’s lives (see also Lye 1997:320).  

4.4 Naming taboos  
 

For Batek people, not uttering certain names is a way of negotiating 

changing relationships with that person, and enriching those relationships. 

Describing a strikingly similar process based on his fieldwork with the Korowai 

of Papua, Stasch has also argued that word avoidances can be seen as 

‘relation-making’, as a result of avoidance’s ‘paradoxical logic of achieving 

relational intensification through relational restraint’. This means that there will 

be an ‘emergence of micro-communities of common alignment around 

avoidances’ (Stasch 2011:101). Stasch’s description here resonates with the 

Batek ethnography, as for the Batek, incorrectly uttering the sɛc name of 
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someone you shouldn’t makes you tolah,45 a kind of disease sent by Tohan 

(see also Endicott 1979a:81). Instead, you should utter their teknonym. The 

taboos called tolah cause the perpetrator to become ill, or ‘gɔs jbʔec’ (‘live 

bad’). The symptoms are that your body will die, and begin to rot and become 

smelly (haʔat) but you will stay alive, paralysed and trapped in your own body. 

Other things that are tolah include stepping over someone who is lying down, 

incest (though some people say that this is lawac as well), adultery, and doing 

anything Muslim, such as stepping inside a mosque, or praying. Even imitating 

this as a joke (as children might) will prompt warnings of ‘tolah!’ The fact that 

uttering the wrong name can be an action as serious as adultery, praying, or the 

physical action of stepping over someone, shows how uttering names can also 

be considered as potent as a physical action that can have serious 

ramifications. At the same time, these taboos also work to create ‘micro-

communities’ around the non-utterers of particular names.  

For fear of being tolah, the general rule is that all kinds of affinal kin cannot 

say each other’s sɛc name. Husbands cannot say the sɛc name of their wife, 

and vice versa. Siblings-in-law; children-in-law; parents-in-law; grandparents-in-

law, and uncles, aunts, nieces, and nephews by marriage, will similarly not utter 

each other’s names. These are rules that will not be crossed, and that are 

reflected in other behaviours: as well as being taboo to say each other’s names, 

it is frowned upon for close affines of opposite sex (apart from husbands and 

wives) to be too friendly with each other, and it would be unlikely for just the two 

of them to speak to each other too much (see also Endicott & Endicott 

2008:53).46 Some other variations on the naming taboos were more variable 

across people – such as not uttering the name of blood uncles and aunts and 

parents. Some people also say that it is tolah simply to utter the original name 

of someone who is very old, or who is a halaʔ (‘shaman’). In some families, 

brothers and sisters and parents carry on calling each other by their sɛc names, 

even if they also have teknonyms, as it is not tolah for them to do so, and in fact 

could be seen as showing their closeness as siblings. In short the tolah naming 

taboos seem to create distinction between affinal kin, and consanguineal kin, 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
45 See the Malay tulah.  
46 This is less extreme than what has been described by Burenhult (personal communication 
2015) regarding the Jahai, whereby in-laws won’t sit close to each other and don’t speak to 
each other at all.  
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via rules around who can utter who’s name. Names are therefore more than 

simply ways that the Batek refer to each other. They are active ways that 

relationships are negotiated as they change throughout people’s lives. Perhaps, 

the fact that it is in general affinal kin whose name cannot be uttered, means 

that taboo is a way that non-blood family ties are cemented.  

The tolah naming taboos mean that there are some awkward situations 

that arise – for example, when a young couple first settle down but don’t have 

any children yet, they must call each other ksɨy ‘husband’ or kneh ‘wife’ rather 

than by name, and their spouse’s family must refer to them as ‘husband of so-

and-so’, or ‘wife-of-so-and-so’, for fear of otherwise being tolah. Since many 

people are named for things in the forest, or places in the forest, this then 

means that people are also restricted in what they can and can’t say, even 

when not referring to the person. NaʔKtləәt, for example, could not tell me when I 

asked the name of the type of a particular kind of turtle because her son-in-law 

is named for that kind of turtle. Instead, she said ‘it’s the name of ʔEySrimjam’ – 

using his teknonym. NaʔLɲaɲ cannot refer a certain river because it is the sɛc 

name of her then husband, ʔEyLɲaɲ. Instead, she must refer to ‘ʔEyLɲaɲ 

River’, or ‘the river with the name of my husband’ (tɔm knmoh ksɨy yɛʔ). This 

became especially evident when I would do animal/plant identifications with the 

Batek using photographic field guides. On many occasions people would not be 

able to give me the name of the thing in question, instead referring to it as ‘the 

name of so-and-so’. If there was no one present who could answer me without 

being tolah, and I didn’t know already the sɛc name of the person that they 

couldn’t utter, I was told who would be able to say it and sent to ask them (see 

also Lye 1997:317). As well as strengthening the relationships between kin, 

name avoidances also perform and negotiate the plurality of relationships 

between and with places, plants and animals who make up the həәp (‘forest’). 

Bird-David’s point that hunter-gatherers know the world ‘by focusing primarily on 

relatedness’ is relevant here, and the process of giving, uttering, and not 

uttering names among Batek people is one way that this socio-aesthetic of 

fostering relatedness not only with each other but also with the other persons of 

the həәp (‘forest’), after whom many people are named, is maintained.  

As well as fear of being tolah, another reason that people won’t utter sɛc 

names is because it makes them feel yũp (‘shyness, embarrassment, or shame 
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(see also Lye 1997:317). Even if it is not tolah to utter their name, people who 

have already taken on a teknonym or who are more commonly known by a 

nickname may be made to feel yũp by being addressed by their sɛc name, if it is 

uttered by someone who is not a parent or sibling (see also Lye 1997:317). 

Similar feelings in response to improper naming are also attributed to non-

human persons. For example, when camped at Was Mɨʔ, I heard an insect 

calling. I asked NaʔSlyaʔ what the name of the insect was, and repeated it quite 

a few times after her, keen to get my pronunciation right. Then, the insect 

stopped calling. I pointed this out, and NaʔSlyaʔ said rather huffily that yes, it 

was because I had said its name so many times I had made it yũp. 

Though sometimes children who meet a new relative may have to be 

chided if they get names wrong, there are no human authority figures who 

enforce these taboos (see Endicott & Endicott 2014). In the context of an 

egalitarian society, this is important. For example, as Lewis has also argued 

regarding the concept of ekila among the Mbendjele, taboo is an egalitarian 

way to ensure people understand correct behaviour, without the need for 

explicit instruction or authority figures (2008). In addition to this, among Batek 

people, the rules regarding who can say whose name are highly individual. The 

set of names that one person shouldn’t utter will always be different to the set of 

names that another person can’t utter (aside from in the case of young siblings). 

Each person therefore has their own application of naming taboos, making not 

being tolah each individual’s own responsibility. Though young children may 

sometimes get it wrong, they quickly learn their individual place in the web of 

relationships that are made evident by naming taboos.  

In his paper on personal naming taboos cross-culturally, Fleming (2011) 

notes numerous examples of societies around the world where naming taboos 

vary in their applicability across classes, ages, and genders. Among the 

egalitarian Batek I noted nothing like this: there are no absolute differences in 

who has to adhere to which taboos according to gender, age or class, but since 

each individual is related differently to all the other individuals in the camp, they 

will have their own unique set of prohibitions to follow as their siblings and 

affines begin relationships and have children. As such, the tolah naming taboos, 

as they are not reinforced by any one person, can be seen as an egalitarian 
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manner in which an individual’s relationship to other people who they come into 

contact with is negotiated and reinforced.  

4.5 Conclusion  
 

Uttering names is potentially dangerous. The fact that the taboos exist 

regardless of whether or not it is a person’s name or that of their namesake that 

is uttered, shows how it is the sound of the name that is tabooed. This is 

evidence that sounds can take on agent-like properties, having potency even 

after they are no longer resonating.  

Though the consequences for breaking the taboos are dire, the process of 

controlling one’s utterance of names is a way that relationships between people 

are constantly being articulated, even when it is not that person who is being 

talked about but their namesake, perhaps a food, place, flower, or joke. 

Moreover, as names change throughout people’s lives, the changes in their 

lives are also negotiated (see also Stasch 2011:114). New relationships 

between affinal kin are built through the communities that emerge around name 

avoidance, and the parent-child or grandparent-grandchild relationship is 

constantly evoked when someone utters a teknonym. The ultimate change in 

people’s names comes with their death, when they can no longer be talked 

about using that name.  

Names are also used to manage, maintain, and remind people of their 

connections to other persons as part of the ‘more-than-human sociality’ (Tsing 

2013) that is the həәp. Since people are often named after other persons or 

places that form part of the həәp (‘forest’), or after reminders of people’s 

memories around the time of the child’s pregnancy or birth, and since both 

meanings of the word (the namesake and the person) are evoked every time 

the sound of the word is either uttered or avoided, then these relationships are 

constantly being refreshed. Further evidence that the həәp is a ‘more-than-

human sociality’ (Tsing 2013) is in the understanding that non-humans might 

feel yũp (‘shy, embarassed’) in response to their names, just as a Batek person 

might feel yũp were someone who shouldn’t to utter their sɛc (‘flesh’) name. The 

process of choosing names, and the naming taboos, therefore reveal socio-

aesthetic values about what ‘good’ behaviour for a Batek person is considered 
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to be, at the same time as constructing these values. Furthermore, since 

‘outsiders’ are referred to by the blanket term gɔp, and their names are not a 

part of this system of taboos, this reinforces the idea of the həәp as a place 

populated with many kinds of individual and sentient human and non-human 

persons who exist in relation to one another, in contrast to the dəәŋ (‘town’) 

which is considered homogenously as ‘outside’.  

Finally, the nature of taboos among Batek people is such that they are not 

reinforced by any one particular person. Rather, through conspicuous speech 

modification, children quickly learn how to modify their own speech, and 

through asking questions, they begin to piece together the logic behind the 

taboos (Lewis 2008), connecting these taboos surrounding speech to other 

kinds of tabooed behaviour. As such, the practice of giving names and 

controlling their utterance is an important way that socio-aesthetic values, in 

particular that of egalitarianism, are inculcated through the manner in which 

these taboos are learned. With Widlok, I therefore argue that ‘egalitarianism is 

transmitted not only as a message (as contents) across situations and 

generations but also through the communicative forms themselves’ (Widlok 

2005:11). Names are just such a communicative form.  
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CHAPTER FIVE: Communication in the həәp 
5.1 Introduction 
 

Batek people are well aware that non-human persons can hear them when 

they speak or make other kinds of sounds, as these persons are part of the 

‘more-than-human sociality’ (Tsing 2013) of the həәp (‘forest’). At the same time, 

the ways that Batek people talk about and interact with non-human persons 

show that in turn they listen and respond emotionally to sounds made by non-

human persons. Batek people talk about two different ways that non-human 

persons imply meaning. These are ləәʔ (‘to signal’, see also Lye 2016) and 

wayat (‘to tell’ – a Malay loan). Each of these different ways of understanding 

sounds implies the sentience and intentionality of certain non-human persons 

who make the sounds, as is also shown by these persons’ capacity to trick and 

lie. Sonic interaction in the həәp is therefore a process of communication through 

which relationships between humans and non-humans are negotiated.  

It is this ongoing communication, or sharing of sounds, that allows people 

to situate themselves as living as selves whose lives are lived in relation to the 

other kinds of selves that also make up the həәp (‘forest’). Through sharing 

sounds with non-human persons, Batek people recognise their ‘presence’ 

(Widlok 2016c:76). It is this recognition of non-human persons as selves, which 

creates the kind of socio-aesthetic context whereby to deny personhood to 

certain non-humans through disrespectful behaviour, would be the marker of 

someone who is jbʔec (‘bad’). Someone who did not interact with the other 

persons in the həәp (‘forest’) in the right way, or who denied their selfhood by 

acting wrongly, may fall foul of the consequences of breaking taboos and be 

considered a jbʔec (‘bad’) person. For example, NaʔKtləәt told me of one man 

who had mocked the name of a kind of fruit out loud, and consequently become 

ŋaw (‘mad’). His ‘madness’ was a reason that he was often ostracised socially 

except by his own close family, and even sometimes ridiculed behind his back, 

at the same time that people said they were ʔəәntɨŋ (‘afraid’) of him. This also 

has wider implications for what kind of behaviours and practices are considered 

to be good and ‘Batek’ rather than gɔp. Through learning to interact properly 

with the many types of person that make up the həәp (‘forest’), behaving in such 
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a way that takes into account the understanding that many kinds of non-human 

being are sentient and emotional persons becomes an essential part of Batek 

socio-aesthetics. 

5.2 Listening to the forest 
 

Batek people are adept at understanding indexical (causal) meanings of 

many kinds of signs in the forest (see Pierce 1940:102). These may be other 

than sonic. For example, shaking leaves in the canopy when there is no breeze 

shows that a creature, perhaps a bird, is near. Seeing the slash marks in a tree 

left by the swipe of a tiger’s paw show that a tiger was in that spot. A snaking 

trail through undergrowth (wɛs) indicates that a snake or large millipede has 

slithered its way through. Sandy soil close to a main river in the watershed is 

recognised as a place where the gadɔŋ tuber (‘Dioscorea hispida’) might grow. 

The presence of a turtle might be shown by bubbles rising to the surface of the 

water (prkbok or prmcɛm). Smelling (pəәy) the cŋas smell (a smell term also 

used for woodsmoke, curry) of a tiger’s urine, or the traŋis smell (a smell term 

used solely for the distinctive smell of a tiger’s fur) of its fur lets one know that a 

tiger is close. More pleasantly, smelling the lʔom smell (a smell term used for 

flowers, coffee, fragrant leaves) of flowers indicates that flowers are blooming 

close by. This kind of interpretation of the signs left by other-than-human 

persons is also noted by Lye (2016). Though she mentions sounds and smells, 

Lye’s focus in this paper is on the visual ‘signals’ (such as old campsites or 

pathway markers) that the Batek leave and find in the forest. Some sonic signs 

might be obvious, for example the sound of elephants trumpeting (krə̃әt), shows 

that elephants are close. The sound of the water will indicate the size, depth, 

and speed of the river. Other sonic signs may be subtler and rely on particular 

knowledge that can only be gained from in-depth knowledge built through a life 

of dwelling as a member of the ‘trans-species ecological community’ (Bird-David 

2005:211) of the həәp (‘forest’). To describe sonic signs, Batek people use one 

of two words: ləәʔ (‘to indicate’) (see also Lye 2005a[2004]:152), or wayat (‘to 

tell’, Malay wayat). Neither of these words, so far as Batek people demonstrated 

to me, are used to refer to non-sonic signs, and perhaps this has something to 
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do with how in the gloom of the forest canopy it is more likely that you can hear 

a ‘signal’ before you see it. 
 The word ləәʔ (‘to indicate’) is commonly used to talk about insect and bird 

sounds that ‘indicate’ something in particular. In some cases the word ləәʔ 

becomes part of the thing in question’s name. The rimɛn (‘a type of calling 

insect’), for example, is decribed as the ləәʔ kmaraw, as its sound ‘signals’ the 

drought. The ptpə̃әt (‘a type kind of calling insect’, likely to be of the Pomponia 

genus of cicadas (see Gogola & Riede 1995, Gogola & Trilar 2004)) is often 

called the ləәʔ bawɔŋ, as it ‘signals’ that if you go fishing at that time, the bawɔŋ 

fish will bite. The ləәʔ bawac bird ‘signals’ that bawac (‘Southern Pig-tailed 

Macaque’, Macaca Nemestrina) are close. The ktə̃әk bird is otherwise known as 

the ləәʔ baŋkoŋ, and its call ‘signals’ that baŋkoŋ fruits are ripe. The baləәŋ bird 

‘signals’ that elephants are close by, the ceŋcɔŋ bird ‘signals’ to someone back 

at camp that meat has been caught, and the pmpɛŋ bird ‘signals’ that a rhino 

(hagap – a Malay loan) is near. The kuaŋ (Great Argus Pheasant) ‘signals’ 

elephants, as it calls in fear when it hears them crashing towards it. The Batek 

know the rimɛn insect’s call ‘signals’ that the bajaw, dkam, wǝ̄k, prɔh, and kɛŋ 

fruits are ripe, and that a while after it finishes calling the baŋkoŋ (‘Artocarpus 

polyphema’), pahit (‘Nephelium mutabile’), and taŋɔy (‘Nephelium lappaceum’) 

fruits will ripen. They know that tawɛs fruit is ripe when they hear the sound of 

the dyɛy insect imitating the ‘has’ sound of tawɛs fruits being cooked inside 

bamboo (pkʔak). Sounds can also ləәʔ (‘signal’) places. For example the ləәʔ 

Təәmliŋ, and the ləәʔ Tahaɲ insects are both named as ‘signalling’ the rivers 

where they are most often heard – the Tahaɲ (Malay: Tahan) and the Temling 

(Malay: Tembeling). The sound of these two calling insects, inseparable from 

the meaning of their names, thus become inherently associated with those 

places, and the places inherently associated with those sounds (see also Feld 

2006[2005]:179). 

Sounds can therefore frame daily experience of the forest, and as well as 

indicating ecological information and a sense of place, they can also signal 

time. Indeed, sounds might signal the time of day: days begin as the sound of 

birds begins at gjəәm (‘the time of day when birds start calling’) which indicates 

that it is around 4-5am. When camping in the forest, the ləәʔ mamiŋ insect, 

whose name literally translates as ‘signals a headache’, wakes people up with 
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its high-pitched call. The chorus starts up again in force at around brəәy (4-5pm), 

as the heat of the day dissipates. At 7pm (almost to the minute every day), the 

call of the onomatopoeically named ptpə̃әt insect cuts through the rest of the 

hum of the forest and the camp, letting people know that it is evening (Track 6). 
Gogola and Trilar, in their use of an acoustic approach to the study of cicadas in 

Taman Negara, describe the sound of the pomponia pendleburyi thus: ‘the loud 

trumpeting cicada song heard usually in rainforests of Malaysia during dusk 

hours is familiar to many visitors of such places’ (Gogola & Trilar 2004:67). 

They write that the duration of its whole song phase is over 20s, and that 

‘during the first part, lasting about 4s, the trumpet sound is only at the beginning 

slightly pulsed and reaches during this time the highest intensity. Afterward, the 

sound changes to a long sequence of short echemes of slowly decreasing 

intensity. The repetition rate of short echemes remains stable at around 4.5-

6.5s. Such trumpeting occurs regularly during dusk, between 7.00 and 8.00pm’ 

(Gogola & Trilar 2004:68). Based on this description, and having listened to the 

supplementary recordings that Gogola provides, it seems that the pomponia 

genus of cicadas that they refer to is the insect that the Batek call the ptpə̃әt. 

Often, when in the forest where the ptpə̃әt is particularly loud, people may 

remark ‘it’s already evening’ (haŋep dah) when they hear it, as the piercing 

sound of the insect cutting through the background hum of forest sounds, 

chatter, and sometimes television, indicates that it is evening. Gogola and 

Trilar’s bioacoustics approach to the cicadas of Taman Negara indicates that 

there are many insects whose time-keeping is as regular as the ptpə̃әt, and that 

they share the acoustic space between them regularly, though in complex 

ways.47 These examples of things that ləәʔ (‘indicate’) other things, are evidence 

of the fine attunement that the Batek have to the associations between different 

species, as well as to their place within the ecology of the həәp (‘forest’). 

The other way that Batek people talk about how they infer meaning from 

listening to other persons in the forest is using the word wayat (‘to tell’), which is 

a Malay loan word. Batek informants only described birds as being able to 

wayat, but it may be that other creatures can wayat as well. Among the Mbuti, 

Ichikawa describes that birds are ‘indicators’, and are perhaps given this 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
47 It seems that Batek people are highly attuned to this kind of information, and there is much 
more research that could be carried out on this topic. 
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significance because they can ‘fly freely over the trees’ seeing things that 

humans can’t see (1998:112). Though Batek people did not express this 

explicitly, perhaps this would be a further avenue to investigate. Batek people 

were very clear that the birds they described as being able to wayat did not just 

ləәʔ, and indeed I was corrected on making this mistake in my own speech a 

couple of times. The use of the word wayat implies active ‘telling’ or transferral 

of knowledge or information with intent, in comparison to the word ləәʔ, which 

implies that there is simply a co-occurrence between the two things. It is worth 

remembering that although they are distinct, ləәʔ and wayat may co-occur in the 

interpretation of the same bird. Below are some examples of birds that are said 

to wayat, alongside what they wayat, and some ethnographic context.  

 
cpcap – tells that you will be successful in the forest 
 
cpyɛp – is said to be teasing when it sees women urinating by saying ‘cɔt pɛw̃’  

(‘vaginal sores’).  
 
gŋgɔŋ – tells that a friend will arrive soon 
 
gyɔl – tells that there will be a storm. During a huge storm at the Treŋen River, as 

we hovered nervously standing just inside the lean-to watching out for 
falling trees, I asked NaʔTklɔ̃k why she thought Gubar (the thunder god) 
was so angry that afternoon. She said she didn’t know, but hadn’t I known 
there was a storm coming, ‘didn’t you hear all of those gyɔl earlier? 

 
hɔ̃l – tells that a friend is coming. 
 
kkok – tells that soft-shell turtles are close (labih). 
 
klkɔl – tells that a friend is feeling haʔip. 
 
ktə̃әk – tells that baŋkoŋ is ripe. 
 
krcwic – tells a tiger is coming. 
 
kwɔŋkwãc – a tiger is close by (this bird ‘tells’ that the tiger is close, but it also ləәʔ 

(‘indicates’) that tampɔy (‘Baccaurea macrocarpa’) fruits are ripe. 
 
ləәlah – if you hear it to the left of you, a friend will arrive, if you hear it to the right 

of you, a predator is approaching. This bird also ləәʔ (‘indicates’) that the sky 
is bad, and sometimes teases you if you don’t catch anything in the forest.  

 
maliʔ - tells that rain is coming. 
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mncalaʔ - This bird is described as speaking in Malay. For example it tells that 

‘sikit lagi kawan mati’ (‘soon a friend will die’), ‘sikit lagi kucing mari’ (‘soon 
a tiger (lit. ‘cat’) will come’), or ‘sikit lagi kawan mari’ (‘soon a friend will 
come’). I have also been told that this bird tells if a big storm is coming. At 
the end of December 2014, NaʔKajaw tragically passed away, and 
ʔEyBarəәʔ, living four hours upriver by boat, said he already knew before 
the news got to them by phone, because he had heard the məәncalaʔ.  

 
wãl – tells that a new baby has been born – the closeness of the bird’s call     

indicates the proximity of the birth. The bird is said to be imitating the cry of 
a new born infant. 

 

Significantly, these birds inform about human events – births, deaths, 

comings, goings, and even people’s emotions. This reinforces Tsing’s point that 

the anthropological consideration of ‘sociality’ should not exclude the non-

human (2013:28). 

Humans seeking knowledge from the birds they share the forest with is a 

practice that for the Batek is one that originated in the primordial times (see also 

Endicott 1979a:55-56), and this is often explicitly shared in storytelling. For 

example, as described in Chapter Three, the ktə̃әk bird taught people how to eat 

baŋkoŋ fruits which they had thought were poisonous. On other occasions, 

Batek became birds to warn of danger, such as was illustrated this in the story 

of the pompakoh bird as transcribed in Chapter Three (see also Lye 

2005a[2004]:152), where listening to and following the bird’s ‘pom-pom-pakoh’ 

call allows most of the family to reach safety. In another similar story, 

transcribed below from a live telling of the story by NaʔKŋkuŋ at Caŋkoŋ in May 

2015, a father is killed by a tiger, but becomes the tltil bird to warn his family of 

the approaching predator: 

 
wǝh dwaɁ bradik 

They were two siblings 
 
wǝh ŋɔk hat=hayãɁ 

They were at the camp 
 
naɁ wǝh cɨp ba=hǝp, paɁ wǝh kluar 

Their mother had gone to the forest, the father had gone out 
 
wǝh kjeŋ klɨŋ tltil, tiltiltiltiltiltiltil 

They heard the ‘tiltiltiltiltiltil’ sound of the tltil bird 
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wǝh btlɔt hadɛɁ naɁ paɁ wǝh 

They wondered if it was their parents 
 
toɁ ɁoɁ bimbaŋ hadɛɁ Ɂayɔ̄Ɂ 

The older one was worried that it was a tiger 
 

ɁoɁ kdǝh bilaɁ ɁoɁ sǝh ba wǝh Ɂom pi-sal baraŋ Ɂom talaɁ 
She said if it came to them, she wanted to put down her things and 
run 

 
bɛr Ɂom ŋɔk 

Her younger sibling wanted to stay 
 
Ɂayɔ̄Ɂ ɁoɁ pison, Ɂom haw 

The tiger was circling around, growling, he wanted to come for them 
 
ɁoɁ kap kǝ=sǝoraŋ, ɁoɁ halɔt 

The tiger bit one of them, he died 
 
sǝoraŋ ɁoɁ talaɁ 

The other one ran away 
 
ɁoɁ lwec kǝ=kayuɁ 

She climbed a tree 
 
ɁoɁ pɁdɔɁ ɁoɁ dapɛt naɁ ɁoɁ ba=teɁ 

She looked down and saw her mother on the ground 
 

ɁoɁ sal 
She came down 

 
ɁoɁ wayat Ɂayɔ̄Ɂ kǝ=naɁ ɁoɁ 

She told her mother about the tiger 
 
wǝh talaɁ 

They ran away 
 

wǝh jok ba=kampuŋ Ɂasiŋ 
They moved camps to a different place. 

 

Neither the tltil or the pompakoh are still said to wayat (‘tell’) of either Batak or 

tigers, rather the stories re-tell those specific instances that occurred in the ‘old 

times’. What the existence of such stories does show is that the idea that 

humans turning to birds for help is one with some longevity. Indeed, Shore has 

argued that ‘narrative cultural modes’, either as formalised story telling or 

gossip, rumours, and recounting of everyday events serves to ‘adjust and 

create reality through talking out’, and that it is here that ‘the flow of events is 

given an articulate form’, and ‘experience is literally talked into meaningfulness’ 
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(Shore 1996:58). According to Shore’s logic, then, the storytelling provides a  

‘comforting framework’ (Shore 1996:59), through which the relationships 

between humans and birds can be understood more closely, and specific 

examples of birds that do tell things today can be understood in terms of this.  

Though people find meaning in the bird sounds they hear, this is not to say 

that people seem preoccupied in their daily lives by listening to birds. Since 

careful listening is the norm, listening to birds can become something that 

happens in the background. That is, until people suddenly freeze or pause their 

conversation, listening intently to a sound that has caught their attention, before 

resuming their previous conversation or activity. People seem so used to 

listening to the forest that unless they hear a potentially dangerous sound, what 

people hear is sometimes not even spoken about explicitly. The assumption is 

that everyone will have heard the sound and inferred a similar meaning, without 

the sound or bird itself always needing to be referred to. For example, on one 

occasion, the children were asleep, and NaʔKtləәt, NaʔSrimjam and I were 

chatting in her lean-to. NaʔKtləәt turned to her daughter, NaʔSrimjam and said 

‘are there any pregnant people upriver close to giving birth?’ NaʔSrimjam told 

her mother that she didn’t think there were. This was a total subject change 

from what we’d been talking about before. When I asked NaʔKtləәt why she had 

asked that, she replied as if it was obvious: ‘didn’t you hear the wãl bird?’ Both 

mother and daughter had heard the bird, understood its potential meaning, and 

commented on it, without necessarily needing even to mention that the reason 

they were talking about whether or not there had been a birth was that they had 

heard the bird in question.  

As NaʔSrimjam and NaʔKtləәt realised there had been no birth upriver, 

they disregarded the bird’s call: the meaning of a bird is not always definite, and 

both birds and people can sometimes be wrong in their interpretations. This 

understanding that non-human persons have the capacity to be wrong, shows 

that Batek people attribute sentience and intentionality to them. In accepting 

that a non-human has the capacity to make a mistake, this means that it has 

had intention in the first place. As Polanyi has argued, ‘by imputing to an animal 

the capacity to err, we presume that it is controlled by a rational centre’ (Polanyi 

1959:58). Non-humans can also trick or lie to the Batek. A main culprit is the 

tiger, who knows how to ‘lie’ (ɲɔ̃ʔ), by imitating the sound of various birds, such 
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as the kwɔŋkwãc (owl) and the kwaŋ (‘Great Argus Pheasant’). It can also make 

the sound of the caŋkãy (‘Giant Asian River Frog’, Limnonectes blythii), ckʔəәk 

(‘a type of small lizard’), a baby kaldɨs (‘Sundaic Silver Langur’, Trachypithecus 

cristatus), and the rustling, crashing sound of people cutting down tabal (‘a type 

of palm’). Similarly, the sɛkwɔk bird tries to tempt the listener by saying ‘hɛy 

ciwəәh, hɛy ciwəәh’ (‘let’s go up, let’s go up’), meaning ‘let’s go to the afterlife’, the 

place of the sarɔt (‘dead people’).  

In Batek storytelling, a common theme is the idea of mistaking one sound 

for another (see also Lye 2005a[2004]:155), which is reflected in daily 

experiences. One evening on the Tɔlaŋ River, late in the night, we became 

aware of a tiger circling the camp, splashing ‘rãw rãw rãw’; as it waded through 

the river, and sãw sãw sãw as the branches it walked past shook, and ‘srãɸ 

srãɸ srãɸ’ as it padded through the undergrowth. Most of the people in the 

camp were asleep, but the men stayed up, taking it in turns to keep listening out 

(and I, of course, was far to spooked to sleep!). Lying there in the dark, listening 

to every twig crunch, every splash in the river, every breath of wind, believing 

that every single sound was the tiger, made me realise just how finely tuned 

one’s sense of listening has to be to pick out the dangerous sounds from the 

innocuous, to work out what is a trick of the ears and what is real in the 

impenetrable fabric of forest sounds.  

Non-human persons can use this to their advantage, and are often able to 

purposefully trick the Batek. Bloch has written of the Zafimaniry that they 

believe it is only humans that have the capacity to lie, as it is only humans who 

have the capacity for language. He argues that lying is therefore linked to 

theory of mind: ‘the continual reading of intentionality which human 

communication uniquely implies and which ultimately makes deceit easily 

possible’ (Bloch 2008:72, 2013). For the Batek, however, as when birds have 

the capacity to make a mistake and tigers have the capacity to lie, this is not the 

case. In the həәp, it appears that the capacity to lie does not come only with the 

capacity for language, but with the capacity to make sound. Since the tiger also 

has the capacity to lie, it is therefore also understood as a ‘self’.  
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5.3 Manipulating Sounds 
 

Batek people also use sounds to deceive, and being able to imitate 

sounds accurately is one of their many important hunting techniques (as Lewis 

2009:5 has also described among Mbendjele). One afternoon, Cadeʔ was 

whistling (pchəәc) as he walked quietly through the forest. When back in the 

camp I asked him why he had been whistling. He answered ‘I was just lying to 

the birds!’ He had been ‘lying’ (ɲɔ̃ʔ) to the birds by imitating their call, trying to 

trick them into believing that he was one of their ‘friends’ (kabɛn), so that they 

would come to him. ʔEyGampoŋ also described how mimicry is also a 

technique used by blowpipe hunters, who might imitate the sound of a baby 

monkey in order to ‘lie’ and tempt the parent monkey into range (see also Lye 

(2005:154).48 Even very young children, male and female, are able to imitate 

bird calls accurately (see also Lye 2005a[2004]:154, Endicott & Endicott 

2014:113).  

Lewis argues that ‘applying hunting techniques based on mimicry and 

deception to get desirable things is indicative of the way that hunter-gatherers 

perceive of themselves as agents interacting with other natural agents (such as 

non-humans, plants and other humans) in nature, rather than subjects in a 

society somehow outside of nature’ (Lewis 2009:16). This is because to hunt 

successfully using mimicry it is necessary for the hunter to ‘appreciate the 

intentions behind the sounds and actions of animals’ (Lewis 2009:27). Lewis’s 

argument is applicable to the Batek context as well: in the above example, 

when Cadeʔ describes himself as ‘lying’ to the birds, he understands them as 

understanding him and acting on their understanding of his own actions. As he 

does so he situates himself as part of the ‘more-than-human sociality’ of the 

həәp (‘forest’).  

Batek people also realise that the sounds of human speech are 

understood by other species, as in many cases non-human beings in the forest 

are able to understand when the Batek utter their names (see also Lye 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
48 Being a female researcher it was more difficult for me to gain direct access to men’s hunting 
practices as it was largely expected that I would join mixed groups or groups of women on trips 
to the forest – this is therefore what I spent most of my time doing. My information on hunting 
done by lone men therefore comes from asking people about it rather than from direct 
observation.   
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2005a[2004]:113). Sometimes this can be exploited. For example, it is said that 

when Batek people go hunting for cpəәk (‘bearcat’, Arctictis binturong), if the 

hunter knows that a cpəәk is up the tree, they can stand at the bottom, and call 

out the name of the bearcat. There are four types of bearcat – one is called the 

tmtom, and has fur that is bltə̃әk (‘black’). One is called the laŋkal and has fur 

that is brmcim (‘dark with light flecks of lighter fur’). One is called kabut, and is 

pskəәw coloured (‘dusty greyish’). The final one is called karaŋ (lit. Malay for 

‘coralline’), and is said to be clhil (‘highlights that look like tiny lights’). The 

hunter tries calling out either ‘tmtom, tmtom, tmtom’, or ‘karaŋ, karaŋ, karaŋ’, 

etc. until he says the name of the right kind of cpəәk. When he calls the right 

name, the cpəәk will recognise its name and be tricked, falling out of the tree so 

the hunter can catch it easily.49  

Because other beings in the forest can understand when Batek people 

utter their names, there are also times where Batek people must be cautious 

about what they say. This means that people have many rich and diverse ways 

to avoid talking explicitly about other persons. For example, if someone were 

about to go hunting, then they would not say the animal’s name before they 

were leaving the camp. It would be considered good behaviour for people 

waiting at the camp to also avoid saying its name. Instead, everyone would 

either simply rely on context to talk about the animal, perhaps referring to ‘ʔay’, 

the classifier for ‘edible animals’, or use an avoidance word. Lye has also 

written that these avoidance words show how the Batek understand ‘that the 

species are sentient: can hear, can understand, can respond’ (Lye 

2005a[2004]:114). Some of these avoidance words come from neighbouring 

Aslian languages, such as the word basɛŋ for the talok (Dusky Langur), and 

paʔas for the tiger (yah), which come from Semaq Beri (Nicole Kruspe personal 

communication 2015). The idea that the non-humans in the forest are more 

sensitive to the Batek language than to other Aslian languages or to Malay, 

perhaps shows the salience of the Batek language in this context as a special 

medium of communication between species in this particular area, where other 

languages don’t have the same potency and so are safer to use as avoidances. 

People on the Kəәɲam River, where the Batek say the population of tigers 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
49 This is a practice that took place in the ‘old days’, but that has not been used for many 
decades, as it is forbidden to hunt for bearcat. 
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is more concentrated, are especially wary of uttering the name of the tiger (yah). 

Most commonly they use the avoidance word ʔayɔ̃ʔ, though the tiger in 

particular has many avoidance names, as shown below.  

 

ʔay t=ktəәɲ  ‘one with short forehead’ 
kwɛp  
patɔk  
ʔay t=tbɛl can             ‘one with thick feet’ 
ʔay t=haʔat kalkɔk      ‘one with stinky claws’ 
ʔap   
ʔayɔ̃ʔ  
ʔay t=bəәw haɲ            ‘one with a big mouth’ 
bom                            ‘lying on front’ 
ʔəәmpat siyoŋ        ‘four fangs’ 
ʔay t=cikɔk teʔ             ‘one that scoops at the ground’ 
ceʔ həәp                         

 
‘louse of the forest’ 

 
Another animal Batek people fear, the elephant, also has many avoidance 

names. A few are shown below: 
 
ʔay bəәw ‘big one’ 
ʔec tliway ‘searching for smell of faeces’ 
ʔay t=dwaʔ hacɛʔ̃ ‘one with two tails’. 
ʔay t=bəәw can ‘one with big feet’ 
ʔay t=bəәw laŋɔt ‘one with big lower-legs’ 
gagɔʔ  
gawəәy  

 
Many kinds of plant also have avoidance names, such as the ʔəәkʔə̃әk fruit, 

which is referred to as kitkɔc to avoid saying its real name, or mushrooms, 

which are referred to as ʔay t=tlatɔy (referring to their shape). cway is used as 

an avoidance for tampaʔ tubers, how is used for tahɔŋ tubers, hɔc for tawɔn 

fruits, kɔlɛp̃ for ptay (‘Parkia speciosa’), and ʔampaŋ is used for pam (‘a type of 

Dioscorea’) tubers.  

The reasons for the use of this kind of avoidance language are many. For 

example, it might be because the thing in question is food that is about to be 

eaten and so cannot be mocked. Using an avoidance word helps avoid children 

repeating the word of what they are eating in a potentially mocking way 

therefore avoiding cikak (horrible diarrhoea) that could be caused were they to 
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mock the name of the food itself. In other cases the use of avoidance language 

could be because the thing in question is associated with the halaʔ ʔasal 

(‘primordial shamans’) or with the fruit season, and so to utter its name a lot, or 

to mock it, could cause ‘madness’. Examples are fragrant leaves such as dayɔk, 

hmnə̃әm, hntə̃әl, hubɛw, ljeŋ, lnam, ŋɛŋ̃, pantay, sayaŋ, ciŋcɔŋ, and bltam (as 

listed by NaʔKtləәt in July 2015 at Was Yɔŋ). These should not be mocked, as 

they are just a few that NaʔKtləәt listed to me in July 2015 as ones that the halaʔ 

ʔasal wore. The fact that these non-human persons are sensitive to their names 

shows they are also considered to be persons too, as just as human names can 

be dangerous to utter or upsetting to hear, so can non-human persons’ names. 

The distinction between the names of humans and non-humans is that 

individual plants or animals do not have personal names like individual people 

do. Instead it seems that each individual body of these non-human persons are 

sensitive to the same name that is used to refer to them collectively.  

Many plants with avoidance names that cannot be mocked must also be 

treated specially in the way that they are physical handled. These plants cannot 

be left lying around or put down casually, or thrown about – once cut they must 

be either worn, or carefully slotted into the thatch of a lean-to. To not treat them 

properly could cause ‘madness’ in the same way that mocking them could. In 

the case of non-human animals that are considered to be lawac (whereby not 

mistreating them could upset Gubar the thunder-being), not treating them 

properly (for example by mixing their blood in the river or mocking them) could 

cause terrible thunderstorms. Careful physical handling of non-human persons 

can be seen in a similar light to being careful over their name, handling this 

powerful part of it with caution by using an avoidance word. 

The idea that like non-human animals, plants can ‘hear’ their names being 

uttered is one that is difficult to fathom, and I put the word hear in inverted 

commas as I do not mean that the plant has ears and hears in the same way 

that a human might hear, but rather that the complex multi-person (an idea 

discussed further in the following chapter) who is bodily manifested in these 

plants is sensitive – both to the utterance of its name or to being thrown around. 

Indeed, this kind of sonic mistreating is considered in some cases even more 

serious than the plant not being treated properly physically.  
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These taboos surrounding particular utterances of the names of non-

human beings do not only ensure people’s wellbeing, but they are also an 

important way that knowledge of how to act in the forest so as to maintain good 

and productive relationships with non-human beings is sought and shared. As 

the Batek listen to the other inhabitants of the forest, and with them control the 

sounds that they make accordingly, they are seeking knowledge of the forest 

through these interactions. Through listening, people use the sounds they hear 

to frame understandings of time and place, and to predict events (see also Feld 

1996, 2015). Then, as young Batek people learn to hunt and gather 

themselves, accompanying their families on trips to the forest as infants, and 

then sometimes in groups of friends, siblings and other peers when they get a 

little older, they then learn to participate themselves in the sonic environment of 

the forest. Furthermore, as they listen to the ways their parents and peers 

manipulate their speech and control the sounds they emit, they may begin to 

ask questions around the control of sound, learning about the nature of the 

other non-human inhabitants as they do so, matching this to their own 

experiences, and beginning to learn how to manipulate their own speech and 

mimicry. Often children get it wrong and have to be corrected – and this 

correction is part of the process (as Basɛŋ found out when his mother NaʔKtləәt 

got angry with him for rudely saying that the much-loved rimɛn insect is ‘so 

noisy’).  

The ways people control and manipulate the sounds that they emit show 

how they understand other beings in the forest as being sentient – listening to 

the Batek as the Batek listen to them – and also as being intentional – acting on 

those things they hear the Batek do or say. This has practical implications 

surrounding looking for food, but also, by sharing sounds with non-human 

persons, Batek people negotiate the shared lives that are necessary to 

recognise in order live as part of the ‘more-than-human sociality’ (Tsing 2013) of 

the həәp. 
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5.4 Conclusion: shared sounds, shared lives  
 
Figure 11: Playing with pet bird 
 

Sounds circulate between people and non-human beings in intricate ways, 

and examining these ways has shown that the sonic environment of the forest 

is populated with diverse, sentient, and intentional non-human persons. The 

chapter has built on the premise outlined in previous chapters that sound is ‘a 

form of energy, which depends upon a sense of dynamic tension between 

notions of containment and release’ (Stobart 2008c). In some cases the energy 

of sound must be contained (for example through staying silent or avoidance 

language), and in others released (for example through mimicry). This energetic 

flow of sound between people and the other persons in the forest that they 

cohabit with is what allows Batek people to communicate in complex ways with 

the plurality of non-human beings with whom they share their lives.  

The energetic flow of sound is therefore a way that that non-humans 

become recognised as other types of person, or ‘selves’, as learning to 

participate sonically with non-humans amounts to a process of recognition of 

their personhood. In his work on sharing, Widlok has argued that ‘a man or a 

woman can only gain a sense of self and act meaningfully on the basis of this 

sense of “me and mine” when he or she is limited by others and their demands’ 

(2016c:191-192). In order for these demands to be made, the recipient has to 

be practically recognised through verbal or gestural acknowledgement – bodily 

presence is not enough (2016c:76). Widlok’s argument resonates with the 

Batek ethnography, as Batek people demonstrated that although physical 

things such as food are not shared between humans and non-humans (as they 

are between people), the sharing of sounds between kinds of human and non-

human person also amounts to a process of ‘practically recognising’ their 

presence, and therefore their personhood. Listening carefully to the non-

humans of the forest allows Batek people to understand the nature and 

intentions of these persons, whilst controlling the sounds they make themselves 

amounts to a process of recognising that these other persons also act in 

relation to Batek people. This process of practical recognition of presence 

through sound and listening therefore ‘establish[es] a notion of personhood and 
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personal relations’ (2016c:191). This makes sharing sounds, like sharing food, 

both a practice and a ‘moral skill’ that ‘deals practically with the particulars of 

personal limitations, a self limited by the others with whom we share our lives’ 

(2016c:25).  

Recognising ‘personhood’ among non-humans does not imply recognising 

sameness. Humans are considered as distinct kinds of persons, and indeed this 

distinction must be maintained at the risk of causing dangerous consequences. 

Recognising non-human persons as ‘selves’ or ‘persons’, instead implies that 

these diverse kinds of persons are connected and yet distinct kinds of 

individuals, who ‘come into ways of life’ through ‘webs of social relations’ (Tsing 

2013:28, see also Bird-David 1999). These are negotiated largely through 

sound. Such an understanding of the forest as filled with selves-in-relation is an 

essential part of Batek socio-aesthetics, as made evident by a comment that 

NaʔTklɔ̃k once made to me. She said she felt worried when she heard about 

gɔp (‘outsider, Malay person’) taking certain animals and plants from the forest 

since once they fell into the hands of outsiders they would not be treated 

properly, as outsiders do not know about the taboos. In other words, gɔp are 

not morally skilled in living in a way that treats these non-humans as persons, 

whereas Batek people are. Similarly, Batek people often talked about how 

tourists didn’t know how to be afraid in the forest, and this is why they often got 

lost or ran into danger. They told one particular story of a tourist who didn’t run 

away from a tiger, and instead tried to take pictures of it. By talking about how 

non-Batek people do not understand the dangers of being in the həәp, the 

implication is that non-Batek people do not understand that the forest is filled 

with other persons or ‘selves’, and know how to act accordingly.   
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CHAPTER SIX: A year in the həәp: emotions in context 
6.1 Introduction 
 

Batek people demonstrated through their everyday practices that they 

understand the həәp (‘forest’) as a ‘more-than-human sociality’ (Tsing 2013, see 

also Howell 2011 for a discussion of similar concepts among the Ceq Wong). 

This chapter focuses on the emotional aspects of relationships between 

members of this sociality, through describing how Batek people articulated that 

superbeings, humans, and non-human animals, plants and fungi experience 

emotions in relation to one other (see also Lye 2005b:255). Emotions are 

aesthetically and socially negotiated, for example people say they feel haʔip 

(‘longing, yearning, nostalgia, love, desire, missing’) in response to things that 

they say are btʔɛt (‘good, beautiful’), or in response to practices or behaviours 

that they deem as btʔɛt (‘good, beautiful’). This constant negotiation of emotions 

through interactions therefore reveals important Batek values surrounding 

things and practices that are deemed either ‘good’ or ‘bad’, at the same time as 

they play a role in constructing these values.  

The first half of this chapter is an ethnography of the changing seasons 

that I witnessed during my fieldwork. This allows me to introduce some of the 

more often-mentioned kinds of person of the həәp whilst situating them within 

day-to-day-life more broadly. As much of the detail to do with superbeings is 

secret (and as such is largely not known by me), the chapter is more concerned 

with everyday circumstances of interaction with superbeings than with the 

details of shamanistic practices. I use the term ‘superbeings’ rather than the 

term ‘superhumans’ that is used by Lye (2005), since whilst these beings can 

be seen as personifications of ecological phenomena, I don’t wish to imply that 

they take a human form, since this is at present uncertain from my ethnography. 

I use the term superbeing to encompass Gubar, Tohan, and the halaʔ ʔasal.  

Focusing on the changing seasons is also relevant as the environmental 

conditions of each season practically affect movements, subsistence activities, 

and daily life in the camp (see also Endicott 1995). As the seasons affect daily 

life, the changes in the environment also affect people’s feelings, as the joys 

and sadnesses of plenty, or of losses, permeate the mood of the camp. Batek 
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people often remember events using the changing seasons, for example when 

asked to recall when something in particular happened, such as a birth or a 

death, people might say that it was ‘two fruit seasons ago’, or more specifically 

remember which fruit was ripe at the time by saying ‘the year [insert fruit name 

here] was ripe’ (‘tahun tnasɛk…’ ). They may also remember saying that it was 

‘during the floods’, or perhaps remember which specific insect was calling 

during that time. I do not include everything that happens in any year, and of 

course all years are different. I focus on some of the most salient and general 

changes in the environment that I experienced or was told about, as well as the 

Batek’s responses to, and reported feelings towards, them. Tourism work and 

other casual labour is not discussed in detail in this chapter, though worth 

noting here is that it continues throughout the year, aside from during the very 

worst of the floods, and has its peak activity during school and public holidays 

(for a detailed description of tourism see Endicott et. al. 2016). Other casual 

labour continues sporadically throughout the year whenever there is demand. 

The second half of the chapter focuses on haʔip. This is an emotion that is 

difficult to put easily into one word in English, but it encompasses what in 

English might be described as feelings of longing, yearning, desire, and love. It 

is often tinged with feelings of nostalgia and the past, or a sense of absence, of 

missing someone or something. haʔip seems to be similar to what Roseman 

describes among the Temiar: ‘the sentiment of longing… has to do with 

absence, evanescence, and the unobtainably distant’ (Roseman 

1993[1991]:159), and to the Penan concept of tawai (Langub 2011, Lye 2016). 

At the same time that haʔip is a pleasurable emotion that Batek people seek 

out, for example through singing or playing musical instruments, if the feeling 

becomes too intense, or is unresolved, it can eventually cause pining away and 

death. haʔip therefore has an important relationship to socio-aesthetics. 

Whether or not something makes one feel haʔip indicates that it is something 

that is btʔɛt (‘good, beautiful’). haʔip is a powerful connecting force, felt by 

humans and non-humans alike, linking people, places, memories and non-

human persons. Seeking out the positive side of haʔip at the same time as 

avoiding the dangers of unfulfilled haʔip sets up guidelines for appropriate 

behaviour.   
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6.2 A year in the həәp 
 

 

 
Figure 12: Diagram showing the changing seasons in the forest in relat ion to the months 
of the calendar year, drawn by the author 
 
 
          The flood season begins with heavier rains that start around the end of 

October, and continue all the way until January. Clothes are difficult to dry and 

people will constantly complain that things are plʔat smelling (a smell term 

encompassing ‘damp, musty things, stale urine, body odour’). It becomes 

difficult to go digging for tubers as the hole that one is digging fills up with water. 

These days people are able to rely on rice as their staple food during this 

season, but older people will remember the times when flood season was really 

a time of hunger. Even now that rice forms a staple part of people’s diet, they 

still may find it difficult to get enough bap (‘starchy food’) during flood season, 

as the gɔp who run the local shops start to hoard the food themselves in 

preparation for the oncoming floods. In the weeks leading up to the fruit season 

the Batek will begin to store sacks of rice, salt, sugar, and other essentials in 

their lean-tos to prevent hunger in the upcoming months. In the floods of early 
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2015 the Batek people close to Was Yɔŋ were also provided a few provisions 

by JAKOA (Department for Orang Asli Development). Meat is plentiful during 

the rains, however, as I am told that animals tend to stay in the same spot and 

won’t run away, and as such are easy picking for a Batek hunter.   

The flood season sees the absence of many familiar forest sounds. Once 

the rains are at their peak, less thunder is heard. Similarly, many birds don’t call 

during this season, and insect sounds are all but absent. In the absence of this, 

people listen closely to the rain. They refer to the muted roaring sound of rain in 

the distance that is making its way over the hills towards you as pgow or platas 

(this kind vocabulary used to describe sounds is discussed further in Chapter 

Eight), then it is brasik, when a very fine misty rain, moving to brisɨy as it gets 

slightly heavier, its sound becoming cmrɛm or cshɔs. When the rain falls all day 

and night it is described as litrẽk. Some times instead of making a kratɛs sound 

on the thatch, the rain blows in hard sideways (pray) into the lean-to. If it 

disappears for a moment and seems like it is letting off, people may warn ‘ʔoʔ 

haw yaʔ ʔoʔ’ (‘it [the rain] has gone to get it’s grandmother’), and then when the 

torrential downpour restarts ‘yaʔ ʔoʔ səәh’ (‘it’s grandmother’s arrived’). If this 

happens again, with even greater force, the ‘grandfather’ (taʔ) is said to be 

arriving. This kind of personification of the environment using kinship 

terminology is common in Batek speech. Tributaries, for example, are referred 

to as ‘child river’ (tɔm ʔawãʔ ʔoʔ), whereas the main stem is referred to as 

‘mother river’ (tɔm naʔ ʔoʔ). Kinship terminology used to name hydrological 

features is also noted by Burenhult (2008:188) in relation to the Jahai, who are 

also Northern Aslian speakers.  
Like the river systems and rain, many creatures of the forest are also said 

to be related as in families. The gajah (‘elephant’, Malay loan), for example, is 

the husband of the gawəәy (‘avoidance name for the elephant’, also the Semaq 

Beri word for ‘parent’s older sibling’ (Nicole Kruspe personal communication 

2015). The child of the gajah and the gawəәy is the gagɔ̃ʔ (‘avoidance name for 

the elephant’). The twist in this tale is that the stepmother of the gajah is the 

rhino (hagap, Malay loan), but in the past the gajah and the rhino were lovers. 

Now the gajah is with the gawəәy because he didn’t get on with the rhino, 

because the rhino was actually afraid of him. The gajah still feels haʔip for the 

rhino though. Another family consists of the ləәlayaŋ bird (‘a type of swift’, Malay 
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loan) as the grandmother, and the tahaʔ bird as the grandfather. Their child is 

the bbaraw bird, whose husband is the tpɔcɔŋ (‘a type of kingfisher’). Their 

children, however, are all fish; the kansaw, lahaw, and sbaraw. Another 

relationship between fish and birds is between the klasak fish (‘a type of carp’) 

whose husband is the ʔitɛʔ bird (‘a type of duck’, Malay loan). Apparently the 

klasak just really wanted a bird for a husband because all the other fish are 

jbʔec (‘bad, ugly’).  

Regarding San peoples, Barnard points out that often ‘for foragers, 

everyone is kin in some way’, and that this extends to non-humans as well: 

‘forest, land, animals, etc., may also be classed as ‘kin’, thus inhibiting, for 

foragers, that negative reciprocity which is inherent in an accumulation mode of 

thought’ (2002:11). Like the San, Batek people also extend kinship relations to 

non-human persons. In Chapter Three this was described in instances of the 

halaʔ ʔasal marrying various plants of the forest, and people demonstrated this 

same tendency in their descriptions of non-human relationships between each 

other. By attributing these person-like capacities for relationships to non-

humans, Batek people understand these non-human persons as selves in 

relation with themselves (Bird-David 1999:69).  

During the time of heavy rainfall, the moments that the sun breaks through 

the clouds may cause a rainbow (jranɨʔ), which are greatly feared. It is said that 

pointing at a rainbow will cause the offender’s hand to fall off. The type of rain 

that falls when a rainbow is in the sky is referred to as ‘ʔujan panas’ (‘hot rain’ 

Malay hujan panas), and playing outside the lean-to, or bathing in the river 

when this kind of rain is falling is considered to be extremely dangerous. It could 

either cause severe sickness or death (and has reportedly done so). Children 

would be called in from the forest or from the river by alarmed parents 

whenever ‘hot rain’ was falling. Endicott (1979:186) writes that the rainbow is a 

reflection of the nagaʔ, a snake-like being who lives under the ground, and 

though my Batek friends did not explicitly describe this, it was often that 

rainbows and fear of the nagaʔ coincided. Batek people described the nagaʔ to 

me as ‘ʔular kyɔm teʔ’ (‘snake under the ground’), who may come out when 

there is hot rain, causing the sickness. The nagaʔ is a belief prevalent 

throughout Southeast Asia (the word comes from the Sanskrit, and is common 

in Hindu and Buddhist beliefs) (Endicott 1979a:184-189). Alongside Gubar (the 
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thunder-being), the nagaʔ can also be angered, causing terrible floods, if, for 

example, the Batek were to mix incompatible foods on the same cooking fire. 

This falls under the set of prohibitions that the Batek term lawac. The fact that 

the nagaʔ and Gubar can feel anger in response to human actions and respond 

accordingly shows that superbeings ‘have the common stock of human 

emotions, capable of feeling longing, affection, loneliness and despair’ (Lye 

2005b:255). 

The everyday rain becomes gradually stronger and longer-lasting 

throughout the season. During my fieldwork period (though I was not in the 

forest at the time), the floods were the worst on record. The water level of the 

Tembeling rose to exceed the previous 1971 record by metres. Many people’s 

lean-tos were washed away, and with it their possessions (clothes, TVs, pets, 

cooking utensils). The floods rose so quickly that the Batek at Was Yɔŋ had 

only a few moments to gather their things and flee to higher ground to avoid 

being swept away. NaʔKtləәt pointed out that they were lucky the floodwater 

began its dramatic rise in the small hours of morning as they were waking up, 
so they were aware and able to run away. She said that had it risen in the night, 

they would surely have drowned. As it was there were no casualties. ʔAwɔr 

camp was the only settlement camp not to have lean-tos and possessions 

washed away, as although the camp is very close to the Tembeling River, it is 

located on higher ground, with a steep drop down to the river. However, had the 

river risen a few inches higher it would have begun to flood the camp. People 

made lean-tos on higher ground in the forest, where they took all of their 

possessions just in case, but most still carried on sleeping in their lean-tos in 

the main camp. Those who stayed remember the awful smell of the floodwater 

(haʔat, a smell term encompassing ‘faeces, bad meat, rubbish’), and how loud it 

was all the time. No one wanted to wash or get drinking water from any of the 

rivers, as they were so filthy with everything that was being washed into them 

by the rains, and so people drank and bathed and washed their clothes in 

rainwater (which fortunately there was plenty of!). It is, however, common for 

people to fall ill during flood season due to a lack of clean water.  

A welcome relief from the rain, the kmaraw (‘dry season’) brings with it a 

sense of a fresh start (emphasised by the cold nights), and a chance for 

rebuilding. The end of the rain comes with the ‘crĩt’ sound of the lŋleŋ (‘a type of 
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calling insect’), returning after the floods and staying until the rains begin again. 

The sound of all the birds and insects calling (pyɛl) returns again after its 

absence during the rains. The dry weather seems to force out the flowers 

(buŋaʔ), and the forest, especially at sundown, is filled with the scent of fast 

blossoming buds. In about March, many of the trees begin to appear as if 

frosted with coloured icing in pale pastel shades as colourful new leaf growth 

carpets the tree tops, highlighted by the bright colours of blossoming flowers. 

Batek people know exactly which order the flowers will appear in, and 

excitement builds as the signs that favourite flowers will soon be appearing 

begin to show (as also demonstrated to Lye 2005a[2004]:132).  

Batek people describe how the flowers make them feel haʔip partly as 

things of beauty to be enjoyed in themselves, and partly as their abundance 

signifies that the fruits are not long off. Trips to the forest during the flower 

season would often be broken up by people stopping in their tracks, nostrils 

flared, as ‘jam!’ (a word that expresses ‘the sensation of a smell emanating 

towards you’) smells would come to them and they would follow their noses to 

where the flowers were. Men would sometimes come back from hunting trips 

bearing flowers as well, and occasionally would wear them – though the more 

elaborate hair decorating practices seemed to be mostly reserved for women. 

Boat and foot journeys were almost always broken up with stopping to get 

flowers. The dry ground means there are fewer leeches around, so walking in 

the forest is easy, and, unless it gets too dry, the rivers are clean and clear. 

‘Play’ trips to the forest begin again, with groups of girls going off specifically 

with the purpose of collecting flowers, painting their foreheads with lines and 

tiny dots in ways that imitate fruits and leaves (bilɛŋ), and sitting around singing, 

gossiping, and giggling. A high proportion of the Batek songs people taught me 

are to do with people’s love for the flowers (and also fruits). People are happy to 

go to great lengths (both horizontal and vertical) to collect flowers, and many 

happy hours were spent decorating each other’s hair and combs, revelling in 

the heady, almost intoxicating scent of the flowers. Many people plan to, and 

do, move to the forest at this time to be close to the flowers.  
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Figure 13: tnlan  f lowers in the forest 
 

Though there is little rain at this time, there is often a lot of thunder and 

lightning. Thunder is said to be the sound of the Gubar, the ‘thunder-being’ who 

is upset and angered (along with the nagaʔ) by various kinds of prohibition 

breaking. The prohibitions which risk angering Gubar or the nagaʔ are called 

lawac. Gubar has been described as a ‘thunder-god’ (Endicott 1979a, 1979b, 

Skeat and Blagden 1906b:174-175), and other Semang groups are also 

described as believing in a ‘thunder deity’ (Needham 1967). I would hesitate to 

ascribe Gubar the position of a ‘god’ or ‘deity’, however, since the Batek don’t 

seem to take part in any activities that could be described as ‘worship’ of Gubar. 

In fact, though Gubar may have to be appeased in some cases if a taboo is 

broken, the Batek often laugh and joke about him, as if he is one of them. Even 

whilst doing a blood throwing ritual (discussed further in Chapter Ten), the 

Batek might be laughing at Gubar yelling, ‘why are you so angry, what are you 

doing, your voice is so loud!’ The fear that causes people to throw blood seems 

to be less motivated by fear of a wrathful or vengeful deity who is out to punish 

them, than fear of what Gubar’s rash anger and stomping around shouting up in 

the sky will cause to happen – namely wind, rain and tree fall, which can be 
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fatal in the forest. Gubar also plays an important role in the tahun (‘fruit season’) 

– as it is said that often when thunder is heard during this time he is getting 

angry with the fruits, flowers, and mushrooms, all of which are considered as 

tahun (‘fruit season’), telling them to hurry up and come out (see also Endicott 

1974:44, 1979:56). If Gubar is grumbling and rumbling and people think they 

might have done something wrong, they may burn rabɔn (‘leaves that are 

burned to appease Gubar’), which usually consists of any kind of mahũŋ (a 

smell term that encompasses ‘certain kinds of fresh leaf, freshly cut wood, 

pandanus, tea’). This is said to make him haʔip for the old ways of Batek people 

(hukum gɨn manah), remember that Batek are btʔɛt (‘good’) people, and stop 

being angry.   

Gubar is not usually described as existing in a bodily form, but seems to 

be considered as the personification of his sound and effects on the weather 

(see also Endicott 1979:165). For example when I asked people on the Kɲam 

River for a description, they seemed confused by the question, and simply said 

Gubar is so big that if he lived on the ground with people there’d be no space 

for anyone anymore. As with many of the other persons in the forest (see 

Chapter Two), it is not necessary to see Gubar to understand that he is 

producing these sounds.  

During this time, Batek people are concerned with influencing the tahun 

(‘fruit season’) both by pleasing it, and trying not to do things that will displease 

it, as it is the most anticipated time of the year. The word is a loan from the 

Malay tahun meaning ‘year’. A complex kind of personhood is attributed to the 

the tahun (‘fruit season’), as the following examples of ways that Batek people 

talk about the tahun will begin to illustrate. When lots of people in the camp 

were getting ready to collect pandanus to weave with, I asked NaʔSrimjam and 

NaʔKtləәt why they wanted to weave instead of buying a shop-bought sleeping 

mat. They said because they want the tahun to see that you are enthusiastic 

(rajin) to weave btʔɛt (‘beautiful, good’) things, and not lazy. This pleases the 

tahun, so that there will be many fruits. The flowers in 2015 were not so 

abundant as in 2014, and NaʔKpəәn at Was ʔAsah said this is because so many 

people had died that year, which made a bad smell (haʔat) that the tahun didn’t 

like. I once heard NaʔKwaliy scold her children for laughing and swatting at little 

fruit fries (rmrem) that were gathering around an electric lamp saying ‘don’t do 
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that, they are part of the tahun’. It would also not be permitted to carelessly 

throw around or laugh at flowers of the tahun, nor honey (which can also not be 

stepped over), nor the fruits themselves, for fear of causing madness. For this 

reason NaʔSrimjam refused to give her new baby any name that was a fruit or 

flower that was part of the tahun; she was worried that other children might 

mock them during the course of play, accidentally causing madness. Batek 

people on the Kəәɲam River try to avoid saying the names of the flowers too 

much at all. This is because people don’t want the tahun flowers to become yũp 

(‘shy, embarassed’) and stop blooming. Other activities said to please the tahun 

are wearing good smelling flowers and singing beautifully in singing sessions 

(see Endicott 1979a:57). The tahun is therefore capable of emotions such as 

malɛs (‘to dislike’, Malay loan) yũp (‘shy, embarassed’), and haʔip (‘longing, 

yearning, love, desire’), and is therefore to be treated carefully so as to maintain 

good relationships and plenty of fruits. The tahun posesses a kind of complex 

multi-personhood. Not only is the process of the fruit season itself capable of 

emotions, but the individual fruits and insects are also considered to be 

sentient, emotional bodies. The tahun is all around, able to smell dead people 

from far and wide in the forest, to hear if it is mocked or if one of its names are 

said. Yet, simultaneously tahun seems to exist in bodily form in the many fruits, 

insects, mushrooms, flowers, and honey in the forest, and can sense if these 

‘bodies’ are mistreated by being thrown around, laughed at, or stepped over. 

According to Endicott, a few Batek people on the Lebir and Aring Rivers in the 

1970s described tahun as having the form of an ordinary Batek person 

(1979:170). This was not expressed to me by Batek informants, who disagreed 

when I asked them if tahun is just one Batek-like ‘person’, so this may be a 

regional difference.  

 
Figure 14: February 2015 during a tr ip to the forest where we collected f lowers from the 
mountain and sang. Wearing kapih and nasiʔ  f lowers, with a bugalaʔ  leaf 
 
Figure 15: Wearing ʔmpeŋ  and dnlah f lowers on a f ishing tr ip 
 
Figure 16: Wearing pluŋ  f lowers in her hair, a favourite for chi ldren, as although the tree 
is too tal l  for them to reach, f lowers fal l  to the ground after wind and are easily col lected 
 
Figure 17: The clear waters of the Kəәɲam River 
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If the rimɛn insect didn’t appear, it would upset the Batek as they love the 

sound of this insect, saying that they like to hear it because it is ‘good’ (btʔɛt), 

and because it makes them haʔip. They may refer to it by its sound (ʔi-yɔt), or 

call it the ləәʔ kəәmaraw (literally ‘signals the dry season’), since it comes out 

during the dry season. The first time they hear the ‘crãɸ’ sound of the rimɛn, 

Batek will point it out quietly and excitedly, often saying that they haʔip its 

sound. The rimɛn is also part of the fruit season and cannot be insulted or 

mocked.  

The preceding floods are marked by a lack of fish (though an abundance 

of other meats), and so as well as the flowers, one of the many exciting things 

about the turn of the seasons is the sudden glut of fish appearing – on some 

occasions so many that they have to be smoked so that they last a little longer 

as they can’t even be finished by everyone present in the camp. The beginning 

of this season is the perfect time for spear fishing. The rivers are still relatively 

full, but the lack of rain means the water in rivers such as the Kəәɲam and its 

tributaries is crystal clear, making it easy for the diver to spot his or her prey. 

These crystal clear waters of the Kəәɲam (and of the Tahaɲ) are haʔip-ed for by 

Batek people who are living elsewhere, where the waters may be more silty and 

muddy; NaʔKtləәt for example, when I was leaving her to travel to the Kəәɲam 

river during this season, asked that when I come back I fill my water bottle from 

the Kəәɲam River and bring it back for her, because she was haʔip for clear 

water (tɔm cŋleŋ, Figure 17).  

Towards the end of the season, however, the rivers begin to dry up. We 

once actually got lost because the Təәkah River had dried up completely, leaving 

the Batek disorientated. Before it disappears completely (though this is rare) 

Batek will go out fishing in the muddy puddles that are all that remain of the 

rivers and streams. They use old baskets (or make them themselves out of 

rattan) to scrape around the muddy river bed and banks in order to scoop out 

any fish and trap them in the baskets. During the droughts of 2016, there was 

so little rain that many of the smaller rivers dried up. It became dangerous to go 

to the forest, as elephants would come close to the camps to drink and bathe, 

instead of staying deeper inside the forest. The Yɔŋ River all but dried up, and 

what was left was stagnant and haʔat (‘stinky’) smelling. Many people were ill at 

this time as a result. 
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Figure 18: ʔmpeŋ  f lower  
	  
 

 
Figure 19: mɔr iŋ  f lower  
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When the rimɛn finishes calling, the Batek know that it is time to start 

cutting pandanus (hakeʔ) for weaving, an activity which is enjoyed in itself, and 

is also one that is important for getting ready for the tahun (‘fruit season’). 

People want to show the tahun how btʔɛt (‘good, beautiful’) they have made 

their crafts, to ensure that there are plenty of fruits. The very thought of the sight 

of fruits poured onto a beautifully crafted sleeping mat is enough to provoke 

cries of haʔip. In fact, the whole sensory experience of weaving is likely to 

cause the emotion of haʔip. For example, in May 2015 when stripping the 

lengths of hakeʔ to size, NaʔKtləәt remarked: 

 
“lah! mahũŋ məәniʔ hakeʔ yɛʔ… yɛʔ haʔip!” 
 
‘Ah! I haʔip the leafy smell of my pandanus’ 

                                                                          (NaʔKtləәt) 
 

Similarly, Cadeʔ would often say, when his mother (NaʔKtləәt) and I would stay 

up late weaving while he was snoozing beside us, how the sound (cntɔs) of us 

weaving would make him feel haʔip. He complained to me that I didn’t weave 

fast enough so my “tɔs” sound wasn’t as strong, which meant that he didn’t 

haʔip as much as when his mother was weaving! 

Before going to cut the pandanus the Batek must patiently wait for the 

rimɛn to stop calling. The smell of the pandanus being cut is said to smell 

mahũŋ (a smell term that encompasses ‘certain kinds of freshly-cut leaves, 

freshly cut wood, and tea’).50 The rimɛn doesn’t like this mahũŋ smell, and so 

like uttering its name, cutting this plant will offend the rimɛn and they may 

consequently disappear. Other things whose smell can offend the rimɛn are the 

burning of the sɔʔ gajɔh leaf, and smoking out the kdoŋ (‘Niviventer rodent, 

Niviventers cremoriventer’) from its hole. It is also said that if you are in the 

forest at 3-4pm when the rimɛn begins to call, you should pull apart your fire, as 

the rimɛn prefers it to be cool (blahɛt). NaʔKtləәt was moaning about how in 2016 

they had hardly heard the sound of the rimɛn, saying that perhaps it was 

because some of the younger women in the camp had been smoking out kdoŋ 

at the wrong time. Incidentally, NaʔKtləәt added, these girls also don’t know how 

to weave because they are ‘too lazy to learn’. She was annoyed because she 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
50 See Wnuk (2016), Burenhult & Majid (2014), Wnuk & Majid (2014) for a description of smell 
terms among other Northern Aslian speakers, the Maniq and Jahai.  
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said she felt haʔip for the rimɛn, as it made her remember ‘kɔm brakɛs kəә=sɛɲ 

sɛɲ’ (many old people from before). She said she wasn’t angry (marah), but that 

she ponders on it and doesn’t like it (yɛʔ btlɔt yɛʔ malɛs).  

Around this time, mushrooms (kɔlat, a Malay loan) also begin to appear. 

Like fruits and certain flowers, mushrooms are also considered to be a part of 

the tahun (‘fruit season’). It is said that Gubar’s loud voice has the same effect 

on mushrooms as it does on the flowers and other things of the tahun. Gubar 

gets impatient with them, shouting and stomping around, and eventually they 

jadiʔ (‘become’, a Malay loan). Since many mushrooms are considered as 

tahun, they must be treated carefully (not thrown around carelessly, or mocked, 

for example). Mushrooms are classified as ‘meat’ (ʔay), both in name and in 

terms of the prohibitions that they fall under. Menstruating women, for example, 

are not allowed to eat these mushrooms, and it is forbidden for them to be 

cooked in the same pot, or over the same fire as other meats, as this would be 

lawac, and risk upsetting the nagaʔ, or Gubar. Some people say it is not lawac, 

but that it will make you cikak (‘have very bad diarrhoea’).  

Digging continues throughout this time and all the way up until fruit 

season. Whilst it appears that tubers have largely been replaced by shop-

bought rice in their role as the main carbohydrate staple, digging is still greatly 

enjoyed and valued as an activity, and when people haven’t been digging for a 

while they may say that they feel haʔip for eating tubers from the forest. Digging 

trips could last all day, with people roasting little pieces of tubers as they go for 

sustenance, the smoke from the fire keeping away the insects. Children young 

and old, male and female, accompany their mothers on digging trips. It is also 

possible for men to go, though they usually don’t as they are either busy with 

hunting, working, or looking after any children who were left at home. Lye notes 

the importance of the fact that children accompany their parents on such trips 

for knowledge transmission (Lye 2005a[2004]:126).  

 
Figure 20: Digging with chi ldren 
 

An extensive description of the Batek’s digging practices is provided by 

Lye (2005:124-131). According to her informants there are a wide variety of 

yams the Batek are able to harvest (around thirty-three), though they most 
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commonly harvest around six main species (this varies from area to area) (see 

also Endicott & Bellwood 1991:156). During my fieldwork, favourite tubers that 

people dug for were the takɔp (Dioscorea orbiculata), wɔh (Disocorea spp.), rɛm 

(Dioscorea prainiana), pam (Disocorea spp.), knsey (Dioscorea spp.), cŋɨl 

(Dioscorea pyrifolia), and tahɔŋ (Dioscorea spp.).51 Many of the terms used to 

describe specific parts of tubers are comparative – comparing parts of the tuber 

or its nature to the nature or part of something else. For example the inedible 

stub of a vine that does not have a fleshy edible growth on it is referred to as 

the dut, which is also a nickname for the wild pig (who has a stub-like nose) 

(Lye 2005a[2004]:124-131). The fleshy main part of a tuber is described as the 

gɛl, the same word as for riverbank or lower back. Digging trips are especially 

enjoyed by menstruating women, as they are allowed to eat tubers (it is taboo 

for menstruating women to eat meat or salty foods). If no digging party is 

leaving that day, someone who is hungry and menstruating might take their dal 

(‘digging blade’), and dig by the riverbanks as other people are fishing. Many of 

the favoured tuber species grow close to the rivers, so this is usually 

convenient.  

As the sound of the rimɛn begins to fade and the majority of the flowers 

(excluding a few late-flowering species) are dying away, the men will start to 

bring in the honey harvest. Honey must be carefully kept away from 

menstruating women, who, were they to accidentally step over it or eat it, might 

become incurably ill with madness and a head that swells up to gigantic 

proportions. NaʔTklɔ̃k would not let her son eat some honey that was handed 

out by tourists – she was worried in case a Malay woman who had been 

menstruating had accidentally stepped over it, thus contaminating it. 

Thousands of butterflies (tawak, a Malay loan) begin to appear, whose 

beauty people enjoy, and whose significance people understand as signalling 

the oncoming fruits. Whilst people love to see these butterflies, there is also a 

slight underlying worry that children will do something silly like try and hit them 

or catch them, or yeʔyɔʔ them (a form of mocking and insulting wordplay), 

which would be very dangerous and could cause madness, as butterflies are 

part of the tahun (‘fruit season’). Particular taboos begin to come into play at 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
51 Identification of Latin names taken from Endicott & Bellwood (1991), except for pam 
(Dioscorea spp.), based on my own fieldwork data.  
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this time, as people know it is soon that trees will begin to bear fruits. For 

example, if close to fruit trees people won’t say ‘defecate’ (mcãh), but use the 

euphemism kapɔs, to avoid spoiling the crop of fruits. It would also be taboo to 

defecate close to a fruit tree. 

Perhaps because of their great love for the fruit season, the Batek often 

say how everything to do with the fast approaching tahun makes them feel 

haʔip. For example, as NaʔSrimjam said during a trip to make hair decorations: 

 
kjeŋ! klɨŋ bryāw! klɨŋ tahun… yɛɁ haɁip! 
 
‘Listen! The sound of the bryāw (‘a type of calling insect’)! A sound of the fruit 
season… I haɁip!’ 

                          (NaɁSrimjam) 
 

In general, the atmosphere of the fruit season is one of excitement, joy, 

and the general contentment that comes with people having bellies full of 

delicious fruits. In 1970s Kelantan, Endicott wrote that seasonal fruits ‘dominate 

the thoughts of the Batek’, and ‘their basic understanding of the world and 

themselves is woven through with fruit lore, and their craving for fruit exercises 

a powerful influence over their whole way of life’ (Endicott 1974:43). This is 

certainly still true today. People usually move camps for the fruit season to be 

close to the fruits (see also Endicott 1974:44). Being in a forest setting in 

general seems to make people relaxed. They are away from gɔp, close to meat 

and fruits, and there is plenty to do so children aren’t restless and naughty. 

Evenings are more likely to be filled with storytelling, chatting, singing, or 

playing flutes or mouth harps than television (since I only met one group who 

were willing to lug their television and generator deep into the forest!). This is 

not to say that these activities do not take place in settlements, more that they 

are interspersed with activities such as watching TV.  

Lye writes that ‘the fruit season…  is clearly the highlight of the year’ (Lye 

2005a[2004]:132), and that ‘fruits are probably the favourite foods’ (Lye 

2005a[2004]:135). The preceding weeks, when Batek are keeping track of the 

locations and ripening progress of the fruits, are times of much plan-making, 

discussions and preparations for moving to the forest as the Batek decide if, 
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with who, and where they will go.52 Being together with loved ones seems to be 

especially important for the fruit season. As the fruit season approaches, 

settlement camps therefore empty, as the majority of (though not always all) 

families move into the forest to be close to the fruits, whose locations and 

ripening progress they have been keeping track of throughout the year. There 

are many examples of specific vocabulary and metaphorical phrases that the 

Batek use to keep track of the fruit’s ripening progress.53 For generally referring 

to fruit ripening they say: 
 

putik ‘bud’ 

klɛc ‘unripe’ 

manuh ‘nearly ripe’ 

tasek ‘ripe’ 
 

These terms are also used to talk about the patterns in dyed sleeping mats and 

baskets that are woven by the Batek. The tasek (ripe) is the coloured parts, and 

the klɛc (unripe) refers to the plain, or un-dyed parts of the mat or basket (see 

Figure 22). Batek people also describe the ripening progress of specific fruits in 

relation to other things in the forest. For example, people track the ripening 

progress of the tnlan fruit as follows: 

 
1 klapəәr cadeʔ   ‘squirrell’s shoulder’ 
2 sdaŋ gthit        ‘becoming sweet’ 
3 sdaŋ lstɔs       ‘becoming loose’  
5 mɛt labih         ‘soft-shell turtle’s eye’ (this is the best time to eat it) 
6 rɛh                  ‘the stage where it is bad to eat’ 
 
Digging for tubers is never done during the fruit season (see also Lye 

2005a[2004]:128). Instead, there are many starchy kinds of fruit seeds, such as 

baŋkoŋ (‘Artocarpus polyphema’), whose seeds are boiled. If there is a glut of 

these, they are even used to replace rice in people’s diets. Particularly useful is 

that baŋkoŋ seeds can be buried and returned to years later. People track the 

growing seed size of the ripening baŋkoŋ thus: 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
52  Lye also describes this based on her 1993-96 fieldwork (Lye 2005a:132-133), and includes 
her diary documenting the activities, movements, and gossip of a group during fruit season (Lye 
1997:276-298). 
53 These are also described in Lye (2005:134), though with some differences. 
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         1 ʔɛc dkɛn          ‘bamboo-rat faeces’ 

2 prbɛr               ‘lower arm’ 
3 lkɛm kawaw    ‘bird’s brain’ 
4 krɔʔ clcɔl         ‘squirrel’s back’ 
5 makɔk kwaŋ    ‘Great Argus Pheasant’s egg’ 
6 myaŋ malyɛŋ   ‘bamboo leaf-sheath’ 54 
7 jmŋreŋ  
8 tohaʔ 

 
Tubers, rice, and fruit seeds are all regarded as bap (‘starchy staples’). Shop-

bought foods such as crackers, crisps or bread, are also described as bap, 

though these are not considered ‘filling’ foods. Generally people say they have 

to eat rice, tubers, or seeds such as baŋkoŋ to feel full. It is only relatively 

recently that rice became a major part of people’s diet, and many older people 

today remember when rice was a luxury food that people ate only rarely. In 

those times, it was seeds such as baŋkoŋ that kept people full in the fruit 

season. 

 
Figure 21: Moving camps for fruit  season 
	  

Fruits are organised into families of siblings, which are entered in the table 

below (Figure 23), where each box indicates a sibling set. The top of each box 

is the eldest sibling, and the boxes are ordered in order of ripening from first to 

last going from top to bottom. The table is not exhaustive, but rather contains 

examples first told to me by NaʔKtləәt and later confirmed by NaʔTklɔ̃k in May 

2016, and is intended to give an idea of the ways that the fruits are organised 

conceptually by the Batek.	   
	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
54 malyɛŋ is a type of bamboo. myaŋ literally translates as ‘rash’. The leaf-sheath of the malyɛŋ 
bamboo gives a nasty rash, hence referring to the leaf-sheath of this species as myaŋ malyɛŋ.  
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Figure 22: Dyed cok ( ‘small baskets’).  The pink/blue is the tasek ( ‘r ipe’) ,  the white is the 
klɛc ( ‘unripe’)   

 
Figure 23: Table showing sibl ing groups of fruit  in order of r ipening, alongside associated 
insects 
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The above table also indicates the birds and insects that are associated 

with particular fruits. Such relationships between fruits and non-human persons 

is also shown in the phenomenon of the tahun kawaw (‘bird’s fruit season’) that 

was described to me by NaʔTklɔ̃k in May 2016. This is where directly preceding 

the tahun (‘fruit season’), many tiny fruits such as pŋcɛŋ, mtkɔt, rep, plɛp, and 

nɛm, that are not edible for humans appear at the very tops of the trees. This 

does not occur every year, and when it does, people know that the approaching 

tahun (‘fruit season’) will be a plentiful one. This time is referred to as the tahun 

kawaw (‘bird’s fruit season’), as these tiny fruits are eaten by the birds, such as 

the klkɔl and mnyun, and as they eat them you hear the mnyun call ‘yun yun 

yun’, or the klkɔl call ‘kɔl kɔl kɔl’, as they are feeling haʔip for their delicious 

fruits. haʔip for fruits permeates both human and avian life, showing that birds 

are also seen as persons who experience emotions such as haʔip for fruits, just 

as humans do. After the tahun is over, people often reminisce about the 

abundance of the season, but carefully. It is not taboo to reminisce about meat, 

but taboo to reminisce too much about fruits or honey, or to say how much you 

haʔip them when they are not there.  

6.3 haʔip 
 

The previous section has demonstrated that haʔip is a commonly talked 

about emotion in daily life in a Batek camp. Often these btʔɛt and haʔip-causing 

things and practices are associated with the həәp, and with the ‘old times’ 

(masaʔ kəә=sɛɲ-sɛɲ). People feel haʔip for the sound of Gibbons or Siamangs 

calling in the treetops, a friend they haven’t seen in a while, someone they are 

in love with, or the taste of a freshly roasted tahɔŋ tuber. They might feel haʔip 

when they see treetops carpeted with flowers, the sight of a friend who is 

dressed up with bilɛŋ (‘a painted line across the forehead’, see Figure 37), the 

sound of a song sung whilst walking, the mention of a dead friend’s name, a 

sonic reminder that the activity at hand is the same as the original Batek of long 

ago would have done, the intoxicating smell of buŋaɁ Ɂmpeŋ (‘a type of tiny, 

white, very fragrant flower’), or, the sound of birdsong in the trees. I have even 

been called up on the phone whilst at home in England by my Batek friends to 

be told which flowers are blooming and how they smell, or about the sounds of 
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the insects calling at that time, and how this is making people feel haʔip. Just as 

Batek friends express feelings of haʔip in response to various stimuli, they also 

understand that the diverse other entities in the forest can feel haʔip. This 

fosters a kind of socio-aesthetic whereby a ‘more-than-human sociality’ (Tsing 

2013) is created through haʔip. haʔip, however, is not always positive, as if it 

cannot be eased or resolved and instead increases in intensity, then it may 

become too much to bear, causing pining away and even death. Finding this 

balance between positive and negative haʔip plays an important role in defining 

socio-aesthetics. 

Sounds in particular are a powerful way to evoke haʔip. Sounds can 

transcend barriers of time: one might be able to hear the same insect calling 

now as one hundred years ago, and the same song sung in the past, if it is 

remembered, could be sung today. Sounds can also transcend geographical 

boundaries, as the same bird one hears in a particular place might be heard 

elsewhere, or a song may be sung in a new location. Sounds are transportable, 

and this, in combination with the fact that people have in-depth knowledge and 

awareness of sounds, means that sounds can easily become part of memories. 

Experiencing certain sounds, even if outside the original context, can therefore 

evoke haʔip. For example, on one occasion, returning to a group of old friends 

after a brief absence in June 2014, prompted a catch-up session, where I was 

shown the photos and videos collected on one family’s mobile phone during the 

time that I had been away. There was one video, made at the top of a tree (by 

someone about to collect honey), of the view of the forest as the sun was 

setting. When she heard the sound of the video, the honey collector’s sister 

exclaimed: 
 
klɨŋ kawaw halɔŋ… yɛɁ haɁip masaɁ sarɔt paɁ yɛɁ gɔs mnǝy 
 
‘The sound of the halɔŋ bird… I haɁip for those times when my father was alive’ 

(NaʔMtkɔt) 

 

Likewise, when staying in one of the camps that is closer to the edge of 

the forest, NaʔTklɔ̃k told me that she haʔip-ed for the sound of the ptpə̃әt (‘a type 

of calling insect’, described at length in the previous chapter), because you 

could hardly hear it at the settlement we were in, it being much louder deeper in 
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the forest. She associates the often deafeningly loud sound of the ptpə̃әt with 

camping in the forest, something almost all Batek talk about wistfully when they 

are living in settlements. In NaʔMtkɔt and NaʔTklɔ̃k’s case, they miss the 

sounds they associate with places, people, and activities that they remember 

fondly when the sounds are absent. Both of these memories were said to be 

tinged with bittersweet sadness, yet both NaʔMtkɔtng and NaʔTklɔ̃k seemed to 

enjoy dwelling for a moment on these positive memories and telling me about 

them, and so were pleased to hear those sounds and feel haʔip.  

One bird commonly associated with place is the jayit srwal bawac, whose 

name is phonological imitation of its call, and translates as ‘sewing the trousers 

of a white-handed Gibbon’ (see Track 7). The bird goes on to call ‘cɔk buŋaʔ 

kwaʔ’ (‘prepare the kwaʔ flower to be worn in the hair by poking a little stick in 

to the stem’), and ‘jŋɨl tlok kawah’ (‘jump down into the river at the kawah pool’ 

(the name of a part of the Tɔlaŋ River)). This place on the Tɔlaŋ River is where 

Batek often find these flowers, and hear the jayit srwal bawac calling (see 

Figure 24). In this instance, the sound of the bird, it’s name and the 

phonological version of its call, tie it inherently to place, and to things that the 

Batek say makes them haʔip such as the idea of jumping into cool, clear 

waters, and wearing beautiful, fragrant flowers in their hair. NaʔTklɔ̃k and 

NaʔMtkɔt said that when they hear this bird they feel haʔip for flowers and clear 

waters. Feeling haʔip for places, people, or activities can become a reason that 

people do things, and another example is when NaʔMtkɔt once said that she 

wanted to go digging because she felt haʔip for the taste of tubers. In other 

cases, people might want to move camps because they haʔip someone who is 

in that place, or want to hear the sound of a particular insect or of someone’s 

voice because they haʔip for it. 

 As well as doing things to ease the haʔip that they feel, people might also 

do things in order to feel haʔip, such as play a certain tune on the flute, sing a 

certain song, or visit a certain place that makes them feel haʔip. Causing 

superhuman beings to feel pleasurable haʔip is also important. For example, in 

addition to throwing blood when people hear Gubar rumbling they also burn 

leaves that smell mahũŋ (a smell term that encompasses ‘certain leaves, tea, 

freshly cut wood, pandanus) when they first see the sky darken and thunder 

begin to rumble. The mahũŋ smell of these leaves is said to make Gubar feel 
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haʔip for these old ways of the Batek, and stop being angry.  

 
Figure 24: Wearing kwaʔ  f lowers in her hair on the Tɔ laŋ  River – where the jayit  srwal 
bawac bird tel ls the l istener to jump in 

 

On another occasion, however, NaʔBlcil was worried to distraction 

(hamun) when she had to go to the hospital as she was sick with Tuberculosis, 

about whether or not her young daughter Traŋ would feel too much haʔip for 

her back at the camp, and therefore stop eating and become sick. Eventually 

she defied the doctor’s orders and had her husband come and pick her up 

before the treatment was complete. NaʔMtkɔt would not spend time at forest 

camps where they had lived with their father as it made her haʔip for him too 

much. In the vignette presented in Chapter Two, NaʔKtləәt could not sing any 

more as it made her feel too much haʔip for her father. When haʔip cannot be 

resolved, for example if the thing or person that one haʔip-s for cannot be 

present, then haʔip loses its positive valence, in extreme cases becoming 

dangerous and to be avoided at all costs. Powerful and long-term haɁip is 

experienced not just emotionally, but also bodily, much as a sickness (see 

Chapter Nine for further discussion of this). In its acute form it can cause 

physical pain in the chest, and its long-term form is experienced as lethargy, 

weight-loss and depression. It can eventually cause a person’s death, referred 

to as taŋlol (see also Lye 2005a[2004]:33). It is for this reason that after 

someone dies, their family will move camps. For example, after NaʔKajaw’s 

death in January 2015, the Batek were worried in case her youngest son, 

Taŋaw, were to be reminded of her by that place. Her husband, ʔEyKajaw, 

moved away to a different part of the forest with their two sons for three months 

for this reason. When the family did come back, everyone was especially 

worried when one day Taŋaw came running over saying ‘dad, dad, I heard mum 

over there’. Not only were they worried about the living relatives of 

NaʔKajaw feeling too much haʔip, but ʔEyKtləәt told me that he was worried that 

the sarɔt of NaʔKajaw would be reges. This is when the sarɔt of a dead person 

feels so much haʔip for their living relatives (because they hear them uttering 

their name) that they come and carry away their shadow (bayaŋ, a Malay loan). 

Batek friends demonstrated fear of unresolvable haʔip particularly at arrivals 

and departures of loved ones, as in the following amalgamation of field notes 
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from October 2014 to July 2015.  

 
When camped with NaʔAliw at Maŋkɛn, she told me every day how much she 
felt haʔip for her mother NaʔKtləәt, who was camped at Was Yɔŋ, where 
NaʔAliw usually also lived. She had moved to Maŋkɛn because of a trivial 
argument with another family at Was Yɔŋ, as well as because her father-in-law 
TaʔJarɨŋ was sick and wanted his family to be close by. Every day she was 
listless and bored – she hardly went to the forest any more, partly because 
Maŋkɛn is a camp that is amongst palm oil plantations so going to the forest 
involves walking on hot logging roads, and partly because she was so sad and 
missing her mother and her brothers and sisters that it was making her 
lethargic. She took long naps each day, which she rarely used to do at Was 
Yɔŋ. She said she was sleeping badly because her dreams were of her family 
and she was worried they would die. I went back to Was Yɔŋ alone at one point 
during this time, as I had left some things I needed there. It’s an expensive 
three hour journey by car, or a day’s travel by bus. It’s also possible to trek 
through the forest, though the Batek don’t like to do this if there are children 
with them, as it’s a full day’s walk and it can be dangerous. I spent a few days 
with NaʔKtləәt at Was Yɔŋ, who was also extremely down and missing her eldest 
daughter, she kept saying how quiet it was without them there, especially as at 
that time many of her other children had moved elsewhere too. NaʔAliw spent 
over two months away from her mother at Maŋkɛn, and then eventually, when 
the circumstances permitted (we were waiting for some work they were doing 
for Malays to be finished), they rang up gɔp who has a car and often drives 
supplies up to the Batek camp to sell. The price for the journey was agreed and 
the following morning they took us all back to Was Yɔŋ in the car. The Batek 
camp is on the other side of the river to the road, so we were dropped off in the 
bushes by the river bank across from the camp. We then were spotted by some 
children who were playing on the sandbar below the camp, who started jumping 
around and calling in excitement at their friends’ return. Ren then came over in 
the boat to take us across the river. As we came back up the track to the camp, 
I saw NaʔKtləәt was busy weaving new thatch for her house. She obviously 
knew we were there because the children had run up the slope to tell her, but 
she kept her head down, ignoring the fact that the daughter she’d been missing 
so much had just returned. NaʔAliw did the same, walking straight past her 
mother towards her old house. She set about unpacking her belongings and 
sorting things out. After about an hour and a half, NaʔKtləәt finally came over, 
and immediately began telling NaʔAliw about how someone had borrowed her 
favourite cup. It was as if no absence has occurred at all. 

 
Around five months after this, TaʔJarɨŋ was sick again, so NaʔAliw’s family 

decided to go back to Maŋkɛn: 

 
The night before they left, everyone was crowded into their lean-to until late 
chatting. People said they were hɔɲ, or hiɲhɔɲ (see Section v.4.1.1 in the 
Preface), which refers to ‘the anticipation of missing someone who is about to 
leave, and so making sure to stay close to them until they go’. The next morning 
as they left, NaʔAliw walked slowly behind the rest of them. She really didn’t want 
to go, and it was obvious from the way she walked painfully slowly dragging her 
heels. On the whole way down to the boat she didn’t turn her head towards either 
her mother or me. NaʔKtləәt and I kept our distance, and though everyone else 
was calling out ʔəә̃h! (‘goodbye!’), we stayed silent, as we sat on the sandbar and 
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watched the car drive away on the other side of the river. After a while, NaʔKtləәt 
simply remarked ‘she didn’t look at us when she left’. When months later at the 
end of my fieldwork I made the journey to Maŋkɛn for one night to see NaʔAliw 
before I left for England, she out of the blue explained to me that she hadn’t 
looked at us when she left because she was worried she would haʔip too much 
and cry.  
 
As with pleasurable haʔip, feeling this kind of unresolvable haʔip is not 

unique to humans. Lye’s informants told her that the superbeings ‘feel haʔip 

when they remember their existence when they used to live on the earth – and 

thus if they feel such extreme haʔip as a result of seeing the ‘rampant 

environmental destruction’ that ‘makes a mockery of’ their past existence, and 

of how they ‘brought the world into being’, then they may ‘perish’ because of 

their haʔip. If this were to happen, then ‘there would be no possibility of 

regenerating the world. The destruction of the world would be assured’ (Lye 

2005a[2004]:33).55  

People therefore try to avoid dangerous and unresolvable haʔip. This 

might be through avoiding a difficult greeting or goodbye, or through avoiding a 

place, or a certain song, or through making sure to be with people you might 

otherwise haʔip, or to do things that you feel haʔip for. At the same time, people 

seek out pleasurable feelings of haʔip, perhaps through listening to or playing 

musical instruments or singing or listening to songs (as discussed in Chapters 

Seven and Nine respectively), or perhaps through going to a particular place. 

Both sharing in pleasurable feelings of haʔip, and avoiding negative feelings of 

haʔip are therefore important ways that socio-aesthetics are built and shared. 

haʔip enshrines the value that is placed on the həәp the ‘old times’ or ‘old ways’, 

and beloved relations and friends, and therefore fosters a community of haʔip 

feeling persons who make up the ‘more-than-human sociality’ (Tsing 2013) of 

the həәp (‘forest’). At the level of individual people too, feeling haʔip for one 

another creates close-knit groups of loved ones, even when people are not 

together. 

	  
	  
	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
55 I draw on Lye’s desrciption here, as this is not something I was made explicitly aware of 
myself by Batek friends. 
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6.4 Conclusion 
 

People personify phenomena such as thunder or the fruit season in 

complex ways as they build relationships with them through the course of daily 

interaction. Non-human beings such as plants and animals are also personified 

in various ways, for example through being attributed kinship relations amongst 

each other or with Batek people. This process of personification and searching 

for likeness between kinds of non-human person supports Bird-David’s view 

that hunter-gatherer epistemology is ‘relational’ (1999, see also Howell 

2011:43).  

The inter-species relationships that are built up through dwelling as part of 

the həәp (‘forest’) are not just practical, they are emotional too, perhaps causing 

marah (‘to be angry’), yũp (‘to be shy, embarrassed’), or haʔip. Just as people 

feel emotions towards non-human persons (including birds, insects, plants, 

animals, superbeings), these other beings are also understood as feeling 

emotions for each other (such as in the examples of inter-species marriages, or 

in the examples of birds feeling haʔip for delicious fruits), and towards the Batek 

themselves (such as the rimɛn insect, Gubar, or the tahun (‘fruit season’) feeling 

malɛs (‘to dislike’) certain sounds or smells that the Batek might make). This 

understanding that non-humans are emotional beings makes evident that they 

are persons too.  

Understanding the other persons of the həәp (‘forest’) in this way means 

that Batek people can try to act accordingly so as not to cause catastrophes 

such as thunderstorms or ‘madness’ through evoking negative emotions. haʔip 

therefore sets out guidelines for relationships both between people and with 

other kinds of person, and as such reveals and constructs socio-aesthetic 

values surrounding behaviours and practices that are considered ‘good’. haʔip 

is therefore an ‘aesthetic scaffold’, where as people learn to feel haʔip and 

communicate this, they share deeper socio-aesthetic values surrounding what 

is considered to be btʔɛt (‘good’), and jbʔec (‘bad’). As children accompany their 

parents in the forest and in the camp, listening to them speak and respond 

emotionally to their surroundings, they learn too what to feel haʔip for, and as 

such become familiar with Batek socio-aesthetics, learning to act in such a way 

as to cause pleasurable feelings of haʔip to the multiple kinds of person in the 
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həәp (including humans). At the same time people learn that acting in such a 

way to cause negative haʔip, marah (‘anger’), or yũp (‘shyness, 

embarassment’) is marked out as potentially dangerous. haʔip is therefore a 

defining aspect of Batek socio-aesthetics, linking together the diverse persons 

of the həәp (‘forest’) through their feelings of haʔip.  
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CHAPTER SEVEN: Musical Instruments 
7.1 Introduction 
 

Batek people cement themselves as part of the ‘more-than-human 

sociality’ (Tsing 2013) of the həәp (‘forest’) through the haʔip that is evoked 

through musical instrument playing. By thinking beyond ‘imitation’ in considering 

how Batek people recreate the sensations of the həәp on musical instruments, it 

becomes evident that playing instruments is a way of ‘keeping in touch’ with the 

həәp (‘forest’) (Bird-David 1992a:30, 2005). Ingold’s argument resonates with 

what Batek informants demonstrated: ‘the activities of hunters and gatherers 

that lead to the production of what we in the West call ‘art’ should, I argue, be 

understood as ways not of representing the world of immediate experience on a 

higher, more ‘symbolic’ plane, but of probing more deeply into it and of 

discovering the significance that lies therein’ (2000:112). In the Batek context, 

this amounts to a process of delving more deeply into the emotional lives of the 

many persons who make up the ‘more-than-human sociality’ (Tsing 2013) of the 

həәp, through a kind of ‘aesthetic of haʔip’, whereby success in achieving haʔip 

becomes the marker of whether or not a sensation is btʔɛt (‘good, beautiful’). 

Furthermore, as players recreate and embody particular sensations without 

imitating them exactly, individual interpretations coexist with shared feelings of 

haʔip. There is therefore a striking comparison to be made between the ways 

that people play and listen to instruments, and the balance that is sought 

between personal autonomy and co-operation in the other domains of daily life 

(see Woodburn 1982:434, Barnard 2002, Endicott & Endicott 2008:43-51, 2014, 

Endicott 2011, Lye 2005a[2004]:13).   

7.2 The social context of playing musical instruments 
 

The frequency of playing musical instruments varies from camp to camp, 

and from time to time. The fieldwork diary extract below is from a camp where 

playing musical instruments happened particularly frequently, which was 

probably due to individual preferences. There are some people who simply love 

to play instruments all the time, and others who are not that fussed. If there are 

a few people who love to play, then this enthusiasm can be spread to the others 
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around them, as was the case at Maŋkɛn during my stay. At other camps, 

though people knew how to play, they rarely did.  

 
06/11/14 Was Yɔŋ 

Since I have been telling everyone I want to see NaʔAliw so much, tomorrow 
we plan to go in the car to Maŋkɛn to see her – I’ve not been there before or met 
any of the people there, but have heard lots about that camp. ʔEyJayat will find 
out from gɔp whether or not he has to work. If not, he will come too as he wants 
to see his family there as well. He said I will want to meet ʔEyPlɛp as he is 
always playing the flute (ʔoʔ rajin ʔoʔ pəәt pŋsɔl).  
 
07/11/14 Was Yɔŋ and Maŋkɛn 

Left Yoŋ at about 07.45 with ʔEyJayat and ʔAyɔ̄ʔ. ʔEyJayat had arranged it 
the day before. All we had to do was cross the river. Mlyal took us in the boat to 
the other side. We scrambled up the bank and into gɔp’s car. Stopped in Jerantut 
for roti canai on the way. Stopped again in Kuala Lipis at the supermarket to buy 
food to take to the camp. Whole journey took just about 3 hours. On arriving I felt 
a combination of shock of what it is like here and how nice it is to see NaʔAliw. 
The missionaries have built one big school building, lots of raised water tanks, a 
toilet and shower block, and another three buildings that are now being used as 
houses. I have not seen anyone use the shower or toilet block. It’s all a very stark 
contrast to the forest camps, and even to the settlements along the Təәmliŋ. It 
seems that it is more difficult to go to the forest here. Although the men still go to 
hunt, find rattan, or get honey, they ride with gɔp in the car, or on motorcycles. 
The women, however, seem mostly to stay at home, aside from the occasional 
fishing trip.56 It’s too far to go to the shop without a car or motorbike, so they are 
dependent on gɔp coming to sell at the camp. It’s about an hour on the logging 
roads to Kuala Lipis. 

NaʔAliw came over with bamboo and said we are to make combs. I hurried 
over to ʔEyTaɲ to get a sharpening stone when I heard ʔEyPlɛp playing the flute. 
They called me over to listen. He came out of his house to teach me, everybody 
crowded round, and he asked me to get my flutes too (the ones NaʔBadəәk had 
made for me at Was Yɔŋ). He taught me to play the sɛkwɔk bird by playing a 
segment at a time, which I would then repeat after him. He said soon I will ‘know’ 
(tahuʔ). He said the bamboo to make flutes is far away, but that if I stay a long 
time he will take me. His daughter, NaʔPskow, knows how to play as well, but 
says she is too shy. When I went back to NaʔAliw hours later with the sharpening 
stone, she was grumpy and didn’t want to make combs any more because I had 
taken so long.  
 
08/11/14 Maŋkɛn 

In the morning ʔEyPlɛp came to visit, and told me to come with him to fetch 
bamboo to make new flutes. I said ‘I thought you said it was far away!’ He had 
semi-lied. The really good bamboo for flutes (bulɔʔ ʔakar) was far away but there 
was some perfectly acceptable bamboo (bulɔʔ kladoŋ) just a short walk away. 
We spent the afternoon sat around as he made the flutes. We talked about 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
56 Later in my fieldwork when returning to this camp, many families (women and children 
included) were regularly working on the palm oil plantations picking up windfall fruits. They told 
me it was very hot, scratchy, slippery, and boring work. In 2015 they were getting 4RM for each 
large sack of fruits they pick up, which is less than half of what you need to buy, for example, a 
tin of sardines (9RM), or a 10kg sack of rice (c. 30RM).    
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playing flirting (cindaŋ) music. He said a good one for if you want the girls to 
haʔip is the sound of the bbaraw bird.  
 
09/11/14 Maŋkɛn 

Today I played flutes with NaʔPnlɛn and NaʔIgəәh for a while in the afternoon, 
but then NaʔIgəәh and I went over to ʔEyTaɲ to study more sounds. We did the 
prahãʔ bird, rapids (jram) and the bbaraw bird. The bbaraw is the hardest to 
master it seems – you have to hold your breath until the phrase is over, which is 
supposed to be quite long! It’s also very fast moving. ʔEyTaɲ told me that the 
Batek ʔasal (primordial Batek) played flutes and mouth harps as well.  

10/11/14 Maŋkɛn 
I notice that NaʔAliw never sings when she was here. When I asked her why 

she said she doesn’t want to (malɛs) because ‘its not her village’ (ʔayaŋ kampuŋ 
yɛʔ).  

YaʔJarɨŋ (NaʔAliw’s mother-in-law) took me digging, and NaʔSrajɔʔ came too 
with her son Paŋɔʔ who was giving his mother all sorts of grief, crying when she 
was trying to dig. There were also all sorts of nasty biting ants in the ground 
(apparently this is because the rains are coming), which made the whole thing 
horribly itchy. I got only a few chunks of root, but YaʔJarɨŋ and NaʔSrajɔʔ got 
slightly more and shared what they had with me. YaʔJarɨŋ was a very impatient 
teacher shouting at me to do things, and sighing when I said I didn’t know what 
she meant. She was joking that ʔEyPlɛp’s nickname is ʔAkiʔPŋsɔl (‘grandfather 
flute’). Lots of people were playing flutes today, I kept hearing it drifting across 
the camp. I asked about it in the evening – apparently it was the young girls 
(kradah) who are learning to play. In the evening I visited ʔEyPlɛp again. He 
taught me his ‘flirtation song’ (hakaʔ cnindaŋ). I asked him how he learned to 
play when he was young – he said he listened to his parents, to the old people, 
and to the forest. People watching told me to study by watching his hands first, 
then I will know (tahuʔ). They would correct me on specific bits of each sound 
that I was playing wrong, sometimes laughing and comparing it to something else 
– ʔEyPlɛp said I sounded like two bbaraw birds who had gone mad. Which 
reminded me of when the guys at Was Yɔŋ had joked that I was doing the 
squeaky sound of a crab cooking. They told me that the primordial Batek first 
made flutes and mouth harps when they ran into the forests to escape the fire 
(Chapter Three). Apparently there are many types of bamboo suitable for flutes. 
The two best are kladoŋ and ʔakar. They told me that ʔEyTɔŋ knows how to play 
the mouth harp, and said he wants to show me tomorrow.  

11/11/14 Maŋkɛn  
We got back in the late afternoon from fishing. It was hot and we had to walk 

for hours to get to a decent river on the hot logging roads. When we got there we 
all caught hardly anything. I caught one tiny fish, and NaʔBadəәk got none. 
NaʔCidaʔ had got a few more than us, and so she shared hers equally between 
all of us. When we got back I took my flutes over to NaʔIgəәh because she called 
me from her lean-to on the other side of the camp. I went over, but we were both 
tired and crotchety so we didn’t play long. When I went back to NaʔAliw’s house 
there was the fish that NaʔCidaʔ had shared with me, and some Langur that 
ʔEyPnlɛn had caught and given to NaʔAliw to cook, all ready to eat.  
 
12/11/14 Maŋkɛn 
ʔEyTɔŋ made a mouth harp! He called me over, and I sat with him and 

NaʔSrajɔʔ while he made it. He said there are not any Batek in this area who go 
to the forest to live any more, only to work (for example collecting rattan). They 
just ‘move camps a little bit’ (‘jok habat’). He said because they are afraid of 
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poachers in the forest. As we sat by the fire and he made the mouth harp, he was 
reminiscing about his family. He said there are places in the forest where he goes 
to remember his mother and father, he looks at the places they made their camps 
(hayãʔ), walks the pathways (harbəәw) where they walked together, and he feels 
haʔip. Sometimes it makes him cry. Interspersing this, was a lot of drama today 
as the new chicken that ʔEyʔAliw had bought back as a pet for NaʔAliw escaped, 
and all morning whenever we heard it chirping we’d have to jump up and root 
around in the undergrowth. Eventually NaʔAliw found it and subsequently has 
been carrying it around with her in her sarong, looking at and stroking it lovingly. 
In the evening I went to go and visit ʔEyPlɛp and ʔEyTaɲ, and they told me the 
story of the Gibbon shaman. 
 
14/11/14 Maŋkɛn 

We didn’t do anything today. NaʔAliw was particularly morose. She said she 
lied before, the reason that she doesn’t want to sing in this camp is because it 
makes her haʔip her mother’s gang (ʔamal naʔ yɛʔ) at Was Yɔŋ. She said she 
dreams about them, and worries that they are sick. I told her I will take her back if 
she wants, but she is waiting to see about whether or not they will get some 
money from the Christians.  
 
17/11/14 Maŋkɛn 

Everyone has been joking that ʔEyPlɛp is my new husband because we 
spend so much time together (but he’s so old, I keep protesting). Today he went 
into Kuala Lipis to go to the bank. Pnlɛn took him on the back of his motorbike 
and he wore his yellow trousers and red waistcoat. All the women fell about 
laughing when they saw him on the back of his motorbike, hugging on to Pnlɛn 
with one hand, and waving to us as he disappeared in a cloud of dust down the 
path. NaʔCidaʔ joked ‘your husband is so handsome!’ to me.  
 
18/11/14 Was Yɔŋ 

The gɔp who sells food at the camp arrived today, so I decided to get a lift 
back with them to Kuala Lipis where I took a series of buses back to Kuala 
Tahaɲ, where ʔEyJayat picked me up in the boat and took me back to Was Yɔŋ.  
 
19/11/14 Was Yɔŋ 

Back at Was Yɔŋ, last night everyone was excited to see the flutes and mouth 
harp I have bought back from Maŋkɛn. ʔEyKtləәt said that he recognises (knɛl) the 
flutes that his half-brother (ʔEyPlɛp) made, and laughed when I played him 
ʔEyPlɛp’s ‘flirtation song’.  

 

Each of the instruments the Batek play (flute and mouth harp) can be 

learned by anyone, male or female, young or old. People don’t begin to learn 

properly until they reach around thirteen or fourteen years old. However, 

younger children sometimes borrow parents’ instruments and play with them, 

and even young babies are present when older people are playing. Some 

people are said to know a lot of sounds, and others may seek those people out 

to learn from them.  

Both instruments are almost exclusively played by a soloist, without any 

other form of either harmony or unison accompaniment. Sometimes two people 
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might play at the same time, for example if one is teaching the other. Or people 

may play at the same time, though not necessarily ‘together’ (Track 27). People 

are most likely to play musical instruments if lazing around on a hot afternoon, 

in the evening when soothing children to sleep, or when the children are asleep 

(so there are fewer disturbances). Men also told me about taking instruments 

with them if they were away for a long time in the forest. Often there will be no 

particular ‘audience’ when a player is playing, the people around might be going 

about other business, chatting or sleeping (Track 27). Unlike singing (discussed 

in the following chapter), playing the flute and the mouth harp does not, to my 

knowledge, have any ritual significance or power. Endicott (1979:154) notes 

that among the Kelantan Batek in the 1970s, sometimes mouth harps and flutes 

might be played during a smaller-scale shamanic singing session. The Batek 

people in Pahang I worked with, however, told me that these instruments are 

not used in that context.57 

Both instruments have a core repertoire of sounds that people learn to 

play. These are generally recreations of sounds or experiences in the forest 

(see Roseman (1993[1991]:85) for comparable practices among the 

Temiar).There may be slight differences in different players’ renditions of these 

sounds, but they are in general recognisable across different players and 

geographical locations. People will also play their own sounds that they make 

up, though this is in my experience less common than playing one of the usual 

sounds. When I played Endicott’s recordings of Batek flute and mouth harp 

playing from the 1970s to Batek informants, they were able to recognise and 

identify the sounds.58 The melodic patterns used were almost identical to those 

used today. 

 
Figure 25: Playing with f lutes  

7.3 Sound and movement 
 

The sounds that people play on instruments not only recreate the sounds 

of the forest, but also the sensations of being in and moving through the forest 

more generally, showing that the sonic perceptions people have of the forest 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
57	  This difference may be down to geographical location.  
58 These were recorded at a camp close to Was Tahaɲ which Endicott visited in 1973, and were 
given to me by him with permission to play them to the Batek.  
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are intertwined with the visual, haptic, and kinaesthetic ones. As Clayton writes, 

‘in developing a sound-centred ethnomusicology, we should concern ourselves 

not only with sound analysis but paradoxically with the visual evidence of 

human movement, from which we may be able to make inferences about the 

way people experience sound’ (2008a:163). As Gell writes of the Umeda, the 

Batek landscape also appears to be formed ‘out of transient sounds and 

articulations… features are grasped as movements rather than as forms’ 

(2006[1999]:244-245). Lye also writes that ‘under closed canopy forests, a high 

percentage of the sunlight is cut off before reaching the forest floor. Adding to 

the dimness is the “obstructiveness” of vegetation… Of moving targets… all that 

is visible may be a flash of colour, the tip of a tail, an indistinct part of the body, 

or, worse, the shuffling of leaves or rocking of branches’ (2005:150). Alongside 

sound, movement is an essential way the Batek identify things in the forest, as 

was made evident to me one afternoon in the forest during the first few months 

of my fieldwork. 

 
20/09/2015 Was Yɔŋ 

‘La-hɛy NaɁPales!’ (‘Let’s go Alice!’) came the call of the gang of kids, as they 
began running down to the river. Cadeʔ is pointing towards the treetops telling 
me in a whisper that there are loads of birds up there. I stared blindly into the 
canopy. Cadeʔ asked me if I could see them, I told him no, I couldn’t see their 
‘ʔay’ (‘body’, or ‘meat’). Cadeʔ sighed and said ‘you’re not supposed to look for 
their ‘body’, look for their jal’.  

 
jal, it turned out, refers to the ‘traces of movement’ of something. Its 

meaning is multi-sensory, crossing between the auditory and the visual. jal 

could refer to the sight of shaking leaves on a branch that a bird has just leapt 

up from, the cracking sound in the night of elephants knocking down bamboo 

and walking over it, or the ominous sound of a tiger wading through a river. 

When referring to the sounds and sensations caused by something 

moving, Batek people also use the word gmpaʔ.59 This word seems to refer to 

‘the sound and sensation of movement’, and again its definition crosses 

between the auditory and felt senses. Batek might refer to the gmpaɁ of a bird’s 

flapping wings, of the wind, of a waterfall, of someone chopping down a tree, of 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
59 It is possible that gmpaʔ in Batek is derived from either the Malay gempar or gembar, though 
this is not certain. 
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rain falling on the lean-to, of a boat engine, or of the buzzing of a swarm of 

bees. gmpaʔ is distinct from klɨŋ, which refers purely to sound, though 

occasionally the two words may be used together, as gmpaʔ klɨŋ. A bird’s call 

would be its klɨŋ (sound), but the sensation of its flapping wings as it flew past 

would be its gmpaʔ. The sound of an elephant trumpeting would be its klɨŋ 

(sound), but if you heard, or sensed them charging through the forest you would 

refer to their gmpaʔ. gmpaʔ implies sensing movement through listening, which 

shows how auditory information can understood as part of kinaesthetic, visual, 

and haptic perceptions of the forest. To consider listening, then, it is essential to 

consider sound as experience, as bodily, and inherently intertwining with the 

other sensory domains. The way the Batek talk about their perception of the 

forest is a complex interplay of all of the senses. It is not just the sounds of the 

forest that they use in their daily life, but sounds in conjunction with experience.  
This is shown by the way Batek use their own bodies to make predictions. 

For example, a twitching eyelid might signify that a friend is about to come 

home, or if it goes on for a long time, that a tiger has trodden in your footprints. 

Choking on water means that a friend has said your name somewhere out of 

sight, and catching a sbaraw fish signifies that a tiger is watching you, 

somewhere out of sight. There was one instance when NaʔKtləәt was worried – 

we had been out fishing and she had caught a sbaraw (this fish is also stinky 

and not delicious, though it is edible). She was startled as she took it out of the 

river, and looked around. She sensed no tiger, however, so we carried on 

fishing. When later back at the camp my eye wouldn’t stop twitching, she 

wondered if it meant that ʔEyJayat was coming back from the forest. When he 

didn’t come back but my eye was still twitching, I suggested that it was because 

I was tired, but she started to worry that maybe there had been a tiger watching 

us earlier. When later her husband came back from the forest, he told us he 

had seen a tiger’s tracks. They saw this as confirmation of the signs given by 

the fish and the twitching eye.  

Emotions are a part of this: one evening as NaʔTklɔ̃k and I sat outside on 

the ground as the sun was going down. There was a rush of wind low above our 

heads. She exclaimed: 
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a-lah! syãl gmpaʔ sayap kawaw taʔ"c̃, yɛʔ haʔip! 
 
‘Ah! ‘the sensation of rushing’ the sound/sensation (of movement) of the wings 
of the hornbill, I haʔip!’ 
 

The sensation of the bird flying past, though it made no call and we barely saw 

it, was not only enough for her to identify what bird it was, but was enough to 

make her haʔip. Personal meanings of the forest are not read in the abstract, 

but experienced bodily, as is the feeling of haʔip itself. As Feld has argued 

regarding the Kaluli: ‘hearing and voicing link the felt sensations of sound and 

balance to those of physical and emotional presence’ (Feld 1996:97). 

There is a fundamental relationship that the Batek understand between 

their own bodies, their own actions and movements in the forest, and the other-

than-human beings in the forest. Their knowledge of the forest is internalised as 

bodily (Feld 1996:100), and so the role of bodily movement is as essential in 

musical instrument playing as it is in daily life more broadly. It is these sensory 

experiences of the forest, including movement, and its effects on the body, that 

provide musical inspiration to the Batek through the haʔip that they cause.  

7.4 Making and playing the instruments  

 
 
Figure 26: Making a mouth harp on the Sɛ t  River  
 

The flute (pŋsɔl), being essentially a melodic instrument, is perfectly 

equipped to recreate many of the sounds of the forest. It is most commonly 

used to play the sound of birdsong, and this instrument is in fact said to have its 

‘origins’ (ʔasal) in the sound of the bbaraw bird. It is made from bamboo, with 

three finger holes at one end, and the embouchure hole, or haɲ (which literally 

translates as ‘mouth’) of the flute at the other. Having only three finger holes 

means that the harmonic range of the flute is fairly narrow, and thus the way it 

recreates sounds is not an exact replica of the sensation the player is intending 

to recreate. Melodic phrases generally elaborate the interval of a perfect fifth 

(for example D-G), or a major third (for example B-G) always with a descending 

phrase contour. Phrases include six pitches, which for example would be in the 

relation D-C-B-A-G-E. The tonal range is a minor seventh (between D and E), 
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which sounds an octave above when overblown, and the tonal centre of these 

pitch relations is G.60 

 

  
Figure 27: A f lute made by ʔEyPlɛp 
 

The bbaraw, the sɛkwɔk, and the kranɨɁ are the most commonly played 

bird sounds, but I have also been played the sound of the prahāɁ, jrabet, 

mnyun, pnhɔŋ, and pompakoh. The flute is also commonly used to play the 

plhis (rushing sound of water) of rapids (jram, a Malay loan, Track 8), and the 

calling of gibbons (kboɲ). In the following transcriptions, I have not transcribed 

entire ‘pieces’, rather I have transcribed motifs. When a player plays, these 

motifs may be repeated ad infinitum, either with little variation or with slight 

rhythmic or melodic differences each time, until the player decides to stop 

playing for whatever reason (they might tire, get interrupted by a child, feel shy, 

get bored, run out of breath, or simply feel they are done). They might play for a 

few seconds, or for as long as a few minutes. I have extracted these motifs as a 

way of being able to place them side-by-side as a visual method of showing the 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
60 These are hypothetical pitches that match the adjusted transcriptions below – though the 
actual pitches differ across instruments, the relation between them stays roughly the same.   
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similarities and differences between the different motifs and different players’ 

versions. An absence of breath marks indicates that a breath is taken at the end 

of the motif (this is quite a feat of breathing when playing the bbaraw!).  

 

bbaraw (‘a type of bird’)61 

 

 
                                                                                              (NaʔBlcil, Was Yɔŋ, May 2014) 

 
The motif as played by NaʔBlcil transcribed above can be found extracted on Track 9, 
and in context in Track 10 where it is repeated twice. Track 11 is a version of the 
bbaraw played by NaʔIgəәh at Maŋkɛn.  
 
sɛkwɔk (‘a type of bird’)62 
 

 
(ʔEyPlɛp, Maŋkɛn, November 2014)           

  
The motif as played by ʔEyPlɛp transcribed above can be found extracted on Track 12. 
Track 13 is a version of this motif played in context by ʔEyPlɛp, and Track 14 is an 
example of the motif played by NaʔBlcil at Was Yɔŋ.  
 
kranɨʔ (‘a type of bird’) 
 

 
(NaʔIgəәh, Maŋkɛn, November 2014) 

 
The motif as transcribed above can be found extracted on Track 15, and in context 
where it is played three times on track 16.  
 
 
kboɲ (‘White-Handed Gibbon’, hylobates lar) 

 

 
(NaʔIgəәh, Maŋkɛn, November 2014) 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
61 Based on Batek identifications from recordings, likely to be either a type of Bulbul or the Tiger 
Shrike.   
62 Based on informants’ identifications from recordings, could be either the Dark Throated 
Oriole, the Asian Fairy Bluebird, or the Chestnut-Backed Scimitar Babbler. 
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(ʔEyJaŋkaw, Kəәɲam, February 2015) 

 
Track 17 is an extraction of the motif as played by NaʔIgəәh above, and Track 18 is an 
example of the motif in context, with some conversation. Track 19 is an example of the 
kboɲ motif extracted as it is played by ʔEyJaŋkaw. Track 19 is an example of kboɲ 
played by ʔEyKtləәt.  
 

These motifs are recreations of sounds that Batek people hear often. The 

above motifs of a White-Handed Gibbon is not exactly the same as the sound of 

a White-Handed Gibbon call, for example (see Track 21). Rather, what a player 

does is extract a signifying element of the Gibbon’s call – in this case the 

characteristic ascending whoop, and create a sonic analogy with it. In the above 

example this is recreated via a slide up a fifth (from E to B in the transcriptions 

above). By extracting the important properties of a Gibbon call, the player 

recognisably recreates the actual sound of a Gibbon. Similarly, the bbaraw bird 

has a very fast trill-like call, which is represented by the fast fluttering trills in the 

above example. The sɛkwɔk bird, when pointed out to me in the forest, I heard 

as singing in fits and starts, with pauses in between each brief burst of song. 

This is represented by the breath marks between the melodic phrases in the 

example above.63 When learning to play the flute and the mouth harp, I would 

play around with different sounds, and ask people what they thought I was 

playing. People would in general respond with comparisons to various sounds 

or sensations of being in the forest. For example, when playing a high-pitched 

sound they laughed and said it was the squeaking sound of roasting a crab. 

When I played a trill sound, it was compared to the sound of tripping over, or 

when it was a descending scale sound they compared it to the sound of the 

captibaw bird. Even bad or silly sounds are compared to people’s experiences. 

The mouth harp (raŋgɔɲ) is made of the buman palm, which is scraped 

carefully and dried until it is pliable and resonant (Figure 26). A tongue is carved 

out of the centre, which causes vibrations to resonate inside the mouth cavity. 

The player gently rests (pi-tɛp̃) the instrument against their lips, holds it firmly 

and tightly (kukɔh) with the left hand, and breathes gently (hlhɔl or pahɔŋ) onto 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
63 There is much more interesting work that could be done here, though it needs the help of an 
ornithologist! 
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the instrument, as they pull the string attached to the ‘head’ (kuy) of the 

instrument firmly and rhythmically (tɨr). The pulling of the player’s hand creates 

the rhythm, and the pitch is altered by the player’s tongue and throat, a process 

the Batek call ‘liŋgɔc’ (which is also used to refer to a player using their 

embouchure to change the pitch on a flute). Pitches that doing liŋgɔc produces 

are harmonics based on the fundamental frequency of the lamella (tongue) of 

the mouth harp (Ledang 1972). Whilst the mouth harp is a melodic instrument 

that uses the overtones in the harmonic series, it is also a highly rhythmic 

instrument. Whereas with a flute, the reverberations happen mostly inside the 

body of the instrument, the mouth harp uses the human body itself as the 

resonator – specifically the mouth and jaw (Ledang 1972:96). My own 

experience learning to play this instrument made evident that playing it makes 

use of not only the auditory senses, but the kinaesthetic ones as well: as you 

play, your whole body is resonating, creating an embodied physical 

manipulation of the sensation one is seeking to recreate.  
 

Figure 28: Four mouth harps made by ʔEyTɔŋ .  The one on the far r ight has the pattern of 
a dam beetle etched onto i t  
 
Figure 29: Playing the mouth harp on the Tɔ laŋ  River  
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Reflecting this, the mouth harp is said to have its origins in the gmpaʔ of 

hornbill’s flapping wings (sayap kawaw taʔ"c̃ –Tracks 23 and 24) but it can also 

play one of the deep, resonant, rhythmic calls of the Siamang (batɛw –Track 

25), representations of journeys through the forest (for example walking up a 

mountain, feeling haɁip for friends back at the camp, walking slowly on a 

difficult pathway, and going downriver on a raft). If playing ‘walking up a 

mountain’, someone might play a slower speed, than if they were playing 

‘returning to camp’, for example. In general, it seems that the mouth harp is a 

much more flexible instrument in terms of the things people will play on it. Due 

to the nature of the instruments, and the unique processes of playing them, a 

flute player will refer to the klɨŋ (or sound) of what he or she recreating, whereas 

a mouth harp player will likely (though not exclusively) refer to the gmpaɁ 

(sensation or sound of movement) of the sensation they are recreating. This is 

because the experience of playing the mouth harp makes use of the sensation 

of movement as well as that of sound.64   

This is reflected in the gestures of musicians as they play. Both 

instruments are most usually played sitting or lying down. However, whereas a 

flute player is likely to sit relatively still while they play, a mouth harp player 

might, to a greater or lesser degree, move their bodies to the rhythm as they 

play. ʔEyKtləәt, for example, when playing the sound of a bird’s flapping wings, 

moves vigorously up and down in his seated position, his body exaggerating the 

motion of his breath as he plays. As Impey writes, ‘both melody and harmony 

are transacted by the body, whose production is experienced through 

analogous concepts of spatiality, such as in the tension between the inhalation 

and expulsion of air (controlled through the passage from diaphragm, 

oesophagus and mouth cavity)’ (2013:262). When Batek people listen to, and 

play musical instruments, memories of movement through the forest, or the 

feeling of a hornbill flying past, become translated into physical movement of 

the body interacting with the instrument, meaning that these perceptions that 

they have with the forest become ‘mirrored in the conceptualisation and 

production of sound’ (Impey 2013:262).  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
64 Impey (2013:262) has also pointed out that narratives and relationships are evoked through 
playing mouth harps among women in Maputaland. 
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Common to both flute and mouth harp playing, therefore, is recreating 

sounds or sensations that people experience as they dwell as part of the həәp 

(‘forest’). This is a common practice in daily life more broadly, where people 

often search to find likeness between things that they experience, which again 

supports Bird-David’s view that hunter-gatherer epistemology is ‘relational’ 

(1999). Fostering relatedness is also particularly evident in weaving and 

carvings on combs.65 For example, when the Batek weave sleeping mats or 

baskets (see Figures 29-38), they are compared to things in the forest, like the 

pattern of ‘lots of wild pigs standing together’ (larɛm badɛy), ‘elephant’s 

footsteps’ (hal gajah), ‘teeth of the Sundaic Silver Langur’ (tolaŋ haɲ kaldɨs), 

‘turtle’s chest’ (dadaʔ kajik) or ‘snail’s bum’ (kit kalɔ̃ʔ). These are not exact 

representations, but are depictions using the natural patterns created by the 

different weaving techniques. Similarly, when carving patterns into combs, 

people depict things that they love to see. This is also evident when people 

paint patterned lines on their forehead (bilɛŋ), which people often say are 

depictions of certain plants (Figure 37). Focus on relatedness is also common in 

everyday conversation – for example the smells of soaps that the Batek buy 

from the Malay villages close to the forest are always compared to this or that 

fruit or flower in the forest, and the patterns in jewellery or on cloth that people 

might buy are compared to other things that they know in the forest. 

Relatedness can also be dangerous, however, as is revealed by Batek 

views on health, where, for example, eating the wrong thing can cause 

characteristics of that thing to be reflected in a woman’s body. For example: 

 
• Carrying two firebrands in the same hand can cause twins to be born if the 

woman falls pregnant in the future. Twins are rare, but feared. 
 

• Eating any kind of fruit that is deformed in such a way that it looks like two 
pieces of fruit have been fused together is very dangerous, as it could again 
cause the woman to give birth to conjoined twins (sɲawãʔ) if they are pregnant 
in the future.  

 
 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
65 Endicott (1969:7-8) also notes decorative carvings on Batek De’ and Mendriq blowpipes 
(blaw), though I did not see this happening among Batek people in Pahang, aside from rings 
carved along the length of the outer sheath. When making toy blowpipes and quivers of darts 
for tourists people carved decorations onto the quivers to make them more attractive to buyers, 
but this was not done on ‘real’ quivers.  
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• When putting branches onto the fire, women must be careful to put the branch 
so that the end which would have been the ‘base’ of the tree (tom) is out of the 
fire, and the other end (the pucɔk) is the end that is in the fire. Getting this 
wrong could cause the foetus to develop upside-down (crmboŋ, or taʔ=palintaŋ 
inside the womb (a phenomenon called mɲusaŋ).  

 
• When cutting hakeʔ (pandanus) leaves to the correct thickness (a process 

called sgel), this must be done starting from the base (tom). Again, if done 
incorrectly, this could cause the foetus to develop upside-down.   

 
• Pregnant women must be careful not to cut the hands of monkeys they are 

butchering, as this could cause their child to be born without fingers. 
 
These examples show how properties of things in the forest (monkeys, 

pandanus, conjoined fruits, and firebrands), can cause problems if their 

properties become reflected in humans if proper precautions aren’t taken to 

avoid this. Likeness between things can therefore be powerful, and this is 

perhaps a reason that running through the system of Batek taboos is the idea of  

‘keeping categories distinct’ (Lye 2005a[2004]:60), especially notable in things 

that might be ingested. One example is the macaque (bawac), which is an 

extremely taboo (lawac) animal because it looks so human (Endicott 1979a:73, 

Lye 2005a[2004]:60). Because of the ease with which likeness between the 

macaque and humans could be drawn, this likeness must never be uttered 

(prbəәt). There is also a story that warns of the consequences of this that I was 

told by NaʔKtləәt: two halaʔ in the primordial times went hunting, caught a bear, 

and as they were cooking they ridiculed (tinak) the bear’s hands, saying it looks 

‘just like a human hand’. The halaʔ were then afflicted with so much diarrhoea 

(cikak) that they died. These examples also reinforce the idea of the power of 

the utterance, as discussed in Chapter Four.  

When treated carefully, however, searching for likenesses allows the 

Batek to create deeper understanding of the həәp (‘forest’’). When a Batek 

person plays the sound of a bird’s flapping wings, for example, he or she is not 

simply representing that sensation, but through embodying it, is more deeply 

understanding it. Ingold’s argument is relevant here, as he has written regarding 

hunter-gatherers that, ‘far from dressing up a plain reality with layers of 

metaphor, or representing it, map-like, in the imagination, songs, stories and 

designs serve to conduct the attention of performers into the world, deeper and 

deeper’ (Ingold 2000:55). In the Batek context, this ‘attention’ is in terms of 
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haʔip. On one occasion on the Tɔlaŋ River, one experienced mouth harpist, 

TaʔKŋkuŋ, played the sensation of the seɁwɔɁ bird calling (a bird whose call I’d 

up until then only ever heard rendered on the flute). In his rendition, he said that 

after calling for a while, the bird hears its own sound and it is so beautiful it feels 

haɁip. He referred to this part of what he played as the ‘naɁip’, literally 

‘expression of the bird’s haɁip’. As can be heard on the recording, and as he 

told me when I asked him afterwards how he made the sound of the haɁip-ing 

bird: ‘I just play a bit faster’ (see Track 26). Through playing the mouth harp, 

TaʔKŋkuŋ understands not only how the call of the bird is beautiful, but also 

how this beauty can make the birds themselves feel haʔip, just as it might 

among Batek people. Playing the mouth harp or the flute can therefore allow 

players and listeners to identify with other haʔip-ing persons.  
It is also significant that the flute and the mouth harp (like bamboo combs 

and pandanus sleeping mats) are made of things that come from the forest. On 

the process of ‘making’, Ingold has written that ‘the experienced practioner’s 

knowledge of the properties of materials… is not simply projected onto them but 

grows out of a lifetime of intimate gestural and sensory engagement’ (Ingold 

2013:29). Such skilled practical knowledge is necessarily non-linguistic (Bloch 

1998). Each person who learns to make these instruments effectively, must 

have years of knowledge gleaned from both watching other people make the 

instruments, and from working with these materials. It is only through 

understanding, for example, the way that bamboo splits when you cut it, the 

way the buman (the palm used to make mouth harps) peels when you scrape it, 

or the way strips of pandanus (hakeʔ) can break if they become too dry, that it 

becomes possible to make anything. As such, as they learn to work with these 

materials, the Batek deepen their knowledge of the plants themselves. These 

are things that the Batek could not a priori explain to me, but that I had to learn 

through working with the materials myself. This experience, alongside later 

conversations had whilst making things together, made me understand why, as 

just one example, there is a specific word for the stiffer middle cut-out strips of 

the pandanus – krŋkəәŋ – and how the nature of these strips means that they 

are useful for making a backpack (hapəәk), but less good for a sleeping mat. 
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Figure 30: Comb made by NaʔAliw depict ing zuʔ  leaves (‘a kind of f ir  that grows on the 
mountain’), also pictured 
 

 
Figure 31: Left:  comb made by YaʔJar ɨŋ  with pattern of the scales of a bagɛn ( ‘monitor 
l izard’). Right: comb made by NaʔSlyaʔ  with pattern of ʔular ( ‘snake’) 
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Figure 32: Left:  comb made by NaʔTklɔ ̃k with pattern of jʔes ( ‘roots’).  Right: comb made 
by NaʔSrimjam with pattern of cas kboɲ  ( ‘Gibbon hands’) 
 
 

 
Figure 33: Right: comb made by NaʔAliw with pattern of som lwɛy ( ‘bees nests’).  Left:  
comb made by NaʔAliw with pattern of kb ɨʔ  ( ‘ fruits/nuts’) 
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Figure 34: Beginnings of a cok ( ‘small basket’)  made to teach me by NaʔKtləә t  and 
NaʔBlci l  
 

 
Figure 35: Sleeping mat made by NaʔKtləә t  with pattern of dadaʔ  ʔay ( ‘chest of an edible 
animal’),  referr ing to the chest of a kind of turt le whose name she is tabooed from saying  
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Figure 36: Sleeping mat made by NaʔKtləә t  with the pattern of a tree and branches (the 
cross pattern in the middle) 
 

 
Figure 37: A cok (small basket) with an inside sleeve that has the pattern of the teeth  of a 
kald ɨs ( ‘Sundaic Silver Langur’,  Trachypithecus cristatus),  made by NaʔBlci l  and NaʔKtləә t  
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Figure 38: Wearing bilɛŋ  ( ‘ l ine painted on forehead’) that is in the pattern of haliʔ  hɔ ̃ʔ  
( ‘ the leaf of the hɔ ̃ʔ  fruit ’)  
	  

7.5 An aesthetic of haʔip 

 
haʔip is the marker by which the sounds played on the flute and the mouth 

harp are judged as ‘good’ (btʔɛt). For example, on one evening spent on the 

Kəәɲam river, ʔEyJaŋkaw was playing the flute, as the rest of us were lying 

around, half-listening and chatting. At one point, he started playing the sound of 

a hornbill’s flapping wings, and it was so beautiful, we all stopped talking to 

listen. After a few moments he suddenly stopped and asked me ‘do you haʔip 

yet?’ (‘mɔh haʔip bah dah?’). When I replied yes, I was really haʔip, he said 

‘well, I’m done playing then’. haʔip might be evoked because the sound is 

simply so btʔɛt (‘beautiful’), or, particular sounds and melodic motifs played on 

the flute and the mouth harp become associated with the style of playing of that 

particular person. Because of these strong associations, when people hear 

sounds played by a loved one, or sounds reminiscent of those a loved one used 

to play, they may be reminded of that memory, and feel haʔip. One of the 

players recorded by Endicott is the father of ʔEyGampoŋ (who has now passed 

away), but who at the time was staying at Was Yɔŋ. I played the recording to 

some Batek friends, and they called ʔEyGampoŋ over to listen. After a few 

moments, he had to leave – the sound of hearing his father play made him 

haʔip so much he couldn’t bear it. This was a contrast to when NaʔTklɔ̃k who is 

the player’s neice asked to hear the recordings. She fell about laughing and 

said ‘that’s so him – he always played it wrong – just like that’. Though she was 

laughing, she also said that she felt haʔip. 

Another example is how ʔEyPalik would always play his characteristic 

‘flirting song’, as he jokingly called it (Track 22). The motif was similar to that of 

the sɛʔwɔʔ that I have transcribed him playing above, except he would add in a 

repeated note, giving a stuttering effect. He taught me how to play this, and 

then whenever I played it when I was camped away from him at Was Yɔŋ, not 

only did his half-brother ʔEyKtləәt recognise that I was playing ʔEyPlɛp’s sound 

(klɨŋ), but people would feel haʔip for ʔEyPlɛp who they hadn’t seen in a long 

time. Similarly, ʔEyTɔŋ once fell about laughing as he played the mouth harp, 
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and when I asked him why he replied ‘I’m laughing because that is just how my 

uncle used to play birds’ wings’. Sounds become indices of people, places, and 

memories that take on new layers of meaning every time they are played.66 This 

is not to say that one sound takes on one meaning for each person. For 

example, NaʔSrimjam told me that playing the flute made her haʔip for the ‘old 

times’. After a year’s absence from the field, when I returned in May 2016 she 

asked me to play the flute one evening, and when I played she then said that 

made her haʔip for the time that she, NaʔBadəәk and I had all played flutes 

together when camped in the forest. This is not to say that it no longer made 

her haʔip for the ‘old times’, but that the sound was associated with a ‘plurality’ 

of thoughts and memories that all connected to cause the emotion of haʔip. As 

Bird-David argues in relation to the Nayaka’s perception of ‘things’, ‘the human 

connection is centrally in focus (2005:210): ‘just as a person can be associated 

with a plurality of relatives so can a thing be associated with a plurality of 

persons… it is precisely its co-use which brings into focus the users’ joint living, 

highlighting their association and co-operation. For only joined people can use 

the same knife; co-using it is one of the ways by which their joined living is 

expressed’ (2005:211). The same applies to the ways that the sounds of 

musical instrument playing circulate around Batek camps. Hearing and playing 

the sounds expresses people’s connections to each other, which may be multi-

layered, shared, or different. As they hear them together in the present moment, 

however, they share in feelings of haʔip.   

It is partly through haʔip that Batek people taught me about their values. 

They would point out to me the things that made them haʔip because they were 

the things that they cared about, and that they therefore cared about me 

knowing as well. By the same logic, young children and babies begin to learn 

the same system of values as they are taken about the forest in the course of 

daily activities by their parents. In the act of exclaiming that something has 

made them haʔip, people ensure that that thing will be remembered, that its 

importance is taken note of by whoever is present. Since playing musical 

instruments is an important way that haʔip is evoked, then like walking in the 

forest, it is an important way that memories and knowledge are transmitted to 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
66 See Lye 2016 for a description of how visual signals are reminders of memories and can 
cause haʔip. 
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the younger generation. This is especially the case as it is common for haʔip to 

involve nostalgia and yearning for the past. When making hair decorations with 

NaʔSrimjam and NaʔBadəәk (as described in Chapter Two), they both pointed 

out that they felt haʔip for the old times – for their youth, and for the ‘olden 

days’. Likewise, on another occasion, on hearing the ‘kawooooo’ of the kwaŋ 

bird on the Kəәɲam River, NaɁMtkɔt remarked that she felt haɁip for the old 

times, the times when there were many Batek deep in the forest, and they lived 

in the way of the old Batek, ‘not like us new Batek nowadays’. The kwaŋ was in 

the forest then, and it is still calling now even though so much in the lives of the 

Batek has changed. I am reminded here of how Lye describes her Batek friends 

as ‘shar[ing] a history with the forest. Therefore, in perceiving the forest, they 

perceive their own histories’ (1997:156). The sounds of the forest, and their 

recreation in musical form, become a link between the people’s pasts and the 

present day, either a remembered past, or a past from long ago. At the same 

time, however, the ever-present and sensorially all-encompassing awareness of 

the forest, in combination with people’s rendering of it in musical form, means 

that new memories and associations between people, music, and the forest, are 

always being created. The past is brought into the present, and the present into 

the past through the power of sound to both evoke old memories, and to create 

new ones. 

It is precisely this ability of sound to become associated with a plurality of 

persons, both present and past, and therefore its ability to evoke haʔip in 

distinct yet shared ways for different people, which helps to negotiate the fine 

balance between autonomy and co-operation in Batek society (Endicott & 

Endicott 2008, 2014, Endicott 2011, Lye 2005a[2004]:13). Although each motif 

recreates a sensation of the forest, they are not exact imitations (and there are 

slight differences between players). This means that each listener is able to find 

personal meaning in the sound by matching it onto their own real-life and 

personal understanding of what it is like, for example, to experience a hornbill 

flying past, or hear gibbons call in the morning. The music’s ‘floating 

intentionality’ (Cross 2001), whereby it is allusive rather than explicitly imitative, 

means that multiple personal layers of understandings can exist together in the 

same aesthetic moment, at the same time as people share in haʔip.  
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The relationship between personal autonomy and co-operation is also 

negotiated and expressed in how people participate in a setting where musical 

instrument playing is taking place. The idea of participation in music-making as 

a part of social structure is one that has been often discussed (see Blacking 

2000[1973]:55, Rouget 2011:112). For the Mbendjele, Lewis proposes that ‘by 

learning how to join in the song appropriately, each person is also learning how 

to behave appropriately in a range of other contexts’ (Lewis 2013:62-63). From 

a Southeast Asian perspective, Roseman (1984), basing her arguments on Feld 

(1984) describes Temiar performance structure and musical forms as ‘not 

merely an expression or reflection of an egalitarian social structure, but an 

active construction of it’ (Roseman 1984:434). Yet how can one apply these 

ideas to a Batek context, where singing or playing instruments ‘together’ (in 

unison or in harmony) rarely happens?  

Though occasionally a Batek player might say ‘do it like me’ (diʔ mɛyhɛy 

yɛʔ), inviting someone to play with them, it does not seem to be expected that 

they will necessarily play in harmony or in unison. In fact, even if they are 

playing at the same time, each player may play their own thing, which may at 

moments be in sync with what the other is playing, but at others drifts apart 

(Track 27). Essentially, though playing instruments often happens in the 

physical company of others (who may or may not be actively listening), the 

actual activity of playing itself is often solo, even when others are present. 

Sometimes one instrument may be passed around. The structure of the setting 

where musical instrument playing happens is therefore similar to a 

conversational setting of parallel talk (Widlok 2016c:70). In daily life too, 

decisions ‘are made at the level of individuals’, and ‘tend to be the best possible 

(though not infallible) compromise between blissful consensus and anarchic 

dissension’ (Lye 2005a[2004]:13, see also Benjamin 2004). Through 

participating in a setting where musical instruments are being played, it is likely 

that Batek people, including the young children who are often present when 

instruments are played, become familiar with how to act in an autonomous and 

flexible manner at the same time as embedding themselves emotionally in the 

‘more-than-human sociality’ (Tsing 2013) of the həәp. 
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7.6 Conclusion 

	  
Batek people regularly describe that the sounds played on musical 

instruments evoke the emotion of haʔip. Evoking haʔip through musical 

instrument playing therefore becomes a way that relationships between the ‘ad 

hoc plurality’ (Bird-David 2005:211) of persons who make up the həәp (‘forest’) is 

enriched and deepened. People feel haʔip for the sensations that they 

experience through living in the həәp when they are recreated on musical 

instruments, and talk about the practice of playing the instruments as being that 

of ‘real Batek from the old times’. This both reveals and constructs the 

underlying value commonly placed on the həәp and on the past, at the same 

time as the practice of participating in and witnessing musical instrument 

playing demonstrates the balance between autonomy and co-operation found in 

other domains of daily life (Endicott & Endicott 2008, Endicott 2011, 2014, Lye 

2005a[2004]:13).  
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CHAPTER EIGHT: Evoking sounds and movement in 
speech 
8.1 Introduction 
 

Batek has a rich lexicon for depicting sensory experiences across 

domains. Much of this lexicon appears to be ‘iconic’, particularly in the sound 

and movement modalities. For example, the Batek word cwĩt, ‘the sound of high 

pitched whining’, bears an iconic resemblance to the sound which it represents, 

as does pɸrə̃әɸ, ‘the roaring sound of a fire blown by the wind’. Similarly the 

word bãp, ‘the feeling of bashing’ (e.g. your head on something), bears an 

iconic resemblance to the sudden shock of that feeling itself. The definition of 

iconicity used in this chapter is ‘the resemblance-based mapping between 

aspects of form and meaning’ (Dingemanse et. al. 2015:604, see also Pierce 

1940), and, as Benjamin has put it, ‘iconicity is typically felt (a matter of 

aesthesis) rather than known through the intellect’ (Benjamin 2013b on Temiar). 

This chapter demonstrates that iconically-motivated speech in Batek adds 

depictive sensory detail and dramatic colour to the retelling of events and to the 

articulation of sensory experiences. As described in the previous chapter 

regarding musical instrument playing, iconic speech is also an aesthetic 

practice that reveals and helps to negotiate the fine balance between personal 

autonomy and co-operation that is an important aspect of Batek socio-

aesthetics (Endicott & Endicott 2008, 2014, Endicott 2011, Lye 

2005a[2004]:13). Theorising speech as one point on a communicative spectrum 

that also encompasses singing and playing musical instruments is essential 

here, and each of these activities is encompassed by the Batek word klɨŋ 

(‘sound’).   

Iconicity has been described in other Northern Aslian languages such as 

Maniq (Wnuk 2016) and Jahai (Burenhult 2005:113), and also in the other 

Aslian languages Temiar (Benjamin 1976b:177, 2013b), Semai (Tufvesson 

2011, Diffloth 1976a, 1980) Jah Hut (Diflloth 1976b), and Semelai (Kruspe 

2004:396). Iconicity is a common feature of what are termed ‘expressives’. 

However, whilst a word class of expressives is described in Temiar, Semelai 

and Semai, in Northern Aslian languages such as Batek, expressives are likely 

not to be a word class on their own. Instead ‘expressiveness’, which includes 
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‘rich compact meanings… conveyed in compact forms’ and ‘iconic form-

meaning correspondences’ (Kruspe et. al. 2015:456) is likely to be a quality of 

some stative verbs (see Section v.4.1.3 of the Preface). This chapter does not 

focus on classifying words exhibiting ‘expressiveness’ as either expressives, or 

stative verbs, though it would be interesting to conduct more research in this 

area. It focuses on the role that using iconic speech plays in maintaining and 

defining socio-aesthetics. As Batek people use iconically motivated speech in 

everyday life they evoke the immediacy of the sensations in question (see also 

Kohn 2011:30 on the Runa). Using iconic speech therefore allows the speaker 

and the listener to embody the perception under discussion. Speech, like 

playing musical instruments and singing, can therefore be both an aesthetic and 

communicative tool. Hearing iconic or expressive speech allows the listener to 

step into the speaker’s shoes, whilst using iconic speech allows the speaker to 

share their own subjective experience with the listener.  

Language rich in iconicity has been noted particularly prevalently amongst 

forest-dwelling societies (for example Ichikawa 1998 on the Mbuti, Lewis 2009 

on the Mbendjele, Feld 1990[1982] on the Kaluli, Kohn 2012 on the Runa, 

Benjamin 2013b on the Temiar, Nuckolls 1996 on Pastaza Quecha, and 

Burenhult 2005 on the Jahai). Though it cannot be extrapolated from this that 

forest-dwelling peoples are likely to speak languages rich in iconicity (as Gell 

does 2006[1999]:232), when retelling events that happened in the dense 

canopy it can be particularly useful to use words that evoke sounds and 

movement using iconicity, since often it is sounds and movements that are the 

first indicators of presence, and therefore come to define people’s experiences. 

I therefore focus largely on the sound and movement modalities in this chapter 

(see Chapter Seven for a discussion on the relationship between sound and 

movement), but it is worth noting that a fruitful area for further research could be 

on examining iconicity and expressiveness in other sensory modalities as well, 

since preliminary data suggests that it is present in Batek, and since it has been 

noted by scholars of other Aslian languages (see Tufvesson 2011 on the 

Semai, Kruspe 2004:396 on Semelai, Kruspe 2015: Benjamin 1976b, 2013b, 

Diffloth 1976a, 1980, Wnuk 2016).  
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8.2 Talking about sounds and movement 

 
In Batek, iconicity is often found in animal names (see also Lye 

2005a[2004], Berlin 1992, 1981). When a bird’s name is a phonological version 

of its call Batek people say that ‘it utters its own name’ (ʔoʔ prbəәt knmoh ʔoʔ 

blaʔ). Many birds are named in such a way, including the sŋseŋ (call: seŋ-seŋ-

seŋ-seŋ-seŋ), the silsil (call: sil-sil-sil-sil), the tltil (call: til-til-til-til), the pompakoh 

(call: pom-pom-pakoh), and the stsɛt (call: sɛt-sɛt-sɛt-sɛt). This kind of naming of 

birds is common in other societies around the world (see also Berlin & O’Neill 

1981 on Aguaruna and Huambisa, Ichikawa 1998 on Mbuti). Other creatures 

that make distinctive sounds are also often named iconically. For example the 

tiny (but very loud) wkwãk frog, makes a ‘wk-wãk’ sound, the ptpə̃әt and lŋleŋ 

calling insects sound ‘pt-pə̃әt-pə̃әt-pə̃әt-pə̃әt’ and ‘leŋ-ləәŋ-ləәŋ’ respectively, the 

poisonous taŋkɔ̃ʔ frog, makes a ‘tuŋ-kɔ̃ʔ-kɔ̃ʔ’ sound, and the ckʔəәk lizard that 

makes a ‘ckʔəәk’ sound. Iconic language is also used outside naming to talk 

about animal sounds themselves, such as the ‘ʔi-yɔt’ sound of the rimɛn (a 

calling insect, this is also one of its nicknames), ‘ʔi-ʔuy’, a sound of the tiger 

calling, the ‘krə̃әt’ sound of an elephant trumpeting, or ‘hŋkɔʔ’, which is one of 

the ‘barking’ kind of sounds that a tiger can make. This reinforces the 

increasingly common view that ‘the arbitrary link between an entity and its name 

so central to much linguistic theory is not a universal feature of language’ 

(Lewis 2009:25, see also Dingemanse et. al. 2015). Such iconic naming of 

various non-human persons for the sounds that they make demonstrates that 

they are more often heard than seen under the forest canopy, and is also 

perhaps a way that knowledge of how to recognise the sounds of forest is 

remembered and transmitted through speech (see Lye 2005a[2004]:152). 

Some birds are also heard as ‘telling’ (wayat), for example the mncalaʔ 

tells the listener in Malay if a friend is either about to arrive (‘sikit lagi kawan 

mari’), or is dead (‘sikit lagi kawan mati’), or that a tiger is coming (‘sikit lagi 

kucing mari’), all in Malay (see Chapter Five). The intonation of these phrases 

resembles the intonation of the bird’s different calls. Then there is the sɛkwɔk 

bird who invites the listener to the afterworld saying ‘let’s go up’ (‘hɛy ciwəәh’), 

and the cpyɛp bird, who calls ‘vaginal sores, vaginal sores!’ (‘cɔt pɛw̃, cɔt pɛw̃’) 

to tease women. The jayit srwal bawac bird is named ‘sewing the trousers of a 
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macaque’ (Track 7), which again iconically resembles the actual intonation and 

rhythm of the bird’s call.  

Iconicity is also used to depict and evoke everyday sonic phenomena. For 

example, the ‘kɔs kɔs kɔs’ of someone scraping a saucepan with a spoon, or of 

a bamboo rat (dkɛn) chewing through bamboo, the ‘tuh tuh tuh’ of someone 

walking with loud footsteps, the ‘tɔs tɔs tɔs’ of someone deftly weaving a 

pandanus sleeping mat (nə̃әs), and the ‘koh koh koh’ of pounding something in a 

mortar and pestle (or of beating a child over the head with bamboo, see the 

story of the pompakoh bird in Chapter Three). The dyɛy insect’s sound is said to 

be ‘hassssss’, which in turn is an imitation of the sound of tawɛs fruits being 

cooked in bamboo.  

Whilst not wishing to propose that there is a causal link between language 

and culture, or vice versa, it is likely that these multiple ways that people 

translate sounds into language makes evident Batek people’s fine attunement 

to sounds and sensations they experience (see Nuckolls 1996:3 on the lowland 

Ecuadorian Pastaza Quecha). Certainly, there is an intimate connection that 

exists between sounds and language in Batek. A selection of some commonly 

used words used to evoke sonic phenomena that appear to be iconic are listed 

below. Some of these were elicited, and others recorded from natural 

conversation. 

 
cɛl̃  'the sound of sizzling oil' 

cmɔraw  'the sound of a small waterfall' 

cmrɛm  'the sound of light rain' 

cnhəәt  'the sound of rustling palm fronds' 

cnɔm  'the sound made by rimɛn and lŋleŋ calling insects 

cntɔs  'the sound made by weaving' 

cɸlãɸ  'the sound of rapids' 

crãɸ  'the sound of the rimɛn calling insect' 

crĩt  'the sound of buzzing bees and flies' 

cscɨs  'the sound of scrabbling at the ground' 

cshɔs  'the sound of light rain' 

cwĩt  'the sound of high-pitched whining' 

cʔhus  'the sound of rustling in the undergrowth' 
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cʔrɔ̃ʔ  'the sound of rustling cloth' 

gngun  'the sound of a loud river in the distance' 

gntɛl  'the sound of a tree splitting before it falls' 

grsdus  'the sound of something loud moving in the undergrowth' 

grum   'the sound of quiet rumbling thunder' 

has  'the sound of something being cooked in bamboo' 

həәl  'the sound of a sarɔt ('dead person') crying' 

hŋkɔʔ  'the sound of a tiger calling' 

kəәl  'the sound of a sarɔt ('dead person') crying' 

klcɛl  'the sound of loud thunder' 

koh  'the sound of pounding/bashing something' 

kɔs  'the sound of scraping' 

kratas  'the sound of loud rain on the lean-to' 

krus  'the sound of scrabbling at the ground' 

kscɛl  'the sound of loud thunder' 

lltə̃әl  'the sound of something that is jumpy' 

llyɔl  'the sound of something that is noisy and coming from many sources' 

llʔãl  'the sound of something that is wavering/wobbly' 

məәw  'the sound of Siamangs calling' 

pgəәw  'the sound of water coming out of a hose' 

plak  'the sound of firewood cracking as it burns' 

platas  'the sound of rain in the distance' 

plhis  'the sound of something hooting/whilstling' 

plŋgũh  'the sound of water coming out of an elephant's trunk' 

pɸrə̃әɸ  'the sound of a roaring fire when blown by wind' 

praw  'the sound of water coming out of a hose' 

prmcɛm  'the sound of bubbles rising up from underwater'  

prmtɛm  'the sound of lots of flying insects' 

psgũs  'the sound of howling wind' 

ptpɔt  'the sound of something with a quiet jal' 

sãɸ  'the sound of rustling' 

sɛw̃  'the sound of air rushing' 

sraməәŋ  'the sound of Siamangs calling' 

srãɸ  'the sound of a waterfall' 

syãl  'the sound of wind rushing past, flapping wings' 

syɛk̃  'the sound made by stripping thorns off pandanus' 
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syɛw̃  'the sound made by sanding blowdarts' 

syut  'the sound of rushing air' 

tɔs  'the sound of tapping' 

tuh  'the sound of someone walking loudly' 

ʔiʔuy  'the sound of a tiger calling' 

ʔiʔyɔt  'the sound of the rimɛn insect' 

 

Regarding words in Batek that encode movement, it appears that the 

iconicity, or likeness between the word and its referent, is derived from the 

sensations produced in articulating the word (see also Feld 2012[1982]:144 on 

the Kaluli, and Gell 1979:49 on the Umeda). Some examples from Batek are as 

follows. Again, some of these utterances were elicited, others recorded from 

natural conversation: 

 
crak 
Feeling of something suddenly stopping because of getting stuck in something. 
Example: 
yɛʔ ta=blabɔh ba=tɔm… crak! ta=hɲaɲ ba=pasir 
‘I accidentally was sliding down on my bum towards the river…  ‘feeling of getting 
stuck’! My feet stuck in sand’. 
 
hos  
the feeling of suddenly turning on your heels and running away 
hos! yɛʔ=talaʔ 
Example: 
‘‘Feeling of running away’! I ran away’ 
 
lɔc  
The feeling of seeing someone suddenly arrive 
Example: 
yɛm=pakɛy bajuʔ yɛʔ hadɛʔ lɔc! plancɔŋ ʔoʔ=səәh 
‘I want to wear my top, in case ‘feeling of seeing someone arrive’! A tourist 
arrives’ 
 
musul 
The feeling of uncontrollably slipping and sliding 
Example: 
yɛʔ=sal, sal, sal, ba=tɔm… musuuuuuuuuuuul! yɛʔ ta=snilal lɛw ba=tɔm 
‘I was going down, down, down to the river… ‘feeling of sliding’! I slipped and slid 
all the way to the water’ 
 
tãp  
The feeling of being bitten e.g. by an ant 
Example: 
tãp! kalcĩs ʔoʔ cɔk kəә=can yɛʔ 
‘‘Feeling of being bitten’! An ant bit my foot’ 
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tãs 
The feeling of bumping your head 
Example: 
tãs! yɛʔ ta=lantɔŋ kuy yɛʔ kəә=kayuʔ 
‘‘Feeling of bumping head’! I accidentally knocked my head on a tree’ 
 
bãp 
The feeling of hitting the ground if you fall over 
Example: 
yɛʔ cɨp cɨp cɨp yɛʔ ta=snitkut kəә=taliʔ, bãp! yɛʔ rbah 
‘I was walking along, when I tripped over a rope, ‘feeling of hitting the ground’! I 
fell over’ 
 
jam 
A smell emanating through the air  
Example:  
ʔay=lɨw mniʔ deʔ t=səәh? jam jam! yɛʔ=pəәy 
‘What smell is that that’s come? ‘Smell emanating, smell emanating’! I can smell 
it’ 
 
blaŋwɛs̃  
Standing up after having fallen down 
jljɔl blpuŋ blaŋwɛs̃ pəәstan haɲ ʔoʔ  
‘‘Feeling of tripping’ ‘feeling of hitting the ground’ ‘feeling of standing up’ his 
mouth was dusty brown coloured’67 

 
There are also many others such as srɔ̃p (‘feeling of/sound of slurping a drink’), 

kincat (‘feeling of jumping in the air in surprise’), blpuŋ (‘feeling of falling, hitting 

the ground, crashing’), sŋreŋ/sŋrɔŋ (‘feeling of regaining balance from having 

been sliding’), gul (‘the look of many animals running away from a hunter’), plɔɲ 

(‘the feeling of arriving somewhere’), brãy (‘the feeling of shivers, or starting in 

shock’), and sɛl (‘the feeling of slipping and sliding’).  

A large part of what makes these words so expressive of the sensations 

they depict is their performance and their accompanying gestures. For example 

tãs!, lɔc!, hos!, pãc! and bãp! are all said abruptly, to indicate the shock or pain 

of the experience, whereas someone saying musul (‘the feeling of sliding’) 

might linger over the uuuuuuu and ssssss sounds of the word, to evoke slipping 

and sliding, thus increasing the iconicity (see also Gell 1979:48 on Umeda). 

Such lengthening or shortening particular phonemes is common when uttering 

words evoking sound and movement. The above examples also show that 

iconic words evoking sound and movement are usually used as sentence 

adjuncts, found either at the beginning or end of utterances, or in a clause of 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
67 This was said by Tklɔ̃k, who was laughing at how her youngest son is always falling over. 
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their own. This serves to emphasise the depictive, evocative potential of these 

iconic words, as does the fact that these words are often accompanied by 

dramatic gestures, and the fact that they often have some other form of 

prosodic foregrounding such as being louder or softer, or are said at a lower or 

higher pitch (see also Dingemanse 2012). Another dimension in which these 

words may be iconic is if they are repeated to encode the length of time that the 

thing happened for, as has been described in Chapter Three regarding verbs in 

storytelling (Track 2). 

An example of iconic speech used in context was demonstrated when I 

asked ʔEyJayat how a tourist that he had brought to Dariʔ camp had got such 

dirty trousers. He recounted how he had fallen down the river bank in the 

following way: 

 
ʔom sal ba=tɔm ba=ʔuɲ hãʔ (gestured downriver)… taŋlal! sɛɛɛɛlllllllllll pãc! 
blaŋwɛs̃! ʔoʔ diʔ (gestured thumbs up) kamah kit ʔoʔ, yɛʔ tek pɲlal! 
 
‘He wanted to go down to the river over there (gestured downriver)… ‘feeling of 
slipping’ ‘feeling of sliding’ ‘feeling of hitting the ground’ ‘feeling of standing up’! 
He did (gestured thumbs up), his bum was dirty, I fell about laughing!’  

 
Through depicting the event in this way, ʔEyJayat created the desired effect of 

making his retelling hilarious to everyone listening, though we had to try not to 

laugh too much as the tourist in question was standing right by us, and 

NaʔTklɔ̃k was worried he would know we were laughing at him. On another 

occasion when sat weaving at dusk with NaʔSrimjam, her mother NaʔKtləәt 

spied us from across the camp, and walked over, calling out: 

 
ʔay=lɨw jəәh diʔ cŋũk cntɔs? 
 
‘What are you two doing ‘the look sitting with your heads bowed’ ‘the sound of   
tapping’?’ 

 

The fact that she didn’t just call out ‘what are you doing over there’, but instead 

evoked an iconic summary of the scene, is an example of an articulation of the 

kind of attention that is paid to sensory experience. This is important for sharing 

memories, for example, Cadeʔ once told me that when I weaved he didn’t haʔip 

as much because I didn’t make as loud a ‘tɔs’ (‘the sound of tapping’ e.g. from 

adept weaving), as his mother NaʔKtləәt did (see Chapter Six). Being able to talk 
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about and share these experiences of sounds in such detail means that 

memories of specific sounds are easily evoked, and knowledge of what sounds 

should be made (e.g. the tɔs ‘tapping’ sound when weaving) can be shared. 

Since iconic speech is often used to evoke responses in people, perhaps 

shock, perhaps hilarity, or perhaps haʔip, it can be seen as an aesthetic 

practice that in itself reveals and constructs socio-aesthetics. In this case, the 

value is that of having skilled knowledge of how to listen and understand the 

sounds and movements that are experienced as part of daily life dwelling under 

the forest canopy. 

8.3 Depiction and socio-aesthetics 
 

As Benjamin writes of Temiar, it is perfectly possible to speak correct 

Batek without the use of this kind of iconically motivated language. However 

‘such speech would risk sounding uninvolved and unemotional’ (2013:54). This 

fits with the fact that in Batek this kind of language is most commonly used in 

recounting events and stories that have happened that day to really evoke the 

scene that the speaker is describing, and put the listener in the shoes of the 

speaker. The use of iconic language encoding sound and movement such as 

those examples outlined in this chapter, means that ‘we can come to have [that] 

feeling even if we weren’t in the forest that day’ (Kohn 2011:30 on the Runa). In 

Batek, the placing of iconic words as lifted out from the rest of the utterance via 

lengthening and shortening of phonemes, the accompanying gestures, and their 

placing as sentence adjuncts, exaggerates this depictive and evocative 

potential. Dingemanse’s point about ideophones is also therefore relevant to 

iconic language in Batek, since he argues that ‘the depiction… is a 

performance, inviting us to “look” in such a way that we make believe we are 

actually experiencing the scene depicted’ (2012:655). 

When ʔEyJayat recounted how the tourist had fallen and slipped down the 

river bank, he depicted that scene using iconic speech, providing an ‘iconic 

summary’ (Kruspe 2004:397) and inviting his listeners to step into his shoes. 

Through shared experience the listeners could therefore come to understand 

what it was like to see that happen (in this case, hilarious). This is at once both 

an inexact, idiosyncratic way of talking (see also Diffloth 1980:256 on 
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expressives in Semai), and yet also very emotive. He did not describe exactly 

who did what when, for example by saying ‘the tourist was going down the 

slope, he slipped and slid and hit the ground and then got up and did a thumbs 

up gesture but he had a muddy bottom’, where both are permissible in Batek, 

but rather he used evocative iconic words, alongside context, to invite the 

listener into the scene through depicting it. 

There is a striking parallel to be drawn here with Batek musical instrument 

playing. As has been described in Chapter Seven, Batek people demonstrated 

that musical instruments are, like iconic speech, used to create an ‘iconic 

summary’ of the sensation in question. This could be through playing (tɨr ‘to pull 

rhythmically’) the gmpaʔ (‘sensation of movement’) of the wings of a hornbill on 

the mouth harp, or playing (pəәt ‘to blow’) the sound of the bbaraw on the flute. 

At the same time as the core set of sounds are recognisable to all, they are not 

exact imitations of the sounds they seek to recreate. Just as iconic speech is 

bound by the phonology of the language, so iconic representations of 

sensations played on musical instruments are bound by the constraints of the 

instruments. Both the sounds of musical instruments and the sounds of iconic 

speech are therefore evocative and allusive rather than exactly imitative. 

Recreations of these sensations on musical instruments can therefore be seen 

as examples of what Widdess has termed ‘an articulation of a meaningful state’ 

(Widdess 2012:89), or what Cross has termed as ‘transposable aboutness’ 

(2001:38), and the same appears to be the case for iconic words depicting 

sounds and movement in Batek. Furthermore, the associations of memories 

with each sound for each individual player, speaker, or listener may be different, 

even if they all share in feelings of haʔip in response.  

Communication in the form of iconic speech, alongside communication in 

the form of musical instrument playing, is therefore an aesthetic scaffold, laying 

out guidelines for behaviour and practice in daily life more broadly. In this case, 

these two forms of communication, as they are at once both idiosyncratic and 

communicative, relying on, and building shared experience, are both examples 

of ways in which the fine balance between the seemingly contradictory yet 

important Batek values of autonomy and co-operation are negotiated in daily life 

and decision making (see also Endicott & Endicott 2008, 2014, Endicott 2011, 

Lye 2005a[2004]:13).  
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8.4 Conclusion 
  

The striking parallels here between instrument playing and iconic speech 

show the fruitfulness of considering music and language on one communicative 

continuum. The rich lexicon that exists in Batek for iconically depicting sounds 

and movement in compact lexical forms is likely to show the in-depth 

knowledge of, and attunement to, these sounds that people have. The aesthetic 

practice of using iconic speech to add drama, colour and sensory detail to 

ordinary speech, therefore, reveals the value that is placed on listening to and 

describing sounds in evocative ways. Furthermore, iconic speech depicting 

sound and movement, like playing musical instruments and singing, is a 

multivalent gesture, which depicts through allusive and idiosyncratic means 

rather than describes (see also Dingemanse 2012 on ideophones). It turns 

sensations into phonological sounds, which are felt as they put the listener in 

the shoes of the speaker. As this kind of speech is inexact and idiosyncratic, for 

example one person’s experience of what musul (‘the feeling of uncontrollably 

slipping and sliding’) feels like might be different to what another’s might be, 

both speaker and listener are afforded their own understandings of the 

experience. At the same time people are educated by other’s experiences as 

they are invited to step into their shoes. Perhaps, then, the use of this kind of 

speech is one way in which the fine balance between autonomous action and 

co-operative living is negotiated, and as such using and listening to iconic 

speech can be seen as a way in which Batek socio-aesthetics are created.  
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CHAPTER NINE: Singing  
9.1 Introduction 
 

Singing is embedded in Batek people’s daily experiences as inhabitants of 

the həәp (‘forest’). It is a practice that enriches the relationships between people, 

and with the multiple kinds of person who are part of the ‘more-than-human 

sociality’ (Tsing 2013) that is the həәp. Sharing in song is an aesthetic way of 

maintaining good relationships through the negotiation of haʔip (‘love, longing, 

yearning, nostalgia, missing, desire, absence’). As singing is also used to 

‘enchant’ (Gell 2006[1999]) the everyday through the haʔip that it creates, the 

value of certain Batek ways of life are enshrined. As singing creates and 

enriches relationships, the centrality of the value of personal autonomy is also 

revealed and constructed by the ways that people take part in situations where 

singing is happening. Thus the practice of singing and the songs themselves 

both reveal and construct particular Batek socio-aesthetics.  

The focus of the chapter is on ‘playful singing’, as opposed to shaman 

songs. Though there is much that could be written about shaman songs, I am 

under instructions that much of what people have told me to do with shaman 

songs is secret. In addition to this, although Batek friends shared many shaman 

songs with me, I am sure that there is also much to do with shamanic singing 

that was not revealed to me (see section iii of the Preface). Details of shaman 

songs will not, therefore, be discussed in detail here, though mentions in the 

abstract will be made where both permissible and relevant. Though this means 

there is a lot missing from an ethnography of Batek singing, it is important to 

note that just as shamans are not separated from others or given special 

treatment or positions of power in everyday life, shaman songs, though they 

have great power in certain contexts and when sung by certain people, do not 

represent a logical separation in terms of musical style from play songs. The 

power comes less from the style of the songs themselves, than from their 

context and origin. This power of shaman songs is further evidenced by the fact 

that it is only shaman songs that are subject to taboos (as I describe in Chapter 

Ten), and that must be carefully sung in a beautiful way. The songs are what 

constitute shamanic knowledge, and this is why they must be carefully guarded. 
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These sanctions that have been placed on the songs themselves (both in terms 

of taboo and in terms of secrecy) reinforce shamanic singing as the archetypal 

relation-building tool in terms of communicating with superbeings. However, this 

particular power of singing is also reflected in play songs in the ways that they 

are important for making relationships between people, places, and memories 

through haʔip, as this chapter discusses.  

Endicott’s Batek informants in Kelantan in the 1970s did not place 

restriction on his writing about shamanic practices (though Lye’s informants in 

Pahang did (1997:52-53)). Endicott writes of the Batek in Kelantan that the 

reason songs can reach the halaʔ ʔasal (‘primordial superbeings’) while spoken 

words do not is that the songs are beautiful (btʔɛt), and so they ‘attract the 

attention of the hala’ and may induce them to come down to earth to listen’ 

(1979:144). Similarly, as the shaman Tebu indicated to Lye, ‘the role of the 

Batek on the one hand is to continue singing, for so long as they maintain 

communication, they can persuade the superhumans to pay attention’ (Lye 

2005a[2004:33). The following chapter will build on this idea that it is because 

singing is btʔɛt (‘good, beautiful’) that it has communicative power, through 

building on Batek informants’ explicit linkages between songs that are btʔɛt, 

haʔip and playful song.  

The distinction between ‘shaman songs’ (hakaʔ halaʔ) and ‘playful songs’ 

(hakaʔ mɨʔ pŋguʔ - ‘song one plays to’; hakaʔ kwan kradah – ‘song of young 

girls’; hakaʔ kwan jmragaʔ - ‘song of young men’; hakaʔ mɨʔ ʔasɔh ʔawẽʔ - 

‘song you sooth a baby with’) are ones Batek people make. It is essential to 

note, however, that the boundary between these different kinds of ‘playful 

songs’, and ‘shaman songs’, though important, is not always fixed. There are 

many examples of shaman songs becoming play songs as they pass between 

people and places. For example, NaʔAliw once told me how:  

 
yɛʔ pnah yɛʔ kjeŋ sarɔt […] ʔoʔ pɲloɲ ʔoʔ pŋguh ʔoʔ blaʔ. yɛʔ pnah jugaʔ 
yɛʔ kjeŋ masaʔ hayãʔ ʔipah ba=tɔm Twalaŋ, ʔawãʔ Hatəәk. yɛʔ kjeŋ wəәh 
ʔEyLkɛp wəәh ʔEyKajaw wəәh blajer, yɛʔ kjeŋ ba=hayãʔ yɛʔ blaʔ, yɛʔ ŋɔk 
hayãʔ yɛʔ ʔamal naʔ yɛʔ, yɛʔ blajer jugaʔ d=yɛʔ, yɛʔ tahuʔ jugaʔ d=yɛʔ.  
 
‘I heard the now-dead shaman [name removed] singing the song, playing by 
himself. I also heard it when our camp was at Tawalaŋ River, a tributary 
(‘child’) of the Hatəәk River. I heard those two, ʔEyLkɛp and ʔEyKajaw 
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studying. I stayed in my mother’s house, I listened and studied too, I know 
too’.  

 
Similarly, after hearing a shaman sing, for months afterwards the children 

(who had been present) would sing the songs themselves, sometimes imitating 

their own pretend fruit-singing session and making a lot of ‘noise’ (llyɔl), to the 

distress of their parents (and everyone else in earshot). This was partly 

because it was so loud, and partly because they were worried about the 

children going mad from the taboos on shaman songs (though these seem to 

be less severe for children who ‘don’t know’). Therefore, as singing is a 

favourite playful pastime of adults and children, men and women alike, shaman 

and playful songs do sometimes cross over. Though only shamans are ‘given’ 

shaman songs, anyone can ‘find’ playful songs, though there are naturally some 

people who seem to love to sing and look for songs more than others do. 

Because songs are passed orally between people and geographical locations, 

they may be sung in slightly different ways by different people in different 

places, depending on from whom the singer had learned the song. Though 

some lyrics or melodies might differ, they are usually, according to Batek 

informants, considered to be the same song.  

9.2 Finding and giving songs 
 

People like to choose to sing about things that are relevant to their own 

experiences, and remembering these experiences through singing is something 

that people say makes them haʔip. For example, NaʔAliw described the 

following song as being a song that young girls sing, where the singer feels like 

eating baŋkoŋ seeds (‘hakaʔ kwan kəәradah gɨn pəәŋguh, ʔoʔ haran bap ʔoʔ mɛt 

baŋkoŋ).  

 
bap ʔipah baŋkoŋ leh                          our food is baŋkoŋ 
bap ʔipah banraw leh                          our food is banraw 

 

 
 
 

bap ʔip ah- baŋ koŋ- le h,- bap ʔip ah- ban raw- leh

44& œj œ œ œj œ œ œj ˙ ™ ‰ œj œ œ œj œ œj œ
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When we sang it she said how it made her feel haʔip for eating baŋkoŋ. 

Similarly, the following song exclaims pleasure at wearing kapih flowers (‘a type 

of very fragrant and bright orange flower’) in the hair: 

 
ala-hay yɛʔ, yɛʔ səәlʔɔ̃t buŋaʔ kapih       Ah! I wear kapih flowers in my hair 
ala-hay yɛʔ, yɛ, səәlʔɔ̃t buŋaʔ tapiy         Ah! I wear tapiy flowers in my hair 

 
When they hear the song, as well as when they see or smell the flowers, people 

exclaim feelings of haʔip. However, it is not only singing about things that are 

considered btʔɛt (‘good, beautiful’) that can cause haʔip. The memory itself, and 

the beauty of the song can be enough. In the following song, one person is 

standing by a waterfall, and their friend hears a sound that scares them. They 

ask what it is, and the person by the waterfall tells them not to worry – it’s just 

the sound of the river. They know that it is actually the sound of a tiger, but they 

don’t want to scare their friend. They then begin to get their things together to 

leave, and the friend asks again – ‘what are you doing’? Again, she doesn’t 

want to scare her friend so she says that she’s just making hair decorations. 

 
ʔɔy-lah ʔɔy-lah, ʔay=lɨw klɨŋ diʔ,               hey – what is that sound? 
ʔayaŋ, lngun tɔm naʔ                                nothing, it’s the sound of the river 
ʔɔy-lah ʔɔy-lah, ʔay=lɨw moh diʔ ʔuɲ        hey – what are you doing over there? 
ʔayaŋ, yɛʔ cɛs ʔayam yɛʔ palah kladah    nothing – I’m making my hair 
                                                                  decorations 

 
This is a very similar situation to one I experienced myself: when hearing a 

distant ‘hŋkɔʔ, hŋkɔʔ, hŋkɔʔ’ (‘the barking sound made by a tiger’) when walking 

in the forest, the Batek people I was with stopped in their tracks. After they 

listened for a few moments, NaʔMtkɔt said ‘oh, it’s just a bird!’ I said nothing, 

though I recognised the sound for what it was, and we carried on walking, more 

quickly and more quietly than we had been before, and I could tell they were 

still listening out for the tiger. When we got back to the camp in the evening I 

told them I had known what it was – they burst out laughing and said they just 

hadn’t wanted me to be afraid. Like the songs about flowers or baŋkoŋ, the 

above song is embedded in people’s lived experience of the forest, and 

becomes associated with memories that can cause haʔip. An example of this is 

as follows, and is a song that was taught to me on the same day: 
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blikuʔ blŋcəәŋ                                        ringed and yellow 
liclɛc kəә=sɔk ʔay ʔəәmpat syɔŋ             it’s like the fur of the one with four fangs 

 
NaʔSrimjam and NaʔBadəәk told me that it was the song that one of our mutual 

friends used to flirt with another of our friends, before he was married to his 

current wife. They said that singing the song made them feel haʔip for that time 

in their life when they were all young and without long term partners. Songs 

therefore don’t have to be explicitly about the experience that is brought to 

mind, and personal associations between songs and the memorable moments 

when they were sung in the past, are enough to cause haʔip.  

Songs often use avoidance language to mask the meaning of the song. In 

the song transcribed above, NaʔSrimjam and NaʔBadəәk told me that the song 

is actually about the taduk flower (which is yellow and ringed). However, the 

song doesn’t explicitly mention the flower at all, simply describing the pattern. It 

also uses the phrase ‘ʔəәmpat syɔŋ’ – which is an avoidance name for the tiger, 

rather than mentioning it by name. Another example was sung to me by 

NaʔSrimjam in May 2016. When pluŋ flowers (Figures 16 and 39) were falling 

from the trees in the wind, the children at Was Yɔŋ all collected the flowers to 

make hair decorations. Eventually, however, all the dead flowers became 

strewn around the lean-tos, and became bare stalks as the petals dried and fell 

off. One afternoon NaʔSrimjam told me that she had ‘found’ (dapɛt) a song 

when she sat looking at the dead flowers whilst waiting for rice to boil. The song 

repeated the lines ‘ʔay t=jrawɨŋ deʔ’ (‘this one with ‘the appearance of a flower 

with no petals’’) over and over.  

Talking about experiences via allusion is therefore common in Batek 

singing, and in Batek speech more broadly. Using avoidance language is not 

only sometimes necessary, but is also something that is enjoyed, and peppers 

everyday speech and song. This means that in order to understand many Batek 

songs, it is necessary to have shared experiences. This creates a community 

around those who have shared lives, meaning that both singing and speaking 

allusively can be seen as tools for fostering community around an ‘in’ group, 

which might be a particular group of friends, or, more widely, Batek people. On 

the other hand, it can create a sense of ‘outsiders’, perhaps other Batek people 

who don’t understand the meaning of the song, or perhaps gɔp.  
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Figure 39: NaʔSrimjam wearing the pluŋ  f lowers before they died and became the 
inspiration for her song 
	  

The example described above of NaʔSrimjam saying that she ‘found’ the 

song about pluŋ flowers illustrates how songs are talked about as if they were 

kinds of objects or ‘things’. Though this could be seen as just a metaphor, as 

Lakoff and Johnson argue, ‘the essence of metaphor is understanding and 

experiencing one kind of thing in terms of another’, and therefore our 

conventional ways of talking ‘presuppose linkages that often we are not even 

aware of’ (1980:5). The usual way that Batek people talk about what in English 

one would be likely to describe as ‘composing’ or ‘writing’ a song, is by using 

the word cam (‘to look for’). This is a word that is also used to talk about ‘looking 

for’ things – for example tubers, or fragrant leaves in the forest, and implies 

looking for things that are not in the immediate vicinity of the speaker. This is 

distinct from the word kdap, which implies looking for things that are close by, 

where the vague location is in the vicinity of, or is known by the person looking. 

For example someone might tell you to kdap kyom nə̃әs yɛʔ (‘look underneath 

my sleeping mat). It is cam rather than kdap that is used to express ‘looking for’ 

a song. When a song is then ‘found’ people use the word dapɛt (from the Malay 

dapat ‘to obtain/acquire’).  

In the following example, NaʔAliw uses the word cam (‘to look for’) to talk 

about looking for a song, as she remembers a particular song being made up 

by her younger sister NaʔBoŋ and her cousin Pəәl when they were children. The 

song’s words are: 

 
haʔat buŋaʔ pɛh̃ buŋaʔ yɛʔ            my pɛh̃ flower smells bad 
lʔom buŋaʔ padiʔ tmpot yɛʔ           my rice-flower comb decoration is fragrant 

 
She remembered how the two of them had thought of it: 

 
tɛpiʔ neŋ buŋaʔ ʔoʔ d=padiʔ, tɛpiʔ ʔoʔ diʔ ʔɔt ʔoʔ pŋguh. ʔoʔ ʔeŋet kəә=ʔay 
t=ʔoɲ bras t=mɨʔ ciʔ, ʔoʔ pɲloɲ, ʔoʔ kdəәh haʔat buŋaʔ pɛh̃ buŋaʔ yɛʔ… padaʔ 
hal deʔ kwan buŋaʔ, neŋ buŋaʔ padiʔ, tɛpiʔ ʔoʔ diŋɔh kəә=bras blap, ʔoʔ tahuʔ 
padiʔ, ʔoʔ pakɛy. hakaʔ wəәh Pəәl wəәh NaʔBoŋ, wəәh diʔ buŋaʔ wəәh pŋguh, 
masaʔ wəәh gəәrkɛn, srndaŋ srndaŋ Sɔy, ʔoʔ kdəәh ‘haʔat buŋaʔ pɛh̃ buŋaʔ yɛʔ’ 
(d=NaʔBoŋ), ‘lʔom buŋaʔ padiʔ tmpot yɛʔ’ (d=Pəәl, ʔoʔ wayat kəә=NaʔBoŋ) ʔoʔ 
tahuʔ laluʔ ʔoʔ cam hakaʔ, ʔoʔ kjeŋ toʔ ʔoʔ pɲloɲ, ʔipah pɲloɲ, ʔoʔ pinloɲ 
jugaʔ d=ʔoʔ. ʔoʔ tahuʔ jugaʔ ʔoʔ cam hakaʔ ʔoʔ diʔ mɛyhɛy toʔ ʔoʔ yɛʔ, t=kɔm 
hakaʔ yɛʔ tahuʔ. mɛyhɛy ʔun dah.  
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‘But padiʔ doesn’t have any flowers, she was just playing. She was 
remembering rice that you eat, she sang, she said ‘my flower smells bad’… 
from here there should be lots of flowers, there is no such thing as padi flower, 
but she was looking at rice, so she knew ‘padiʔ’, she used it in the song. It’s the 
song of Pəәl and NaʔBoŋ, they were making play-flowers and playing, when they 
were children, about the age of Sɔy (her daughter who was then around 8 years 
old). NaʔBoŋ sang ‘my flower smells bad’, then ‘my rice flower is fragrant’, sang 
Pəәl. NaʔBoŋ really knows how to ‘look for’ a song. She listened to her older 
siblings singing. We sang, so she sang too. She also knows how to ‘look for’ a 
song; she’s like me, her big sister who knows so many songs. That’s how it is’.  

 
The use of the word cam, then, to talk about looking for a song, implies that the 

song is somewhere out there, and has to be searched for and grasped before it 

can be sung. The implication here is that a song, like tubers or fragrant leaves, 

is already in physical existence, somewhere out there to be found.  

Songs that are ‘found’ in this way also travel. Later in my fieldwork, when 

on the Kəәɲam River, I heard the same song given two extra lines by the sisters 

Lɛs and Banãy (who are around ten or fifteen years younger than the original 

two singers). They added: 

 
yɛʔ taʔshalaʔ pɛh̃ duit yɛʔ                      I muddled up my flower and my money 

           yɛʔ cɨp pasar malam kəә=brəәy                 I go to the night market at sundown 
 
This shows the way songs travel, and that though they retain their original 

shape and nature, they may be modified depending on who is singing. What is 

remarkable is that given the ways that people make their own additions to 

songs, they do remain identifiable and can be traced back, in this case, at least 

ten years.  

People, especially young girls it seems, especially enjoy ‘looking for’ songs as a 

pastime, perhaps during the day or evening in the camp, or perhaps while out in 

the forest. Usually lyrics are to do with something that people are thinking about 

or doing at the time, or perhaps flowers or fruits or other activities or things 

people value. In one example, from February 2015 on the Kəәɲam River, two 

teenage girls, Taŋuh and Mlaŋ were trying to remember a song that they said 

Taŋuh’s mother had sung once, but as they took it in turns trying to remember 

bits of it, it got longer and longer. 

 
ʔɔy-lah buŋaʔ ʔmpeŋ,                                  oh friend, ʔmpeŋ flowers,  
hɛy haw ʔɔy-lah                                            let’s go and get them, oh friend 
saʔ hɛy caduk ʔagɛn t=hɛy kdah                  we can wear them in our hair, and          
                                                                     soon we’ll be beautiful 
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saʔ ʔay=lɨw leh ʔɔy-lah                                 why, oh friend 
moh yeʔ kan haw                                         don’t you want to go and get them? 
 
tapiʔ yɛʔ malɛs kan caduk                            but I don’t want to wear them 
saʔ ʔayaŋ yɛm kdap ʔayaŋ ʔɔy-lah              because I don’t want to go and get   
                                                                     them, oh friend 
 
buŋaʔ ʔmpeŋ hɛy duwaʔ dah t=ʔun dah     ʔmpeŋ flowers, the two of us could         
                                                                     already be there 
ʔagɛn t=gɨn tɔt kdah hɛy duwaʔ diʔ             soon they would see how beautiful we   
                                                                     both are 
moh yeʔ bah ʔɔy-lah                                    don’t you want to, oh friend? 
hɛy wek hɛy blaʔ hɛy dwaʔ                          we’ll come back just the two of us 
ʔagɛn t=gɨn tɔt kdah buŋaʔ ʔmpeŋ              soon they will see how beautiful the        
                                                                    ʔmpeŋ flowers are 
kəә=kuy hɛy                                                   on our heads 
 
ʔagɛn təә=gɨn tɔt kdah hɛy klaʔ                     soon they will see how beautiful we   
                                                                     are 
ʔɔy-lah hɛy haw leh                                      oh friend, lets go and get them please 
hɛy wek jaʔ hɛy blawal                                 when we get back we’ll get dressed 
up 
 
yɛʔ yeʔ kan bɔt saʔ                                       but I don’t want to take them,  
yɛʔ yũp d=yɛʔ ʔɔy-lah                                   because I’m shy, oh friend 
 

Another example of songs being made up through the course of play is the 

following, which is a transcription of Cɛs̃ and Kŋkuŋ, who at the time were 

around 11-12 years old, singing a song they were trying to ‘look for’ about me, 

as I was sitting with them holding my audio recorder. The song has the same 

melody as another popular playsong sung by children, but they were trying to 

‘look for’ their own words to fit the melody. Every time they went wrong they 

would argue, and then the other would take a turn to try, sometimes interrupting 

the other, alternating verses, until finally they found a version they were happy 

with, that they describe as btʔɛt (‘good, beautiful’). 
 

ʔoh NaʔPales                                                       Oh Alice 
jen cɨp ba=kyom?                                                 are you going downriver? 
jen ʔantɛt ʔawãʔ jen ba=spital….                         you’re taking your child to  
                                                                             the hospital 
          …  neŋ jadiʔ, neŋ jadiʔ…                             … didn’t work, didn’t work 
 
ʔoh NaʔPales                                                       Oh Alice                                                                                
jen cɨp ba=kyom?                                                 are you going downriver? 
jen ʔantɛt… ba=Tristik….                                     you’re taking… to Tristik… 
          … neŋ jadiʔ ʔɔy-lah neŋ jadi, paŋkaʔ…     … didn’t become, didn’t become,           
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                                                                                                          throw it away 
 
ʔoh NaʔPales                                                        Oh Alice                              
jen cɨp ba…                                                           you’re going to… 
          … diʔ pan=deʔ….                                            … do it like this!… 
 
ʔoh NaʔPales                                                       Oh Alice 
jen ʔantɛt ʔawãʔ jen                                              you’re taking your child 
ba=kyom bah                                                        downriver are you? 
jen səәh…                                                              you arrive… 
          … neŋ yɛm ʔeŋet bner! …                             … I really didn’t remember! 
 
ʔoh NaʔPales                                                       Oh Alice 
jen cɨp ba=kyom?                                                 are you going downriver? 
jen ʔantɛt ʔawãʔ jen                                             you’re taking your child 
ʔoʔ payah                                                             they’re sick 
          … lah, yɛʔ malɛs ner…                                   …ah! I really don’t like it 
 
 
ʔoh NaʔPales                                                        Oh Alice 
jen jok ba=kyom bah?                                           are you moving downriver? 
jok jen btʔɛt                                                           move camps well 
ʔoh NaʔPales                                                        Oh Alice 
jen jok ba=kyom bah?                                           are you moving downriver? 
mnjiʔ hɛy kampuŋ jen                                            your village is far from us 
jok jen btʔɛt                                                           move camps well 
saʔ kampuŋ jen mnjiʔ                                           because your village is far                                                                                   
                                                                              away 
            … alaaaa! btʔɛt ner                                         … ah! so good! 

 
Again, the idea that a song can ‘become’ (jadiʔ, a Malay loan from jadi ‘to 

become’), which is the same word used for blooming flowers, and that it can be 

‘thrown away’ (paŋkaʔ) reinforce the idea of songs as ‘things’. Another example 

of a song ‘found’ during the course of children’s play and make-believe games, 

is the following, which is a play song sung by children who are playing ‘mums 

and dads’. Mayaŋ is the name they give to their pretend child. They are 

collecting taduk palm to make thatch for their play lean-tos.  

 
taduk saʔ bataŋ                                          one branch of taduk 
mayaŋ diʔ kokɔh                                         hold it tightly, Mayaŋ  

 
The song was originally ‘found’ by one person (NaʔAliw tells me it was her), but 

then as people like it, it travels around the forest and is remembered by many 
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different people and takes on new associations - meaning that it was not 

NaʔAliw that I originally heard the song from. 

Songs are also often ‘found’ by adult people in the context of what they 

are doing. NaʔSrimjam recounted to me how when they were in the forest for 

flood season in 2015-2016, she and her sister NaʔBadəәk were making their 

lean-tos. There were some miscellaneous fronds of hapɔy (palm fronds to be 

used as thatch) next to each of their respective piles. NaʔSrimjam couldn’t 

remember whose they were, and said to her sister ‘whose are these hapɔy?’ 

(hapɔy ʔoʔ=lɨw?). This then became a song, which repeats the phrase ‘hapɔy 

ʔoʔ=lɨw’. When NaʔSrimjam told me this story and sung me this song when I 

was staying with her at Was Yɔŋ in May 2016, she said how it made her haʔip 

for NaʔBadəәk (who at that time was at Maŋkɛn), and for when they had all been 

together in that forest camp during the floods.  

NaʔTklɔ̃k would also often think of silly songs that were based on other 

songs, as we walked in the forest. On one occasion when she, I, her young son 

Byəәy, and her daughter Kəәŋ were walking in the forest, collecting new leaves to 

fix the thatch on her house, she sang: 

 
tigaʔ kradah                               three young/beautiful women 
tigaʔ kradah                               three young/beautiful women 
hɛy cɨp ba=həәp                           we’re going to the forest                     
cɨp ba=həәp                                 going to the forest 
cɨp ba=həәp                                 going to the forest 
mmmmmmmmmmmm               mmmmmmmmmmmmm 
 

This then changed to: 
 

kdah Batek                                  beautiful/young Batek woman 
ʔoʔ cɨp ba=həәp                            she’s going to the forest 

 
Then, when we came across jaboŋ flowers, her song kept the same melody, but 

changed to: 

 
ʔadoh buŋaʔ                                oh! flowers 
buŋaʔ jaboŋ                                 jaboŋ flowers 
buŋaʔ jaboŋ                                 jaboŋ flowers 
yɛm pakɛy                                    I want to wear 
yɛm caduk buŋaʔ jaboŋ               I want to put jaboŋ flowers in my hair 
yɛm pakɛy leh buŋaʔ jaboŋ          I want to wear jaboŋ flowers 
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Her son Byəәy, who at the time was around 2 years old, then started up with the 

same melody, but using the words ‘pɛw̃, pɛw̃, pɛw̃, pɛw̃’ (‘vagina, vagina, 

vagina, vagina’), and everyone fell about laughing.  

People often also make up new words based on context when they sing to 

their children. It is common for mothers and fathers (and in some situations 

other caregivers) to sing to their young children to amuse them, to stop them 

from crying, or to send them to sleep. Every evening fathers would strap their 

children to their backs and walk around the camp softly humming, and as 

people were falling asleep the air would be filled with the sounds of parents 

singing to their children. There are some families who sing more than others. 

Often caregivers either hum or murmur tidur (to sleep – a Malay loan) in a soft 

sighing melody, or they borrow another song, perhaps changing the words to fit 

things that happened in the day, or that are comforting to a child. One popular 

song is as follows: 

 
ʔayun ta=tɛk sriray                   accidentally fall asleep while being swung  
dawɔn bulɔʔ                             bamboo leaf 
pucɔk ptay                                petai shoots 
layuʔ pucɔk                              withered shoots 
dawɔn kəәmbaŋ                         blossoming leaves            
duduk dəәkat maluʔ                   shy to sit close 
duduk jawɔh bimbaŋ                worried to sit far away  
datoʔ datoʔ                              grandfather, grandfather    
suntiŋ buŋaʔ daniy                   wear daniy flower behind ears 
 
 

Because children are not separated from adults during most everyday activities 

there is not strict separation between songs that are for lullabies and songs that 

are sung in other contexts, though there are some songs, such as the 

particularly soothing song above, which seem to be better suited to that context.  

People also love to sing bawdy songs to make people laugh – and 

NaʔSrimjam and ʔEySrimjam told me this is especially common in ‘songs of 

young men’. One example of a bawdy song was taught to me by YaʔJarɨŋ, the 

lyrics simply repeat the words ‘dead person’s clitoris’, over and over again. bukɨt 

is a particularly funny word for clitoris to have used, because it refers 

specifically to an ‘old person’s clitoris’.  
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Given the lewdness of such songs they automatically appeal to many of my 

Batek friends’ senses of humour, but any song could also become associated 

with a funny situation and make people laugh. Sikan, for example, once sang 

the lullaby which should go as: 

 
ʔoh ʔoh ʔawẽʔ,       oh, oh, baby 
paʔ jen mŋkoŋ        your father is hungry 

 
as 
 

ʔoh ʔoh ʔawẽʔ        oh, oh, baby 
paʔ jen makɔk         your father is pregnant 

 
He muddled up the words makɔk (pregnant) and mŋkoŋ (hungry), meaning that 

later whenever someone sang that song they would burst out laughing, 

remembering Sikan’s mistake.  

Some songs are described as having a particular ‘owner’ (twan, Malay 

tuan), where the ‘owner’ is the person who ‘found’ the song. However, there is a 

fine balance between songs having one particular ‘owner’ and being known by 

everyone. The following is an amalgamation of my notes from July 2015, 

showing how a song that is ‘owned’ by someone can be ‘given’ (ʔɛk) or ‘cause 

to be put back’ (pi-mɨc).   

 
I first met NaʔDnlah the day her family arrived at Was Yɔŋ from Kelantan. 

She heard from NaʔKtləәt that I had some flutes with me that I had brought from 
Kəәcaw, where ʔEyPlɛp had made them for me. We sat and played and laughed 
for a while. A few months later, I visited the camp that that group had made a few 
minutes walk from the settlement at Was Yɔŋ. They preferred to be away from 
the hubbub of the main camp, as her son is sick. She had a painful and 
persistent skin rash, which I gave her some cream for. Months after this, we were 
camped together at Tɔm Treŋen, where she helped NaʔTklɔ̃k teach me how to 
build my own lean-to.  

When I returned to Was Yɔŋ, nearing the end of my fieldwork, NaʔSrimjam 
and I were cooking in her lean-to as the day drew to a close. She suddenly 
remembered that a while back, NaʔDnlah had called her over to her lean-to, and 
asked her to sit for a while as she had something to tell her. NaʔDnlah then gave 
(ʔɛk) NaʔSrimjam a song, and asked her in turn to give it to me, because she 

bu kɨt- sa rɔt- leh bu kɨt- sa rɔt- bu kɨt- sa rɔt leh bu kɨt- sa rɔt-

44& œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ ˙ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ ˙
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wanted NaʔSrimjam and I to sing it together while we played (pŋguʔ) in the 
forest.68 

As NaʔSrimjam was teaching it to me, we both suddenly forgot how the 
tune went. ‘lah!’, exclaimed NaʔSrimjam ‘it’s owner has taken it back!’ (‘twan ʔoʔ 
pi-mɨc’). We laughed, searched for a while, and then we found the melody again.  

As we sang, NaʔSrimjam remarked how she felt haʔip for NaʔDnlah. We 
remembered happy times we had spent with her, and sorry we are that her son is 
sick.  

For the rest of the week, NaʔSrimjam and I sang the song whenever we 
were together. NaʔSrimjam sometimes liked to check that I had remembered it 
correctly.  
 

When I returned to visit the forest in May 2016, NaʔSrimjam again asked me if I 

could remember NaʔDnlah’s song, and when we sang it, she remembered that 

she felt haʔip for NaʔDnlah, but also for that time the previous year that she had 

taught me the song. That time, she referred to the song as either ‘NaʔDnlah’s 

song’ (hakaʔ NaʔDnlah), or ‘our song’ (hakaʔ hɛy).  

It is also common for Batek to talk about the ‘giving’ (ʔɛk) and ‘returning to 

original place’ (pi-mɨc) of songs between halaʔ ʔasal and Batek shamans. The 

shaman must sing beautifully, causing haʔip, in order to be ‘given’ another 

song. If the shaman does not sing well, then the song may be taken back (pi-

mɨc), meaning that the shaman won’t remember how to sing it any more. When 

Batek friends would sometimes ask me to sing for them songs that I had been 

taught, I would do so. In some cases I was able to remember songs I had heard 

sung, even though they had not been taught specifically to me. On one 

occasion in July 2015, NaʔSrimjam said that the person whose songs they 

were, must have really meant to ‘give’ (ʔɛk) me the songs. I didn’t really 

understand this, and so protested that he hadn’t ‘taught me’ (p-blajer) the 

songs, I had just heard them. She replied that as I was able to remember them, 

it meant he had ‘given them’. If he hadn’t ‘given’ them, I wouldn’t have been 

able to remember them.  

9.3 Singing and haʔip 
 

As with musical instrument playing, whether or not a song causes haʔip is 

an indicator of it being ‘good’, making haʔip the guiding aesthetic for singers 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
68 It seems she was envisaging us singing the song in a situation similar to the one in the 
vignette with which I opened Chapter Two.  
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and listeners. For example, ʔEyBləәt once told me he wanted to go and seek out 

a particular person to hear him sing, because ‘he knows how to sing so that you 

really haʔip’. There are some specific musical features that people described as 

making haʔip more likely to be caused. This was made evident to me on one 

boat journey where ʔEyMlaŋ and I were singing a song, loudly above the sound 

of the engine. I had learned the song at a forest camp the previous evening, 

and as I learned it, I had thought that it sounded unusual, and not like the other 

Batek songs I had heard at that point. This was because rather than ending on 

the ‘tonic’ it ended on the ‘dominant’, and thus to my ears trained in the Western 

Classical tradition, it sounded ‘unfinished’.69 I put this down to my own musical 

enculturation, however, and proceeded to sing it the way I had heard it that 

previous evening in the forest. On the boat journey, however, ʔEyMlaŋ 

corrected me: 

 
ʔEyMlaŋ: pɲloɲ mɛyhɛy diɁ… Ɂagɛn moh haɁip hāɁ kɔm sikit 
                     ‘Sing it like this… (example), then you’ll haɁip a bit more’ 
 
Me: (singing the song as he suggests) 
 
ʔEyMlaŋ: alah! yɛʔ haʔip bner! 
                     ‘ah! I really haʔip!’ 

 
The suggestion that he made was that I sing it with the final note lowered 

a fifth, so that the melody ended similarly to most of the other Batek songs I had 

heard, on the ‘tonic’. Singing it this way, he said, meant that we would ‘haʔip a 

bit more’. It seems, therefore, that there is a preference for the phrases of songs 

to end in this way, and that the language used to talk about this is framed in 

terms of haʔip.   

When I played some of Endicott’s recordings of Batek singers in Kelantan 

in the 1970s to my Batek friends in Pahang in 2015, they described a similar 

aesthetic preference. There was one singer who was singing on three of the 

tracks on Endicott’s recordings. In each song, she sang the melody such that it 

sounded if it was in a minor key. This was a striking contrast to any Batek songs 

I had previously heard, which had been to my ears exclusively in what in 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
69 I use these terms derived from the Western Classical Tradition not because they are used by 
the Batek (who to my knowledge do not label these musical features), but because as 
ʔEyMlaŋ’s comment shows, there are aesthetic distinctions made along those lines.   
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Western Classical terms would be called a major-sounding key. The friends I 

played these minor-sounding songs to asked me to skip them as they were 

‘bad’ (jbʔec). Most evenings they would ask to hear Endicott’s recordings, but 

every time it got to one of that singer’s songs, however, they would say ‘skip it, 

skip it!’ (pintɛs! pintɛs!), and I would duly skip to the next track. When I asked 

why they didn’t like that particular singer they said ‘she has a bad sound’ ‘(jbʔec 

klɨŋ ʔoʔ’). Other of these recordings sung by other singers, which were ‘major-

sounding’, people said made them feel haʔip, even though they didn’t know the 

songs. Therefore, although it is difficult to isolate the particular musical property 

that made people say this singer was so bad, it seems likely that it is because 

she sang in what in Western Classical terms would be a ‘minor’ key. It is likely 

that another important aesthetic consideration for songs is that in order for them 

not to be jbʔec, or ‘bad sounding’, they should be ‘major’ sounding. An 

interesting area for further research would be to try to isolate this ‘bad sounding’ 

property more clearly. Thus it seems that the Batek have helped me to identify 

two melodic features that cause songs to be ‘good’, and therefore to make the 

singer or listener haʔip: being ‘major-sounding’, and ending on the ‘tonic’. 

 Singing, as Batek friends described it to me, is therefore a way of 

‘enchanting’ everyday experiences, making them memorable, joyful, or sad 

through the experience of haʔip. Singing, or ‘looking for’ songs that are often 

rooted in everyday experience, is therefore a kind of ‘technology’ for 

‘enchantment’, whereby ‘the enchantment of technology is the power that 

technical processes have of casting a spell over us so that we see the real 

world in an enchanted form’ (Gell 2006[1999]:163). Singing makes ordinary 

experiences such as seeing dead flowers on the ground, not knowing whose 

palm fronds are whose, hearing a tiger, children’s play, joking around about a 

dead person’s clitoris, or eating baŋkoŋ, into pleasurable aesthetic experiences 

that evoke haʔip. This haʔip turns the mundane into the beautiful, and therefore 

through such aesthetic pleasure, people are ‘seduced’ (Lewis 2013:45) into an 

understanding of what is ‘good’ in a more general sense, as everyday 

experiences of Batek life are made special. Singing, as an enchanting force, is 

therefore a way people deepen their relationships with each other through 

sharing in the feelings of haʔip that singing creates.  
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Singing, and the haʔip that it causes, is also a way that a sense of 

belonging to the ‘more-than-human sociality’ (Tsing 2013) of the həәp (‘forest’) is 

fostered. This is because, as Ingold puts it, ‘songs, stories and designs serve to 

conduct the attention of performers into the world, deeper and deeper’ 

(2000:55). In the Batek context, such ‘attention’ is guided by haʔip. As people 

sing about non-human persons, for example tigers, fruits or flowers, or 

remember particular places they have lived and sung, they foster a kind of 

sociality that includes these things through feeling haʔip for them.  

NaʔAliw, in June 2015 at Was Yɔŋ, told me about how she ‘looks for’ 

songs. She told me it is the same as how she ‘remembers’ in her heart about 

carving patterns of things in the forest onto combs: 

 
‘yɛɁ ŋɔk mɛyhɛy deɁ yɛɁ diɁ ragiɁ cnilas, samaʔ jugaɁ mɛyhɛy yɛɁ diɁ hakaɁ 
d=yɛɁ, yɛɁ diŋɔh, yɛɁ Ɂeŋet ragiɁ cnilas yɛɁ Ɂeŋet klaŋes yɛɁ, yɛɁ bɔt cnilas yɛɁ 
diɁ, yɛɁ tahuɁ yɛɁ diɁ,  yɛɁ diɁ mɛyhɛy yɛɁ diɁ hakaɁ samaɁ jugaɁ yɛɁ diɁ, yɛɁ 
pikir pikir, yɛɁ tahuɁ ɁoɁ pan=Ɂuɲ hakaɁ mɨʔ, yɛɁ pɲlɔɲ, yɛɁ diɁ mɛyhɛy Ɂun dah’ 
 
‘I sit like this, I do the pattern on my comb, like how I think of a song, I look, I 
remember the pattern, I remember my heart, I take my comb, I do the pattern, I 
know what to do. It’s the same if I am looking for a song, I do the same thing. I 
think, think, I know, ‘oh it’s like that, the song’, it’s like that’.  

(NaʔAliw) 
 
In the process of sitting, thinking, and remembering in her heart, she pays 

emotional attention to her subject, as she sings about it or carves its patterns 

onto her combs. Looking for inspiration for songs, or as NaʔAliw puts it 

‘remembering’, is therefore not a dispassionate process. In fact, NaʔAliw’s 

reference to her heart in the process of ‘remembering’, shows that knowledge, 

memories, songs and the emotions are connected through their shared locus in 

the heart.  

Whilst in Malay it is the liver (hati) that is considered the seat of the 

emotions (see Goddard 2001:168), in Batek it is the heart (klaŋes) where 

emotions are said to be felt, as well as where memories and knowledge are 

held (see Van der Sluys 2006[2000]:431 for comparable ideas among the 

Jahai). For example, on one occasion when telling me about a time in her youth 

that her family had run away from gɔp, NaʔKtləәt told me how it was her heart 

that wanted to run away (‘klaŋes yɛm talaʔ). Similarly when I unknowingly 

uttered the name of Blik, who had passed away the previous night, NaʔLarɛm 
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told me not to utter (prbəәt) her name as it was ‘like a stab to the heart’ (‘mɛyhɛy 

cik kəә=klaŋes yɛʔ’). After the death of NaʔLaŋkap at Was Yɔŋ, NaʔAliw said 

she didn’t want to return there from Maŋkɛn because her heart wanted to cry 

(klaŋes yɛm jim). When people would express feelings of haʔip, it was often 

accompanied by the gesture of thumping their heart with their fist, or holding 

their hand over their heart. If someone felt too much haʔip it was described 

physically as ‘pain in the heart’ (ptis klaŋes). 

Unlike the English lexical separation between the functions of the ‘heart’ 

and the ‘mind’, however, it is also the Batek klaŋes that is considered to be 

where memories and knowledge are held. This is illustrated by the above 

example of NaʔAliw describing her klaŋes as where she ‘remembers’ the 

pattern to carve or the song to sing. In this respect the Batek idea of klaŋes is 

more similar to the Malay hati than to the English ‘heart’, which like the Batek 

klaŋes (‘heart’) is also considered more ‘active’ and ‘cognitive’ (see Goddard 

(2001:167-168). NaʔTklɔ̃k would always tell me that she wanted me to 

remember words in my heart, not just to write them (or she knew I would forget), 

and when NaʔSrimjam was telling me to remember a song in July 2016, she 

told me ‘remember your heart’ (ʔeŋet klaŋes moh). People would tease my 

forgetfulness (I was always accidentally leaving belongings behind when I 

moved camps) by saying ‘klpləәp bner klaŋes moh’, or ‘klaŋis mom lupaʔ’ (‘your 

heart is so forgetful’, or ‘your heart is you forget’). In Batek thought, therefore, 

the heart is the locus of not only the emotions, but also of knowledge, and 

memory. This helps to explain how singing is a process of remembrance that 

can so powerfully evoke haʔip.  

As songs are shared around, they do not lose associations with particular 

memories. They circulate almost as physical things that can be ‘found’, ‘given’, 

or ‘put back’, and gather new associations through this process. It is therefore 

the connections that are in focus, as songs become powerfully associated with 

people who sung them, places they were sung, and memories of times spent 

singing. Such connections may be different for different people, and yet as a 

result of the shared lives that people lead, many meanings may also be shared. 

As such, songs become associated with an ‘ad hoc’, ‘plurality’ of persons (Bird-

David 2005:211). Just as Bird-David has described the shared eating of meat 

as ‘regenerat[ing] closeness’ among Nayaka people, among the Batek the 
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sharing in the experience of song regenerates closeness through haʔip that is 

felt for the many facets of the həәp - perhaps non-human persons such as 

flowers, fruits or birds, perhaps a particular place, or perhaps a particular 

activity. This cements the understanding that the həәp is a place to be loved and 

valued as a home, central to Batek socio-aesthetics.  

 Songs have the power to encapsulate and evoke memories (see also Lye 

on ‘going back’ to places 2005a[2004]:99) at the same time as new memories 

are created in the present moment. Singing, with its power to forcefully bring 

emotions and memories to the fore, can be as much a way of ‘going back’ to a 

place as physically going there. As young children are part of the social setting 

in which singing takes place, then they also quickly become part of this process, 

growing up with memories of their parents’ memories, and knowledge of their 

songs.  

9.4 Participating in singing 
 

The nature of the ways Batek people participate in singing is similar to 

participation in musical instrument playing. Since it is easier for two singers to 

be at the same pitch than two instruments, however, it seems to be more likely 

that a couple of people might sing together in unison. Like musical instrument 

playing, people do not usually sing as a ‘performance’, by which I mean people 

would come specifically to listen to them, and sit quietly and watch while they 

played or sung. Rather, singing happens as naturally and seemingly informally 

as other activities that people get on with as part of daily life, much as Endicott 

(1979:22) has described regarding Batek religion, and Kricheff and Lukas 

(2015) have described regarding Maniq rituals. Structurally, songs are similar to 

the sounds played on the flute and the mouth harp, where a short melodically 

distinctive and memorable motif is repeated. This goes for playful songs and 

also for what Endicott describes of songs used in a shamanic singing session, 

where ‘nearly all follow the same general pattern: each line begins with the 

name of the species followed by a phrase describing or praising it. The lines 

can be repeated any number of times’ (1979:57). 

During the early days of my fieldwork at ʔawɔr camp, we spent an evening 

lying in the lean-to singing songs, improvising with lyrics to make them either 
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topical or increasingly comical. I was keen to join in with this, but found it difficult 

to do so, as I found it confusing when I would sing something in my fumbled 

Batek language, and someone else would begin singing something else over 

the top. This experience, however, allowed me to realise that whilst my musical 

upbringing makes me want to sing in unison or in harmony with other people, 

this is not always the Batek way of doing things. Though later, Batek informants 

made me aware that people do also sing in unison, in my experience it would 

be unusual if more than two people were to sing in unison together. Even if 

there are more than two people present, the chances are that other people 

would be busy chatting or doing something else. A possible exception is in 

shamanic singing sessions, as described by Endicott (1979:57-61, 144-149). I 

never heard anyone sing in harmony: if singers were singing together, it would 

be at the same pitch. Singers may start singing whenever they feel like it, there 

are no defined ‘parts’, and so anyone may interrupt with their own line that 

sometimes may or sometimes may not match the other singer’s. Playful singing 

fits in with the flow of conversation and other activities that are going on 

simultaneously rather than being something that happens as marked out from 

these other activities, though songs are remembered as special. Sometimes 

Batek friends would say ‘come over to my lean-to later so we can sing when the 

children are asleep’, and this usually meant a chat intertwined with learning 

songs and drinking tea, rather than what in my early days of fieldwork I might 

have mistakenly expected - that one of us would ‘perform’ to the other, or that 

we would all sing together or perform to other people.  

NaʔJayat, NaʔBlcil and NaʔAliw also explicitly told me that when they sing 

to their babies they are teaching them to speak. In addition, it is likely that as 

young children are sung to, and are physically attached to their parents whilst 

they sing, they learn to participate in singing in this characteristically Batek 

autonomous style, at the same time as they build memories and feel haʔip in 

response to these.  

9.4 Conclusion 
 

The aesthetic choices involved in singing in a way that is considered btʔɛt 

(‘good, beautiful’), reveal aesthetic choices surrounding what is considered to 
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be btʔɛt in life more broadly, at the same time as it inculcates these views. 

Singing, as it is a way of enchanting the everyday through the haʔip that it 

creates, is a way that people manage their relationships with each other, and 

with the great diversity of kinds of person who make up the həәp (‘forest’). 

Singing evokes memories, builds relationships, and cultivates beauty in the 

everyday, and is a primary way that presences of loved ones, of remembered 

places and instances in time, or other persons in the həәp (‘forest’) are 

encapsulated and bought powerfully into the present moment. Because of this 

particular power of singing and the conversations that it inspires, it is an 

important way that a sense of belonging to the ‘more-than-human sociality’ of 

the həәp (‘forest’) is created, and that the depth of people’s shared daily 

experiences are emphasised. At the same time, the aesthetic choices involved 

in singing in a characteristically independent way encourage and reveal the 

value of personal autonomy that is so important to a Batek socio-aesthetic.  
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CHAPTER TEN: Laughter and mockery 
10.1 Introduction 
 

Laughter and mockery are powerful forms of sounded action. If used in the 

wrong way they can cause terrible madness, ill-health, storms, and death. Even 

loud and raucous laughter in itself, independent of context, can be taboo, 

potentially upsetting Gubar (the thunder-being) and causing terrifying storms. 

These taboos around behaviours that could cause storms are referred to as 

lawac. For example, if a particularly hilarious joke is told, or something funny 

happens and laughter goes on too long or is too loud, Batek people stifle their 

giggles, chiding each other ‘gɔy leh, lawac klaʔ!’ (‘be careful, lawac!). People 

are especially wary if the laughter is directed at something lewd, or something 

that it is taboo to laugh at. Often, however, knowing that you should not laugh 

doesn’t actually mean that the laughter stops, as knowing that laughter is 

forbidden often makes the thing funnier. NaʔSrimjam and I once stayed up late, 

laughing foolishly at the ləәʔ payaʔ frog whose call sounds uncannily like 

someone breaking wind. Every time she would chide ‘lawac!’, getting her 

laughter just about under control, before she burst into laughter once more as 

soon as the frog called again.  

Though laughter is enjoyed, therefore, it can become inappropriate and 

become the mark of someone jbʔec (‘bad, ugly’), or ŋaw (‘mad’). Taboos 

surrounding laughter and mockery enshrine or ‘mark out’ (Valeri 2000:46) 

certain kinds of behaviour, and things that cannot be mocked, and hence play 

an important role in defining socio-aesthetics. Furthermore, Batek people 

demonstrated that whilst they are wary of the dangerous power of laughter and 

mockery, they also use its subversive potential to their own ends by laughing at 

things that might otherwise be threatening such as predators (bɛc), outsiders 

(gɔp), and the dead (sarɔt), and even the taboos themselves. Taboos are also 

an egalitarian way of fostering particular socio-aesthetics since they do not 

require deference to authority figures in order to enforce or emphasise the idea 

of the beauty of good relations between persons of the həәp (‘forest’). In 

addition, knowledge of how to adhere to the taboos emphasises cultural 

differences between Batek and outsiders (gɔp), creating a distinct sense of 
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those who are on the inside of the group, and those who are not (see also Lye 

2005a[2004]:110, 119). Taboos surrounding the control of laughter and 

mockery therefore reveal and construct important aspects of Batek socio-

aesthetics.  

 
Figure 40: Laughing in the forest 
	  

10.2 Keeping sounds safe 
 

Scholars as far back as Skeat & Blagden (1906) and Schebesta (1929) 

have noted the centrality of the various behavioural taboos followed by different 

groups of Orang Asli people. Based on these early ethnographies, Needham 

(1967) has also described in detail the centrality of people’s fear of the thunder 

that can occur as a result of incompatible mixing of bloods and inappropriate 

laughter. Taboos among the Batek of Kelantan have been discussed in great 

detail by Endicott (1979), who carefully outlines many of the various prohibitions 

that pervade Batek people’s daily life. Linking each of the different areas of daily 

life that can be subject to taboos, Endicott argues that Batek prohibitions ‘all 

serve, in their very different ways, to affirm the order of the world as the Batek 

conceive it’ (Endicott 1979a:70). Regarding Batek groups in Pahang, Lye has 

similarly argued that a common theme running through Batek taboos is ‘keeping 

categories distinct’ (Lye 2005a[2004]:60). For example, it is considered lawac to 

mix fish and meat on the same cooking fire, to mix the smells and shadows of 

humans and certain insects, to mix the blood of certain animals in the river, to 

mix the menstrual blood of women with the blood of animals, or to mix bodies 

by incestuous relationships. As much as physical actions, many sounds are 

also tabooed - these could be people’s names, certain words, laughter, 

anything considered rude or mocking, or even just excessive noise. Uttering an 

affine’s name could cause madness even if they are many miles from you and 

can’t hear, singing a song thought of by someone long dead could cause them 

to come to you in a dream, laughing when you shouldn’t could cause a storm, 

and saying something mocking about fruits could cause madness. Many kinds 

of terrifying ghosts exist as their wailing sounds - their existence proven by the 

sounds they make alone without the need for visual confirmation. People have 
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a pronounced recognition of the potency of sounds: they can be ‘heard’ by 

beings who can’t be seen, and can have lasting effects even when the sound 

itself can no longer be heard. This is reflected in the way that people talk about 

‘small’ (kanɛt), and ‘big’ (bəәw) sounds to refer to high-pitched and low-pitched 

sounds respectively, and how they use the words ‘strong’ (gagah) and ‘careful’ 

(gɔy) to refer to loud and quiet sounds respectively (Merriam 1964:96-97).  

Certain instances of laughter and mockery can break down and 

contaminate what to the Batek should be distinct boundaries. As NaʔKtləәt 

recounted, in the story of the two halaʔ ʔasal and the bear, when the halaʔ who 

had caught the bear looked into the cooking pot and ridiculed (tinak) the hand of 

the dead bear, uttering (prbəәt) out loud that it ‘looked like a human hand’ 

(‘mɛyhɛy cas batɛk’), the halaʔ got such terrible diarrhoea (cikak) that he was 

killed. By uttering the idea that the bear looks like a human out loud, even 

though the bear was dead and being cooked (so you might think it was unable 

to ‘hear’ the halaʔ), the category of bear and human were contaminated 

sonically, and so when ingested were fatal. It is not taboo to think mocking 

thoughts about things it is taboo to laugh at, but to utter these mocking thoughts 

out loud, or to emit the sound of laughter, is what could be dangerous. Implicit 

in this is the idea that everyone shares the knowledge that these things could 

be funny, and indeed, the fact that the taboos exist at all shows the potential 

that these things might be laughed at or mocked.  

Mockery and laughter can therefore be powerful ways of sonically mixing 

up or contaminating the nature of something. This might be through laughing 

directly at something, through uttering a name in a mocking way, or through 

saying something mocking. As sonic energies collide, it can cause terrible and 

greatly feared consequences. Laughter and mockery can therefore be as taboo 

an action as mixing the blood of a monitor lizard in the river, mixing fish and 

meat on the same fire, mixing the sound of an excessively loud television with 

the sound of the forest, mixing smells by casting a person’s shadow over a 

millipede, or the incestuous mixing of people. Through laughing out loud or 

mockery, sounds can become incompatibly jumbled up and contaminated in the 

same way that blood, water, or bodies might. This makes it important to 

separate certain sounds that are considered to be special, for example names 

and shaman songs, from the contaminating sounds of laughter and mockery, 
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through taboo. This is illustrated by the following vignette based on fieldnotes 

from May 2015: 

 
‘ʔay t=neŋ sɔk mɛt’ (‘the one with no eyelashes’), sang ʔEyBarəәʔ, who was using 
a funny avoidance name for the fish inserted into a shaman’s song we had heard 
a few weeks previously. His wife, his brother-in-law, and I, all fell about laughing. 
‘ʔay t=neŋ sɔk mɛt…’ he carried on, as we all wiped tears from our eyes. His 
wife, NaʔMtkɔt, told him to watch out, or he would be twãy (‘mad’), since the song 
he was mocking was a hakaʔ ʔasal (‘primordial song’ or ‘shaman’s song’). He 
carried on regardless, and over the rest of the evening and the next few days, 
kept chiming in with his rendition of the song at hilariously inopportune moments, 
causing us all to choke on our tea, or burst out laughing mid doing something 
else. As usual, protestations that we might go mad only made people stop joking 
for a few moments before bursting out laughing again. Knowing we shouldn’t be 
laughing somehow made everything funnier, even though people chided us that 
for laughing so much and so loudly that we also ran the risk of being lawac. The 
next day, it was fish (or rather, ‘the ones with no eyelashes’) for early morning 
breakfast. A few hours later, I began to feel queasy, with cramping pains in my 
stomach. I told NaʔMtkɔt and ʔEyBarəәʔ. NaʔMtkɔt was worried, but ʔEyBarəәʔ 
just laughed – ‘well you shouldn’t have been laughing at my song about the fish 
then! You were teasing it (tinak)! That’s why you’re cikak (have the painful feeling 
of diarrhoea) now!’ I protested that I had only laughed, it was he who had been 
singing the song, so why was it me that was now sick when he was fine?! He 
laughed and said ‘blap blap leh’ (it just is).  
 

Songs are an important part of what constitutes Batek shamanic knowledge, 

and so just as certain fruits, leaves, or flowers associated with the primordial 

shamans should not be thrown around carelessly, shaman songs should be 

sung beautifully and properly (btʔɛt). This is a contrast to playful songs which 

are often lewd and make people laugh. If the sonic substance of a shaman 

song is contaminated by rude words or excessive laughter, as in the above 

example, then the offender may go mad (twãy), just as they might were they to 

mock or throw around the various flora and fauna associated with the halaʔ 

ʔasal or with the tahun. When something that is about to be eaten is mocked, 

the effect that it has on the body has as physical and potent an effect as 

ingesting something that is contaminated might be. Taboos around laughter and 

mockery therefore enshrine aesthetics and ethics - to sing beautifully and to 

behave respectfully is good, whereas to sing badly and behave disrespectfully 

is to risk catastrophe. Such views on when laughter is either good or bad reveal 

a more profound socio-aesthetic orientation of love of, and respect for, the other 

persons of the həәp and the foods that it provides. 
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10.3 yeʔyɔʔ: dangerous wordplay 
 

Another potentially dangerous way of mocking something is with yeʔyɔʔ 

wordplay, which is used quite commonly in everyday speech. It is considered a 

humorous way to express mild annoyance, and can be a favourite way to mock 

or tease someone (see also Endicott 1979a:80-81). The wordplay is formed by 

copying the final syllable, then prefixing the morpheme /bal-/ before the copy in 

the following way: 

 
cirɛt ‘kettle’ becomes cirɛt bal-ɛt 
 
puyɔk ‘saucepan’ becomes puyɔk bal-ɔk 
 
kɔlɛy ‘cup’ becomes kɔlɛy bal-ɛy 
 
piŋɛn ‘plate’ becomes piŋɛn bal-ɛn 
 

However, yeʔyɔʔ can be very dangerous – and the risk of this wordplay 

happening accidentally is one of the very common reasons that the Batek use 

avoidance language. yeʔyɔʔ wordplay would be a very dangerous thing to do 

regarding anything to do with the fruit season, or anything that is considered 

lawac (such as leeches or worms) as it may cause either madness or a storm. 

Symptoms of this incurable madness would involve a gigantic swelling head, 

loss of speech, trying to eat fire, and caterpillars coming out of your eyes. To 

yeʔyɔʔ bees, honey, water, or wind I am told would cause instant death.  

It is also dangerous to yeʔyɔʔ something you are about to eat. For 

example, on one occasion, a Langur (kaldɨs) had been caught. I knew it was a 

Langur because someone had already told me so, and yet for some reason 

everyone was openly referring to it as a Siamang (batew). When I asked why, 

NaʔAliw whispered that they were worried that if the children knew the real 

name of what they were eating they might accidentally yeʔyɔʔ it if they said it a 

lot of times, and they were worried they might go mad and/or be cikak (have 

terrible diarrhoea). They therefore lied and told all the children it was something 

different in order to avoid the potentially dangerous situation. Children are 

especially often tempted to yeʔyɔʔ, particularly when they get grumpy and 

argue: 
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 [Klawal takes something from his sister, ŋəә̃c] 
 
ŋəә̃c: ʔec lãʔ! Klawal bal-al! 
         ‘Penis-shit (expletive)! ‘yəәʔyɔʔ of her brother’s name’ (which is also the   
         name of an edible animal)!’  
 
NaʔSrimjam: yeʔ kan yeʔyɔʔ saʔ knmoh ʔay mɨʔ, moh cikak klaʔ 
                ‘Don’t yeʔyɔʔ because it’s the name of our meat, you’ll get diarrhoea’   
 

The problem was that Klawal is named after a type of edible animal. As 

she yeʔyɔʔ-ed his name, then, his sister ŋə̃әc ran the risk of being cikak. yeʔyɔʔ 

is therefore a kind of speech act (Austin 1975), whereby the sonic act of uttering 

something in the yeʔyɔʔ form can have a profound effect on people’s health, 

sanity, and wellbeing. Names are more than referential, and to contaminate the 

name through yeʔyɔʔ is to mock the thing itself. Endicott’s informants also 

demonstrated to him that what makes yeʔyɔʔ dangerous ‘is that by distorting 

the names of things, it confuses their identities and thus threatens the order of 

the world’ (1979:81).  

10.4 Purposeful mocking  
 

Laughter and mockery are a forceful way of diminishing the potential 

authority and power that the ability to cause fear might allow. For example, 

Gubar, if lawac taboos are broken, may stomp around shouting and cause 

terrible wind, thunder and storms that are a real concern to people’s safety. It 

might be thought, therefore, that he is an authority figure. However, as well as 

fearing the ramifications of his anger, the Batek also treat him almost as a figure 

of fun. As Lye puts it, ‘Batek find Gubar (here less a deity than a man) hilarious, 

for what personage would make such deep rumbling sounds?’ (2005:155). 

Similarly, Endicott has written that given that Gubar ‘is the pre-eminent figure in 

the Batek pantheon, their attitude toward him is surprisingly irreverent’ 

(1979:167). The following is an account of the first blood sacrifice to placate 

Gubar that I witnessed during my fieldwork.  

 
It was fruit season in August 2014, and we were staying in a forest camp. During 
the day, the men and I had made the trek and boat ride to the shop for supplies. 
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That evening, NaʔAliw absent-mindedly cooked the instant noodles I had brought 
back on the same fire that earlier in the day she had cooked fish on. Gubar was 
not happy – it was the wildest storm yet that I had experienced in the forest, rain 
was falling in sheets, Gubar’s thunderous voice was rumbling and, most 
frighteningly, the wind was howling all around us, making the trees creak and 
moan ominously. We were all roused from sleep, young children were ready and 
strapped to their parents in case we had to run suddenly from a falling tree, and 
the men were stoking huge fires to try and prevent the rain (during a storm the 
Batek always like to build big fires – they say it makes the rain go away). Krdoŋ 
cut her shin, mixed it with water in a jug, and then one by one a few others went 
up so their shins could be cut (or sometimes the mixture just wiped on their shin 
and then put back in the jug), ʔEyʔAliw took the jug from her and threw the 
mixture up over the roofs of the lean-tos, shouting at Gubar to stop being angry, 
pleading with him that they they were ‘good’ (btʔɛt) people really. NaʔAliw joined 
him, and they shared throwing the mixture around, but every time there was a 
particularly loud clap of thunder they would burst out laughing ‘oh, Gubar!’, 
‘hahahahah he’s so loud’, ‘aahhhh Gubar what is he doing?!’ whilst others in the 
camp laughed as well. The mixture of hilarity with fear of the wind howling was to 
me, totally surreal. 

 

Laughter at Gubar therefore helped to subvert, to some extent, the power that 

Gubar might otherwise have had as a result of his ability to cause fear and 

destruction. I soon realised that this was not a one-off situation, and that fear 

and hilarity often seem to go hand in hand, as they may in many societies (see 

Musharbash 2008). As another example, the following is an account of the first 

time I witnessed the Batek encounter elephants.  

 
One night in September 2014 as the fruit season was coming to a close, I was 
with NaʔTklɔ̃k and her family, staying with her ‘uncle’ (actually a more distant 
relation than that), ʔEyLuraʔ, and his wife NaʔLuraʔ at Taɲoŋ Gam, one of the 
settlement camps on the Sɛt River. All that afternoon, we had been joking about 
elephants (as the Sɛt folks had been telling us about how frequently they had 
been coming to the camp at that time). The joke began when NaʔTklɔ̃k had been 
telling me different avoidance names for the elephant (who usually is called 
gajah, a loanword from the Malay). To name just a few of many, there was ʔay 
t=bəәw laŋɔt (which translates as the ‘one with big lower-legs’), gawəәy (a Semaq 
Beri word, Nicole Kruspe personal communication 2015), and ʔay təә=dwaʔ hacẽʔ 
(the ‘one with two tails’ – because of its trunk). We couldn’t stop laughing when 
NaʔTklɔ̃k (in the typical style of Batek bawdy humour) suggested that if it is a 
male elephant you can call it ‘the one with three tails’ (ʔay t=tigaʔ hacẽʔ). This 
joke had us giggling all afternoon. That night when the elephants arrived, children 
were strapped to their parents with sarongs, who stayed awake ready to run if 
they had to as we heard the jal (sensation of something moving) of the elephants 
approaching “gəәrusduuuuuus” went their jal as they stepped on the bamboo. 
“krə̃әt krə̃әt krə̃әt” they trumpeted. No one would utter the word gajah (the usual 
word for elephants – a Malay loan), people instead saying gawəәy, or ʔay t=bəәw 
laŋɔt. People sat quietly as hard rain falling on the lean-to made it harder to hear 
what was going on. NaʔTklɔ̃k and I had drunk too much tea though, and kept 
having to outside to go to the loo – hooting in laughter (triʔhuʔ) about how scared 
we were. NaʔTklɔ̃k kept joking about the idea of elephants seeing our bottoms. 
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As the noises became more distant again, they began laughing in relief, and the 
jokes about ‘the one with three tails’ began again.  

 
As a final example, dead people (sarɔt) are greatly feared by the Batek - 

and sometimes the sound of a ghostly dead person crying in the night would 

send people running in fear. Despite this, the sarɔt is also the butt of many 

jokes, and there are countless stories about it and numerous funny anecdotes, 

such as the story of when a sarɔt wanted to have sex with his wife, but she 

refused because his penis disgusted her, or the when the sarɔt has a ‘sticky’ 

penis, which gets stung by an ant. When recounting these stories people 

always laugh raucously, even though they have most likely heard the story 

many times! Through laughter and mockery, potentially frightening things seem 

less so. In both cases, laughing about Gubar or the elephants, serves to 

remove some of the power that their potential for danger gives them, returning it 

back to the laughers. Laughter and mockery are therefore important ways that 

fear is counter-balanced with humour. The same tendency can also be seen in 

Batek people’s love of mocking gɔp (‘outsiders’), who like dead people, are 

often feared, but are also very often the butt of everyday jokes.  

Laughter, cross-culturally, has the capacity to immediately make the thing 

or person being laughed at seem small or insignificant. Lewis describes how 

Mbendjele women use mockery as a ‘powerful form of social control’ (2009:11). 

Indeed, he points out that this is likely to be a practice with some longevity, 

perhaps with its roots in ‘an old pattern of mobbing behaviour’ (2009:11, citing 

Eibl-Eibesfeldt 1989:138). Similarly Knight and Lewis write that ‘irreverent 

laughter may testify to the evolutionary importance of humour as a social 

levelling device… helping to sustain those distinctively human levels of in-group 

trust and mutuality’ (2014:305). Despite the fact that laughter and mockery can 

be what angers other beings and cause danger in the first place, it seems that 

by mocking fearful beings, such as Gubar, tigers, elephants, gɔp, and ghosts, 

the Batek turn some of their fear into hilarity. In the process, they diminish the 

power of those they fear, gain agency over their emotions, and also create and 

maintain a shared socio-aesthetic in the process of creating shared jokes that 

create a strong sense of those who are insiders and those who are outsiders.  

Mocking other people can be dangerous, however. The kind of mocking 

that Lewis describes among the Mbendjele, where women and men gang up on 
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each other, taking turns to exert social control (2008), would not be found in a 

Batek camp. In fact, Batek people are very sensitive to being mocked – as the 

taboos surrounding the phenomenon of kʔɔy show (kʔɔy is also described by 

Kirk and Karen Endicott (2008:45-46), and Kirk Endicott (1979:109-110)). kʔɔy 

is a sickness which can be very serious, where you have a headache and 

lethargy from which, if it is not treated with the proper blood sacrifice, you can 

die. Like emotions, memories and knowledge, the sickness is said to ‘reside in 

the heart’ (Endicott & Endicott 2008:45). There are many ways that kʔɔy can be 

caused: perhaps someone knocked over your food while you were eating, 

perhaps someone is angry with you, or mistreated you somehow, or perhaps 

you have been mocked unfairly. For example, NaʔKtləәt once told the story of 

how she was kʔɔy, when her son Cadeʔ had come home with a big heavy 

backpack, which he told her was full of eggs. She opened it to see that in fact it 

was full of fruits. Worry about making someone kʔɔy by tormenting them, being 

angry with them, or mocking them, seems to prevent people from ostentatiously 

mocking others, though there is often friendly low-key mocking in the way 

people joke around with each other.   

10.5 Mocking the taboos themselves 
 

The special power of laughter and mockery to subvert power, to diminish, 

and to devalue, is also used to mock the taboos themselves. In many situations 

it can be taboo to utter the name of a person or of various flora or fauna for fear 

of making them feel shy or embarrassed (yũp), and in the following example, 

Pupãw mocks these prohibitions: 

 
April 2015: jokes about a phone battery  
 
We had been singing a Malay pop song absentmindedly all afternoon, and in the 
evening, NaʔKwaliy decided she wanted to charge up ʔEyKwaliy’s phone to 
listen to it. They were trying to charge it up with a super heavy-duty Eveready 
battery, which requires careful unfurling of the wires and then balancing the 
phone battery against the wires. The battery in question was nearing the end of 
its life, so they were a bit worried there might not be enough juice in it to charge 
the phone battery. After half an hour or so I said ‘let’s see if the phone battery is 
charged’. ‘Shhhhhhh’, said Pupãw ‘don’t utter its name… it’ll be too shy and 
embarrassed to charge!’ I laughed and looked over at the battery ‘don’t look at it!’ 
he exclaimed, ‘you’ll make it shy again!’.  
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On another occasion, NaʔSrimjam mocked the prohibitions surrounding the 

cutting of pandanus leaves: 
 

June 2015: cutting pandanus with NaʔSrimjam  
 
NaʔSrimjam and I decided to go and cut pandanus. We had been late to leave in 
the morning because of fussing children, and this combined with the fact that we 
were taking ages (because I am slow at cutting pandanus) meant that we were 
getting dangerously close to the time in the afternoon (brəәy) where it becomes 
dangerous to cut pandanus, as it can make you kmaliʔ (a Malay loan from pemali 
which translates as ‘taboo’, but in Batek is used specifically for pandanus taboos 
whose symptoms include an uncontrollably shaking head and madness). 
NaʔSrimjam asked me the time, when I told her it was already 2.30pm, she very 
realistically faked shaking her head around, with wild staring eyes, until we both 
burst out laughing. When we got back to camp this story was repeated, and 
received with hoots of laughter every time at the idea of NaʔSrimjam pretending 
to go mad in the forest.  
 

In some cases, using and making up avoidance names was also done for 

comic effect. ʔEyBarəәʔ was always doing this, for example calling flour mixed 

with water ‘the one with the holes in’ (‘ʔay t=brilwɔl’). Sometimes avoidances 

such as these would be made to hide whatever was being cooked from 

children, but in this case, it was simply to make us laugh. Making joke 

avoidances therefore is a pleasurable way to create ‘in-jokes’ that become 

recycled at later times, and evoke memories of times spent joking around 

through their use and re-use (see also Stasch 2011:106). Laughing at the 

taboos also makes sure that they do not become dogmatic. Faced with a 

potentially fearful being, situation, or potentially proscriptive set of rules, it is 

laughter that can bring the power and agency back into the hands of the Batek. 

Everyone is therefore aware that they follow the rules because this is the good 

and proper way to behave, rather than adhering to them because they are 

sticking to a strict, inflexible dogma. Indeed, I never heard anyone complaining 

about following taboos, though in some situations people did either make the 

decision to ignore them, or made mistakes.  

10.6 Laughter, mockery, and egalitarianism 
 

The Batek’s taboos are an egalitarian way that knowledge of how to be a 

good person is transmitted between people and across generations, since they 
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do not attribute any power or status to particular individuals. I never saw 

someone directly get angry with another person for being lawac and causing a 

storm (though of course there is the possibility this could have happened out of 

my earshot). People might say something like ‘I’ve thought about it and I don’t 

like it’, but actually confronting someone in anger is something they rarely do. 

Perhaps this is partly because people understand that it is not always a simple 

causal relationship between a bad thing happening, and a storm for example.  

Sometimes bad things happen and there is no storm, and sometimes a bad 

thing happens and there is a storm. This means it can never truly be known 

who the real culprit was: not only might the tabooed action not have caused the 

storm that time, but the culprit may have even been someone in a different 

camp. This makes it difficult to make accusations. Just as the authority to 

enforce taboos is not given to people, it seems that Batek people also do not 

attribute much authority to Gubar, the thunder-being who is upset by lawac 

actions. Gubar is not seen as vengeful or punitive – rather the negative 

repercussions that come from offending him are usually described as an 

epiphenomena of his stomping around shouting. Gubar may be angry, but in my 

experience this is not understood to be some kind of calculated punishment or 

expression of authority. Neither among the living human Batek, nor among the 

superbeings, can one true ‘authority figure’ be found.  

In addition, trying to follow the taboos is the responsibility of each 

individual, as the taboos that each person should follow are different for each 

person at each moment. In my case, although in any situation it would never be 

recommended to laugh too much at a fish, had we not also eaten the fish, I 

probably would not have got sick. Someone who had also laughed but not 

eaten would also probably have been fine. Similarly, parents have no problem 

with children knowing or saying the name of the kaldɨs (Langur) in general, but, 

as in the above example, if they were to yeʔyɔʔ the Langur when they were 

about to eat it, they could have got very sick with cikak. Though there are many 

things that can never be mocked (such as the wind, rain, bees, honey, leeches, 

water, to name a few), in many cases it is up to the particular situation of the 

individual in that particular moment. The broad set of taboos on laughter and 

mockery that any Batek person follows is very similar, a fact that in itself fosters 

a sense of community between Batek people (as opposed to gɔp who, they say, 
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‘don’t know’ how to follow the taboos). At the same time, however, the lack of 

enforcement, and personal autonomy in choosing to follow taboos or not, 

ensures that a Batek socio-aesthetic is transmitted in an egalitarian way.  

As people’s control of types of utterance and laughter is ever present in 

the way they speak and interact, the taboos are quite obvious to all present, 

and do not require formal teaching. As children don’t hear their parents yeʔyɔʔ-

ing water, hear them stifling their laughter, or hear them using avoidance 

language, for example, it provokes their curiosity (Lewis 2008), prompting them 

to learn how to behave in this way themselves (of course, when they are young 

they have to sometimes be chided as well – as in the example of Klawal and his 

sister ŋə̃әc). As children hear their peers and parents control their laughter and 

the things that they say, they themselves learn how to participate and behave in 

such a way as to value and respect certain things. As they learn to do this, a 

particular Batek social and aesthetic orientation is fostered, through a very fine 

balance of hilarity, respect, and fear of negative repercussions.  

10.7 Conclusion 
 

Batek people treat sounds as potent energies that can be big (bəәw), small 

(kanɛt), strong (gagah), or careful (gɔy). Names and songs, are considered 

special types of sound that cannot be laughed at or mocked, as laughter and 

mockery can be contaminating and dangerous. Perhaps laughter and mockery 

are especially contaminating kinds of energy because of their power to diminish 

and devalue power and authority – which Batek people also use to their own 

advantage, when faced with things they fear. 

As people avoid the contamination of certain sounds with laughter or 

dangerous wordplay, this reveals and constructs a socio-aesthetic that 

enshrines what is btʔɛt (‘good, beautiful’). Whilst it is good to joke around in a 

friendly way, and to laugh a little, to laugh too much or to laugh too much at the 

wrong thing is jbʔec (‘bad, ugly’) and is punishable by the worst fates that Batek 

people imagine - terrible ‘madness’, storms, sickness, death, and the end of the 

world. The case of ʔEyBarəәʔ’s song about the fish is an example of how 

aesthetic choices become ethical choices - enshrining the importance of singing 

beautifully and respecting the songs themselves, the halaʔ, and the foods that 
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are found in the həәp. Adhering to the taboos is therefore marked out as being 

the behaviour of a ‘good’ person.  

Knowledge of the taboos is something that I often heard the Batek use to 

contrast themselves to outsiders. Just as food is a metaphor for ethnicity (Lye 

2005a[2004]:110), so are ways of speaking and laughing. Batek people are 

acutely aware that many taboos are regularly broken by outsiders, who are 

unaware of what they are doing. Batek people at ʔAwɔr were aware that the 

tourists who would sometimes stay in the camp would do things such as cook 

fish with meat on the same fire (which is lawac). When there was a storm, 

although people weren’t angry, they knew it was because of these outsiders 

who didn’t know how to follow the taboos. On another occasion NaʔTklɔ̃k 

wouldn’t let her son accept a little packet of honey from a Malay woman at Dariʔ 

camp in case it had been contaminated by her not knowing (neŋ ʔom tahuʔ) 

that you can’t step over it or mock it. Men who regularly worked as tour guides 

told stories of tourists laughing around leeches and other insects, or being noisy 

in the forest. Outsiders do not tahuʔ (‘know’), and Batek do tahuʔ. Like ways of 

eating, then, knowing when to laugh and not to laugh is also an important way 

that Batek people create a sense of an in-group, who act in a way that is in 

accordance with the idea of the forest as a ‘more-than-human sociality’ (Tsing 

2013), whereby humans act in such a way that takes into account that human 

behaviour has an effect on non-human persons and vice versa. On the other 

hand, it creates a sense of those other people who are outsiders, who do not 

know how to follow the taboos, and who are not a part of the ‘more-than-human 

sociality’ of the həәp: ‘to become kabɛn [‘friend’] is not only to belong to the forest 

but to be accepted by, and ipso facto become part of it’. Just as ‘so long as any 

stranger resists participating in food-related norms and practices, they are not 

kabɛn and cannot belong’ (Lye 2005a[2004]:110). The same is understood for 

those strangers who do not know how to participate in the norms surrounding 

laughter, mockery, and ways of speaking. Through the contents of taboos, 

therefore, Batek people encourage a particular socio-aesthetic that enshrines 

those things that should be treated with respect. Through the means of taboo, 

whereby they are not enforced by other individuals, egalitarian socio-aesthetics 

are encouraged. Furthermore, Batek people use these taboos and the 

associated values to differentiate themselves from outsiders who they see 
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acting in ways that to them are wrong: Batek people know that they are the 

ones in the know.  
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Conclusion 
 

This is a thesis about the sonic practices of Batek people. Thick 

ethnographic descriptions, close socio-linguistic analysis, and 

ethnomusicological techniques have been used to support the argument that 

through their sonic practices, Batek people encourage particular ‘socio-

aesthetics’, at the same time as the values that make up Batek socio-aesthetics 

influence the nature of the sonic practices themselves. In short, sound and 

socio-aesthetics are inseparable. Previous work on the Batek has been highly 

influential and inspirational to this thesis, and my multi-disciplinary approach 

builds on these previous ethnographies by moving in a new direction that 

foregrounds sound. The approach to sound taken by this thesis is built on what 

Batek friends and informants demonstrated and talked about to me in the field 

regarding the nature of klɨŋ (‘sounds’), and has drawn attention to the salience 

of these sonic practices for Batek people. This thesis has therefore shown how 

sound and listening should necessarily be described in terms relevant to the 

context in which they occur. As many sonic practices among the Batek are 

largely undocumented in publication, this thesis will provide a basis for future 

research. I hope that further research could look more deeply at past, current 

and potential, influences that deforestation and attempted assimilation have on 

Batek sonic practices. However, these influences can only be explored from a 

basis of understanding what Batek people say that their aesthetic ideals are, 

and thus this thesis has aimed to lay these out in detail. Without denying the 

profound political precarity that Batek people have with regards to their political 

status as inhabitants of the forest, and without denying the danger and trauma 

of increasing deforestation and the threat of resettlement or conversion, it 

appears that many Batek people’s socio-aesthetic values have remained largely 

resilient, and that sonic practices, alongside most people’s continued access to 

the forest, have played an important role in this. Further comparative research 

between groups who still have access to the forest and groups who live in 

resettlement schemes and have converted to Islam could be of future 

importance.  

‘Beauty’ is something that Batek people talk about regularly, using the 

word btʔɛt. As Blake and Cross have described of Feld (1990[1982]) and 
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Lewis’s (2009) work with Kaluli and Mbendjele people respectively, 

‘ethnographic accounts of these quite different forest-dwelling cultures 

demonstrate how current approaches to analysing soundscapes require being 

situated in an awareness of cultural dynamics, in that the acoustics of 

environments and social activities are not always separable, rigidly defined, or 

based upon notions of aesthetics similar to those in the high population density 

environments typical of urbanized societies’ (2015:85). Adapting ideas of 

‘aesthetics’ to suit the Batek context has therefore been essential, and I have 

chosen not to follow Tenzer in proposing an ‘objective aesthetics’ of music 

(2015). Batek ideas of btʔɛt (‘to be right, good, beautiful, pleasurable’) and jbʔec 

(‘to be bad, wrong, ugly, unpleasant’) have led to my use of the term ‘socio-

aesthetics’, as Batek descriptions of things that can be btʔɛt or jbʔec show how 

‘aesthetics’ can be at once oral, visual, olfactory, gustatory, or social, and can 

apply to people, places, objects and practices. Batek ideas of ‘aesthetics’ are 

bound up with ethics, are defined and re-defined through their practices and 

through talk, and influence people’s practical and emotional interactions with 

one another and within the ‘more-than-human sociality’ (Tsing 2013) of the həәp. 

The prefix ‘socio-’ emphasises this aspect of ‘aesthetics’ among Batek people.  

The thesis has shown that an anthropological discussion of sound must be 

anchored in people’s broader interactions with society and ecology, so far as it 

is useful to separate these. An approach that considers sounds in this way is 

one that Blake & Cross have cited as being essential for understanding the role 

of sound as part of the ‘human communicative toolkit’ (2015:81). For example, 

Batek informants demonstrated that singing and the haʔip that it creates 

enriches deep bonds between people, places, past, and present. It can also be 

heard by non-human persons, and affect the ecology of the fruit season (tahun) 

in positive or negative ways. Uttering names performs and enriches 

relationships between people, and the non-utterance of the names of fruits and 

flowers is a way that the avoidance of being yũp (‘to feel shy, embarrassed, 

shameful’) among fruits and flowers is achieved. Relationships between the 

various kinds of person in the həәp (‘forest’) are therefore negotiated through 

these sonic practices, which the thesis has understood in terms of their 

relational potential. In considering sonic practices in this way I have drawn on 

the work of Feld (1990[1982]) and Lewis (2009, 2013).  
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Though they are often analysed in separate disciplines, therefore, the 

Batek showed how it is more fruitful to understand singing, playing musical 

instruments, and language, as related points on the same spectrum of klɨŋ 

(‘sound’). Though ‘every social group has its music’ (Nettl 2001[2000]:465), the 

Batek show that the ways ‘musical’ practices fit in with sonic and communicative 

practices more broadly, including language, can be variable across cultures. 

This thesis therefore adds to the debate on the relationship between music and 

language (Arbib 2013, Lewis 2013, 2014, Patel 2008, Feld 1998, 1994, Blake & 

Cross 2015), by showing that music and language are points on a 

‘communicative spectrum’ that also includes ways of interacting with the non-

human persons in the həәp (‘forest’). By considering singing, playing musical 

instruments, and language, in a holistic way, it has been possible to apply 

theories originating in the study of ‘music’ to language. For example, Cross’s 

ideas of music’s semantic indeterminacy (2001, 2005) have been usefully 

applied to iconically-motivated speech in Batek, to show how the aesthetic 

considerations used in both playing musical instruments and using iconically-

motivated speech, exemplify the fine balance between co-operation and 

autonomy that guides Batek daily life. Framing the relationship between singing, 

playing musical instruments, and speaking, in terms of socio-aesthetics has 

therefore allowed for ideas originating in different disciplines to co-exist and 

influence one another.  

Understanding the nature of how sounds themselves are talked about has 

also been important. As people demonstrated, each of these ways of making 

(or choosing not to make) sounds and listening, show that sounds can be 

potent, especially names and songs. Sounds are therefore usefully considered 

as kinds of ‘energy’ (Stobart 2008c). This has been central to understanding the 

role that sonic practices play in encouraging socio-aesthetics, since as Blake 

and Cross have also argued, the perceived ‘ephemerality of sound’ has been 

one reason that its social significance has been largely ignored in previous 

literature (Blake & Cross 2015:81). This thesis aimed to rectify this by 

describing how when sounds are understood as potent rather than as 

ephemeral, controlling sounds, making sounds in certain ways, and listening 

carefully can be understood as essential ways that socio-aesthetics are 

encouraged and transmitted. For example, if it is understood that laughter can 
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cause ‘madness’, diarrhoea, a lack of fruits, thunderstorms, and apocalyptic 

flooding, and that singing can be the ultimate haʔip-causing, pleasurable activity 

that if done incorrectly could either cause madness, diarrhoea, or death, then it 

is the intensity of these potential experiences that makes them either sought out 

or avoided. This consequently gives these practices and the experiences that 

they create an important role in defining socio-aesthetics.  

Part of what makes sounds so potent is that they can travel. Under the 

gloom of the canopy and amongst the dense vegetation, it is often sounds that 

are a more reliable indicator of presence than sight, especially given the tricks 

that dappled light and movement can play on the eye. This may mean that 

sounds are all that is needed to confirm presence, for example when people 

hear various kinds of ghosts. However, it is also sounds’ special ability to travel 

long distances, round corners, between the living and the dead, and between 

humans and non-human persons (including the superbeings), that means that 

sounds are uniquely able to become attached to memories. Songs that older 

people sang in their childhoods are still sung now, and sounds of the forest that 

people have grown up with are still present. As sounds and people travel, 

sounds become attached to memories of times spent in particular places, times 

spent with particular people, or times doing particular things. Indeed, songs are 

talked about as being ‘given’ and ‘found’, vocabulary which emphasises their 

existence as constantly in relation. It is therefore connections that are in focus, 

as people listen to and make sounds in the həәp, and sound and listening, like 

eating forest foods, therefore bring ‘to consciousness a sense of belonging to a 

trans-species ecological community, comprising both human and non-human 

neighbours’ (Bird-David 2005:211 on the Nayaka). Many Batek people in 

Pahang still have some level of access to the forest (though Chapter One has 

outlined some of the problems people face regarding this), meaning that these 

connections can still resonate with people’s experiences in the present day, and 

that new sonic experiences can create new connections. It is this which means 

that the həәp, and the multitude of kinds of person who inhabit it, become part of 

people’s sense of their own history, and that it is both the forest and the past 

that are commonly said to evoke haʔip. As my Batek friends talked about, and 

as Lye has written, Batek people ‘share a history with the forest. Therefore, in 

perceiving the forest, they perceive their own histories’ (1997:156).  
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Fieldwork showed that salient Batek sonic practices include the following: 

ways of listening to each other and to non-human persons, ways that people 

recreate the sounds that they hear, ways that people laugh and control their 

laughter, ways that people utter or avoid uttering names, ways that people 

choose either to sing or to avoid singing, and the ways that people tell stories 

and speak. These ways of making and controlling sounds, listening to sounds, 

and reacting to and interpreting them aesthetically and emotionally therefore 

formed the backbone of the thesis, as they were the ways that Batek friends 

and informants demonstrated as being used to communicate with one another 

and with the ‘more-than-human sociality’ (Tsing 2013) of the həәp as a whole. To 

understand communication amongst members of this sociality, I have drawn on 

Widlok’s discussion of the economy of sharing, applying this to communication 

between human and non-human persons. Through Batek people’s sonic 

communication with non-human persons, they practically recognise these 

persons as sentient and emotional ‘selves’ (Widlok 2016:76). This energetic 

flow of sound between kinds of person therefore establishes ‘a notion of 

personhood and personal relations’ (2016:191), whereby different kinds of non-

humans are considered sentient and emotional persons, who exist in relation to 

humans (though in distinct ways depending on the type of non-human person). 

Paying attention to the kinds of sounds that are shared between humans and 

non-humans is used to maintain the logical distinction between these different 

kinds of selves.  

It is both the content of sonic practices (for example the content of stories 

and songs, and the meanings of names) as well as the means of these 

practices, which influence socio-aesthetics. For example, stories tell of inter-

species relationships between persons of the forest, at the same time as 

participating in storytelling is an example of the fine balance between co-

operation and autonomy that is found in other domains of practice. Similarly, the 

content of songs ‘enchants’ (Gell 2006[1999]) everyday experiences that people 

have, making these valued and beautiful (btʔɛt) through the haʔip that they 

evoke. In turn, participating in singing, where any one person can begin singing 

at any time, and there is no obligation for people to sing together, fosters the 

value of autonomy. Recreating sensations in the forest that people love by 

playing musical instruments, weaving, and carving on combs, reinforces the 
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həәp as the ultimate ideological category, as people deepen their love of it 

through these practices. At the same time, the individual nature of how 

instruments are played reinforces values of autonomy, although sharing in 

feelings of haʔip emphasises co-operation. Indeed, the notable internal 

coherence of these varied practices, in terms of the deeper structures that they 

reveal, points to their likely longevity and to their potentially continuing 

resilience, as opposed to their having being established solely in response to 

the dominant nation state. In arguing that participating in sonic practices 

influences socio-aesthetics, I draw on Lewis, who has argued regarding 

Mbendjele singing that it has the power to ‘seduce’ (Lewis 2013:45) people into 

having certain values. Among Batek people, this is often via the pleasurable 

haʔip that sonic practices can cause in those that witness and practice them. 

Considering socio-aesthetics has therefore been a new way of theorising the 

relationship between sound and social structure by using an approach that is 

grounded in Batek ideas of beauty and pleasure, but which also looks at the 

deep structures underpinning and connecting each these practices.  

The connecting threads linking descriptions of speaking, singing, playing 

musical instruments, telling stories, laughing, listening, haʔip-ing and knowing 

when not to do these things, are particular Batek ideas of beauty, pleasure, and 

what is good, right, and proper behaviour for a Batek person. Though the scope 

of the thesis could not hope to provide an exhaustive account of these, 

particular threads that have stood out are the values of loving the həәp (‘forest’), 

understanding one’s place in it as being a member of a ‘more-than-human 

sociality’ (Tsing 2013), and love of the past. Intertwined with this is the 

importance placed on being different to gɔp, as the həәp (‘forest’) and dəәŋ 

(‘town’) are contrasted both spatially and culturally, and ethically and 

aesthetically. Furthermore, the value of being a group of autonomous, yet co-

operating, individuals is emphasised. The particular ‘aesthetic scaffolds’ that are 

the various sonic practices that this thesis has outlined, therefore create a 

sense of the ‘in’ group that includes the diverse members of the həәp (‘forest’), in 

contrast to gɔp, who are on the outside. Repetition of these sonic practices 

therefore makes Batek values ‘right’ (btʔɛt), but also natural and normal for 

Batek people. Feld has neatly summed up this intertwining of the ethical and 

the aesthetic when he writes that the ‘expressive intensification of style, where 
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“the beautiful” and “the natural” become identical, [are] intuitively inseparable in 

local imagination’ (Feld 1988:77, see also Becker 2010:130). 

Emotional ties are an important part of this process, and as Lye has 

described, ‘outsiders are not emotionally tied up in their [Batek people’s] 

cosmological rules’ (2005a[2004]:119). For Batek people, the həәp is comprised 

of many kinds of haʔip-feeling persons who must be treated in certain ways, 

which gɔp do not understand. She also writes that ‘to become kabɛn [‘friend’, as 

opposed to gɔp] is not only to belong to the forest but to be accepted by, and 

ipso facto become part of it’, and that learning to adhere to taboos pertaining to 

‘eating forest foods’ are an important part of this process of acceptance 

(2005a[2004:110). In addition, Batek people taught me that as well as eating, 

learning how to speak, laugh, sing, listen, and control certain speech utterances 

were also important in this process of becoming a kabɛn (‘friend’), as I slowly 

became someone who was expected to try not to act in the wrong way. Sound 

is therefore, like food, a salient ‘metaphor for ethnicity’ (Lye 2005a[2004]:110).  

As well as reinforcing the distinction between inside and outside the həәp, 

sonic practices and the haʔip that they inspire create continuity across time and 

between camp groups. As Lye puts it, ‘continuity is a matter of retaining 

cognitive, physical, and intellectual links with the forest. These linkages are at 

the heart of people’s perceptions of self’ (1997:433). During my fieldwork, Batek 

friends showed and described how these linkages rest on potential emotional 

connections or ruptures between members of the həәp. An understanding that 

humans are not the only ones who feel emotions is key. As people feel haʔip for 

the past, for the forest, and for each other, they also understand that many 

diverse other beings feel haʔip for them, for each other, for the past and for the 

forest as well. Maintaining the fine balance between the pleasurable longing 

and yearning of haʔip, and its flipside of terrible pining away and sadness, is at 

the core of how people interact with each other and with the world. People 

negotiate these feelings through sonic practices, and the ways that people 

engage in these practices are in turn shaped by their emotional experiences in 

daily life. Finding balance through sonic practices is therefore key, and this 

balance might be between pleasurable and painful haʔip, between permissible 

laughter and dangerous laughter, between noise and peace, ‘madness’ and 

sanity, uttering or not uttering, and between co-operation and autonomy.  
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Though Batek friends express desire for things from the ‘outside’, in my 

experience they never expressed a desire to move living locations to the 

‘outside’ (see also Lye 1997:435). Though some people expressed a desire to 

visit and see what it was like, and indeed many people had been there for work 

for periods of varying duration, the overwhelming discourse was very much that 

Batek people would like to have the things they wanted and needed from the 

‘outside’ for their use on their own terms ‘inside’ the forest. Discourses and 

practices surrounding sound and listening are at the forefront of negotiating this 

balance, through creating an internally coherent, yet flexible system that 

reinforces things that are considered ‘Batek’ as being both aesthetically and 

morally btʔɛt (‘good, beautiful’). The flexibility of the system allows for change 

and adaptation in response to outside influx, for example as shown by the 

incorporation of shop-bought foods into the complex of taboos, and yet deeper 

structures and ideals are able to remain resilient. Furthermore, at the same time 

as sonic practices are used to set people apart from ‘outsiders’, they also 

positively encourage ideas of what ‘good’ or ‘beautiful’ (btʔɛt) Batek values and 

ideals are, through the inherent joy and good that is found in practices such as 

sharing in song or in food (see also Widlok 2004). The resilience of so many 

Batek values and practices can therefore be attributed in part to the numerous 

ways in which people create pleasure, and enshrine ideas of the good and the 

beautiful. 
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APPENDIX: Selected Vocabulary List 
 

Words appearing in this list have been mentioned in the text.  
 
 

badɛy  ‘Eurasian wild pig’ (Sus scrofa) 
 
bagəәt  ‘to be greedy’ 
 

	  bagɛn  ‘Monitor lizard’ 
 
bahariʔ  ‘to tell a story’ 
 
bajaw  ‘a type of edible fruit’ 
 
bakɛs  ‘to be old, an old person, nickname for a person in general’ 
 
baləәŋ  ‘a type of bird that signals that elephants are close’ 
 
balʔɔp ‘a type of fragrant leaf’ (Alpina petiolata) 
 
banar  ‘town’ (Malay Bandar) 

 baŋkoŋ  ‘a type of fruit with edible seeds’ (Artocarpus polyphema) 
 
bap ‘starchy foods’ 
 
bãp ‘the feeling of hitting the ground if you fall over’ 

 
batɛw  ‘Siamang’ (Symphalangus syndactylus) 
 
batuʔ  ‘a rock, stone’ (Malay batu) 
 
bawac  ‘Southern pig-tailed macaque’ (Macaca nemestrina) 
 
bawɔŋ  ‘a type of catfish’ (Malay baung) 
 
bay  ‘to dig’ 
 
bayaŋ  ‘shadow’ (Malay bayaŋ) 
 
bbaraw  ‘a type of bird’  
 
bdagaŋ  ‘to visit another camp or lean-to’ 
 
bəәw  ‘to be big’ 
 

	  bilɛŋ  ‘a decorative line painted across the forehead’, see Figure 37 
 
bkiraʔ  ‘to speak’ (Malay berkira) 
 
blahɛt  ‘to be cool (temperature)’ 
 
blaŋwɛs̃  ‘the feeling of standing up after having fallen down’ 
 
blatok - ‘a type of bird’  
 
blaw - ‘blowpipe’ 
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blpuŋ  ‘the feeling of falling, hitting the ground, crashing’ 
 
bltam  ‘a type of fragrant leaf associated with halaʔ’ 
 
blwãʔ  ‘a type of calling insect’ 
 
blʔəәɲ  ‘to be a shade of green/blue’ 
 
blʔɛɲ  ‘to be a shade of green/blue’ 
 
blʔuɲ  ‘to be a shade of green/blue’ 
 
bom  ‘to lie on tummy, nickname for tiger’ 
 
br-bagiʔ  ‘to divide up’ (Malay berbagi) 
 
braniʔ  ‘to be brave’ (Malay berani) 
 
brasĩk  ‘very fine misty rain’ 

 
brãy  ‘the feeling of sudden shivers, shock at cold water, starting in surprise’ 
 
brəәy  ‘time of day around 5 pm when heat lessens’ 
 
brisɨy  ‘fine rain’ 
 

	  brmcim  ‘to be a pattern/colour that is dark with light flecks’ 
 
bryãw  ‘a type of calling insect’  
 
btlɔt  ‘to wonder, ponder, think on’ 
 
btʔɛt  ‘to be good, beautiful’ 
 
bugalaʔ  ‘a type of plant whose leaves are used for hair decoration’,  
                 see Figures 5, 14 
 
bukaw  ‘a type of ghostly bird’ 
 
bukɨt  ‘the labia of an old person’ 
 
bulɔʔ  ‘bamboo’ 
 
buman  ‘a type of plant used to make blow darts and mouth harps’   
              (Donax grandi ridl)70 
 
buŋaʔ  ‘flower’ (Malay bunga) 
 
cam  ‘to look, search for’ 
 
can  ‘foot’ 
 

	  caŋ-kəәlawaŋ  ‘things in a bundle falling this way and that’ 
 
caŋkãy  ‘Giant Asian river frog’ (Limnonectes blythii) 
 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
70 Thanks to Kirk Endicott, Ray Philips and Aya Kawai for their combined efforts in identifying 
this plant.   
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captibaw  ‘a type of bird’ 
 
cas  ‘hand’ 
 

	  cas-bayãs  ‘things strewn around everywhere’ 
 
catɛŋ ‘a type of plant with sweet edible fruits’ 
 
cawas  ‘a type of tree with edible fruit’ 
 
cay-linãy  ‘things strewn around everywhere’ 
 
cay-makãy  ‘things all knotted up in a tangle and spread about’ 
 
cay-payãy  ‘small things strewn around everywhere’ e.g. grains of rice 
 
cek  ‘to stab, spear’ 
 
ceʔ həәp  ‘a nickname for tiger’, lit. louse of the forest 
 
cɛl-bilɛl  ‘something overflowing and trickling down’ 
 
cɛp  ‘to hold’ 
 

	  cɛs̃  ‘to scrape a leaf into fine ribbons with fingernails to release the scent’ 
 
cikak  ‘diarrhoea caused by dangerous mockery’ 
 
ciŋdaŋ  ‘to flirt’ 
 

	  ciŋcɔŋ  ‘a type of fragrant plant’ (Uvaria Javanica) 
 
ciwəәh  ‘to go up, ascend’ 
 
cɨp  ‘to go, to walk’ 
 
ckʔəәk  ‘a type of small lizard’ 
 
clabat  ‘to be sticky’ 

	   
clhil  ‘to be a colour/pattern that is like highlights’ 
 
cmɔraw  ‘the sound of a small waterfall’ 
 
cmrɛm  ‘the sound of light rain 
 
cnhəәt  ‘the rustling sound made by cutting down palm fronds’ 
 
cnilas  ‘comb’ 

	   
cnɔm  ‘the sound made by rimɛn and ləәŋleŋ calling insects’ 
 
cntɔs  ‘the sound of weaving, tapping’ 
 
cŋas  ‘smell term including tiger’s urine, woodsmoke, curry’ 
 
cŋcɔŋ  ‘a type of bird whose call indicates a successful hunt’ 
 
cŋɨl  ‘a type of edible tuber’ (Dioscorea pyrifolia) 
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cŋleŋ  ‘to be clear/shiny’ 
 
cok  ‘small basket with no lid’ 
 
cɔk  ‘to poke something into’ 
 
cɔt  ‘a sore’ 

	   
cpcap  ‘a type of bird whose call indicates a successful hunt’ 
 
cpəәk  ‘binturong/bearcat’ (Arctictis binturong) 
 
cpyɛp  ‘a type of bird whose call is said to tease women’ 
 
cɸlãɸ  ‘the sound of rapids’ 
 
crak  ‘the feeling of something suddenly stopping because of getting stuck in    
           something’ 
 
crãɸ  ‘the sound of the rimɛn insect, water trickling from a hose’ 
 
crĩt  ‘sound of the lŋleŋ insect’ 
 
crmboŋ  ‘to be upside-down’ 
 
cshɔs  ‘sound of medium/light rain’ 
 
cway  ‘nickname for tampaʔ tubers’ 
 
cwĩt ‘the sound of high pitched whining’ 
 
cʔhus  ‘the sound of rustling in the undergrowth’ 
 
cʔrɔ̃ʔ  ‘the sound of rustling’, e.g. of cloth 
 
dadaʔ  ‘chest’ 
 

	  dal  ‘digging blade’ 
 
dam  ‘a type of beetle with a stripy shell’ 
 
daniy  ‘a type of flower’ 
 
dapɛt  ‘to meet, find’ (Malay dapat) 
 
dayɔk  ‘a type of fragrant leaf used for decoration and with edible fruits’ 
 
deʔ  ‘this’ 
 

	  dəәŋ  ‘town, village, house where gɔp lives’ 
 
diyɛy  ‘a type of calling insect’ 
 
dkam  ‘a type of plant with edible fruits’ 
 
dkɛn  ‘Indomalayan Bamboo Rat’ (Rhizomys sumatrensis) 
 
dnlah  ‘a type of flower with white and pink flowers’, see Figure 15 
 
gadɔŋ  ‘a type of edible tuber’ (Dioscorea hispida) 
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gagah  ‘to be strong’ (Malay gagah) 
 
gagɔʔ  ‘nickname for elephant’ 
 
gajah  ‘elephant’ (Malay gajah) 
 
gawəәy  ‘nickname for elephant’ 
 
gəәh  ‘to not give’ 

	  
 

gjəәm  ‘early morning, around 4 or 5 am when birds first begin calling’ 
 
gmpaʔ  ‘the sound or sensation of movement’ 
 
gngun  ‘the sound of a loud river in the distance’ 
 
gntɛl  ‘the sound of a tree splitting before it falls’ 
 
gŋgɔŋ  ‘a type of bird whose call tells a friend will arrive’ 
 
gɔp  ‘stranger, Malay person’ 
 
gɔs  ‘to live’ 
 

	  gɔy  ‘to be careful, quiet’ 
 
grcwãc  ‘the look of wrinkly skin’ 
 
grcwəәc  ‘the look of wrinkly skin’ 
 
grcwə̃әc  ‘the look of wrinkly skin’ 
 
grcwɛc  ‘the look of wrinkly skin’ 
 
griŋ  ‘to be a dark colour, black’ 
 
grum  ‘the sound of quiet, rumbling thunder’ 
 
grusdus  ‘the loud sound of something hidden moving in the undergrowth’ 
 
gtlə̃әt  ‘to be a dark colour, black’ 
 
gtlɛt̃  ‘to be a dark colour, black’ 
 
Gubar  ‘thunder-being who causes a storm in reaction to lawac things’ 
 
gul  ‘many animals running away from a hunter’ 
 
gwəәr  ‘cave’ (Malay gua) 
 
gyɔl  ‘a type of bird that tells that a storm is coming’ 
 
habat  ‘to be half-hearted, trivially, partially, not serious’ 
 
hagas  ‘midge’ 
 

	  haguʔ  ‘to ask someone for something’ 
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hakaʔ  ‘song’ 
 

	  hakɛʔ  ‘pandanus’ 
 
har  ‘footprints, tracks, way, route’ 
 
halaʔ  ‘shaman’, halaʔ ʔasal ‘primordial shaman’ 
 
haliʔ  ‘leaf’ 
 

	  halɔŋ  ‘a type of hornbill’ 
 

	  halɔt  ‘to die’ 
 

	  harbəәw  ‘pathway’ 
 

	  hamun  ‘to feel worried or distracted’ 
 
hantuʔ  ‘ghost’ (Malay hantu) 
 
haɲ  ‘mouth’ 
 

	  haŋɨw  ‘peace and quiet’ 
 
hap  ‘nickname for the tiger’ 
 
hapəәk  ‘backpack woven from pandanus’ 
 
hapɔn  ‘to be mad’ 
 

	  hapɔy  ‘palm fronds of various types used to make thatch for a hayãʔ 
 
has  ‘the sound of the diyɛy insect’ 
 
haw  ‘to fetch’ 
 

	  hayãʔ  ‘lean-to shelter’ 
 

	  haʔat  ‘smell term, includes faeces, a dead person, body odour’ 
 
haʔip  ‘to feel love, longing, desire, nostalgia a feeling of absence, missing’ 
 
həәp  ‘forest’ 
 

	  hinek  ‘to imitate’ 
 

	  hiriy  ‘to desire an object’ 
 
hlhɔl  ‘to breathe gently repeatedly’ 
 
hmnə̃әm ‘a type of fragrant leaf’ 
 
hnlap  ‘Fan palm’ (Tessymannia altifrons, Malay payoŋ) 
 
hntə̃әl  ‘a type of fragrant leaf’ 
 
hŋaŋ ‘a type of hornbill’ 
 
hos  ‘suddenly turning on your heels and running away’ 
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hɔ̃l  ‘a type of bird whose call indicates the return of a friend’ 
 
hɔ̃ʔ  ‘a type of plant with edible fruit’ 
 
hubɛw  ‘a type of fragrant leaf’ 
 
jaboŋ - ‘a type of plant’ 
 

	  jadiʔ - ‘to become’ (Malay jadi) 
 
jal - ‘traces of movement’ 
 
jam – ‘the feeling of experiencing a smell emanating through the air’ 
 
jayit srwal bawac  ‘a type of bird’, whose name translates as ‘sewing the   
                                 trousers of the White-handed gibbon’ 
 
jbʔec  ‘bad, ugly’ 
 

	  jim  ‘to cry’ 
 

	  jmagaʔ  ‘young man, to be handsome’ 
 
jnreʔ sarɔt  ‘when it rains after a death’ 
 
jŋʔɨl  ‘to jump down into’ 
 
jok  ‘to move camps’ 
 
jrabet  ‘a type of bird’ 
 
jram  ‘rapids’ (Malay jeram) 
 
jrawɨŋ  ‘the look of a flower that has lost its petals’ 
 
jrawɨs  ‘the look of a tree with no leaves’ 
 
jrəәŋkãŋ  ‘the look of no soil around the roots of a tree’ 
 
jrəәŋkaŋ  ‘the look of something with bits that are spaced far apart’ 
 
jrəәŋkẽŋ  ‘a skeleton leaf’ 
 
jrəәŋkɛŋ̃  ‘the look of a tree with no leaves’ 
 
jugɛt  ‘to dance’ (Malay joget) 
 
jʔes  ‘roots’ 
 

	  kabɛn  ‘friend’ 
	   	  kajek  ‘a type of turtle’  

 
	  kaldɨs  ‘Sundaic silver langur’ (Trachypithecus cristatus) 

 
kalɔ̃ʔ  ‘a type of snail’ 
 

	  kanɛt  ‘small’ 
 
kansaw  ‘a type of fish’ 
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kapih  ‘a type of orange flower’, see Figure 14 
 
kasak  ‘Sambar deer’, (Rusa unicolor) 
 
kawaw  ‘bird’ 
 
kayil  ‘to fish with a line and hook’ 
 
kboɲ  ‘White-handed gibbon’ (Hylobates lar) 
 
kbɨʔ  ‘fruits’ 
 
kdah  ‘young, childless woman, beautiful’ 
 
kdap  ‘to look for something in the immediate vicinity’ 
 
kdəәh  ‘to say’ 
 

	  kəә=sɛɲ  ‘before, in the past’ 
 

	  kəәl  ‘the sound of a dead person crying’ 
 
kəәlhiŋ  ‘the sight of someone’s visible bottom’ 
 
kɛŋ  ‘a type of edible fruit’ 
 
kincat   ‘the feeling of jumping in the air in surprise’ 
 
kit  ‘bottom’ 
 

	  kit-kɔc  ‘nickname for ʔəәkʔə̃әk fruit’ 
 
kjeŋ  ‘to hear’ 
 

	  kkok  ‘a type of bird whose call tells that labih are close’ 
 
kladoŋ ‘a type of bamboo, can be used to make flutes’ 
 
klandes  ‘a type of tree whose twigs can be burnt to make bilɛŋ’ 
 
klaŋes  ‘heart’ 
 

	  klasak  ‘a type of carp’ 
 
klawə̃әt  ‘to be a pattern made up of diamond shapes’ 
 
klaʔ  ‘in an unspecified time in the future’ 
 
klcɛl  ‘the sound of loud thunder’ 
 
klɛc  ‘to be unripe (of fruits), the plain parts in weaving’ see Figure 22 
 
klɨŋ  ‘sound’ 
 

	  klkɔl  ‘a type of bird whose call tells that a friend is feeling haʔip’  
 
kmaraw  ‘dry season’ 
 

	  kneh  ‘wife’ 
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knɛl  ‘to recognise’ 
 
knit  ‘a type of mouse’ 

	            knmoh  ‘name’ 
 

knsey  ‘a type edible tuber’ (Dioscorea) 
 
kŋsiŋ  ‘to dance in singing session’ 
 
kɔlat  ‘mushrooms’ (Malay kulat) 
 
kɔlɛp̃  ‘nickname for pəәtay’ 
 
kɔs  ‘the sound of scraping’ 
 
kpoŋ  ‘a type of tree, said to be from the primordial times’ 

 
	  kranɨʔ  ‘a type of bird’ 

 
kranjɔt  ‘bent or curly shape’ 
 
krarap  ‘an absence of noise’ 
 
krasɔh  ‘raised or bumpy surface’ 
 
kratɛs  ‘sound of rain on the thatch’ 
 
krawəәn  ‘shape of being bent back on itself’ 
 
krə̃әt  ‘the sound of an elephant trumpeting’ 
 
krŋkəәŋ  ‘the stiffer middle part of a leaf’ 
 
krtlɛt  ‘to be curly’ e.g. hair 
 
ksɨy  ‘husband’ 
 

	  ksɔk  ‘a type of biting ant’ 
 
ktə̃әk  ‘a type of bird whose call indicates that baŋkoŋ is ripe’ 
 
ktɔʔ  ‘sky’ 
 

	  kukoh  ‘to be tight’ 
 

	  kul  ‘to call out to someone’ 
 
kuy  ‘head’ 
 

	  kwaŋ  ‘Great Argus Pheasant’ (Argusianus argus) 
 
kwãʔ  ‘ghost of a dead baby/young child’ 
 
kwaʔ  ‘a type of plant with orange flowers’, see Figure 24 
 
kwãʔ ʔayɔ̃ʔ  ‘ghost of a dead baby/young child whose corpse has been eaten   
                      by a tiger’ 
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kwɛp  ‘nickname for tiger’ 
 
kwɔŋkwãc  ‘owl’ 
 
labih  ‘Malayan softshell turtle’ (Dogania subplana) 
 
laguʔ  ‘non-Batek song’ (Malay lagu) 
 
lahaw  ‘a type of fish’ 
 

	  larɛm  ‘the look of lots of badɛy standing together’ 
 
lawac - ‘to be tabooed, and potentially cause a storm through angering Gubar’ 
 
lawiŋ  ‘to be mad’ 
 

	  ləәp  ‘to move camps for a short time’ 
 
ləәʔ  ‘to signal, indicate’ 
 
ləәʔ baŋkoŋ  ‘nickname for kəәtə̃әk bird’, lit. ‘signals baŋkoŋ’ 
 
ləәʔ bawac  ‘a type of bird that signals that bawac are close’ 
 
ləәʔ bawɔŋ  ‘nickname for the pə̃әtpə̃әt’, lit. ‘signals the bawɔŋ fish’ 
 
ləәʔ kəәmaraw  ‘nickname for the rimɛn’ lit. ‘signals the drought’ 
 
ləәʔ mamiŋ  ‘a type of calling insect with a loud, high-pitched sound’, lit.   
                    ‘signals a headache’ 
 
ləәʔ payaʔ  ‘a type of frog’ 
 
ləәʔ Tahaɲ  ‘a type of insect that calls close to the Tahan River’, lit. ‘signals the   
                    Tahaɲ’ 
 
ləәʔ Təәmliŋ  ‘a type of insect that calls close to the Tembeling River’, lit.  
                    ‘signals the Təәmliŋ’ 
 
lhlah  ‘a type of bird whose call tells that either a friend is arriving, a predator   
            is approaching, the sky is bad, or can tease you if unsuccessful in the  
            forest’ 
 
litrẽk  ‘rain that falls all day and night’ 
 
liyal  ‘to run away’ 
 

	  ljeŋ  ‘a type of fragrant leaf used for comb decorations’, see Figure 5 
 
llayaŋ  ‘a type of swift’ 

 
lltə̃әl  ‘a jumpy sound’, e.g. of singing while walking 

 
llwɔl  ‘to walk on a meandering pathway’ 
 
llyɔl  ‘noisy sound coming from many sources’ 
 
llʔãl  ‘a wobbling, wavering sound’ 
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lnam  ‘a type of fragrant leaf’ 
 
lŋleŋ  ‘a type of calling insect’ 
 
lɔc  ‘the feeling of seeing someone suddenly arrive’ 
 
lʔom  ‘smell term encompassing fragrant leaves, flowers, soaps, fruits, coffee’ 
 
mabɛl  ‘woman who has a child but is still young’ 
 
mahũŋ  ‘smell term, includes tea, freshly cut wood, certain leaves’ 
 
makɔk  ‘pregnant, egg’ 
 
malɛs  ‘to not like something or someone, not want to do something, feel   
             annoyance’ (Malay malas – lazy)  
 
maliŋ  ‘to steal’ (Malay maling) 
 
maliʔ  ‘a type of bird whose call tells that rain is coming’ 
 
manah  ‘a long time’ 
 
manuh  ‘to be nearly ripe’ 
 
marah  ‘to be angry’ 
 

	  masaʔ  ‘time’ (Malay masa) 
 
mncalaʔ  ‘a type of bird whose call tells that a friend will die, a friend is   
                 coming, a tiger is coming, or a storm is coming’ 
 
mnəәy  ‘a time in the (remembered) past’ 
 
mnjiʔ  ‘far away’ 
 

	  mnyun  ‘a type of bird’ 
 

	  mɲusaŋ  ‘when the foetus develops upside-down inside the womb’ 
 
mŋkoŋ  ‘to be hungry’ 
 

	  mɔriŋ  ‘a very fragrant white flower’, see Figure 19 
 
mtkɔt  ‘a type of small fruit eaten by birds’ 
 
musul  ‘the feeling of uncontrollably slipping and sliding’ 
 
nagaʔ  ‘the underground snake who causes flooding in response to lawac   
             acts’ 
 
nasiʔ  ‘cooked rice’ (Malay nasi), or ‘a kind of flower with small, white petals’,   
            see Figure 14 
 
naʔ  ‘mother’ 
 

	  nə̃әs  ‘sleeping mat’ 
 
nɛm  ‘a type of plant with tiny red fruit eaten by birds, a band worn around   
          womens’ waists’ 
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nɛŋ̃  ‘a type of fragrant leaf’ 
 
ɲantaʔ  ‘to be real, actual’ 
 
ɲawaʔ  ‘life-soul’ (Malay nyawa) 
 
ɲɔ̃ʔ  ‘to lie, deceive’ 
 
ŋaw  ‘to be mad’ 
 

	  ŋok  ‘to stay, to sit’ 
	  

 
	  pãc  ‘the feeling of hitting the ground’ 

 
pacat  ‘leech’ 
 

	  pahet  ‘a type of edible fruit’ 
 
pahɔŋ  ‘to breath gently onto’ 
  
palek  ‘Sheath-tailed bat’ (Emballonura) 
 
palɛs  ‘a type of leaf used for decorative purposes’, (Licuala)  
 
pam  ‘a type of edible tuber’ (Disocorea) 
 
pantay  ‘a type of fragrant leaf’ 
 
paŋkaʔ  ‘to throw away’ 
 
patɔk  ‘nickname for tiger’ 
 
paʔ  ‘father’ 
 
pchəәc  ‘to whistle’ 
 

	  pdəәh  ‘to be close by’ 
 

	  pəәt  ‘to blow’ 
 

	  pəәy  ‘to experience a smell coming to you’ 
 
pɛw̃  ‘vagina’ 

	   
pgəәw  ‘the motion of water coming out of e.g. a pipe or hose’ 
 
pgow  ‘the sound of rain in the distance’ 
 
pidul  ‘to hide, keep secret’ 
 

        pi-yɛl  ‘the sound of many birds and insects calling’ 
 
pintɛs ‘to shortcut, skip’ 
 
pisaŋ  ‘banana’ (Malay pisang) 
 
piyat ‘a type of turtle’  
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platas  ‘the sound of rain in the distance’ 
 
plɛp  ‘a type of tiny fruit eaten by birds’ 
 
plhis  ‘the sound of rapids, elephant’s trumpeting’ 
 
plŋgũh  ‘the sensation of water coming out of an elephant’s trunk’ 
 
plɔɲ   ‘the feeling of arriving somewhere’ 
 
plɔʔ  ‘classifier for edible fruits’ 
 
pluŋ  ‘a type of tall tree, pinky white flowers’, see Figure 16, 39 
 
pluŋ ‘the sound of something dropping into water’ 
 
pɲloɲ  ‘to sing’ 
 
prbəәt  ‘to utter’ 
 

	  pmpɛŋ  ‘a type of bird whose call signals that elephants are close’ 
 
pnhɔŋ  ‘a type of bird’ 
 
pŋaw  ‘to be mad’ 
 

	  pŋcɛŋ  ‘a type of small fruit eaten by birds’ 
 
pŋguʔ  ‘to play’ 
 

	  pŋsɔl  ‘flute’ 
 

	  pompakoh  ‘a type of bird’, Track 5 
 
pɔnen  ‘to be a victim of a taboo when someone hasn’t shared with you, or if     
              you wish for something you can’t have, meaning that you will be   
              unlucky in the forest’ 
 
prahãʔ  ‘a type of bird’ 
 
praw  ‘the sound of water coming out of a hose’ 
 
pray  ‘(of rain) to be blown in through the sides of the lean-to by wind’ 
 
prkbok  ‘the sensation of bubbles rising to the surface of water’ 
 
prmcɛm  ‘the sensation of bubbles bubbling up to the surface of water’  
 
prɔh  ‘a type of edible fruit’ 
 
psgũs  ‘the sensation of howling wind’ 
 
pskəәw  ‘to be dusty greyish colour’ 
 
ptay  ‘a type of edible bean’ (Parkia speciosa, Malay petai) 
 
ptpə̃әt  ‘a type of calling insect’ (Pomponia), Track 6 
 
pucɔk  ‘the top/tip of a plant’ (Malay pucuk) 
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putik  ‘the bud stage of fruit growth’ 
 
radiʔ  ‘to really enjoy eating something’ 
 
rajin  ‘to enjoy doing something and do it often’ 
 
raŋgɔɲ  ‘mouth harp’ 
 
rãw  ‘the sound of splashing through river’ 
 
reges  ‘(of a sarɔt) to feel so much haʔip for a living person they come and  
           take them away’ 
 
rep  ‘a type of small fruit eaten by birds’ 
 
rɛm  ‘a type of edible tuber’ (Dioscorea prainiana) 

 
rimɛn  ‘a type of calling insect’ 
 
rmrem  ‘a type of small fruit fly’ 
 
rugiʔ  ‘to have lost knowledge’ (Malay rugi) 

  
sal  ‘to go down, descend’ 
 
sam  ‘to hunt with a blowpipe’ 
 
sarɔt  ‘dead person’ 
 
sãw  ‘the sound of branches rustling, of a sarɔt walking in the night’ 
 
sayaŋ  ‘a type of fragrant leaf’ 
 
sayap  ‘wings’  

	   
sbaraw  ‘a type of fish, Hampala barb’ (Hampala macrolepidota, Malay   
                sebarau) 
 
sɛc  ‘flesh’ 

	   
sɛl  ‘the feeling of slipping and sliding’ 
 
sɛkwɔk  ‘a type of bird’ 
 
sgel  ‘to scrape the thorns from pandanus’ 
 
sisik  ‘fish scales’ (Malay sisik) 
 
sɲawãʔ  ‘conjoined twins’ 
 
sŋreŋ  ‘the feeling of regaining balance from having been slipping’ 
 
sŋrɔŋ  ‘the feeling of regaining balance from having been slipping’ 
 
sŋseŋ  ‘a type of bird’ 

	   
som  ‘nest’ 

	   
sɔʔ  ‘a corpse, also to rot’ 
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sɔʔgajɔh  ‘a type of plant’ 
 
srãɸ  ‘the sound of flapping’ 
 

	  srɔ̃p  ‘the sensation of slurping a drink’ 
 
stsɛt  ‘a type of bird’ 
 

	  syãl  ‘the sensation of wind rushing past’ 
 
sʔɔl  ‘smell term, including smell of damp earth, things that have just started  

                  to rot, mangoes’ 
 
tabal  ‘a type of palm, leaves used as hapɔy, heart is edible’ 
 
taduk  ‘a type of palm, yellow flowers’ (either Eugeissona tristis, or   
             Oncospema horridium) 
 
tahaʔ  ‘a type of bird’ 
 

	  tahɔŋ  ‘a type of edible tuber’ (Dioscorea) 
 
tahun  ‘the fruit season’ (Malay tahun – ‘year’) 
 
tahuʔ  ‘to know’ (Malay tahu) 
 
takɔp  ‘a type of edible tuber’ (Dioscorea orbiculata) 
 
talaʔ  ‘to run away’ 

	   
tampaʔ  ‘a type of edible tuber’ 
 
tampɔy  ‘a type of edible fruit’ (Baccaurea macrocarpa, Malay tampoi) 
 
taɲaʔ  ‘to ask a question’ (Malay tanya) 
 
taŋkɔ̃ʔ  ‘a type of frog’ 

	   
taŋlal  ‘the feeling of suddenly slipping’ 
 
taŋlol  ‘to suffer from a sickness caused by too much haʔip’ 

 
taŋɔy  ‘Rambutan’ (Nephelium lappaceum) 
 
tãp  ‘the feeling of being bitten e.g. by an ant’ 
 
tarok  ‘new young leaf growth’ 
 
tãs  ‘the feeling of bumping your head’ 
 
tasek  ‘ripe (of fruits), coloured parts in weaving’, see Figure 22 
 
tawak  ‘butterflies’ (Malay tawak) 

 
        tawɛs  ‘a type of edible fruit’  

	   
taʔ-palintaŋ  ‘to be accidentally the wrong way round’ 
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taʔ"c̃  ‘a type of hornbill’ 
 
tek  ‘to sleep/lie down’ 
 

        tɛp̃  ‘to touch’ 
 

tinak  ‘to tease, ridicule’ 
 
tɨr  ‘to pull rhythmically on a mouth harp’ 
 
tkɛl  ‘a type of tree’ 
 
tkɛm  ‘a type of hornbill’ 
 
tltil  ‘a type of bird’ 

	   
tnlan  ‘a type of tree with edible fruit and orange flowers’, see Figure 13 
 
tmpot  ‘to decorate a comb with leaves and flowers’ 
 
Tohan  ‘creator person’ (Malay tuhan – ‘God’) 
 
tolah  ‘to be taboo, for example via adultery, incorrect utterance of names,   
            stepping over people, consequences are illness sent by Tohan where   
            your flesh rots around your living mind’ 
 
tom  ‘the base of a plant/tree’ 
 
tɔlaŋ haɲ  ‘teeth’ (lit. ‘mouth bones’) 
 
tɔm  ‘water, river’ 

	   
tɔs  ‘rustling sound’ e.g. weaving 
 
tpɔcɔŋ  ‘a type of kingfisher’ 
 
traŋis  ‘smell term including tiger’s fur’ 
 
triʔhuʔ  ‘the hooting laughter of women’ 
 
tuh  ‘the sound of walking with loud footsteps’ 
 
tulɛk  ‘to push’ 

	   
twan  ‘owner’ (Malay tuan) 
 
twãy  ‘to be mad’ 

	   
wãl  ‘a type of bird whose call tells that a baby has been born’ 
 
was  ‘river confluence’ 
 
wayat  ‘to tell’ 

	   
wayatan  ‘a story’ 

	   
wek  ‘to come back, return’ 
 
wɛɲ  ‘machete’, (Malay parang) 
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wɛs̃  ‘small knife’ 

	   
wɛs  ‘snaking trail left through the undergrowth by a snake or large millipede’ 
 
wkwãk  ‘a type of frog’ 
 
wɔh  ‘a type of edible tuber’ (Dioscorea) 
 
yah  ‘tiger’ 

	   
yaʔ  ‘grandmother’ 
 
yeʔyɔʔ  ‘a form of humorous but dangerous wordplay’ 
 
yəәy  ‘to carry’ 

	   
yũp  ‘to be embarrassed, shy, ashamed’ 
 
zuʔ  ‘a kind kind of fir tree found in mountainous regions’, see Figure 29 
 
ʔagɛn  ‘a short time’ 
 
ʔakar  ‘a type of bamboo’ 
 
ʔakiʔ   ‘grandfather’ (Malay aki) 
 
ʔamal  ‘group of people’ 
 

        ʔap  ‘nickname for tiger’ 
 
ʔasal  ‘original, origin, primordial’ (Malay asal) 
 
ʔasɔh  ‘to soothe a child to sleep’ 
 
ʔawãʔ  ‘child’ 
 
ʔawẽʔ  ‘baby’ 

	   
ʔay ‘edible animals, meat’ 
 
ʔay bəәw   ‘nickname for the elephant’, lit. ‘big body’ 
 
ʔay t==ktəәɲ  ‘nickname for tiger’, lit. ‘one with short forehead’ 
 
ʔay t=bəәw can  ‘nickname for elephant’, lit. ‘one with big feet’ 
 
ʔay t=bəәw haɲ  ‘nickname for tiger’, lit. ‘one with a big mouth’ 
 
ʔay t=bəәw laŋɔt  ‘nickname for elephant’, lit. ‘one with big lower-legs’ 
 
ʔay t=cikɔk teʔ  ‘nickname for tiger’, lit. ‘one that scoops at the ground’ 
 
ʔay t=dwaʔ hacẽʔ  ‘nickname for elephant’, lit. ‘one with two tails’ 
 
ʔay t=haʔat kalkɔk  ‘nickname for tiger’, lit. ‘one with stinky claws’ 
 
ʔay t=neŋ sɔk mɛt  ‘nickname for fish’, lit. ‘one with no eyelashes’ 
 
ʔay t=tbɛl can  ‘nickname for tiger’, lit. ‘one with thick feet’ 
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ʔay t=tlatɔy  ‘nickname for mushrooms’ 
 
ʔay-lɨw  ‘what?’ 

	   
ʔayɔ̃ʔ  ‘nickname for tiger’ 
 
ʔayun  ‘to swing’ (Malay ayun) 
 
ʔec tliway  ‘nickname for elephant’, lit. ‘searching for smell of faeces’ 
 
ʔeŋal  ‘to be noisy’ 
 
ʔeŋet  ‘to remember’ (Malay ingat) 
 
ʔəәkʔɘk̃  ‘a type of edible fruit’ 
 
ʔəәmpat siyɔŋ  ‘nickname for the tiger’, lit. ‘four fangs’ 

	   
        ʔi-ʔuy  ‘a sound the tiger makes’ 

 
ʔikan  ‘fish’ (Malay ikan) 
 
ʔitɛʔ  ‘a type of duck’ (Malay itik) 

 
ʔmpeŋ  ‘a type of very fragrant white flower’, see Figure 15, 18 

 
       ʔntɨŋ  ‘to be afraid’ 
 

ʔɔɲ  ‘to sniff’ 
	   

ʔɔs  ‘fire’ 
	   

ʔujan  ‘rain’ (Malay hujan) 
 
ʔular  ‘snake’ (Malay ular) 
 
ʔulat  ‘caterpillar’ (Malay ulat) 

 


